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STORE CHOICE WITH
Ovo je najrestriktivnija
SMALL PURCHASES: THE CASE
OF BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
5 od 6

Abstract
Retail shopper’s behavior is an important area for market researchers. Behavior of consumers when purchasing retail consumer goods, predominantly food, beverages and household hygiene products result from
the complementary work of a large number of different factors, including demographic, economic, geographical, social, psychological and situational factors. In order to implement the appropriate marketing
strategy, it is necessary to conduct appropriate marketing research of consumers in the purchase of consumer goods and to analyze the influence of factors that dominantly influence the selection of retail chains for
small purchases in Bosnia and Herzegovina. An exploratory (empirical) research, based on questionnaire
survey research design, was conducted for identification of factors. The survey was conducted using the
survey questionnaire on a representative sample of 350 respondents in the area of Sarajevo, Banja Luka and
Mostar with the aim of determining the prevailing buying behavior of consumers making small purchases
in Bosnia and Herzegovina. For the purpose of analyzing the collected data, the statistical package of SPSS
was used, and in particular the method multivariate variance analysis (MANOVA). On the basis of the results obtained, the factors that have the greatest influence on the selection of stores for small purchases in
Bosnia and Herzegovina at the level of Sarajevo, Banja Luka and Mostar can be determined.
Keywords: Consumer behavior, retail, small purchasing

1. Introduction
Understanding consumer behavior has become
the key to successful marketing and marketing research. In the period of constant growth of market and competition, understanding and meeting
the needs of customers has become an imperative.
Dedication and attention to the customer as an individual lead to getting to know the customer and
to creating deeper business relations which are important for further cooperation, as well as for mutual satisfaction in business. At the consumer level,
household buyers consistently report that the two
most dominant factors that impact upon their decision to purchase consumer products in a retail

store is the competitive price and quality. Quality
however is a multi-faceted variable that considers
not only the extrinsic quality attributes, but also the
intrinsic quality attributes, the credence attributes
and the service quality attributes that are associated
with the shopping experience itself. There is ample
evidence to demonstrate that as personal disposable income increases, the service quality dimensions become increasingly more important in the
consumers decision to purchase. However, it is also
abundantly clear that as the supermarkets seek to
control costs by reducing the number of competing
lines and product variants on the shelf, they have alienated a large segment of the market. A low price is
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not important to all household buyers and a growing segment of the market is demonstrating that it
is not only prepared to pay more for the desired intrinsic and credence quality attributes, but also for
the associated value-added services.
When making purchasing decisions at a particular store, consumers are guided with many criteria
(features) such as distance, product and service
prices, breadth and depth assortment, service,
parking possibilities, etc., as opposed to shopping
outside the store where they are attracted to advantages such as: ease of comparison of the offered
products, ease of purchase, low prices, working
hours, etc. The subject of research in this paper is
limited to retail sales realized in non-specialized
stores that mainly deal with the food, tobacco and
beverage trade in Sarajevo, Banja Luka and Mostar,
with a special emphasis on traffic that is performed
in sales facilities ranging from small stores to large
retail chains. Thus, the demand analysis, as an integral part of the market analysis, is objectively and
territorially defined as well as limited to consumer
behavior research in Sarajevo and other big cities of
Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH), where the majority
of retail outlets are large trade chains.
This paper’s subject is to examine to which extent
and in which way the consumer behavior and consumer habits affect the customer’s store choice regarding small purchases in BiH. This issue is very important considering the significance of store choice
when making small purchases in the contemporary
business environment. In accordance with the defined subject of research, the main objective of this
paper is to compare the criteria for small purchases1,
which consumers consider as most important when
shopping in stores in BiH. An additional goal of this
paper is to determine the influence of buying habits when making small purchases in BiH (Sarajevo,
Banja Luka and Mostar). Also, the objective of this
study is to spot the areas that need to be improved
in order to increase understanding of the behavior of
consumers when making small purchases.
In accordance to the subject of research and the
goals set, the paper starts from the following hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1:
The proximity to residence and consumer’s habits
are the main factors in the selection of shops for
small purchases in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
268

Hypothesis 2:
Consumer differences regarding the affiliation of
certain cities (Sarajevo, Banja Luka and Mostar)
represent the key determinant of purchasing behavior when making small purchases.

2. Literature Review
In European countries and in Bosnia and Herzegovina, the market share of small retailers is decreasing and there is an increase in the concept of “one
stop shopping”, and thus the role of a large modern
non-specialized supermarket, a hypermarket and a
discount store. The following main features of consumer habits are identified in developed European
countries (Bell, 2003):
•• consumers prefer the concept of “one stop
shopping”,
•• consumers prefer large stores to make large
purchases,
•• the frequency of purchasing decreases and
the average purchase size is growing,
•• consumers show loyalty to leading chains.
The main trend that enabled the growth of large
store sales areas is the concept of “one stop shopping”, reducing buying frequency and increasing
average purchase size. Furthermore, when purchases are small in terms of spending, consumers
in Bosnia and Herzegovina prefer stores which are
closer to their place of residence and are reluctant
to travel to distant shops (Mešić, Babić, 2012). It is
well known that consumer decisions are affected
by a large number of criteria. The literature review
indicates significant deviations among researchers in the number of relevant selection criteria for
the store. Store choice is largely considered to be
a cognitive process and has been studied in a variety of contexts like: location influence (BrčićStipčević, Renko, 2007); pre-purchase information
of brand (Goworek, McGoldrick, 2015); consumer
perceived risk inherent in the product purchase decision (Amin, Mahasan, 2014); shopping costs and
derived utility (Tang et al., 2001); store ambiance
(Hussain, Mazhar, 2015); type of shopping trips
(Kahn, Schmittlein, 1989) and travel time (Fox et
al., 2004). Store choice has also been studied in the
context of store image and argued to be influenced
by consumer demographics (Lantos, 2015).
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Another view in store choice literature focuses on
the store attributes. Price is one of the easily noticeable attributes and considerable work exists (Bell
et al., 2001; Freymann, 2002), on how, the price
of store offerings, affects the store choice. A number of studies (Hussain, Mazhar, 2015; Baker et al.,
1992) have studied these and found an important
relation with consumer store choice. Then there are
studies which look at how store environment cues
influence consumers’ store choice decision criteria,
such as perceived merchandise value and shopping
experience (Baker et al., 2002). Yet another view of
store choice, gives more importance to the consumer side, and has looked at the consumer attributes, as well as the situational and tasks associated
with shopping. So, the store choice has been seen
in the context of the risk reduction strategies of the
shoppers (Mitchell, Halris, 2005). It has also been
found to be dependent on the timing of shopping
trips, with consumers visiting smaller local stores
for short “fill-in” trips and larger stores for regular
shopping trips (Kahn, Schmittlein, 1989).
The literature on format choice is limited in nature
and is of more recent origin. The recent interest in
store formats is mainly attributed to innovations in
the mix that the retailers are coming up with, owing
to the competition. A store format has been defined
as the mix of variables that retailers use to develop
their business strategies and constitute the mix as
assortment, price, and transactional convenience
and experience. It has also been defined as a type
of retail mix used by a set of retailers (Levy, Weitz,
2012). Different store formats are derived from
various combinations of price and service output
(Solgaard, Hansen, 2003).
With the new formats being introduced, retail offering of stores in the evolving markets has been studied
across different product categories (Sinha, Banerjee,
2004; Juel-Jacobson, 2015). The choice of retail formats is richer in studies with consumer attributes as
explanatory variables with emphasis on consumer
demographics. The study of Crask and Reynolds
(1978) dealt with frequent and nonfrequent shoppers to the departmental stores, and found frequent
customers were likely to be younger, more educated,
and had higher incomes. The consumer behavior
for store selection has been found very much similar to the consumer behavior for brand choice. The
store selection is very much affected by factors like
its location, variety, prices offered, etc., each being a
source of competitive advantage for retailers (Gaski,
1996). Many studies have also pointed out that the
store location along with price, assortment and store

environment are most dominant factors in store selection (Marques et al., 2015).
One view in store choice literature features store
location playing an important role in store choice
specifically due to traveling cost. Another view focuses on the store attributes like price being one
of the easily noticeable attributes. The role of store
atmospherics, store ambience, store image and
store environment has also been studied as a part
of store attributes (Marques et al., 2015). A logical relationship is also analyzed by Bell and Lattin
(1998) between a household’s shopping behavior
and store preference. Whereas a narrower segment
has been devoted to studying individual difference
variables, such as demographic, socio-economic,
or psychological variables, as the key predictors of
store choice.

3. Research Methodology
The research for this study was conducted in Bosnia and Herzegovina in the period from June 27 to
July 12, 2017. The survey was conducted using the
survey questionnaire on a representative sample of
350 respondents in Sarajevo, Banja Luka and Mostar. Consumers were tested by personal contact
or using the face-to-face interview technique. For
the purpose of analyzing the collected data, the
statistical package of Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) was used, and in particular the
method multivariate variance analysis (MANOVA).
Considering the goal of the research, the research
was conducted on the basis of a direct, structural
questionnaire. The questionnaire for consumers
(buyers) is composed of two parts. The first, central
part of the questionnaire is thus designed to collect
data on the behavior of consumers whose processing would result in relevant information previously
mentioned within the objectives of the research, or
in the context of the question to which this (“mini”)
research should provide an answer. The second
part of the questionnaire is designed to obtain data
on those characteristics of consumer respondents
(such as: sex, age, number of household members,
monthly income, education, working status, etc.)
that determine their behavior when purchasing
products of daily consumption, and where possible, to test the hypotheses on the impact of selected demographic and socioeconomic variables
of consumers on their purchasing behavior. Figure
1 shows the distribution of respondents in the selected cities in BiH.
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Figure 1 Territorial distribution of respondents

Source: Prepared by the author (SPSS Statistics 19)

Source: Prepared by the author (SPSS Statistics 19)
the stores of the leading retail chains that are mainly
The testing was carried out in retail facilities located
engaged in the sale of food, tobacco and beverages.
in the territory of the selected cities of Bosnia and
Herzegovina. Considering that the research is foThe structure of the sample of respondents accordcused on BiH as a whole and Sarajevo as a particuapproximately
supports the empirical
ng was carried
out in retail
facilities
located
in thecovered
territory ing
of to
thegender
selected
cities of Bosnia
larly relevant
geographic
market,
the sample
fact that women more often than men go shopping
51.43% of respondents
from Sarajevo.
Distribution
(see Tableas
1), awhich is not the
egovina. Considering
that the research
is focused
on BiHfor
asconsumer
a whole goods
and Sarajevo
of respondents in other major cities has been decase in Banja Luka, where more than half of the reby their
size and
of
ly relevanttermined
geographic
market,
theterritorial
sample distribution
covered 51.43%
of respondents
from Sarajevo.
spondents
are male.

on of respondents
in other major cities has been determined by their size and territorial
Table 1 Distribution of respondents by gender and towns

on of the stores of the leading
retail chains that
are mainly engagedMostar
in the sale of food,
Sarajevo
Banja Luka
Gender

nd beverages.

Male
Female
Total

Number
61
119
180

%
33.89
66.11
100

Number
60
35
95

%
63.16
36.84
100

Number
27
48
75

%
36.0
64.0
100

Total
Number
%
148
42.29
2026
57.71
350
100

Source: Prepared by the author (SPSS Statistics 19)

Consumer buying behavior can be influenced by
a number of factors, such as demographic, geographic, psychographic, socioeconomic, consumer
/ household life cycle, where the customer is living, consumer lifestyle, etc. (Gundlach et al., 2006:
428-438). The author wanted to analyze the impact
of only a few factors, namely: sex, age of respond-

ents, number of household members in which
the respondent lives, monthly household income,
consumer education, their working status, etc.
Therefore, the questionnaire, includes the listed
characteristics of the respondents as so-called.
control variables. Table 2 shows the distribution of
respondents according to education and cities.

Table 2 Distribution of respondents according to education and cities
Education
Primary school
High school

Sarajevo
Number
%
15
8.3
96
53.3

Banja Luka
Number
%
1
1.1
34
35.8

Mostar
Number
%
3
4.0
44
58.7

Total
Number
%
19
5.4
174
49.7

College, faculty

69

38.3

60

63.2

28

37.3

157

44.9

Total

180

100.0

95

100.0

75

100.0

350

100.0

Source: Prepared by the author (SPSS Statistics 19)
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chart. Tables 1 and 2 respectively show the distribution of the sample of respondents in BiH (which
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includes Sarajevo, Banja Luka and Mostar) according to gender and towns and corresponding
distribution
professional(53.7%)
qualification.
The largest according
number of to
respondents,
are
next chart. Tables 1 and 2 respectively show the

between the ages of 21 and 40, and this applies to
distribution of the sample of respondents in BiH
all three cities and, consequently, to the set of all
(which includes Sarajevo, Banja Luka and Mostar)
respondents included in the sample. The domiaccording to gender and towns and corresponding
nant
share2ofDistribution
the two age groups
(21-30 andwith
31- excessive
distribution
according
to professional
qualificaFigure
of respondents
household
income
in KM (convertible
40) in the total sample can be clearly seen in the
tion.

mark)

Figure 2 Distribution of respondents with excessive household income in KM (convertible mark)

Sarajevo
0.28

0.24
0.21

0.11

0.11

0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0

0.21
0.17

0.16 0.15

0.13

0.13
0.06

>

24

01

0.03 0.02

70
112
00
15
01
-1
80
21
0
01
-2
40
0
up
to
70
12
0
01
-1
50
18
0
01
-2
10
0

0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0

Banja Luka

Mostar

BiH
0.23 0.23

0.37
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

0.24

0.2
0.11
0.04

0.04

0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0

0.18

0.17
0.1
0.03 0.05

0

Source: Prepared by the author (SPSS Statistics 19)

Source: Prepared by the author (SPSS Statistics 19)
The four diagrams shown in Figure 2 depict the
distribution of respondents according to monthly
The
four diagrams
shown infor
Figure
2 depict
household
income, separately
Sarajevo,
Banjathe
Luka, Mostar and for a unified sample consisting of
the above three sub-samples. The modus as a measure of the central tendency is at the level of the total
sample in the first interval, which is defined as the
amount of monthly income from 700 to 1200 KM
(convertible marks). Distribution of respondents
according to the level of monthly income observed
by cities, however, differs in terms of the modal in-

terval in which the typical values of the observed
variable are found. In Sarajevo, respondents (28%)
distribution
of income
respondents
whose
monthly
rangesaccording
from 700 to
to monthly
1200
KM, i.e. at the sample level, are dominant. In Banja
8
Luka, typical consumers  the respondents  live
in households that earn a monthly income of KM
1200-1500, while the surveyed respondents from
Mostar mostly live in households (37% of them)
that earn slightly less than 700 KM per month.
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Table 3 shows that the largest number of respond4. Analysis of the results
ents in the sample, about 50% of them, have comThe text below shows the results of consumer surpleted secondary school. Together with the catveys. In most cases, the results are shown separateegories of respondents who have earned a college
ly in the cities, represented by Sarajevo (51.43% of
or university degree or have obtained the title of a
respondents), Banja Luka (27.14% of respondents)
master or a doctor of science, this makes up 95% of
and Mostar (21.43%), and for BiH as a whole. The
the respondents, while 5% of the respondents surfirst issue of the survey questionnaire listed the
veyed at the level of the sample, including respondnames of six major retail chains in Bosnia and Herents from all three cities, have only basic or lower
zegovina (Konzum, Bingo, FIS, Mepas, Tropic and
education.
of respondentsit according
The obtained
shown
in Figure 3 trade
repre-chain,
Based
on theDistribution
graphic representation
can be seenRobot).
that Konzum
is thedata
most
well-known
to the level of education varies from one city to ansents the answers to this question and are an indicain Sarajevo
and Mostar,
respondents
in other.
total, While
in every
observed
city: almost
every respondent
knew
this measure
trade chain
its
tor of familiarity
andthat
a certain
of therealizes
marwho have completed secondary education prevail
ket power of individual participants on the market.
trading
activities
the BiH inmarket.
According
to the degree of popularity, Bingo follows with
with, 53%
and 59%,on
respectively,
Banja Luka
there
Based on the graphic representation it can be seen that
are 35.8% such respondents (about 63% of those
Konzum
is the most
chain,
in total, and
77.43%
for all three cities taken together, then Tropic
(73.14%),
FISwell-known
(66.57%),trade
Robot
(61.14%),
surveyed in Banja Luka). Distribution of respondin every observed city: almost every respondent knew
ents according
working
Mepas
comes intolast
placestatus
withindicates
28%. that over that this trade chain realizes its trading activities on
60% of the respondents surveyed in the cities have
the BiH market. According to the degree of popularthe status of an employed person, about 17% of the
ity, Bingo follows with 77.43% for all three cities taken
respondents are students, followed by the unemtogether, then Tropic (73.14%), FIS (66.57%), Robot
(61.14%), and Mepas comes in last place with 28%.
ployed persons (12%) and pensioners (about 9%).

Figure 3 Familiarity with trade chains in BiH - city view
Figure 3 Familiarity with trade chains in BiH - city view
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In Sarajevo, one fifth of the respondents, in addiIn addition to the above-mentioned large chain
tion to the
the pre-ordered
chain
lists,the
indicated
stores,
the
respondents
were
given
the
space
to
list
In addition to the above-mentioned large chain stores,
respondentstrade
were
given
space to list
N market; in Banja Luka, every fourth respondent
other retail chains, stores and brands they knew
other
retail were
chains,
andofbrands
they knew and
which
notinon
the list
of offered
modalities
listed
Moj were
Market;
Mostar,
there
is not such
a
and which
not stores
on the list
offered modalities
high concentration of retail establishments, so Slavof the answer to the first question in the Questionofnaire
the or
answer
to the
first question
the Questionnaire
or on ourshop
list.is mentioned
By dealing
with7%“open”
ica as the first-ranked
by only
on our list.
By dealing
with “open”inresponse
of respondents from this town.
modalities,
interestinginteresting
results wereresults
obtained.
response
modalities,
were obtained.

In Sarajevo,
one fifth of the respondents, in
addition to the pre-ordered trade chain lists, indicated N
272
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market; in Banja Luka, every fourth respondent listed Moj Market; in Mostar, there is not such a
high concentration of retail establishments, so Slavica as the first-ranked shop is mentioned by only
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Table 3 Stores where small purchases are most often made: an overview of selected cities
Sarajevo

Banja Luka

Mostar

Store

Number

%

Store

Number

%

N market
Onogost
Arizona
Other

98
82
68
228

20.59
17.23
14.29
47.90

Moj market
Zoki komerc
As
Other

36
28
27
52

25.17
19.58
18.88
36.36

Total

476

100.00

143

100.00

Store
Slavica
Anci
Tiro
Trend
Dana
Orangina
Other

Number

%

8
6
5
5
5
5
82
116

6.90
5.17
4.31
4.31
4.31
4.31
70.69
100.00

Source: Prepared by the author (SPSS Statistics 19)

In addition to the six retail chains listed above and
N markets, Sarajevo and East Sarajevo have frequently reported the names of Onogost and Arizona (East Sarajevo). In the set of 476 stores, which
does not include the top six largest chain stores,
three of these stores together account for 52% in
the heads of the participants, while all the others
identified, whose names are not mentioned due to
their large number, account for 48% in this set.
In Banja Luka three of the most commonly mentioned “other stores” are Moj market, Zoki komerc
and As, which account for 63% of this set, and the
number of other names that are not mentioned,
account for 37%. In Mostar, the answers of the respondents are scattered so that those who occupy
the first three places (4 out of 6 share the same
place) take up about 30% of them in the “residual”
store set. The names of the most frequently men-

tioned stores that occupy first, second and third
place in Sarajevo, Banja Luka and Mostar are listed
in the appropriate columns in Table 3.
The next ten questions in the Questionnaire relate
to small purchases involving the purchase of a small
number of products within daily or weekly purchases of consumer goods. The distribution of the
answer to the question “In which stores of trading
companies do you usually make small purchases of
consumer goods during the week” is presented for
each city separately and for the total sample. If we
look at the distribution of the answer to the question, it can be concluded that there is a high dispersion in respondents’ responses, which indicates
that the degree of concentration of the retail market
in which small purchases are made is relatively low.
This particularly applies to Mostar, where the share
of the first mentioned stores is only 8%.

Figure
4 The
size
of thesmall
storepurchases
where small
Figure 4 The size
of the
store
where
arepurchases
made are made

Source: Prepared by the author (SPSS Statistics 19)

Source: Prepared by the author (SPSS Statistics 19)
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As with large purchases, we were interested in the size of the store where consumers make small
purchases. The distribution of response percentages is shown in Figure 4, which clearly shows that,
except in Banja Luka, the majority of small-scale purchases are made in small stores, which is quite
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As with large purchases, we were interested in the
size of the store where consumers make small purchases. The distribution of response percentages is
shown in Figure 4, which clearly shows that, except
in Banja Luka, the majority of small-scale purchases
are made in small stores, which is quite expected.

spondents make small purchases twice a week; 38%
of consumers make small purchases three to six
times a week while 40% of consumers say they make
small purchases every day of the week.
Figure 5 shows the distribution of weekly expenditure for small buyers. As can be seen from the
chart, up to 10 KM for small purchases is weekly
spent by the relatively highest number of respondents from Banja Luka (40%), then from Mostar
(17%), and the smallest number of such consumers from Sarajevo.

A special statistical indicator that describes the behavior of consumers in the domain of small purchases relates to the average number of weekly store visits
for small purchases. Observed at the level of the total
sample, 19% of respondents replied that they make
small purchases once a week; about 15% of the re-

Figure 5 Weekly expenses in KM for small shopping - city overview

Figure 5 Weekly expenses in KM for small shopping - city overview
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is 8%, and
in theexpenses
category offrom
those20
who
respondent
spends
10 15
to 15
KMa aweek
Every Every
fourthfourth
respondent
spends
10 to
KM
on average.
Weekly
to 30
week on average. Weekly expenses from 20 to 30

spend over 50 KM per week on small purchases

KM account
for about
17%17%
of respondents,
with
of respondents
fromDistribution
Sarajevo inofthis
amount to 12%
of respondents.
KM account
for about
of respondents,
withthe proportion
spending for small purchases is fundamenthe proportion of respondents from Sarajevo in
category
of consumers being higher than average. In weekly
the category
of those who spend 30 to 40 KM
this category of consumers being higher than av-

tally different from one city to another, which can

KM there are 10% of respondents, the next cost

representation.

be
clearly
seen
basis of of
thethose
given who
graphic
erage.
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category of those
spend
to 40
there are
10%
of respondents,
thewho
next
cost30category
is 8%,
and
in on
thethe
category
spend

over 50 KM per week on small purchases amount to 12% of respondents. Distribution of weekly
spending for small purchases is fundamentally different from one city to another, which can be
clearly seen on the basis of the given graphic representation.
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Figure 6 The main reasons for choosing a store where a respondent carries out small shopping:
Figure 6 The main reasons for choosing a store
where a respondent carries out small shopping: city
city survey
survey

Source: Prepared by the author (SPSS Statistics 19)

Source: Prepared by the author (SPSS Statistics 19)
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Table 4 The main reasons for the choice of a shop where the respondents do small shopping
Rank

The main reason

Number of
answers

%

1

Proximity to residence

213

60.86%

2

Habit

183

52.29%

3

Affordable prices

163

46.57%

4

Width of assortment

108

30.86%

5

Kind staff

83

23.71%

6

Product quality

72

20.57%

7

All I need in one place

63

18.00%

8

Price campaigns

46

13.14%

9

Suitable working hours

33

9.43%

10

Proximity to work

17

4.86%

11

Possibility of payment in different ways

15

4.29%

12

Big parking

6

1.71%

13

The only store in the place

5

1.43%

Source: Prepared by the author (SPSS Statistics 19)

giving a new alpha value of 0.008. The results are – consequently  conside
test. The MANOVA method is also sensitive not
In the analysis of data describing consumer buythe probability of the first type error (Sig.) is less than 0.008.
only to differences in arithmetic mean, but also to
ing behavior in BiH, multivariate variance analysis
Unlike the
theofmultivariate
F-valuebetween
is based on a comp
theunivariate
directionF-value,
and size
the correlation
(MANOVA) were used. The MANOVA method
dependent
variables.
was used to examine the influence of these varicovariance
error matrix
and the variance / covariance matrix of the effec
ables on the set of studied dependent variables. In
One
way
to
evaluate
thetwo
importance
the research
covariance is included because
values areoflikely
to correlate, and th
case of more separate analyses, it is recommended
results is to calculate the effect size, i.e. the strength
included
in
the
account
when
carrying
out
the
significance
test. The MA
to remember that a lower alpha level is desired in
of the relationship between the variables. This is a
order to reduce the probability (risk) of making
a
sensitiveset
notofonly
to differences
in arithmetic
mean,
also to the dir
indicators
indicating
the relative
size but
of the
type I error (to make the score significant when it
difference
between
mean
values
or
the
amount
of
correlation between dependent variables.
is not). This is done using the so-called. Bonferron’s
total variance in the dependent variable that can
adaptation, which in its simplest form implies One
that waybetopredicted
evaluate the
importance
of the research
results
is to calculate
based
on the knowledge
of the
indethe original alpha level (in the standard case 0.05)
variable value
(Tabachnick,
2013).
strength pendent
of the relationship
between
the variables.Fidell,
This is
a set of indicator
is divided by the number of analyses we have perThere are several indicators of the magnitude of the
size of the difference between mean values or the amount of total variance in
formed (Sahai, Ageel, 2000). In our case, we invesimpact. For the comparison of groups, partial eta
tigate 6 dependent variables, so the number that
0.05can be
predicted
based on
themost
knowledge
of the independent
square
indicators
are
commonly
used. The variable va
should be divided by 6, giving a new alpha value of
indicator
of
the
effect
size
of
a
partial
eta
2013). There are several indicators of the magnitude of square
the impact. For the
0.008. The results are – consequently - considered
is proportional to the part of the variation of the
partial eta square indicators are most commonly used. The indicator of the ef
relevant only when the probability of the first type
dependent variable, which is explained by the indeerror (Sig.) is less than 0.008.
square ispendent
proportional
to the part of the variation of the dependent variable
variable.
Unlike the univariate F-value, the multivariate
Fthe independent
variable.
From the
findings of the discriminatory analysis it
value is based on a comparison of the variance /
can
be concluded
that the respondents
at the
City
From
the
findings
of
the discriminatory
analysis it can
be concluded
that the
covariance error matrix and the variance / covariparameter significantly differentiate the variables of
ance matrix of the effect (impact, action). Theparameter
covariables
of the
store type, the nu
thesignificantly
store type, differentiate
the number the
of visits
and the
number
variance is included because two values are likely
of other
otherstores
storeslocated
located
within
minutes
of walk-from the stor
number of
within
10 10
minutes
of walking
to correlate, and that correlation must be included
ing from the store where you usually do small shop2
in the account when carrying out the significance
ping, respectively
(F=21,36,p=0.001,
p=0.001, ƞ =0.096 ; F=126,73,
small shopping,
respectively (F=21,36,
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statistically significant influence on the choice of store type, the number of v

can be concluded that the respondents at the City

of the store type, the number of visits and the
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of walking from the store where you usually do
2
2
ƞ =0.096 ; F=126,73,
F=126,73, p=0.000,
p=0.000, ƞ =0.478 ; F=26,43, p=0.001,

) Based on these data it can be seen that
the parameter City has a statistically significant inata it can befluence
seen that
hastype,
a the number of
onthe
theparameter
choice ofCity
store
visits and the number of other stores located within
ore type, the number of visits and the number of
10 minutes of walking from the store where you
g from the usually
store where
you usually
do small
do small
shopping.
The results of testing
significant
differences
in
the
arithmetic meanings
ces in the arithmetic meanings of all respondents
of all respondents (Sarajevo, Banja Luka, Mostar)
y to residence
and consumer’s
at small and consumer’s
between
proximityhabits
to residence
nce, since Wilk’s lambda is 0.518, which gives

habits at small purchases showed a statistically
significant difference, since Wilk’s lambda is 0.518,
which gives Rao’s F-approximation of 8.46 significance differences at the level Q = 0.000. Therefore,
the respondents found statistically significant differences in consumer habits. Significant separation was also observed for the variable number of
visits at the parameter Working Status (F=114,46,
p=0.000,
)

rences at theTable
level5QResults
= 0.000.
Therefore,
of the
analysisthe
of the influence of control variables using the MANOVA technique

es in consumer habits. Significant separation was

variable
he parameter Working Status Dependent
(F=114,46, p=0.000,

Independent variable
City

Gender

Education

Working
status

Auto

Store type (small shopping)

.001

.049

.140

.134

.060

Number of visits (small shopping)16

.000

.296

.395

.000

.034

Total weekly amount of consumption when doing
small shopping

.114

.708

.159

.095

.103

The way you go to a shop where you usually do
small shopping is done

.697

.234

.064

.671

.058

Time required to arrive at the store where small
shopping is done

.086

.021

.563

.610

.162

The number of other stores located within 10
minutes of walking from the store where you
usually do small shopping?

.001

.408

.802

.184

.556

Source: Prepared by the author (SPSS Statistics 19)

Based on the realized p-values, it can be concluded
that the variable that signifies the belonging of the
respondents to a certain city has a statistically significant effect on: the choice of the type of store and
the number of shopping when performing small
purchases, as well as the respondent’s answer to the
question “The number of other stores located at a
distance of up to 10 minutes on foot from the store
where you usually do small shopping.” Gender and
consumer education do not represent a significant
consumer buying behavior variant, the working
status has proven to be a significant variable in the
case of small purchases.
When the isolated effects of control variables on
the consumer behavior variables are observed as
dependent variables, then it is shown that each
control (independent) variable affects a lower or a
greater number of dimensions of consumer purchasing behavior. Now it can be seen that the dif-

ferences of consumers in terms of belonging to
certain cities are the key determinant of their buying behavior, and that, by their influence, they also
have significant variable of Working Status, while
the Education and Gender variables have the least
explicative power.

5. Conclusion
Based on the conducted research, it can be concluded that the phenomenon of store choice with
small purchases and the factors that determine it
represent a very interesting area for conducting scientific research. By analyzing consumer habits and
socio-demographic characteristics of consumers,
key determinants have been identified that affect
the store choice with small purchases in Bosnia and
Herzegovina.
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The results of the conducted primary research indicate that the factors that dominantly influence the
choice of trade chains in small purchases in Bosnia
and Herzegovina are recognized as follows: Proximity to residence, Habit, Affordable prices, Width of
assortment, Kind staff, Product quality, All I need in
one place, Price campaigns, Suitable working hours,
Proximity to work, Possibility of payment in different ways, Big parking and The only store in the place.
Regarding the hypotheses that have been set, the following conclusions can be drawn: the first hypothesis is proven correct. The proximity to residence
and consumer’s habits are the main factors in the
selection of shops for small purchases in Bosnia and
Herzegovina. Based on the results of the research it
was found that 60.86% of the respondents considered that the proximity to residence was the main
factor in the selection of shops for small purchases,
while 52.29% of respondents’ responses were related
to consumer habits. Based on the results of the analysis, it can be concluded that there is a statistically
significant difference between the answers of different segments of respondents when the segmentation
is done by the criterion belonging to certain cities.
Thus, the second hypothesis is proven correct.
The unexpectedly low rate of return of responses
by consumers in Bosnia and Herzegovina regarding their everyday consumption can be identified as
the main constraint on the conducted research. The
above can be explained by the fear of consumers
when bringing out such information to the public.
It is evident in the paper that consumers in Bosnia
and Herzegovina recognized the key advantages of
each of the retail chains since they responded ac-
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cordingly to the criteria used to manage purchases
by selecting a type of retail store. The three cities in
Bosnia and Herzegovina that were selected to compare the issue of choosing retail types to perform
small purchases precisely because of their diversity,
do not significantly differ in terms of consumer attitudes (in this case, respondents in the area of the

city of Banja Luka) about certain retail types. However, the paper pointed to large discrepancies in the
development of retail sales between the listed cities, as the number of enterprises and the level of
retail concentration vary. Although the aim of the
author of this paper was to compile a comparison
with the findings of a survey on ranking consumers’
key criteria for selecting a store for small purchases
in Bosnia and Herzegovina, this proved to be unachievable in terms of the quality of the obtained
results. The limitations of this study include the relatively small sample and the fact that the majority of
the respondents are from Sarajevo, Banja Luka and
Mostar, which does not provide a representative
sample for the whole country. This paper can serve
as the basis for further research in this field, which
could examine the impact of both direct and indirect factors on the use of small purchases. Surveys
from the domain of store choice can serve as a basis
for making recommendations in three segments:
state bodies and other institutions, enterprises in
the territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina and consumer behavior in terms of small purchases.
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Endnotes
1

Small purchases include less expenses and a smaller purchase of consumer goods (up to 50 KM).

Nikola Gluhović

Izbor prodavaonice kod malih kupovina:
Primjer Bosne i Hercegovine
Sažetak
Ponašanje maloprodajnih kupaca važno je područje za istraživače tržišta. Ponašanje potrošača pri kupovini na malo robe široke potrošnje, pretežno hrane, pića i higijenskih proizvoda za domaćinstvo rezultat je
komplementarnog rada velikog broja različitih čimbenika, među kojima su demografski, ekonomski, geografski, socijalni, psihološki i situacijski čimbenici. U cilju provođenja odgovarajuće marketinške strategije
neophodno je provesti odgovarajuće marketinško istraživanje potrošača pri kupovini robe široke potrošnje
i analizirati utjecaj čimbenika koji dominantno utječu na izbor trgovinskih lanaca kod malih kupovina u
Bosni i Hercegovini. Istraživačka (empirijska) istraživanja, temeljena na anketnom upitniku, provedena su
radi utvrđivanja navedenih čimbenika. Istraživanje je provedeno korištnjem anketnog upitnika na reprezentativnom uzorku od 350 ispitanika na području Sarajeva, Banja Luke i Mostara s ciljem utvrđivanja prevladavajućeg kupovnog ponašanje potrošača tijekom obavljanja malih kupovina u Bosni i Hercegovini. Za
analizu prikupljenih podataka korišten je statistički paket SPSS, te osobito metoda multivarijantne analize
varijanse (MANOVA). Na temelju dobivenih rezultata mogu se odrediti čimbenici koji imaju najveći utjecaj
na izbor prodavaonica kod malih kupovina u Bosni i Hercegovini promatrano na području Sarajeva, Banja
Luke i Mostara.
Ključne riječi: ponašanje potrošača, maloprodaja, male kupovine
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BIOECONOMY CHALLENGES
IN COOPERATIVE DEVELOPMENT
Abstract
Bioeconomy, which encompasses a broad scope of activity and can be terminologically explained in many
ways, essentially contributes to the innovation, sustainability, economic growth and employment. The common features of cooperatives and bioeconomy are recognized, among other things, in the values such as
equality, social responsibility, environmental protection, self-reliance, self-responsibility, democracy, etc. Cooperatives possess a social note, but the goal of their positioning as the creators of sustainability has to involve
raising public awareness about what a sustainable cooperative business is. A cooperative is an association that
puts people, environment, and social responsibility first, after the profit. The aim of the research was to identify the links between a cooperative business and bioeconomy in the function of sustainable rural development,
thus identifying the characteristics and challenges of cooperatives in Osijek-Baranja County while proposing
the measures for cooperative operations in the context of social economy. The paper analyses internal and external problems, such as institutional support, legal regulation, administrative measures, financial incentives,
interpersonal relationships, educational structure etc. Based on the identified problem, a correlation between
the given variables was investigated. Numerous experiences demonstrate that a cooperative, as a model of
socially responsible entrepreneurship, ensures better living conditions and contributes to the overall and sustainable development of the European society. In Osijek-Baranja County, cooperatives have great significance,
and although the number of cooperatives in the observed period (2011-2016) tends to fall, the total annual
income of cooperatives and the number of employees tend to grow.
Keywords: Bioeconomy, cooperatives, social development, Osijek-Baranja County

1. Introduction
Bioeconomy encompasses the production and utilization of goods and services based on biological resources, processes and principles. The Bioeconomy

policy document places bioeconomy development
within the circular economy concept and highlights
its contribution to social development and poverty
reduction (2018, Bioeconomy Policy)1. Although
there is no official definition, bioeconomy encom-
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passes a very broad concept that is an integral part
of all development strategies in the European Union (EU) and beyond. Although at first glance we
cannot define or recognize that bioeconomy lies behind the concepts of sustainable development, social entrepreneurship, green economy, and renewable energy, it also implies innovation, economic
growth, and employment.
The area of bioeconomy is constantly being expanded and redefined; the term has been present
in reference documents since 2015. The Republic of
Croatia, in its strategies, has not used the term “bioeconomy”; however, the EU Cohesion Policy and
the National Development Strategy of the Republic
of Croatia to 2030 will soon implement the definition and emphasize the importance of bioeconomy
policy, and so will other countries, like the Czech
Republic, Hungary, Poland, Slovakia, Estonia, Bulgaria, Romania and Slovenia. The Europe 2020
strategy emphasizes that social enterprises are very
useful to the society as an important element of the
social economy (Giedre Raisiene, Urmanavičienė,
2018). These authors explore social entrepreneurship as a new phenomenon, i.e., how to harmonize
the social and for-profit enterprises’ purposes.
Social economy, or “solidarity economy,” encompasses a wide range of economic activities taking
place between a private entity (private sector), the
state (public sector), and a non-profit sector, with a
view to achieve certain social and economic benefits
for the society. We can say that the concept of social
economy is a sector-shaped model of social organization, whose action field is often referred to in the
literature as the third sector, or the non-profit and
voluntary sector. It can encompass a wide range of
sociocultural, educational, sports, health, religious,
environmental, and similar organizations or groups
whose business practice simultaneously deepens
economic democracy, nurtures social utility, and
empowers the common core of society’s identity
(Chaves, Campos, 2010). Sustainable, biobased
economic practices are not only associated with industrial change but also with comprehensive societal change, involving, for example, changes in educational concepts and of patterns of consumption
and behaviour (Bioeconomy Policy Synopsis and
Analysis of Strategies in the G7, 2015)2.
Numerous experiences show that the cooperative,
as a model of socially responsible entrepreneurship,
ensures better living conditions and contributes to
the overall and sustainable development of the Eu282

ropean society. The business sector of the Republic
of Croatia is characterized by a lack of legal foundations, information, and knowledge about cooperatives and social economics, and the institutional
“invisibility” of cooperatives in the regulation of
national accounts is a possible reason for its insufficient representation in Croatian entrepreneurship
(Nedanov et al., 2014). Cooperatives play a social
role, but the goal of cooperatives positioning, as the
creators of sustainability, has to imply raising public awareness about what a sustainable cooperative
business is. There is a constant tension between
economic, social, and environmental interests in
each sector, but the cooperative tries to meet the
interests of ordinary citizens and to align with the
aforementioned tensions. In this way, the organization itself becomes more sustainable (Cooperative Decade Plan, 2013)3. The cooperative is an association that prioritizes human, environmental,
and social responsibility, placing profit thereafter
(Stanojević, 2015).
The aim of the research was to identify the links
between the cooperative business and bioeconomy
in the function of sustainable rural development as
well as to identify the characteristics and challenges
of the cooperatives in Osijek-Baranja County and to
propose measures for cooperative operations in the
context of social economy.

2. Literature review
Corporate social responsibility (Perić, Turalija,
2018) is an increasingly important discussion subject in the public because the application of this
concept does not only affect the company’s business, but it also affects the narrower and the wider
community in which the company operates. The
authors emphasize corporate social responsibility
as the major initiative of the Global Compact, an
initiative launched by the UN in 2010, which defines 10 principles of corporate social responsibility
divided into four categories: human rights, labor,
environment and anti-corruption.
According to Lincardo (2017), the application of
corporate volunteering is positively associated with
the incorporation of corporate social responsibility
when managing a relationship between the company and its employees and also with the community. There seems to be a consensus that the recent
growth of corporate volunteering is related to the
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development and growing legitimacy of the concept of corporate social responsibility.
Anstätt (2016) deals with corporate social responsibility and its impacts on a sustainable human development. As corporate social responsivity claims to
create value for corporations and for the society, the
authors emphasise a capability approach and a people-centered approach for a common purpose. The
phenomenon of cooperatives alone stresses the importance of a human in management; namely, the
cooperatives are not capital companies but a partnership. A cooperative citizen is a small entrepreneur who comes together with others for the sake of
economic benefits, not giving up his business independence. It is uncertain whether a cooperative is a
profit making or a non-profit organization because
it is a company that competes in the market trying
to achieve a better result, while the yield is shared
by the members according to the established criteria and, most importantly, the volume of cooperative business (Matijašević, 2005).
The European institutions have recognized the
impact and contribution of social economy to the
economic and social development. Social economy
is an integral part of the single market, which represents the European Union as one of the twelve levers to boost economic growth and strengthen consumer confidence. Social economy actors belong to
the diverse ecosystems, industries, and legal forms,
but everyone has a common effort to effectuate a
significant social impact or a change in a financially
viable way. The basic principle of social economy’s
functioning is prioritizing people over capital,
democratic control of membership, reinvestment of
surplus income for the achievement of social goals
or the interests of its members, and an autonomous
management. It is estimated that around two million social enterprises are active at the EU level, accounting for 10% of all enterprises, while their contribution to GDP amounts to 8 to 10%.

3. Research methodology
The research consists of an empirical and theoretical part. The conceptual part of the paper encompasses desk research methodology, i.e. research of
relevant scientific and professional papers, studies,
and strategies in the area of cooperatives, bioeconomy and rural development. The source of data
for the quantitative analysis was a database of the
Croatian Centre for Cooperative Entrepreneurship

(CCCE)4, the leading central register of cooperatives and cooperative unions, which monitors and
analyses the data in the field of cooperatives and
proposes measures for its improvement and provides technical assistance, training, and counselling
of the members of cooperatives. Bioeconomy Policy
and the related developmental strategies for the individual EU Member States were used in the field of
bioeconomy. The empirical research includes a survey of managers/cooperative members conducted
in Osijek-Baranja County. The following sub-goals
or measures were defined according to the aim of
the research:
•

to identify the qualitative and quantitative
characteristics of cooperatives in OsijekBaranja County,

•

to link the social dimension with the development of cooperative entrepreneurship,

•

to propose measures for cooperative operations in the function of bioeconomy and rural development.

The survey was conducted in 2017 in Osijek-Baranja
County on a sample of 46 respondents (40.7%). The
questions were grouped as follows: socioeconomic
factors (age, sex, education, number of members,
subcontractors, etc.), the issues related to cooperative development (administrative, technical, organizational and economic development measures),
and finally the issues related to social economy and
development prospects of cooperatives in OsijekBaranja County. The questionnaire was applied
using the Computer Assisted Telephone Interviewing (CATI) method. The methods used in this paper are analysis and synthesis, the survey method,
data classification and quantification, the interview
method, the descriptive method, the correlation
method, the comparative method, the method of
verification and falsification, as well as the statistical methods processed in the SPSS.

4. Results and discussion
From the very beginning of societal development,
people have come together to achieve common interests and goals. The roots, mechanisms, and principles present in modern cooperatives could be observed already in tribal societies. The significance
and tradition of cooperatives in agricultural activities are invaluable, and the position of cooperatives
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has changed through history, alongside the changes
in society.
In Croatia, there were 1,218 active cooperatives
(Croatian Centre for Cooperative Entrepreneurship), of which 9.3% (116) are located in OsijekBaranja County, which, according to the number of
cooperatives, is in the third place, after Split-Dalmatia County (200) and the City of Zagreb (124).
The minimum number of cooperatives is located
in Požega-Slavonia County (12) and Međimurje
County (12). The counties with the least number of
cooperatives are also among the economically most
underdeveloped ones in the Republic of Croatia
(Economic Institute, Zagreb). At the national level,
the average number of associates in a cooperative is
16.78, and the average number of employees is only
2.22. The average number of cooperative members

in Osijek-Baranja County is 11.34, and the average number of employees is 2.64. The data are not
promising for further development of cooperatives.
Namely, the goal of each successful cooperative is
to have as many members as possible, for they are
selling their products and services through the cooperative; however, the number of employees has
to be commensurate as well. The cooperatives in
the Republic of Croatia and also in Osijek-Baranja
County are small, insufficiently connected, and
uncompetitive. Therefore, it would be advisable to
combine and strengthen them by merging several
cooperatives into one in order to increase the volume of business and secure a better position on the
market, which would probably increase the number of employees, subcontractors, and cooperative
members.

Table 1 Socioeconomic description of the sample of cooperatives surveyed in Osijek-Baranja County
Gender of cooperative members
Male
Female
Total
Cooperative (ha)
Less than 1 ha
From 1 to 3 ha
From 3 to 10 ha
More than 10 has
Number of cooperatives
Market shared
Local
Regional
National
International
Total
Education structure of cooperative members
No formal education
Elementary school
High school
BSc or MSc programs
Total
Age structure of cooperative members
Under 30 years
30 to 50 years
Over 50 years
Total

N

%

407
115
522

78
22
100

18
11
11
6
46

40
24
24
12
100

27
10
7
2
46

58
23
15
4
100

5
52
402
63
522

1
10
77
12
100

26
329
167
522

5
63
32
100

Source: Empirical research, 2018
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According to their structure in the Republic of Croatia as well as in Osijek-Baranja County, the most important are agricultural cooperatives (54%). Sudarić
et al. (2010) emphasize the importance of family
farms in Osijek-Baranja County and see their survival through the appropriate organizational and administrative solutions, such as joining a cooperative,
but also through entrepreneurial incubators, associations, producer organizations, local action groups,
clusters, etc. The significance of cooperatives in Osijek-Baranja County is evident also in their numbers.
In the observed period, from 2011 to 2016, there was
a growing trend until 2015, which was interrupted in
2016 by a slight decline; however, at the same time,
total annual income of cooperatives and the number
of employees were on the increase.
Table 1 shows the socioeconomic pattern of cooperatives surveyed in Osijek-Baranja County, which

have in total 522 members, of which 78% (407) are
men and 22% (115) are women. The surveyed cooperatives are oriented to the local or regional market
(81%). Among the members, the highest completed level of education is predominantly secondary
school (77%). The largest number of cooperative
members (63%) belongs to the age group of 30 to
50 years, 32% are over 50, and only 5% are younger
than 30 years.
Having the largest proportion in Osijek-Baranja
County, agricultural cooperatives are dominant
also in the empirical research (27), followed by cooperatives in the sector of tourism and hospitality
industry, services and trade (8), processing cooperatives (7), and cooperatives in the construction sector (4). Table 2 shows how far financial incentives
are a motive for cooperative activity with regard to
the sector of activity.

Table 2 Differences between arithmetic means with regard to the motive of cooperative activity (access
to financial incentives) in Osijek-Baranja County
Mean

SD

Median

Minimum

Maximum

Construction industry

Sector

1.0

0.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

Agriculture and forestry

1.8

1.1

1.0

1.0

4.0

Processing industry

2.6

1.2

2.0

2.0

4.0

Tourism, services and trade

4.0

2.4

4.0

1.0

7.0

Source: Empirical research, 2018

Comparing the sectors according to the basic motive of cooperative action, which is gaining additional financial resources, it can be concluded
that cooperatives in the sector of services, tourism
and trade, as well as in the construction sector, are
largely motivated by incentives and funding. In
the sector of agriculture and forestry, the primary
motive is not funding; rather, the motives are bet-

ter prices of raw materials, the use of common
machinery and equipment, as well as better access
to information and markets. There is a statistically
significant difference between the sectors of Tourism, Services and Trade and the Sector of Agriculture and Forestry and between Tourism, Services
and Trade and the Construction Sector (f – 4.06; p
– 0.019), as shown in Table 3.

Table 3 Using Tukey Method for Grouping Information (95% confidence)
Sector activity

N

Mean

Grouping

Construction industry

3

1.0

B

Agriculture and forestry

15

1.9

B

Processing industry

3

2.7

AB

Tourism, services and trade

6

4.0

A

Source: Empirical research, 2018
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The authors Nedanov and Žutinić (2018) deal with
the issue of socioeconomic characteristics and motivation, but they also emphasize the problems of
legislation, as well as administrative constraints.
Some legal barriers that contributed to the slowdown of cooperative growth during the transition
period still need to be modified. One of them concerns an ownership issue regarding the total assets that, according to the current law, become the
property of local self-government after the liquidation of a cooperative. Although this successfully
stops the criminal dissolution process of collective
ownership, on the other hand, it is a severe risk for
investment, which slows economic progress. The
double taxation issue is another relevant problem
connected with the previous one, in which members, by deciding not to invest back into the corporate business, become once more the subject of
taxing dividends in addition to taxing corporations.
By giving tax relief to cooperatives that decided to
report long-term forms of assets in financial state-

ments, the negative attitude of the investors will be
weakened, and their complete integration into the
market will be facilitated. According to an empirical research, 63% of respondents believe that legal
framework, tax policies, and administrative measures do not support the development of cooperatives in the Republic of Croatia.
Many authors (Nedanov, 20155; Mataga, 2014) emphasize the internal and external issues of cooperatives, such as financial resources, interpersonal
relationships, insufficient knowledge and skills, access to information, and weak position of agriculture in the economy. Therefore, this paper investigates the correlation between the identified issues.
There is a correlation link between the statement
that “cooperative problems are reflected in insufficient financial resources” and an “inadequate business operations,” which is also correlated to the
“cooperative problems [that] are reflected in poor
interpersonal relationships” (Table 4).

Table 4 Correlation of statements related to the operations of cooperatives in Osijek-Baranja County
Statement

Financial
assets

Interpersonal
relationships

Inadequate
cooperation

Insufficient
knowledge

Interpersonal
relationships

0.260ns
0.081

Inadequate business
operations

0.310
0.036

0.516
0.000

Insufficient
knowledge

0.218ns
0.145

0.600
0.000

0.577
0.000

Insufficient
information

0.029ns
0.848

0.489
0.001

0.563
0.000

0.518
0.000

Degraded position
of agriculture

0.242ns
0.105

0.114ns
0.450

0.362
0.013

0.109
0.470

Insufficient
Information

0.243ns
0.104

p<0.0001, p<0.01, p<0.05, Pearson correlation
Source: Empirical research, 2018

Financial assets, initial capital, and investments
are important for any entrepreneurial venture, and
thus also for cooperatives. A cooperative is a voluntary, open, independent society governed by its
members. Through its work and other activities,
or by the use of its services, based on mutual assistance, the members realize, promote, and protect their individual and common economic, social,
educational, cultural and other needs and interests,
and achieve the goals for which the cooperative was
founded (Cooperatives Act, 2018)6. A cooperative
is a society of persons that is governed by all its
286

members in a democratic and direct manner. They
participate in the cooperative operations equally
and decide on all the relevant business issues and
the distribution of profits. In accordance with the
Cooperative Rules, part of the profit is retained and
invested in the cooperative. However, a cooperative does not exist for its own benefit, but to serve
the needs of its members, and its main aim is to
achieve the greatest benefit for its members. According to the Cooperatives Act (2018), the cooperative is obliged to cover the losses from the previous periods, and then invest at least 20% in the
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development of the cooperative and at least 5% in
the mandatory reserves. According to our empirical research, the majority of cooperatives (58%) use
the profits exclusively for further investment, while
32% of the cooperatives have a possibility to allocate the profits to cooperative members.
Because of their specificity, the cooperatives should
have special tax benefits and not limitations. The
statement “inadequate business operations” (Table
4) is correlated to insufficient knowledge and information, and to a degraded position of agriculture
and cooperatives in society. Unfortunately, this
form of business association is still viewed through
the prism of former socialist cooperatives, which
used to be the backbone of agribusiness, but ended
infamously.
There is also a correlation between the statements
that the “cooperative problems are reflected in
poor interpersonal relationships” and “insufficient
knowledge, skills, and information.” Interpersonal
relationships are key to any business venture and
also to a cooperative action. A cooperative manager
has to be a person with adequate education but also
a philanthropist, determined, responsible, innova-

tive, and committed to his or her job, i.e., a leader,
motivator, and a negotiator in the cooperative team
environment.
Table 4 also shows a correlation between the statements that appropriate and timely information is
necessary for appropriate knowledge. According
to the educational structure, 76.8% of cooperative
members in the examined sample have secondary
education, and 12% of them have completed their
undergraduate or graduate studies.
Table 5 shows a correlation between the statements
related to the education and access to information
in the cooperatives of Osijek-Baranja County. It was
noted that the respondents who use the services of
the Croatian Centre for Cooperative Entrepreneurship (CCCE) also obtain information through other
forms of institutional support, such as the Ministry
of Agriculture, Ministry of Economy, Labour and
Entrepreneurship, and the Agricultural Extension
Service. Another correlation shows that those who
are “trained and informed through workshops, professional and scientific conferences and seminars”
also receive information and advice “from friends
and acquaintances by word-of-mouth”.

Table 5 Correlation of statements related to the education and information in cooperatives of OsijekBaranja County
MA, MELE

CCCE
0.568

MA, MELE

Media

Seminars

Friends

Media

0.000
0.073

0.005

Seminars

0.630
0.208

0.973
-0.099

0.182

Friends and acquaintances

0.165
0.067

0.511
0.118

0.226
-0.086

ExtensionService

0.660
0.438

0.433
0.411

0.571
-0.114

0.033
0.051

0.265

0.452

0.735

0.075

0.002

0.005

0.315

p<0.0001, p<0.01, p<0.05, Pearson correlation
Source: Empirical research, 2018

However, it is questionable how informed cooperative members in Osijek-Baranja County are about
possibilities at their disposal. According to empirical studies, only 48% of cooperatives received
national support (national, county, or local), and
only six cooperatives (13%) received support from
the EU funds. Within the 2014–2020 Operational

Programme Competitiveness and Cohesion grants
from the European Regional Development Fund are
available in the Republic of Croatia under the name
E-impulse. One of these measures is “Cooperative
Entrepreneurship,” focused on new technologies,
increase of production capacities, investments in
more environment-friendly and energy-efficient
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cooperative production, adaptation of business
facilities and premises for people with disabilities,
enhancement of marketing activities, improvement
and application of know-how, and the introduction
of quality management systems, norms, and quality labels. In addition, certain types of cooperatives
(e.g., veterans’ cooperatives) are eligible for specific
funds for self-employment, establishment of new
cooperatives, or financing of existing cooperatives.
Cooperatives are successful organizations in many
European countries and are a driving force behind
the development of a small and medium-sized entrepreneurship. In contrast to the Croatian circumstances, where cooperatives account for only 6% of
the total agricultural production, in the EU-27 agricultural cooperatives achieve on average 40% of the
market share in the agricultural sector (Nedanov,
Žutinić, 2015).
The project entitled “Interest of small and medium-sized entrepreneurs to work with and join cooperatives” (CCCE, 2016)7 assessed the potential
for association or an entrepreneurial interest in
cooperative business at the level of the Republic
of Croatia with an equal county-based sample segmentation (600 respondents). The level of interest
was relatively high (60%), but, on the other hand,
the information level was quite low (70%). The information was obtained mostly in private, informal
contacts, not on an expert level. Most respondents
associated cooperatives with agriculture and social
entrepreneurship.
According to the empirical research, most of the
respondents believe that they are more successful
in business through a cooperative than individually (34%) because they can achieve a better market position and the necessary product quantity,
use shared equipment, and get better prices when
purchasing raw materials. The positive opinion is
shared by 78% of respondents, because they believe
that their cooperatives will be stronger on the market and improve its performance in the next five
years, while 52% of respondents believe that their
cooperatives will attract more members and employees in the next period.
Producer organizations are a relatively new way for
farmers to work together that the European Union
supports by its measures. Such large sectoral organizations should strengthen regional identity, while
cooperatives could be a significant part of producer
organizations. According to the empirical research,
288

47% of cooperatives are not familiar with producer
organizations, 31% are not planning to join a larger
producer organization, and only 22% are planning
to join this kind of organization.
By analysing the structure of the cooperative sector
and social economy in the Republic of Croatia, it
is concluded that this form of organization is most
common in the agricultural sector both in OsijekBaranja County and in the Republic of Croatia. This
is understandable and in line with the experience
of other European countries. However, when it
comes to cooperatives in the industrial and service
sectors, housing, and the financial sector, the Republic of Croatia lags behind European trends. An
analysis of operation indicators of the cooperative
sector shows that, in Croatia, business profitability
and economic efficiency are higher in the serviceindustrial cooperatives. It would therefore be important to stimulate these forms of cooperative organization in the Republic of Croatia. In addition to
the aforementioned statements, it is also important
to further support and strengthen the forms of cooperative organization in the agricultural sector as
well (Babić, Račić, 2011).
A cooperative is primarily a community of people
and only then of capital. In this system, people work
together to create goods (products and services)
that will be competitive in terms of price, quality,
and distribution. However, the cooperatives in the
Republic of Croatia are not recognized as such. Although they are socially responsible organizations
that may be non-profit, they do not have any privileges or benefits in the market economy. Borrowing by a cooperative is a debt for which cooperative
members are personally liable and it is not only cooperative property that is encumbered.
A range of issues hinders the development of cooperatives. One of the concerns is an ownership issue regarding the total assets, as, according to the
valid law, they are becoming, after the liquidation of
cooperatives, a property of local self-governments.
Although this successfully stops a criminal dissolution process of collective ownership, it is, on
the other hand, a severe risk for investment, which
slows down an economic progress. A double-taxation issue is another relevant problem connected to
the previous one, in which the members, deciding
not to reinvest in a corporate business, repeatedly
become a subject of tax dividends, in addition to
the tax corporations (Nedanov, Žutinić, 2018).
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Among the inherited and existing structural weaknesses of the cooperative system, one must stress
that financial institutions are reluctant to grant
loans to cooperatives. A lack of recognition of a cooperative operating as an individual legal entity, and
a lack of understanding of the letter and the spirit
of cooperative operations can also be observed.
Another issue is an inadequate level of knowledge
among cooperative members and cooperative management regarding the way in which cooperatives
should be run. Altogether, this is reflected in the decreasing interest in cooperative entrepreneurship,
which can also be clearly seen in the negative developmental trends of the majority of parameters in
the Croatian cooperative system in 2016 (Pejnović
et al., 2017).
The role of social economy and the development
of bioeconomy through cooperatives should be
emphasized. The main idea behind cooperatives is
association and cooperation, based on seven basic
principles stipulated by the International Cooperative Alliance in 1937. Over the years, these principles have been modified and adapted to the market
economy, but the foundations remain unchanged.
The seven internationally recognized cooperative
principles are as follows: voluntary and open membership, democratic member control, member’s
economic participation, autonomy and independence, provision of education, training and information, cooperation among cooperatives, and concern
for the community.
These principles are addressed to the cooperative
members through employment, democratic decision-making and education, as well as through links
to the environment in which autonomy and independence, cooperation with other stakeholders,
and environmental and community concerns are
emphasized. According to the empirical research
conducted in the paper, 69% of the respondents
believe that their cooperative achieved the goal for
which it was founded and 65% of the respondents
believe that there is a cooperation among the cooperatives. Nonetheless, in Osijek-Baranja County
and in the Republic of Croatia there is no institution or a system of control concerning cooperative
principles. Cooperatives operate under their own
Cooperative Rules, adopted upon their establishment.
Unlike most of the EU countries, in which cooperatives significantly contribute to the development of
agriculture and rural areas, Croatian cooperatives

do not recognize their full potential as a possible
business model for economic strengthening of
the small and fragmented agricultural structure
(Nedanov, Žutinić, 2018). According to the analyses by the Croatian Centre for Cooperative Entrepreneurship, 10% of cooperatives in the Republic of
Croatia realize 90% of total income in cooperatives,
which means that some two hundred cooperatives
are the carriers of the entire cooperative system.
The importance of cooperatives is reflected in territorial cohesion and a high degree of positive correlation between the development of the cooperative
sector, bioeconomy, and rural development.
Bioeconomy has been defined as the knowledgebased production and utilization of biological
resources, innovative biological processes and
principles to sustainably provide goods and services across all economic sectors. The bioeconomy
therefore encompasses the traditional bioeconomy
sectors, such as agriculture, forestry, fisheries and
aquaculture, as well as the related processing and
service industries, such as food, paper, textiles,
building and construction, chemistry and biopharma. Key enabling and converging technologies,
such as bio-, nano- and information technologies,
are vitally important to the knowledge-based bioeconomy which uses biobased processes and principles (2015, Bioeconomy Policy)8.

5. Conclusion
Over the past few years, social economy has grown
into a global phenomenon that has proven to be
extremely resilient to the economic crisis, guarding
jobs when most employers were forced to cut jobs.
This type of business can operate in the field of bioeconomy, cooperatives and rural development, i.e.
in the marginalized parts of the Republic of Croatia in a wide variety of commercial activities. Social
businesses provide a wide range of products and
services across the European common market, and
generate millions of jobs for the socially excluded or
otherwise marginalized groups.
Cooperatives in the Republic of Croatia are fighting with both the internal and the external business problems. Namely, there is a lack of legal
framework, information, and knowledge about the
cooperative model and social economy, coupled
with institutional “invisibility” of cooperatives. Although socially responsible entrepreneurship has
been gaining importance in the national policies
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and documents for the last forty years, it is still insufficiently visible, both locally and nationally. The
cooperative sector of Osijek-Baranja County needs
to strengthen its identity through bioeconomy and
socially responsible entrepreneurship, which is a
component of the developmental plans of the European socioeconomic policy and of the EU Bioeconomy Strategy.
An increasing number of countries are also addressing the issue of accountability by establishing
the dedicated bioeconomy advisory councils. Most
often, they represent the public, private, and civil
society stakeholders and provide advisory services
for a bioeconomy policy development (2015, Bioeconomy Policy)9.
This paper presents a conceptual framework for establishing links between cooperatives, bioeconomy
and rural development. Bioeconomy aims to create added value with regard to biological resources
and natural capital, seeking for an optimal balance
between the environmental, social, and economic
gains. Bioeconomy is a business of the future that
can, through innovation, research, and environmental conservation, create jobs at the local level
and significantly contribute to sustainable development in Europe and in the world.
Theoretical and empirical research of the key issues
and trends in cooperatives’ development allowed us
to formulate the following recommendations:
•
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strengthen institutional support for the development of cooperatives, which should
act concerning changes in legislation, administrative measures and tax policies that
will favour the development of cooperatives,

•

improve the image of the cooperative business model and support it through all the
aspects of the education process, emphasizing the social elements of association, its
values, principles and advantages,

•

strengthen and consolidate the existing cooperatives and encourage them to network
and cooperate both on the national and international level, as well as to promote education and training opportunities ,

•

promote the establishment of new cooperatives across all economic areas, in both
profit and non-profit sectors (social, consumer, housing, local community cooperatives, and the like), thus strengthening the
development of bioeconomy,

•

emphasize the importance of the secondary and tertiary sector in the development
of cooperatives, i.e., in the vertical linkage
(production – processing – distribution
of products and services) and consolidate
cooperatives through other forms of cooperation, such as the local action groups,
clusters, producer organizations or business
incubators.

Cooperatives as a business model connect small
and medium-sized enterprises. They contribute to
the equilibrium of the global economy, to economic
growth and employment and can be an important
factor in promoting sustainability and social responsibility by engaging in priority activities of bioeconomy and rural development.
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Bioekonomski izazovi u razvoju zadrugarstva
Sažetak
Bioekonomija, koja obuhvaća vrlo širok obuhvat djelovanja i koja se terminološki može objasniti na različite
načine doprinosi inovacijama, održivosti, ekonomskom rastu i zaposlenosti. Zajedničke značajke zadruga
i bioekonomije prepoznaju se, između ostalog, u vrijednostima kao što su društvena odgovornost, zaštita
okoliša, samoodgovornost itd. Zadruge imaju socijalnu notu; međutim, cilj da se zadruge pozicioniraju kao
kreatori održivosti mora uključivati osiguranje i razumijevanja šire javnosti o tome što je to održivo poslovanje zadruga. Zadruga je udruženje koje na prvo mjesto stavlja čovjeka, okoliš i društvenu odgovornost,
a tek onda dobit. Cilj istraživanja bio je identificirati poveznice između zadružnog poslovanja i bioekonomije u funkciji održivog ruralnog razvoja, te su se sukladno tome identificirala obilježja i izazovi zadruga u
Osječko-baranjskoj županiji kako bi se predložile mjere za poslovanje zadruga u kontekstu socijalne ekonomije. U radu su analizirani interni i eksterni problemi kao što su institucijska potpora, zakonska regulativa, administrativne mjere, financijska sredstva, međuljudski odnosi, obrazovna struktura, informiranost,
itd. Na osnovi identificirane problematike istraživala se korelacijska povezanost između zadanih varijabli.
Brojna istraživanja pokazuju da zadruga, kao model socijalno odgovornog poduzetništva, osigurava bolje
uvjete življenja i doprinosi cjelokupnom i održivom razvoju europskog društva. U Osječko-baranjskoj županiji zadrugarstvo ima veliko značenje, te, iako broj zadruga u promatranom razdoblju (2011. – 2016.) ima
tendenciju pada, ukupni godišnji prihod zadruga i broj zaposlenih imaju tendenciju rasta.
Ključne riječi: bioekonomija, zadruge, socijalni razvoj, Osječko-baranjska županija
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Abstract
Many academics criticize charity appeals that focus on negative emotions to drive donations. With UK
citizens being statistically more likely to donate to save a dog’s life over a refugee’s life, understanding
how emotions impact charitable giving may help non-profits match their marketing appeals to motivations of the donor. Consequently, this study examines the underlying motivations of individuals
through public service motivation theory and investigates if it leads to donations when beneficiaries
are dogs or refugees. Furthermore, we draw upon positive emotions to see if they influence the relation
between motivation and donations. Using a vignette web-based survey, 328 respondents had the option to spend money on a dog rescue charity, a Syrian refugee charity or decide to withhold donations
entirely. The study found a positive relation between public service motivation and monetary giving.
However, the relations differed when individual public service motivation dimensions were taken into
account across the two beneficiaries. When positive emotions were included in the moderation tests,
results were contrary to what was expected. These findings suggest non-profit marketers target audiences with high levels of public service motivation, but that positive emotions may not be effective in
generating donations.
Keywords: Public service motivation, charitable giving, emotions, happiness, hope

1. Introduction
Charities Aid Foundation1 reports UK citizens are
statistically more likely to donate to save a dog’s life
over a refugee’s life. Given the refugee crisis in Europe, the need for funding is vital. Charities such
as Syrian Refugee use pity in their marketing appeals to drive donations (Hudson et al., 2015). Yet,
academics criticize using shocking and upsetting

images (Plewes, Stuart, 2007). Negative emotional
marketing has the potential to dishearten the audience- thus decreasing the number of donations
(Tallon, McGregor, 2014). When comparing traditional pity-based charity campaigns to ones which
produced feelings of hope and happiness, Hudson
et al. (2015) discovered positive campaigns can improve viewers’ perception on the situation and increase the likelihood they will donate.
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However, prior to exploring how emotions may
influence potential donors, it is important to first
understand if individuals have diverse responses
between motivations and charitable giving. While
there are many volunteer studies that explore understanding motivations such as affiliation to the
cause and personal rewards (Mainardes et al.,
2017), this study seeks to understand if different
forms of motivations impact donations. Public
Service Motivation theory (PSM) measures the rational, normative and affective based motivations
to engage in service that helps others and society
(Perry, Hondeghem, 2008). PSM studies have been
linked to charitable giving and volunteering (Houston, 2006; Piatak, 2016). Esteve et al. (2016) found
evidence linking PSM to prosocial behavior such
as donating funds when they conducted a public
goods game where certain control groups knew the
beneficiaries. PSM studies have also found evidence
connecting individuals with high levels of emotionality, empathy and help-seeking) (van Witteloostuijn et al., 2017). This could indicate positive emotions may be prominent amongst public service
motivated individuals.
Hence, this study examines the question if volunteer motivations differs when donations are to animal or human beneficiaries. By understanding the
different motivational drivers, we contribute threefold to literature. First, this research expands Coursey et al.’s (2011) study that sought to understand
if PSM would influence volunteering in different
charitable domains. Secondly, we contribute to the
emerging academic conversation about how different PSM dimensions relate to beneficiaries. Belle
(2013) looked at how PSM impacted the relationship of Italian nurses when they had met the human
beneficiary, but it is possible that motivations differ
when the beneficiaries are not human. Thirdly, by
addressing how emotions may impact the relation
between motivation and charitable giving, we are
able to answer Hudson et al.’s (2015) call for further
research into emotions. This study benefits practitioners by providing empirical evidence about how
they should use emotions and motivations in their
advertisements for donation appeals.

2. Literature review and hypotheses
2.1 Charitable Giving
Charitable giving is the act of giving money, time
or items of value to a charitable organization (Bendapudi et al., 1996). Although charitable giving
294

takes many forms, the following study will focus
purely on monetary donations.
NCVO2 reports that in the UK donating to children
and young people’s charities was the most popular
choice, overtaking donations to medical research–
the most popular cause in 2014. The same research
found that while women are more likely to donate
(43%), men are likely to contribute in significant
larger quantities. Charities Aid Foundation3 found
that individuals age 45-64 were most likely to donate to charity and that this age group was the most
likely to donate to animals. YouGov4 replicated this
finding amongst females age 40-54. As UK individuals were more likely to donate to animal charities
over aid charities, this highlights a discrepancy between causes.
Some scholars might argue that individuals who are
empathic opposed to those with avoidant attachment (discomfort at getting closer to others) would
be more likely to donate, but Richman et al. (2015)
found that individuals with avoidant attachment
tendencies did not affect whether one donated to
charities that benefited humans or animals. This
suggests that there are motives beside empathy that
may impact charitable behaviors.

2.2 Public Service Motivation
PSM is defined as those motives that are “intended
to do good for others and shape the well-being of
society” (Perry, Hondeghem, 2008: 3). PSM motives (rational, norm-based and affective) are underpinned by six dimensions (Perry, 1996). Rational
motives are individual utility goals which may
be based on personal identification and include a
drive to influence and participate in public policy
making and are represented by the dimension attraction to policy making (Breitsohl, Ruhle, 2013).
Norm-based motives describe concern for social
equity and sense of duty toward the public’s interest
and the government (Mann, 2006). Those driven by
norm-based motives may be more likely to start petitions and demand action by the government and
consist of dimensions: social justice, commitment
to public interest and civic duty. Lastly, affective
motives refer to the willingness to aid others and
often include empathy and prosocial desire (Taylor,
2007) and are reflected in the dimensions compassion and self-sacrifice.
Researchers have found a significant relation
between an individual’s level of PSM and the
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amount of time they spent volunteering (e.g.
Coursey et al., 2011; Lee, Brudney, 2015; Piatak,
2016; Clerkin, Fotheringham, 2017; Homberg,
Costello, 2019). Those with high levels of PSM
act on a commitment to public good rather than
self-interest (Walton et al., 2017). While there
are limited amounts of research on PSM directly
impacting monetary donations, Houston (2006),
Esteve et al. (2016) and Piatek (2016) found evidence linking PSM to monetary donations. Given the empirical evidence presented above, it is
suggested that if one is willing to volunteer their
time that they might equally be willing to volunteer other assets such as money.
H1 - Public Service Motivation will lead to charitable giving.
Some scholars suggest the PSM dimensions themselves may play a significant role in further understanding motives to donate or volunteer (Costello
et al., 2017). When one looks at PSM studies at
a dimensional level, there are varying degrees of
insights. Studies have found middle-aged women
(Anderfuhren-Biget, 2012) and those growing up
in religious households (Charbonneau, Van Ryzin,
2016) typically score highest in compassion. Lee
and Brudney (2015) found self-sacrifice significantly related to volunteering amongst individuals who worked for non-profit organizations. And,
Clerkin and Fotheringham (2017) found civic duty
and self-sacrifice were related to formal volunteering, while compassion was significantly related
to informal volunteering. With these difference
amongst the studies, it is suggested to explore
if the dimensions may lead to different levels of
charitable giving.
H2 - Different Public Service Motivation dimensions
will lead to charitable giving.

2.3 Emotions
Snyder et al. (1991) defined hope as a state of motivational positivity that derives a sense of success.
Hudson et al. (2015) found that creating a positive
campaign which generated hope increased the audience’s likeliness to donate. Hope and lack of hope
in charitable campaigns could have an impact on
the viewers’ desire to learn more about an issue.
Indeed, Plewes and Stuart (2007) discovered that
charity campaigns which make an individual feel
negative emotion such as sadness and guilt, triggers

a sense of hopelessness and shuts off the desires to
help.
However, it is not just a matter of the campaign using messages of hope to influence charitable giving.
Some scholars suggest if an individual is already
hopeful, that it will help them overcome their own
emotional burdens by making donations (Jensen,
2016). Walker and Sque (2016) suggest that when
organ donors have a sense of hope that it can balance feelings of despair. In one study, hopeful individuals reported a higher likelihood of volunteering
if asked (Baumsteiger, 2017). PSM studies suggest
affective motives are ground in emotion (Brewer et
al., 2000). Therefore, the individual’s sense of hope
may strengthen the relation between their motivation and charitable giving.
H3 - Hope moderates the relation between Public
Service Motivation and charitable giving.
Veenhoven (2017: 13) defined happiness as “the
degree to which a person enjoys his or her present life-as-a-whole”. However, he adds it consists
of inner qualities, i.e. enjoyment of life and life
ability of a person, and outer qualities such as the
livability of environment and usefulness of life.
This implies that while the individual may have
control of internal factors, they may view outer
qualities as dependent on chance and how life
turns out. Studies that focus on happiness as enjoyment have proven that they are strongly linked
with generosity and donating (Aknin et al., 2011).
Their study found that those who gave to close
family or friends reaped higher levels of happiness in comparison to those who gave to associates. Therefore, donating to a stranger in another
country may not give the donor such a positive
reward as donating within the family.
In addition to generosity producing happiness,
happy people are more likely to donate (Anik et al.,
2011). Wang and Graddy (2008) note that this is
likely a result of happy people being more emotionally capable of helping others and fostering charitable giving due to optimistic personalities. van
Witteloostuijin et al. (2017) suggest that individuals
who have agreeable personalities and are calm are
more likely to engage in helping behavior. While
there’s a difference between being easy-going and
calm, it could be a proxy for happiness as the latter is often related to being easy-going opposed to
other core personality traits. Together these arguments lead to the following:
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H4 - Happiness moderates the relation between Public Service Motivation and charitable giving.

Based on the literature, the conceptual model is depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Conceptual Model

Hope

Public Service
Motivation

Happiness

Charitable Giving

Source: Authors

3. Methodology
3.1 Sample characteristics
To test our hypothesis, a vignette web-based survey was sent out in 2018 to 54 UK-based Facebook
groups ranging from UK Ancient Cathedrals,
Churches, Abbeys and Priories to Skint mums
need funds. Groups with a variety of interests and
hobbies were targeted with the intention of having
a broad range of UK participants from different
socio-economic backgrounds and age groups. Of
the 54 groups, 19 groups focused on refugees and
11 groups focused on dogs. This enabled representation on both sides of the argument, in addition
to getting outsiders perspectives. It also allowed
for us to isolate if those with a history of interest
in either areas had specific motivations in common. After checking for unengaged responses and
ensuring no duplication of respondents (survey
setting allowed for only one IP address attempt),
we had a total of 328 validated responses. The final population consisted of 81.4% females, 51.5%
unmarried, 59.4% university educated and 43%
employed in the private sector. Ages ranged from
17 to 75 with generation Z consisting of 29.9% of
296

the responses. The sample had a rich history of donating to a charity in the past 12 months (82.3%)
with 53% reporting volunteering in the past four
months.

3.2 Measurement of main variables
As this was a cross-sectional survey consisting of
self-reported data, we sought to minimize common method bias (CMB) in the survey design.
Following suggestions by Podsakoff et al. (2013),
items measuring the independent (IV) and dependent (DV) variables were separated with a
marker variable.
The DV consisted of four different advertisements
and six different scenarios (Figure 2). The adverts
contained a variety of images of dogs and refugees
to observe if there was a bias towards a particular cause and control for the potential impact an
image can have on donations. Participants were
given a hypothetical amount of money and were
asked how much they would donate. Scenarios
included the opportunity to split their money between a dog charity and a refugee charity or withhold donation.
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Figure 2 Vignette Adverts

Source: Authors

Source: Authors

The IV, PSM, used Kim’s (2011) 12-item scale using a 5-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree
and 5 = strongly agree). We included Perry’s (1996)
Source:
Authors
original
variable
measuring social justice. Kim had
removed it from his revalidation of the PSM scales
because it was contrary to the Asian context; yet,
as many non-profits focus on concepts of social
justice, we decided to include it. Consequently, we
conducted a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) to

confirm the model. A few items were deleted due
to cross-loading or low reliability. The remaining standardized coefficients ranged from .889
to .533 thus meeting acceptable standards (Hair
et al., 2010). The CFA results confirmed the fivefactor structure [(CMIN/DF = 2.183, comparative
ﬁt index (CFI) = 0.942; Tucker–Lewis Index (TLI)
= 0.926; root mean square error of approxima-
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tion (RMSEA) = 0.060] (Byrne, 2009). PSM had a
Cronbach alpha of .891.
Hope was measured using Babyak et al. (1993)
12-item scales following a 5-Likert scale (1=definitely true and 5=definitely false). During the CFA,
three items were removed due to low reliabilities.
The CFA results confirmed the single structure
[(CMIN/DF = 3.512; CFI = 0.952; TLI = 0.925; RMSEA = 0.088] (Byrne, 2009). Hope had a Cronbach
alpha of .858.
Happiness was measured using an adjusted 2-items
from Lyubomirsky and Lepper (1999) on a 7-point
Likert scale of (1= extremely happy person and 7=
extremely unhappy person). Happiness had a Cronbach alpha of .895.

3.3 Control variables
Volunteer literature has identified several key sociodemographic variables thought to influence volunteering behavior. Consequently, respondents were
asked for their biological gender (male = 0, female
= 1) as it differs across volunteer domains (Wilson,
2012). Age was measured based on their current
age and was then made into a dummy variable for
generation Z which had the largest percentage of
the responses (0 = no, 1 = yes). Marital status (0 =
no, 1 = yes) and being employed (0 = no, 1 = yes)
were also measured. A dummy variable of different
employment sectors was made in order to control
for working in the private sector. Finally volunteering in the past four months and donating money in
the past 12 months were also controlled (0 = no, 1 =
yes). Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics.

Table 1 Demographic statistics and correlations
Mean S.D.

1

2

3

Means, Standard Deviations, Correlations
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1 PSM

3.78

.565

2 Hope

2.16

.635 -.072

3 Happy

2.77 1.893 .029 .423**

4 Donate dog up
to £10

3.31 4.057 -.036 -.082

5 Donate kids up
to £10

6.26 4.295 .343** .035 -.006 .094

6 Donate to dogs
£10 vs children

2.22 3.259 -.103 -.051

7 Donate families
up to £20

12.69 13.190 .280** -.059

8 Donate old dogs
up to £20

5.66 7.569 .010 -.093

.001 .784** .114* .615** .071

9 Donate old dogs vs
families £20

3.92 5.808 -.054 -.025

.051 .600** -.178** .793** -.120* .695**

11

13

14

15

.008

.019 .677** -.148**
.099 -.005 .493** -.129*

10 Gender

.81

.390 .215** .061

11 Gen Z

.30

.458 -.040 .006 .110* .034 .006

.053 -.046 .015 -.013 -.133*

12 Married

.48

.501 -.089 -.101 -.149

.044 -.041 .038 .013 .134* -.473**

13 Private Sector

12

.037 .143** .104 .167** .086 .098 .119*
**

.034 -.071

1.87

.929 .204** .016

.074 -.098 .096 -.132* .061 -.087 -.054 .125* -.200** .068

14 University

.59

.493 .129* -.003

.094 -.080 .201** -.241** .179** -.104 -.176** .110* -.374** .055 .180**

15 Volunteered
past four months

.54

.499 .294** .026

.009 -.088 .193** -.134* .014 -.108 -.121* .106 -.035 .008 .182** .055

16 Donated money
past 12 months

.82

.382 .268** .023 -.002 -.060 .125* -.031 .104 .001 .024 .128* -.134* .034 .071 .100 .114*

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). *. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
Source: Authors’ calculations
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4. Empirical results and discussion
This study uses ordinary least squares regression
for hypothesis 1 and 2. For the moderation test,
data was mean-centered and corrected for heteroscedasticity - consistent standard errors (Hayes,
2018). Conditioning effects of PSM on charitable
giving at values of hope was done through mean
and +/- standard deviation from mean. Finally,
moderation is followed up with simple slopes plotting and Johnson-Neyman test.

Hypothesis 1 expects PSM to influence charitable
donations. PSM proved a good predictor when
donating to refugees (children B = 2.125, p<.001,
Model 2, Table 2; families B = 4.625, p<.001, Model
4, Table 2). However, PSM was not a good predictor of donating to young dogs (B = .010, p =.982,
model 1) nor older dogs (B = .779, p = .346, Model
5) suggesting the beneficiary does act as a potential
driver.

Table 2 Regressions for PSM
Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Model 5

Model 6

Donate to
dogs up to
£10

Donate to
children up
to £10

Donate to
children vs.
dogs up to
£10

Donate to
families up to
£20

Donate to
old dogs up
to £20

Donate to
families vs. old
dogs up to £20

s.e.

coeff

coeff

1.711

-3.865*

1.704 -5.248*** 1.571 -13.883** 5.398 2.137

3.201 -11.196*** 3.082

coeff

s.e.

s.e.

coeff

s.e.

coeff

s.e.

coeff

s.e.

(Constant)

2.604

Gender

1.850** .594

.266

.591

-.326

.545

.743

1.873 2.268*

1.111 .493

1.070

Gen Z

.147

.606

.814

.604

1.224*

.557

.363

1.912 -.248

1.134 2.130†

1.092

Married

.232

.514

-.177

.512

.226

.472

-.567

1.622 .484

.962

.732

.926

Education

-.570

.495

1.641*** .493

2.136***

.455

4.016*

1.562 -1.672† .926

4.349***

.892

Private sector

.714

.469

.055

.468

-.209

.431

.215

1.481 1.368

.879

.062

.846

Volunteered past
-.720
4 months

.464

0.845†

.463

.424

.427

-2.080

1.466 -1.890* .869

.065

.837

Donated in past
12 months

-.615

.608

.333

.605

.834

.558

.850

1.918 -.024

1.137 .818

1.095

PSM

-.010

.441

2.125*** .439

2.287***

.405

6.371***

1.393 .779

.826

.795

R2

.051

0.160

0.209

0.104

Adj. R2

.025

0.139

0.189

0.084

F-test (df )

2.161(8) p<.05 7.614(8) p<.001 10.509(8)P<.001 4.747(8) p<.001

.045

4.625***
0.200

.021

0.180

1.898(8) p<.1

9.996(8) p<.001

Observation = 328
Note p<.1†, p<.05*,p<0.05*, p<.01**, p<.001***
Gender (0=male, 1=female) Genz (0=no, 1=yes)Private Sector (0=no, 1=yes) Volunteered (0=no, 1=yes) Married (0=no,
1=yes) University educated (0=no, 1=yes) Donated (0=no, 1=yes)
Source: Authors’ calculations

Hypothesis 2 expects PSM dimensions to influence
charitable donations. Self-sacrifice proved to be a
good predictor when donating to dogs (young B
=.645, p<.10, model 1; old B =1.781, p<.01, model
5, table 3). Social justice proved to a good predictor
anytime it involved donating to refugees (children
B =1.084, p<.05, model 2, Table 3, children vs dogs

B =.710, p<.10, model 3; families B = 3.673, p<.05,
model 4; families vs. old dogs B = 2.533, p<.010,
model 6). Finally, compassion also proved to be a
good predictor when donating to refugees (children
B = .770, p<.10, model 2, Table 3, children vs dogs
B = .996, p<.05, model 3; families B = 2.390, p<.10,
model 4).
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Table 3 Regressions for Individual PSM Dimensions
Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Model 5

Model 6

Donate to
dogs up to
£10

Donate to
children up to
£10

Donate to
children vs.
dogs up to
£10

Donate to
families up
to £20

Donate to
old dogs up
to £20

Donate to
families vs.
old dogs up
to £20

s.e.

coeff

coeff

coeff

coeff

1.780 -3.036† 1.774

-4.86**

1.641 -10.80† 5.604 4.811

3.319 -9.905** 3.211

coeff

s.e.

coeff

s.e.

s.e.

s.e.

s.e.

(Constant)

3.365†

Gender

1.991*** .598

0.175

.596

-0.458

.551

0.397

1.882 2.425*

1.115 0.366

1.078

Gen Z

.106

.607

.779

.605

1.178*

.560

.240

1.911 -.422

1.132 2.137†

1.095

Married

.307

.521

-.230

.519

.125

.480

-.753

1.639 .572

.971

.725

.939

Education

-.433

.497

1.713*** .495

2.124*** .458

4.262** 1.564 -1.391

.927

4.470*** .896

Private sector

.641

.475

-.072

.474

-.243

.438

-.209

1.496 1.314

.886

-.134

.857

Volunteered
past 4 months

-0.864† .466

0.828†

.465

.474

.430

-2.115

1.469

.053

.842

-2.101* .870

Donated in past
-.617
12 months

.608

.261

.606

.771

.561

.600

1.915 -.048

1.134 .745

1.097

Attraction to
Policy making

.329

.329

-.133

.328

-.212

.304

-.844

1.037 -.365

.614

-.130

.594

Commitment
to public
interest

-.736

.455

-.256

.454

.339

.419

-.970

1.433 -.902

.849

-.058

.821

Compassion

-.412

.454

0.770†

.452

0.996*

.419

2.390†

1.429 -.621

.847

1.222

.819

Self-sacrifice

0.645†

.357

.525

.356

.413

.329

1.621

1.124 1.781** .666

.832

.644

Social justice

.003

.465

1.084*

.464

0.710†

.429

3.673*

1.465 .382

2.533**

.839

R2

.70

.175

.218

0.128

.071

.214

Adj. R2

.034

.144

.189

.094

.035

.184

F-test (df )

1.974(12) p<.05

5.576(12)
p<.001

7.333(12)
p<.001

3.843(12)
p<.001

1.991(12)
p<.05

7.193(12)
p<.001

.868

Observation = 328
Source: Authors’ calculations

Hypothesis 3 expects hope to moderate the relation between PSM and charitable donations. All
findings are in Table 4, but only results showing
significant interaction effect or conditional effects
are discussed. While the interaction effect (PSM x
Hope) was not significant when donating to children refugees (B = -.272, p = .783, model 2, table 4),
the conditional effect (figure 3) of PSM on charitable giving to children refuges at the value of hope
was significant at low levels (B = 2.312, p<.5), mod300

erate (average) levels (B = 2.145, p<.001) and high
levels (B = 1.972, p<.01). Additionally, the JohnsonNeyman significance region showed that the relationship between PSM and charitable giving for
children refugees was significant when hope was
at the value 1.0736 (%< = 94.812 and %> = 5.183)
and value -.826 (%< = 7.317 and %> = 92.683). The
findings were replicated with donating to children
vs dogs (model 3), families (model 4) and families
vs. old dogs (model 6).
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Table 4 Regression model for PSM and model coefficients for hope as a moderator
Model 1
Donate to
dogs up to
£10
coeff
s.e.

Model 2
Donate to
children up
to £10
coeff
s.e.

Model 3
Donate to
children vs.
dogs up to £10
coeff
s.e.

Model 4
Donate to
families up to
£20
coeff
s.e.

Model 5
Model 6
Donate to old
Donate to
dogs up to families vs. old
£20
dogs up to £20
coeff
s.e.
coeff
s.e.

(Constant)

2.523**

0.907 4.167*** 0.912 3.414***

0.823

10.116*** 2.799 5.089**

1.746 6.366***

1.615

Hope

-0.525

.374

.326

0.384

0.38

-0.9173

1.358 -1.016

0.704 0.6763

0.789

PSM

-.137

.584

2.145*** .582

2.340***

0.576

6.120***

1.72

1.064 4.821***

1.109

PSM X Hope

-.298

.924

-.272

.989

-0.0768

1.021

-0.8736

2.868 0.831

1.667 0.7336

2.003

Gender

1.919***

.546

0.207

.656

-0.3848

0.605

0.838

1.335 2.451*

1.038 0.4271

1.189

Gen Z

.103

.627

.830

.592

1.248*

0.554

0.2853

1.848 -0.3

1.188 2.189*

1.085

Married

.123

.537

-.116

.566

0.3006

0.528

-0.7429

2.109 0.288

1.024 0.8617

1.022

Education

-.585

.530

1.652*** .508

2.147***

0.475

3.994***

1.053

Private sector

.678

.481

.088

.482

-0.1764

0.452

0.1677

1.092 1.2639

Volunteered
past 4 months

-.664

.506

0.842†

.508

0.4043

0.467

-1.9636

1.957

Donated in past
-.568
12 months

.676

0.319

.636

0.8096

0.588

0.9374

1.249 0.022

R2

.059

.163

F-test (df )

6.509(10)
2.119(10) p<.05
p<.001

.395

.212

0.109

0.715

-1.705† 1.018 4.365***
-1.881* 0.946 -0.027

.055

6.6851(10)
8.830(10) p<.001
p<.001

0.901 0.094

1.247 0.751

0.924
0.898
0.932
1.129

0.204

1.836(10) p<.05 8.319(10) p<.001

Observation= 328
Source: Authors’ calculations

Figure 33 Simple
(Hope)
Figure
SimpleSlopes
Slopes
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Charitable Giving (children £10)
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Source: Authors' calculations

Hypothesis 4 expects happiness to moderate
the relation between PSM and charitable donations. The interaction effect (PSM x Happiness)
was not significant when donating to children
refugees (B = -.024, p = .900, model 2, table
5), but the conditional effect (figure 4) of PSM
on charitable giving to children refuges at the

value of happiness was significant at low levels
(B = 2.162, p<.01, moderate (average) levels (B
= 2.1163, p<.001) and high levels (B = 2.071,
p<.001). However, there are no statistical significance transition points within the observed
range of the moderator when exploring the
Johnson-Neyman significance region.
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Table 5 Regression model for PSM and model coefficients for happiness as a moderator
Model 1

(Constant)

Model 2
Model 3
Donate to
Donate to
Donate to dogs
children up to children vs.
up to £10
£10
dogs up to £10
coeff
s.e.
coeff
s.e.
coeff
s.e.

Model 4
Donate to
families up to
£20
coeff
s.e.

Model 5

Model 6
Donate to
Donate to old
families vs. old
dogs up to £20
dogs up to £20
coeff
s.e.
coeff
s.e.

2.591**

0.899 4.138*** 0.927 3.398*** 0.838

10.289*** 2.952

5.101**

1.724

6.282*** 1.617

Happiness

0.037

0.121 -0.110

0.567

0.567

0.089

0.225

0.007

PSM

-0.008

0.581 2.116*** 0.520 2.288*** 0.525

6.419***

1.898

0.787

1.126

4.626*** 1.071

PSM X
Happiness

-0.174

0.219 -0.024

Gender

0.123 0.002

0.111

0.225

0.192 0.047

0.181

1.093

1.186

0.116

0.411

0.149

0.388

1.848*** 0.539 0.291

0.661 -0.328

0.610

0.579

1.260

2.244*

1.038

0.487

1.189

Gen Z

0.092

0.622 0.869

0.598 1.232*

0.548

0.268

1.825

-0.274

1.168

2.156*

1.089

Married

0.238

0.522 -0.222

0.542 0.230

0.499

-0.283

1.672

0.526

1.002

0.742

0.972

Education

-0.590

0.528 1.697*** 0.510 2.135*** 0.474

3.735***

1.044

-1.717†

1.017

4.346*** 0.927

Private sector

0.733

0.482 0.017

0.485 -0.210

0.455

0.372

1.038

1.395

0.904

0.059

0.902

Volunteered
past 4 months

-0.734

0.510 0.843†

0.501 0.427

0.464

-1.996

2.010

-1.881* 0.976

0.077

0.936

0.661 0.334

0.627 0.832

0.585

0.803

1.210

-0.029

0.812

1.127

Donated in past
-0.608
12 months
R2

.054

F-test (df )

6.771(10)
1.956(10) p<.05
p<.001

.163

1.245

.209

0.121

.046

0.201

9.175(10)
p<.001

5.4291(10)
p<.001

1.428(10)
p=.166

8.258(10)
p<.001

Observation= 328
Source: Authors’ calculations

Figure 4 Simple Slopes (Happiness)
Figure 4 Simple Slopes (Happiness)
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We found evidence that PSM as an aggregate is
with human beneficiaries. Contrarily, PSM dimenEndnotes
associated
with charitable giving, but only when
sions performed differently when taking beneficiarthe beneficiaries are refugees. These findings are
ies into account.
similar
to
Belle’s
(2013)
study
that
found
PSM
in1
Charities Aid Foundation (2017), “CAF UK Giving 2017”, Kent, UKSelf-sacrifice was significantly related to donating
fluenced behavior when the individual had contact
to dogs. Brenya et al. (2017) highlighted self-sacri2

NCVO (2017), “UK Civil Society Almanac 2017/Income from individuals”, available at:

https://data.ncvo.org.uk/a/almanac17/individuals-2/
(Accessed
September
17, 2018)
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fice as related to society’s interest over the individuals. This would suggest self-sacrifice should have
been related to refugees instead of dogs. Conversely, compassion was significantly related to donating
to refugees. However, similar to Anderfuhren et al.’s
(2014) study that found compassion was highest
amongst those working in the welfare sector, there
is a clear connection between having compassion
and wanting to help others. This suggest these affective motives, while clearly divided between the
two beneficiaries, are related to how the individual
perceives the societal importance of the issue (Breitsohl, Ehrig, 2017).
Social justice was only significantly related to charitable giving when the beneficiary were refugees.
These findings clearly support Piatak’s (2016) results linking social justice to volunteering amongst
university students. Word and Carpenter (2013:
319) argue that “social justice helps improve the
welfare of underserved populations”. However, the
other norm-based motive commitment to public
interest was not significantly related to charitable
giving regardless of beneficiary. This is direct contrast with Piatak’s (2016) findings that showed individuals with high levels of commitment to public interest were 1.3 times more likely to donate to
a charity. This suggests that the social values and
norms of social actions that are considered proper
may be at odds in the UK sample.
Researchers have previously found a strong link
between altruism, donation and happiness (Anik et
al., 2011). However, this study found hope and happiness did not influence the relationship between
PSM and charitable giving. Although, conditional
effects did show that there is a correlation between
an increased amount of donations regardless of the
level of hope or happiness when PSM increases.
This suggests that the motivational traits of the individual may not be influenced by the emotional
state. Coursey and Pandey (2007) had asked participants to consider how they handled their feelings when related to compassion and found that the
control of one’s emotions does not imply greater or
lesser compassion. Additionally, it could be the affective modes, which are grounded in emotional responses, crowd out other emotions (Taylor, 2007).
This implies that non-profit advertisements may
prefer to focus on the motivational traits related to
emotions opposed to appealing to a state of happiness or hopefulness.

5. Conclusion
This paper aimed to answer the question if public
service motivation leads to charitable giving. The
intent was twofold. First, we integrated different
types of beneficiaries to see if it would influence
different relations between motivation and behavior. Second, we explored how positive emotions
may influence the relationship between PSM and
charitable giving. Thus, we contribute to the debate surrounding non-profit marketing focusing on
emotional drivers in advertisements.
Through our findings, we were able to provide empirical support about PSM impacting charitable
giving. We also demonstrated positive emotions do
not strengthen or weaken the relationship between
PSM and donations, but those individuals with
high PSM are significantly more likely to donate
larger amounts of money. This study has practical
implications for non-profit marketers who want
to understand how to encourage public service
motivated individuals to engage in charitable giving. Advertisements should capitalize on the PSM
dimensional motives of the individuals. Messages
highlighting a sense of social justice and/or compassion may be effective for charities focusing on
refugees, while messages focusing on self-sacrifice
could help dog charities. By understanding how affective and norms-based motives lead to different
donation behaviors, non-profit marketers focusing on various beneficiaries may have an advantage
when engaging in fundraising activities.
Limitations and opportunities for future research
As with all research, this study is not without limitations. One area that should be taken into consideration involves donating money without consequences. Although the study used a tried and
verified quasi-experimental design, it did not require participants to use their own money. Due to
this, there is a potential that participants would respond differently in real life. Esteve et al. (2016) argue in research following a similar design, while the
causal direction between PSM and charitable giving
cannot be made, there is empirical evidence supporting the conclusion that those individuals with
higher levels of PSM contribute larger amounts of
money to different beneficiaries. Therefore, future
research could include having non-profit fundraisers follow up donations with a survey that measures PSM and compares it to the amount of actual
money donated.
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Utjecaj motivacije za javno dobro
na dobrotvorno prikupljanje sredstava –
nedostatak emocionalnog marketinga
Sažetak
Mnogi znanstvenici kritiziraju pozive na dobrotvorno prikupljanje sredstava koji se zasnivaju na negativnim
emocijama kako bi se ljude potaklo na darivanje. Statistički gledano, građani Ujedinjene Kraljevine vjerojatnije će dati donaciju za spašavanje pasa nego za spašavanje života izbjeglica. Stoga je potrebno razumjeti
kako emocije utječu na uplate u dobrotvorne svrhe jer to dobrotvornim organizacijama može pomoći da
usklade svoje pozive s motivacijom darovatelja. U ovoj se studiji analiziraju motivacije pojedinaca pomoću
teorije motivacije za javno dobro te se ispituje hoće li ta motivacija dovesti do donacija, ovisno o tome jesu
li namijenjene psima ili izbjeglicama. Nadalje, uključili smo i pozitivne emocije kako bismo ispitali koliko
utječu na odnos između motivacije i donacija. U internetskom vinjetnom upitniku 328 ispitanika moglo
je potrošiti novac na udrugu koja se bavi spašavanjem pasa, udrugu koja pomaže sirijskim izbjeglicama ili
odlučiti da nikome neće donirati novac. Rezultati pokazuju pozitivnu korelaciju između motivacije za javno
dobro i novčanih priloga. Međutim, korelacije su se razlikovale kad smo uzeli u obzir dimenzije motivacije
pojedinaca za javno dobro u odnosu na dvije vrste korisnika. Kad smo kao moderacijske varijable dodali
pozitivne emocije, rezultati su bili suprotni od očekivanih. Na temelju rezultata može se zaključiti da se u
marketingu dobrotvornih organizacija treba usmjeriti na publiku s visokom motivacijom za javno dobro, no
čini se da pozitivne emocije ne potiču ljude na doniranje.
Ključne riječi: motivacija za javno dobro, dobrotvorni prilozi, emocije, sreća, nada
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VIEW OF EFFECTIVE PARTS OF THE
FINANCIAL SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
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Abstract
Due to the onset of the last economic crisis, the recent focus of policy makers has been shifted from economic development to the possibility of fast identification of the sources of financial shocks and imbalances
in order to quickly solve the extreme stresses that can emerge in the financial system. Therefore, the interdependences of financial institutions and financial leverages as well as the causes of endogenous changes of
real interest rates and the differences emerging between interest rates and the rates affecting expenditure
are observed more often in this context.
The paper emphasizes this problem as well as the problem of the need for a different structure of the financial system and its participants that would contribute to a higher level of economic development. In
this context, on the example of data on the Croatian capital market shareholders’ structure and data on the
amount of loans to companies in the period from 2006 to 2018, a model was developed via ANFIS. The model indicated the positive and negative impacts of banks and shareholders’ structure on the capital market.
Keywords: Financial institutions, financial leverage, capital market shareholders’ structure, co-evolution of
banks and capital market, ANFIS

1. Introduction
In recent times, the scientific community has been
discussing the effects of financial friction and the
importance of studying it when observing factors of
economic stability and factors that could cause new
economic imbalances and crises. Thus, the focus
of policy makers has been shifted from economic
development to the possibility of fast identification
of sources of financial shocks within the context of
a successful resolution of extreme stresses that can
occur in the financial system (Pang, Siklos, 2010).

In addition, a lot of institutions and mechanisms
supporting the global financial architecture were
created several decades ago and their structure
does not reflect the global economic circumstances
(Drysdale et al., 2017). In this sense, the effects of
the interdependence between financial institutions
and financial leverages are observed, as well as
the causes of endogenous changes in real interest
rates and the differences emerging between interest
rates and the rates affecting decisions on expenditure (Vines, Wills, 2018). Following the definition
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of “financial friction” (Hall, 2012), there has been
more and more discussion within the scientific
community on the gap that increases when financial institutions earn in larger ranges than those
created between their costs of financing and interest costs, as well as the adverse effects of the gap
on the macroeconomic balance. At lower levels of
financial development there is a predominance of
the redistribution effect, and the fall in financial
friction increases productivity shocks (Pinheiro et
al., 2017). Today, the international financial architecture enables the continuation of international
imbalances causing financial imbalances and subsequent crisis phenomena, as well as the spillover of
negative effects on the global economy (Sau, 2016).
However, the areas of Eastern and Central Europe
are also marked by the effects of political volatility
that surely impose a great impact on their economic development. There were attempts to solve some
of the effects of the volatility by numerous initiatives for EU integration, which may have had positive outcomes in some international effects; nevertheless, the effects on national levels remained
unresolved (Hartwell, 2018). The effects of political
instability damage economic development, and,
within financial markets, they are negatively transferred to capital markets, mostly due to political
news and the total volatility of the financial sector
(Engle, Ng, 1993). Therefore, within the European
Union, there have been more and more discussions
on the Capital Market Union and the advantages
and disadvantages of these ideas (Braun, Hubner,
2017). The financial vortex that emerged because of
the prevalence of bank-centrism, not only in these
regions, but in the entire EU area, created surplus liquidity for banks and deficit for companies.
Namely, a situation occurred in which mostly large
and stable companies with high credibility borrow
money from banks to insure their liquidity, even
though they do not need to, while small and medium enterprises that are not on the capital market
and have lower credibility cannot use credit lines to
finance liquidity (Acharya et al., n.d.).
Therefore, there is an immediate necessity of a coevolution of banks and the capital markets that
would result in positive effects on economic development. One of the recommendations for such
a co-evolution suggests that banks engage in securitisation of loans of higher quality, which could
encourage greater participation of investors and
capital market development (Song, Thakor, 2010).
310

This paper uses an ANFIS-constructed model to
study the effects of co-evolution of banks and capital markets in this country, i.e. the way in which
the available market value on the shareholders’ accounts affects lending to the private sector (companies). The shareholders’ structure, made up of
categories of domestic natural persons, domestic
legal entities, foreign persons and others, has been
indicated as key in studying the co-evolution and its
effects on the potential for economic development.
This especially relates to domestic legal entities.

2. Theoretical background
The financial sector is an essential component of
any economic system as it provides key qualitative services of transforming assets in the sense
of liquidity, maturity and volume. Therefore, the
functional perspective of financial intermediation
can also be used to study financial network effects
(Gaffeo, Molinari, 2018). This is especially related
to studying effects that impact good or bad economic circumstances with consideration to good or
bad functioning of the markets. The recent research
studies almost unanimously conclude that the crisis increases the return spillover among different
financial markets (Huang, Wang, 2018). The crisis
resulted in not only a decrease in the number of securities on the market, but it also indicated changes
in the topology of the network infrastructure and
the evolution of statistical changes of time after it,
not having a regular effect at the same time on the
structure of the international financial network architecture (Chinazzi et al., 2013).
The strengthening of capital markets, especially at
the EU level, is considered mainly due to domestic
and intra-country macroeconomic effects of financial shocks that can be caused by excessive bankcentrism. Namely, the research studies show that
the business cycles within the EU depend not only
on real shocks, but also on financial shocks, that
the financial sector enhances the transfer of (real)
shocks and that the banking sector can cause asymmetry between the business cycle and spillover
among countries in the monetary union (Bokan et
al., 2018). Banks face financial friction in the shape
of time-variable limitations of endogenous balance due to an agency problem with foreign investors, whereby the control over capital can become
an effective tool in resolving the problem (Kitano,
Takaku, 2017). Likewise, a higher level of financial
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openness contributes to development only if a certain development level of general legal systems and
institutions is achieved (Chinn, Hiro, 2006). This is
the reason behind the EU’s dedicated intention to
the alignment of these systems at the Union level.
In addition to this, traditional opinions on the effectiveness of economic policies focusing on monetary, fiscal and value aspects of monitoring and
managing capital are being abandoned, i.e. their effectiveness in the short term is emphasised, while a
long-term economic development requires stimulation of innovations in the financial system (Merton, Bodie, 2005). Consequently, there is a demand
for reforms of the monetary and financial systems
at the global level that are not only short-term,
“cosmetic reforms” (Sau, 2016), based on numerous new research studies and their conclusions on
balance models (Jesús Fernández-Villaverde, 2010).
These reforms require more research into the interdependence among various types of institutions
and an orientation toward intra-country spillovers,
which are systematically neglected (Ghulam, Doering, 2018).
A financial structure is appropriate for an economy
at a specific level of economic development only
when the characteristics of the financial structure
correspond to the characteristics of the industrial
structure, i.e. needs of the economy. In other words,
an appropriate financial structure varies among
countries at different levels of economic development and needs to be dynamic in time (Lin et al.,
2013). Furthermore, financial development and institutional quality will have a larger direct impact
on the total economic development than foreign
direct investment, the impact of which is more significant at the level of the enterprise itself (Bruno
et al., 2018).
The crisis created the need for a new economic
paradigm, followed by a choice between a free deregulated or a regulated financial market structure,
which obviously leaned toward the regulation area.
Besides regulatory mechanisms, the years following the crisis saw the development of mechanisms
that should have had a desired preventative role and
somewhat serve as a counterbalance to the increase
in volatility; however, they led to a decrease in trading volumes (Tanasie et al., 2015). Nevertheless, the
research studies show that the disturbances in financial intermediation cause negative effects on the
real economy and turn out to be the primary source
of business cycle fluctuations, only in periods of

financial difficulties (Lhuissier, 2017). Namely, the
new regulation has still not recognised sufficiently
the different dimensions of systemic risk and the
paradigm “too big to fail” is still widely accepted.
The new one has only just been emerging that states
“too connected to fail” (Ghulam, Doering, 2018),
which likely has more far-reaching implications for
risk transfer.
Considering all the above-mentioned, we can definitely conclude that the economic development
in the new era requires an evolution of the financial system architecture, which is evident in three
forms: competition, complementarity and co-evolution (Song, Thakor, 2010). Co-evolution requires
new financing techniques such as securitisation
for example, which also demands a new approach
to financial infrastructure development. Only a financial infrastructure developed in such a way can
revive the sluggish capital markets as the European
one.
In connection to this, starting from the end of
2009, the EU has regulated the business of Credit
Rating Agencies, and the regulation has been directed towards: a) registration – each CRA needs
to be registered with the supervision of ESMA; b)
CRA operations management (employee conflict
of interest was regulated, CRA needs to establish
a continued monitoring of the issuer’s rating, CRA
needs to draft a “Transparency Report” each year);
c) supervision – ESMA has extensive authority in
supervising CRA in the form of on-site supervision
and imposing sanctions.
Furthermore, the new rules on “capital requirements for banks”, in effect since 2014, require banks
to avoid excessive leaning on CRA ratings and to
have an obligation to make their own solvency assessments of loan users. ESMA established the “European Rating Platform” aimed at easier comparison of all solvency assessments of the issuer by the
registered credit rating agencies (CRA).
Besides, since Croatia is a member of the EU, it is
noteworthy to emphasise the conclusions of some
research studies related to the impacts of political
volatility on the financial infrastructure and capital markets in that EU membership decreases yield,
but functions as a stability anchor in order to prevent informal volatility that turns into financial instability (Hartwell, 2018).
By strengthening the financial stability Croatia also
contributes to the macroprudential diagnostic pro-
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cess under the authority of the CNB that consists
of assessing macroeconomic and financial relationships and trends that can result in distortion of financial stability. Hence, macroprudential diagnostics serves as a channel of regular public informing
on the undertaken macroprudential activities and
measures in Croatia and comparable countries, and
the activities related to the European Systemic Risk
Board (ESRB).
Although the total assets of the financial system
are 60% larger than the GDP, the assets structure
of the Croatian financial sector is dominated by
banks with a share of 75%. Furthermore, the system
is dominated by large banks in foreign ownership,
comprising a share of 90.1% in total assets. Most
banks in foreign ownership are held by EU shareholders, and the share of their assets in the total
assets of all banks was 89.2% in 2017. With regard
to total loans (2017), the negative decreasing trend
continued, which afterwards resulted in a contin-

ued decrease in the share of loans in assets to 57.9%,
marking the lowest value of the indicator since
March 2005. At the same time, the ratio of loans
and deposits fell to 76.1%, with the last values lower
than those recorded in 2002 (Croatian National
Bank (2018), “Banks Bulletin No. 31”).
Within such a financial infrastructure, the key
meeting point of the bank’s ownership structure as
the dominant financial institution and the ownership structure of non-financial companies is the
loan as an expression of mutual trust and expectations within the established regulatory framework
under the authority of the central bank.

3. Data set and methodology
The impact of the available market value of shareholders’ accounts on lending to the private sector
(companies) was studied on the basis of the set of
data shown in Table 1.

Table 1 Trends of loans to the private sector and values of investment on the capital market in the
period from 2006 to 2018
Date

Loans to
companies
(in m HRK)

Domestic
natural persons
(in m HRK)

Domestic legal
entities (in m HRK)

Foreign persons
(in m HRK)

Others
(in m HRK)

31 March 2006

67,018

22,981

90,735

60,482

22,818

30 June 2006

71,420

22,946

92,204

69,198

24,335

30 September 2006

74,707

26,105

101,126

82,186

28,295

31 December 2006

76,797

27,980

107,235

97,249

25,356

31 March 2007

83,387

36,171

128,349

127,121

39,972

30 June 2007

87,190

43,439

141,365

144,132

45,654

30 September 2007

90,980

45,484

142,935

111,747

79,403

31 December 2007

88,678

56,105

145,213

122,653

83,734

31 March 2008

92,265

46,268

120,930

107,371

64,558

30 June 2008

94,325

43,834

109,828

99,530

58,528

30 September 2008

96,312

38,455

98,490

93,924

50,834

31 December 2008

98,914

26,793

77,933

76,541

30016

31 March 2009

102,780

24,803

70,668

74,738

25,233

30 June 2009

104,546

26,990

76,411

75,508

32,595

30 September 2009

103,336

29,388

89,075

82,304

28,085

31 December 2009

102,550

28,456

98,351

92,971

4,440

312
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Date

Loans to
companies
(in m HRK)

Domestic
natural persons
(in m HRK)

Domestic legal
entities (in m HRK)

Foreign persons
(in m HRK)

Others
(in m HRK)

31 March 2010

107,130

32,186

99,738

94,689

4,848

30 June 2010

109,605

28,076

94,695

89,441

4,422

30 September 2010

110,973

29,218

95,816

92,194

4,675

31 December 2010

107,687

29,299

108,641

95,275

6,759

31 March 2011

109,356

29,436

119,549

90,534

7,527

30 June 2011

111,265

28,296

119,479

88,297

7,437

30 September 2011

113,209

25,713

114,202

81,962

7,093

31 December 2011

116,840

24,659

108,490

79,621

6,741

31 March 2012

117,851

24,551

108,858

81,190

6,637

30 June 2012

111,830

23,416

107,999

77,266

6,524

30 September 2012

109,467

23,452

115,367

76,033

7,184

31 December 2012

103,157

23,649

111,545

92,249

7,207

31 March 2013

104,766

25,490

118,421

94,579

7,976

30 June 2013

105,541

24,001

118,102

89,052

7,702

30 September 2013

105,596

23,256

117,927

86,529

7,709

31 December 2013

102,459

22,730

112,871

87,662

7,288

31 March 2014

102,360

22,585

111,204

86,844

7,131

30 June 2014

100,609

22,957

118,263

88,837

7,205

30 September 2014

99,486

39,455

124,269

86,416

7,791

31 December 2014

98,406

56,844

116,806

89,953

7,415

31 March 2015

99,262

57,310

117,999

92,125

7,566

30 June 2015

97,525

57,868

118,872

94,319

7,687

30 September 2015

95,708

57,468

117,649

91,936

8,054

31 December 2015

93,529

58,580

114,582

92,680

8,706

31 March 2016

94,626

58,198

109,780

93,159

8,717

30 June 2016

93,483

57,591

111,500

93,298

9,402

30 September 2016

92,916

60,195

118,172

100,322

10,853

30 December 2016

92,987

61,113

116,976

102,984

11,628

31 March 2017

92,271

61,275

113,570

106,534

11,198

30 June 2017

92,210

60,259

132,662

99,215

11,619

30 September 2017

92,371

59,483

131655

100,184

11,365

31 December 2017

89,901

58,961

128,245

100,745

11,176

30 March 2018

89,515

58,610

127,643

101,045

11,015

Source: Croatian National Bank (CNB) Bulletin, Central depository & clearing company Inc (CDCC) Bulletin
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Domestic legal entities comprise joint-stock and
limited liability companies, financial institutions
(banks), as well as the public sector (state, local
government/self-government units, agencies, etc.).
Foreign persons consist of foreign natural persons
(foreign passport) and foreign (non)legal entities
registered in another country. Others are mostly
portfolio investors, not to say exclusively, but in the
majority. This category also comprises investors
who could not be classified into any of the other
categories for various reasons.
Using an input-output dataset, ANFIS delivers a
Fuzzy Inference System (FIS), whereby the membership functions parameters are adapted by a
backpropagation learning algorithm or combined
with the method of least squares (hybrid learning
method). Such a setup allows the FIS system to
learn from training data (Sugeno, 1985).
All nodes are adaptive in the first layer. Outputs
of the first layer are inputs connected with membership functions (usually two per input). In the
second layer, the nodes are fixed and labelled with
Π since it is a simple multiplication. In the third
layer, the nodes are also fixed and marked with N.
The outputs of this layer represent input normalization. In the fourth layer, the nodes are adaptive
again. The outputs from this layer are obtained as
the products of the normalized inputs and firstdegree polynomials (for the first-order Sugeno
model). In the fifth layer there is only one fixed
node marked with Σ in which the final output is
calculated as the sum of all input signals. The aim
of the training is to reduce as much as possible the
difference between real and predicted values by
adjusting the assumed (Layer 1) and consequent
(Layer 2) parameters.

The learning algorithm adjusts the parameters
{ai,bi,ci} and {pi,qi,ri} to determine the optimum
between the ANFIS output and the output of the
training data set. After this phase, the optimal values of these parameters are determined by the least
squares method. In order to avoid problems related
to an oversized area of searching for results or slow
convergence when the assumed parameters are not
fixed, a hybrid learning algorithm is used that combines the method of least squares with the backpropagation learning algorithm. When the optimal
values of the resulting parameters are determined
by the method of least squares, the setting of the
assumed parameters is achieved by the gradient
descent method. Finally, ANFIS output is calculated using the resulting parameters. The residuals
between the calculated ANFIS output values and
the actual outputs are used to adjust the assumed
parameters for the next epoch on the basis of the
standard learning algorithm with error backpropagation (Valčić et al., 2011) and (Samodol, Brlečić
Valčić, 2018).
The reason for using the Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy
Inference System (ANFIS) in this analysis was its
characteristic of a universal approximator of such
tools in modelling nonlinear functions of multiple
variables, but also for the prediction of chaotic time
series (Jang, 1993b).
More on the formal code and characteristics of ANFIS can be found in Jang (1993a), Sugeno (1985),
Valčić et al. (2011) and Samodol, Brlečić Valčić
(2018).

4. Results
The ANFIS based model was created using empirical data shown in Table 1 and explained in Table 2.

Table 2 The input and output variables for the model
Input 1

Investment in the capital market by domestic natural persons

Input 2

Investment in the capital market by domestic legal entities

Input 3

Investment in the capital market by foreign persons

Input 4

Investment in the capital market by others

Output

Loans to companies

Source: Authors

The input-output mapping of the created ANFIS,
as the multivariate nonlinear model is visually pre314

sented in Figure 1 and Figure 2.
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Figure 1 3D overview of the analysis of the interdependence between loans to the private sector and the
values of investments on the capital market
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Figure 2 2D overview of the analysis of the interdependence between loans to the private sector and the
values of investments on the capital market
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The analysis results shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2
can be observed through several relationships, the
first of which being the relationship among domestic natural persons and domestic legal entities as
input variables to loans to companies as the output
variable (scale, Figure 2). By observing the analysis
results of this relationship, we can conclude that the
model predicts high values of loans to companies
only for a small number of combinations within
the relationship. It is a combination of very high
values of investments by domestic natural persons
and very high values of investments by domestic
legal entities. All other combinations of these two
variables cause a small or mild impact on the size
of loan amounts to companies, whereas the worst
combination of the relationship is the one with a
very low value of investment by domestic natural
persons and a very high value of investment by domestic legal entities.
The relationship among domestic natural persons
and foreign persons as input variables to loans to
companies as the output variable is characterised
by combinations of low and medium values of investment by domestic natural persons and medium
and high values of investment by foreign persons,
which have a mild, but positive impact on the
amount of loans to companies. The possibility of a
high negative impact on the value of loans to companies occurs with a combination of very high values of investment by domestic natural persons and
low values of investment by foreign persons.
The characteristics of the relationship among domestic natural persons and others as input variables
to loans to companies as the output variable can be
described through a positive, but mild impact on
the amount of loans to companies effected by high
investment values by domestic natural persons
combined with very low investment values by others, while a negative impact on the amount of loans
to companies indicated by the model is the combination of very high investment values by domestic
natural persons and medium to high investment
values of others.
If we observe the relationship among domestic legal entities and foreign persons as input variables
to loans to companies as the output variable, the
model suggests that a mild positive impact on the
amount of loans to companies could be caused by
a combination of low values of investment by domestic legal entities and low values of investment
by foreign persons, as well as the combination of
316

high values of investment by domestic legal entities
and medium values of investment by foreign persons. All other combinations have an insignificant
impact on the amount of loans to companies in a
positive sense. The model also suggests the possibility of negative impacts on the values of loans to
companies in the case of medium to high investment values by domestic legal entities with medium investment values by foreign persons, as well as
with the combination of low investment values by
domestic legal entities and medium to high investment values of foreign persons.
The relationship among domestic legal entities and
others as input variables to loans to companies as
the output variable indicates the possibility of a
more significant impact on the value of loans to
companies with the combination of low values of
investment by domestic legal entities and low values of investment by others. All other combinations
do not cause significant changes in values of loans
to companies and it is noteworthy that this relationship does not indicate the emergence of negative effects on the amounts of loans to companies.
The analysis of the relationship among foreign
persons and others as input variables to loans to
companies as the output variable suggested by the
established model indicates that a mild positive
impact on the values of loans to companies can
be caused by medium values of investment by foreign persons in the combination with all values of
investment by investors pertaining to the category
of others. A negative impact on the value of loans
to companies can be expected in the cases of high
values of investment by foreign persons combined
with low values of investment by others or (with a
more moderate intensity) the combination of low
values of investment of foreign persons and low values of investment by others.

5. Conclusion
Using data on the Croatian capital market shareholders’ structure and data on the amount of loans
to companies in the period from 2006 to 2018, based
on the conducted analysis the authors indicate the
need for a different structure of the financial system and its participants that would contribute to a
higher level of economic development.
More precisely, the conducted analysis indicates
that a possibility of the emergence of higher posi-
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tive impacts on the amounts of loans to companies
can occur with:
a) a very high value of investment on the capital market by domestic natural persons and
domestic legal entities, and
b) low values of investment on the capital
market by domestic legal entities combined
with low values of investment by others.
On the other hand, the possibility of a negative impact on the values of loan amounts to companies
are caused by the following relationships:
c) low and medium values of investment by
domestic natural persons and medium and
high values of investment by foreign persons,
d) high values of investment by domestic legal entities and low values of investment by
others,
e) low values of investment by domestic legal
entities combined with low values of investment by foreign persons,
f ) high values of investment by foreign persons combined with medium values of investment by others and
g) a combination of medium values of investment by foreign persons and all types of values of investment by others.
In other words, the most significant type of investment on the Croatian capital market is the investment by domestic natural persons and domestic
legal entities, which at the same time implies high
values of loans to companies.
The fact that domestic legal entities comprise jointstock and limited liability companies, financial in-

stitutions (banks), as well as the public sector (state,
local government/self-government units, agencies,
etc.) is also a limitation of the research.
However, further research may take additional facts
into account. A general decrease in interest rates
has not resulted in a higher investment activity of
companies. At the same time, the share of loans to
companies for long-term investment and financing
in the total loans to companies is only 54%, while
the share of long-term loans to citizens in the total
loans to citizens is as much as 84%. In sources of
financing banks there is a continued trend of substituting foreign funds with domestic ones as well
as an increase in demand deposits and deposits in
HRK. Thus, in the deposit structure, there is a continued increase in the share of demand deposits,
which has reached almost a half of total deposits.
Lending activity of foreign banks is mostly affected
by real economic trends, while the share of two largest banks in the total assets of banks is 46.4%, and
of the four largest banks as much as 69% (Q2/2018).
The rate of total bank capital increased and reached
as much as 22.6% (Q2/2018).
One of the biggest obstacles to a change of direction
in lending to companies is the dominance and concentration of foreign ownership structure of banks
with their focus on providing loans to citizens. This
business is actually the largest source of finance for
banks, and is carried out within a firm regulatory
framework of the central bank.
On the basis of mapping out risks in macroprudential diagnostics, the balance of the coexistence
of companies and citizens needs to be taken into
account. This should occur not only in the deposit
and lending business, but also in using ownership
effects of wealth of both groups in the transmission
mechanism of the monetary policy toward greater
rates of economic growth.
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Koevolucija banaka i tržišta kapitala
u modernom pogledu učinkovite arhitekture
financijskog sustava
Sažetak
Zbog nastanka posljednje ekonomske krize fokus je tvoraca politika u novije vrijeme prebačen s razvoja
gospodarstva na mogućnost brze identifikacije izvora financijskih šokova i neravnoteža kako bi se brzo mogli riješiti ekstremni stresovi koji mogu nastati u financijskom sustavu. Stoga se i međuovisnosti financijskih
institucija i financijskih poluga, kao i uzroci endogenih promjena realnih kamatnih stopa te razlika koje
nastaju između kamatnih stopa i stopa koje utječu na odluke o izdacima promatraju više u tom kontekstu.
U ovom se radu naglašava taj problem kao i problem potrebe drugačije strukture financijskog sustava i
njihovih sudionika koji bi mogao pridonijeti većem stupnju razvoja gospodarstva.
Stoga je u tom kontekstu, na primjeru podataka o strukturi ulagača na hrvatskom tržištu kapitala i podataka o visini iznosa kredita trgovačkim društvima u razdoblju od 2006. do 2018. godine, konstruiran model
pomoću ANFIS-a. Model je ukazao na pozitivne i negativne učinke banaka i strukture ulagača na tržištu
kapitala.
Ključne riječi: financijske institucije, financijska poluga, struktura ulagača na tržištu kapitala, koevolucija
banaka i tržišta kapitala, ANFIS
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Ovo je najrestriktivnija

DEVELOPMENT OF INNOVATIONS
UNDER THE IMPACT OF
INTRAPRENEURSHIP ACTIVITIES
IN PRODUCTION ENTERPRISES
5 od 6

Abstract
Intrapreneurship activities and their impact on innovations are the subject of the research presented in this
paper. The aim of this paper is to investigate and formulate the model of interaction of entrepreneurship
activities and innovations based on theoretical and empirical results. The research was conducted based
on a survey questionnaire which was distributed to 300 managers at all management levels in production
enterprises in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Based on the theoretical background of entrepreneurship and intrapreneurship activities and the relationship between intrapreneurship activities and innovations as well as
the results of the research it was concluded that the implementation of intrapreneurship activities positively
influences the development of innovations in the enterprise.
Keywords: Entrepreneurship, intrapreneurship, intrapreneurship activities, innovations

1. Introduction
Enterprises in Bosnia and Herzegovina accepted
new business approaches and models, including
intrapreneurship, which has become an imperative
in the struggle for long-term success of companies.
The aim of intrapreneurship is to integrate the advantages of small enterprises (creativity, flexibility, market knowledge, etc.) with market resources
and the financial strength of large enterprises. For
both small and medium-sized enterprises, as well
as for large enterprises, exceptional economic dynamism, innovation, and continuous adjustment
are required. Traditional entrepreneurial structures disappear, inventive and creative work is re-

quired from employees, who can directly increase
the quality, productivity and cost-effectiveness.
Intrapreneurship that is implemented in large and
medium-sized enterprises through the implementation of appropriate intrapreneurship activities
can have a significant impact on the development
and implementation of innovations within the entire enterprise.
The subject of the research presented in this paper
are intrapreneurship activities and their influence
on the development of innovations. The aim of the
research is to formulate the model of interaction of
intrapreneurship activities and innovations based
on theoretical and empirical results.
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2. Literature review
2.1 Intrapreneurship and intrapreneurship activities
Different theoretical and practical controversy
arises in defining the notion of entrepreneurship.
Entrepreneurship can be seen as a value creation
process by unifying a unique combination of inputs
in the form of exploiting opportunities or market
opportunities. The essence of entrepreneurial activity is identification of opportunities and realization of ideas. According to more modern theorists,
for example Drucker, an entrepreneurship involves
the creation of a new market and a new consumer.
Entrepreneurship, as a business activity, strives towards an understanding of how opportunities arise
in order to create something new (new products or
services, new markets, new production processes
or raw materials and materials, new ways of organizing existing technology), and how gifted individuals find or create these opportunities, and then they
research and use them in order to achieve different
effects (Shane, Venkataraman, 2000).
Intrapreneurship is not a particular type of entrepreneurship but it contains the same basic elements, while the difference is in context. Depending on the individual author, different names, such
as entrepreneurial orientation, corporate entrepreneurship, intrapreneurship and entrepreneurial behaviour, are used in the description of the concept
of entrepreneurship in the enterprise.
Intrapreneurship represents a challenge of identifying opportunities and developing new ventures
within an existing enterprise. Current enterprises
are having difficulties in recognizing new ventures,
and when they find one, they have difficulties in
obtaining the necessary resources and approval to
start the implementation of the venture. A fundamental challenge of intrapreneurship was described
by Dess et al. (2003), as “...managing the conflict between the new and the old and overcoming the inevitable tensions that arise as a result of the conflict
and that needs to be managed...” Intrapreneurship
involves the research of resources and possibilities
to find within the existing enterprise how and with
whose creative action, it is possible to create new
products and services and implement and use them.
In the context of this research, the most acceptable
definition is that intrapreneurship is entrepreneurship within large and existing enterprises and involves the creation of a new business venture, innovation or transformation of enterprises by changing
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key business areas, implementing intrapreneurship
activities and existing enterprise resources.
In addition to the notion of intrapreneurship, the
notion of intrapreneurship activities is inseparable.
These are activities that are being implemented in
existing enterprises from creation to final implementation of an idea or project with an aim at creating an intrapreneurship climate.
Belusova, Gailly and Basso (2010) have conducted a
research with an aim at identifying the most important intrapreneurship activities in earlier research
related to the notion of intrapreneurship and classification of these activities as a conceptual model
of intrapreneurship behaviour. The research results
were presented in the paper entitled “A Conceptual Model of Corporate Entrepreneurial Behavior”
published in 2010. Intrapreneurship activities are
classified into the following four types:
Intrapreneurship research/development activities.
There are activities, depending on the way the ideas
are created, that are driven by the opportunities,
and activities created by the necessity or problem.
Occasional activities are created according to vision
and experience and are developed on the basis of
knowledge and opportunities within the occupation. The ideas that arise as a result of these activities can be described as visionary and are subject to
redefinition and redesign in the further course of
the idea development.
Intrapreneurship implementation/evaluation of
activities. These activities are directly focused on
evaluating, focusing and formulating initial ideas in
order to fit them into internal strategies and capabilities of the enterprise, as well as in personal visions and ambitions.
Intrapreneurship activities of acceptance/legitimation. These intrapreneurship activities are carried
out for the purpose of establishing communication
so that an idea is accepted and allowed for realization and ensuring the internal and external legitimacy of the project.
Intrapreneurship activities of exploitation/use. Intrapreneurship exploitation activities are related to
concrete actions aimed at obtaining and mobilizing
the resources needed to realize a project or idea.

2.2 Innovations
Intrapreneurship activities that have been carried
out in enterprises lead to the creation of innova-
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tions. Researchers have not yet come up with a
unique definition of innovation. In earlier literature, the definitions of innovation were mainly related to the specific characteristics of the innovative products or services to which they relate. Over
time, this definition has been extended to areas of
organization and marketing (Lam, 2004; Tidd et
al., 2005; Nguyen, Mothe 2008; Lunch et al., 2010;
Božić, 2011). In order to avoid traps that can limit
the essence of innovation, it is necessary to use such
an approach that does not simplify things and has
a broad view of innovation. Innovation activities
vary in nature from enterprise to enterprise. Some
enterprises take part in the definition and development of their innovation projects, such as the
development and introduction of a new product,
while others generally make continuous improvements to their products, processes and operations.
Both enterprises can be innovative (Walsh et al.,
2008; Jokić, 2009; Potočan, Mulej, 2009).
The general definition of innovation adopted in
many countries was proposed by countries gathered for the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) in the early 1990s.
It was published in the OECD’s Guide for gathering
data about innovation entitled the ‘Oslo Manual’,
which was mainly focused on innovation and technology change. The final versions of the definition
of innovation and innovation activities presented
by the OECD and the European Commission have
been published in the Oslo Manual1 as guidelines
for the collection of data on innovation and those
are: Innovation is the implementation of new or
significantly improved products (goods or services),
or processes, a new marketing method, or a new
organizational method in business, workplace organization or in external relations and innovation
activities are all scientific, technological, organizational, financial and commercial steps that have
been made or are intended to be done in the implementation of innovation.

2.3 Innovations as a result of intrapreneurship
activities
Based on a given literature review and defining
keywords for this research, and based on a similar
research that recognizes the positive influence of
intrapreneurship on the growth and development
of production enterprises (Brigić, Umihanić 2015),

the following hypotheses are in line with the subject
and aim of the research:
H0: Implementation of intrapreneurship activities positively influences the development
of innovations in the enterprise.
H1: Intrapreneurship activities have a direct
impact on product innovations.
H2: Implementation of intrapreneurship activities creates process innovations.
H3: Intrapreneurship activities create marketing innovations.
H4: Implementation of intrapreneurship activities leads to innovations in the field of
organization.
If we know that the development of the enterprises
is closely related to the development of innovations,
by defining the aforementioned hypotheses, we
have tried to explore the impact that intrapreneurship activities can have on the development of four
types of innovations.

3. Research method
The research was based on data collected by using a research questionnaire. The survey included
300 managers from all three management levels in
production enterprises in Bosnia and Herzegovina,
with the aim of determining their attitudes about
the impact of intrapreneurship activities on the
construction and maintenance of competitive advantages, in order to determine the way in which
they perceive the existing implementation of intrapreneurship activities that create innovations in the
field of products, processes, marketing and organizations. The testing and verification of these hypotheses was carried out on the sample of large and
medium-sized enterprises in B&H. Statistical data
analysis was carried out using the IBM SPSS Statistics v.22, MS Excel and Programming Language R.

3.1 Indicators
The research includes intrapreneurship activities,
defined as: Intrapreneurship activities are activities
undertaken within the existing enterprise in order
to achieve innovative projects through the stages of
research, implementation, acceptance and exploitation. According to the above definition, intra-
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preneurship activities are observed through four
indicators:

•

Intrapreneurship activities in the field of research / development

•

Intrapreneurship activities in the field of
implementation / evaluation

•

•
•
•
•

Intrapreneurship activities in the field of acceptance / identification

•

or service), process, new marketing method or new
organizational methods in business practice, workplace or relationships with the environment. In this
research, innovation has been observed through
four indicators:

Intrapreneurship activities in the field of exploitation / use.

The second group of indicators relates to the measurement of innovations whose definition is acceptable for this research: Innovation is the application
of a new or significantly improved product (good

Product innovations
Innovation of the process
Marketing innovations
Organizational innovation.

Figure 1 shows a theoretical model of the development of innovations based on intrapreneurship in
production enterprises with the relation of indicators
as independent and dependent variables formulated
through central and operational research hypotheses.

Figure 1 Theoretical model with the relationship of indicators as independent and dependent

variables
Figure 1 Theoretical model with the relationship of indicators as independent and dependent variables
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prises. Based on official financial reports of these
enterprises for 2012, 2013, 2014 and calculations of
the share of revenue coming from the production
activity (position 206 in the balance sheet) compared to total revenue (position 201 in the balance
sheet), there were 504 enterprises whose share of
sales originating in production was higher than
50%. Therefore, it can be concluded that their activity is predominantly production. Out of these 504
enterprises, based on the achieved business results
in 2014, a total of 432 enterprises were profitable.
Our basic set/population thus consists of 432 enterprises that meet the criteria of medium and large
enterprises with a predominant production activity, i.e. those that generated more than 50% of their
revenues from production activity in the last three
years, and that posted positive results in 2014.
The sample consists of 300 managers from 100
B&H enterprises. Representativeness of the sample
is ensured by stratification. Stratums are administrative units: cantons in the Federation of B&H,
the regions in the Republic of Srpska and the Brčko
District. They belong to the category of large and
medium enterprises in accordance with the provisions of the Law on Accounting and Auditing of the
Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina and the Law
on Accounting and Auditing of the Republic of Srpska. 23.15% of enterprises from the population are
included in the sample; both the structure and the
population are fully represented. The sample was
formed by random selection from the population,
based on the table of random numbers, making
sure to preserve representativeness of the enterprises from the population and the representation
of all the strata.

3.3 Tools for statistical analysis
Statistical data analysis was carried out using the
IBM SPSS Statistics v.22, MS Excel, and R. programme language. Descriptive statistical analysis
was used to describe the distribution of variables
obtained by the survey research in the paper, and
calculate the frequencies, percentages, and arithmetic meanings with corresponding standard deviations. Multivariate statistical methods of interdependence and dependence were applied for the
testing of the research hypotheses. As a result of the
statistical interdependency technique, the Principal
Components Analysis was used to reduce the original space of the variables and to distinguish a fewer

number of factors that would comprise the main
components (linear combination of the selected
variables) with the preserved maximum amount
of information (maximum variance), and then the
reduced variables were used in further analytical
procedures. The obtained components refer to the
key dimensions of the independent and dependent
variables measured in the research process. Analysis of the impact of various components of intrapreneurship activity on innovation components was
carried out with Multiple Linear Regression Analysis. Using this methodology, statistical models were
obtained with significant representation and which
can evaluate the determination of independent
components, as well as the strength of the influence of each independent component on the dependent component. Prior to the implementation
of the aforementioned statistical methods, a review
was conducted to check whether the achieved variables measured in the research met the statistical
assumptions of such techniques. Therefore, the
universal statistical assumptions were checked on
which these methods are based; the normality of
the distribution of variables and the presence of
univariate atypical outliers. Testing of the assumptions of univariate normality was verified by the
histogram of the frequency of modalities, while
the presence of atypical outliers was verified by
Mahalanobis distance. All achieved coefficients obtained in these statistical methods were tested with
an alpha level of significance of 95% (5% risk). The
results are shown in tables and graphically.

4. Research results
The research of the impact of intrapreneurship activity on the basis of innovation is one of the important aspects of planning future development at the
enterprise level, at the regional or national level, or
at the level of one branch of the economy. One of
the main tasks in this research is to establish a causal relationship between intrapreneurship activities
and innovations. In order to do this, it is necessary
to include specific indicators in the research that
can facilitate the analysis of the development of innovations under the influence of intrapreneurship
activities. Unlike developed countries, in statistical
data that are available in our country, there is not
enough data with which it is possible to establish
any analytical correlations between intrapreneurship activities and innovations.
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4.1 Descriptive statistical analysis of respondents’
attitudes towards intrapreneurship activities
and innovations
Respondents dominantly provided above-average
grades for various claims related to intrapreneurship activities and innovations. The average values2
of the various elements of the intrapreneurship activities are shown on the radar Graph 1. On the basis of the average values of the four elements, it can
be concluded that enterprises, to a greater extent,

apply implementation activities, as intrapreneurship activities, while exploitation activities are applied to a lesser degree. When it comes to the distribution of average values of the responses towards
various elements related to innovation, enterprises
mostly implement innovation of processes (M =
4.01), as well as organizational activities (M = 3.98),
while to a somewhat lower degree, enterprises apply intrapreneurship activities such as marketing
innovations (M = 3.91) and product innovation (M
= 3.84), which can be seen in Graph 2.

Graph 1 The ratio of intrapreneurship activities in the enterprise
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Graph 2 The relationship between different elements of enterprise innovation
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4.2 Results of the reduction of variables using the
analysis of the main components
After reduction through application of the Principal Components Analysis, the obtained factors
(components) refer to the 8 key dimensions of the
independent and dependent variables measured in
the research process, such as: research and development activities, implementation activities, acceptance activities, exploitation activities, product
innovations, innovation process, marketing innovations and organizational innovations.
4.2.1 Results of reduction of variables of intrapreneurship activities of enterprises
In the process of extracting a maximum variance of
the measured intrapreneurship activities, by using
the analysis of the main components, the Kaiser’s
criterion and the Eigen values were applied. Each
given dimension was measured through 5 items.
The obtained results lead to the conclusion that
the extraction of the main components with the selected variables is suitable for factor analysis. Based
on further statistical research, one component was
obtained which has a characteristic value of 3.32
and contains 66.5% of the variance. Implementation activities show one component that has its own
inherent value of 3.44 and a percentage of variance
of 68.7%. The component of the acceptance activity
has a characteristic value of 2.9 and a percentage
of variance of 58.8%. The component of the exploitation activity exhibits a characteristic value of 3.2
and 63.6% variance.
4.2.2 The results of reducing the innovation variables
in the enterprise
For further research purposes the same statistical
procedures have been applied for extraction of values of variables that measured four dimensions of
the innovation level of the enterprise and those are:
product innovations, process innovations, marketing innovations and organizational innovations.
The obtained results lead to the conclusion that
the extraction of the main components with the selected variables is suitable for factor analysis. The
achieved results show the percentage of variance
and the height of the inherent value for the number
of possible components in each measured innovation. The results indicate that it is possible to select an optimal component with an inherent value
greater than 1, both for product innovations, as well

as in process innovations, marketing innovations
and organizational innovations.

4.3 Results of research hypotheses using regression methods
In order to quantitatively respond to the defined research hypotheses, a series of simple and multiple
regression models was carried out. In the regression
models the obtained logical dimensions were used
based on the analysis algorithms of the main components that were previously presented. The most
common statistical assumptions on which multiple
linear regression is based are; absence of multicollinearity, absence of atypical points, normality, linearity, homogeneity of variance and independence
of residuals. The presence of multicollinearity in
the set models was carried out by diagnostics of colinearity. In order to conduct a review of atypical
points, normal distribution of residuals, linearity,
homogeneity of variance and independence of residuals in models, we used visualizations (such as
diagrams of dissipation of standardized residuals
and standardized predicted values, and histograms
of frequencies of standardized residuals). No serious violation was observed by checking the listed
statistical assumptions of the regression models.
4.3.1 Impact of intrapreneurship activities on creating
innovations
The research assumption that intrapreneurship activities have a direct impact on product innovations
has been tested with multiple regression models.
As a set of independent variables, four components
of intrapreneurship activities are included: research
and development activities, implementation activities, acceptance activities and exploration activities,
while the dependent variable in the model represented a component of the enterprise’s product
innovations. The aim of this model is to create a
regression model for the enterprise product innovation variant that will contain the explanation
of the variability caused by the variations of independent variables, in this case the components of
intrapreneurship activities. The regression model is
statistically significant with the realized probability
of p<0.000 (F=162.45). The model determines the
variation of the innovation of the enterprise’s products, based on the influence of the components of
the intrapreneurship activity in the model, with a
rate of 68.8% (R2=0.688), while the corrected coefficient of model determination is 68.4% (Adjusted
R2=0.684) and does not differ too much from the
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Therefore, under the condition that other factors
stay unchanged, if the research and development
activities in the enterprise increase by one unit
of measurement, one can expect product innova330

5. Discussion and conclusion
In order to build an enterprise that can be competitive on the market while maintaining its competitive advantage in the conditions of uncertainty and
crisis is one of the basic tasks for managers. There
are many different and simultaneously related ac16
tivities made by managers in order to build and
maintain the competitive advantages of the enterprise. One of these activities is to create innovations
in the enterprise. Enterprises that have established
an organizational structure and a basis for longterm business, one of the possible mechanisms
for creating innovations is intrapreneurship. This
research aimed to answer the question of whether
by implementation of intrapreneurship activities
an enterprise can develop innovation. Accordingly,
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a central research hypothesis and four operational
hypotheses have been defined.
In this research, the first research hypothesis that
was tested stated that intrapreneurship activities
have a direct impact on product innovations. The
results of the testing showed that for three, out of
a total of four intrapreneurship activities, there is
a statistically significant impact on product innovations, i.e. if research and development activities
in the enterprise increase by a single unit of measure, one can expect the growth of product innovations in the same enterprise by about 0.17 units,
provided that other factors stay unchanged. Also,
if the enterprise acceptance activities increase by
one unit, one can expect an increase in product
innovations on average by 0.193 units. Increasing
the enterprise’s exploitation activity by a single unit
will cause an average increase in product innovations by 0.462 units. Implementation activities in
the enterprise do not have a statistically significant
impact on product innovations, that is, for one unit
of increase, one can expect growth of innovations
on average by 0.069 units. On the basis of the test
results, a working hypothesis was confirmed that
intrapreneurship activities have a direct impact on
product innovations.
By testing the second working hypothesis that the
process of intrapreneurship activities creates process innovations, the following results are obtained.
If the enterprise increases research and development activities by a single unit, then it can expect
an average increase in the process innovations by
0.239 units. Also, if the enterprise increases the exploitation activities by a single unit, then the process innovations will be increased to an average
of 0.440 units. It has been proven that these two
groups of intrapreneurship activities have a statistically significant impact on process innovations,
while the same does not exist for intrapreneurship
implementation activities, whose increase by one
unit of measurement results in an average increase
in process innovations by 0.098 units of measurement, i.e. for intrapreneurship acceptance activities
whose increase by one measurement unit causes an
increase in process innovations by 0.067 units. The
obtained results lead to the acceptance of another
working hypothesis. We accept the hypothesis that
the implementation of intrapreneurship activities
creates process innovations in the enterprise.
By testing the third working hypothesis that states
that intrapreneurship activities create marketing

innovations, it has been confirmed that intrapreneurship exploitation activities have a statistically
significant impact on the creation of marketing innovations. It is such that intensity for a single unit
of increase causes the average growth of marketing
innovations of the enterprise by 0.389 units. For the
remaining three groups of intrapreneurship activities, there is no statistically significant influence on
the creation of marketing innovations: the activity
of research (0.085), the implementation activities
(0.127) and acceptance activities (0.131). On the basis on these test results, we accept the third working
hypothesis that intrapreneurship activities create
marketing innovations.
The fourth working hypothesis states that implementation of intrapreneurship activities leads to innovations in the field of organization. After the conducted
testing we have obtained results that an increase in
intrapreneurship research and development activities in the enterprise by one unit of measurement
leads to an increase in the level of organizational innovations by 0.180 metric units, under the terms that
other factors stay unchanged. If the intrapreneurship
implementation activities of the enterprise’s increases by one unit of measurement, then on average
organizational activities will increase by 0.325 measuring units. Also, the growth of intrapreneurship activities for exploitation of one unit of measurement
leads to the growth of organizational innovations in
the enterprise on average by 0.296 units of measurement. The statistical significance of the influence of
intrapreneurship activities of acceptance of creating
organizational innovations by testing has not been
proven (-0.017). In the course of the test results, we
accept the hypothesis that the implementation of intrapreneurship activities leads to the development of
innovations in the field of organization.
Based on the results of the tests carried out for
the four working hypotheses, we have come to the
exact indicators that the implementation of intrapreneurship activities positively influences the development of innovations in the enterprise, which
has proven the central research hypothesis and thus
solved the problem posed before this research.
According to the results of the research, it can be
concluded that the theoretical model has an established way of measuring the level of intrapreneurship
activities and innovations in the production enterprises, and that it is possible to determine the average
increase in innovations resulting from an increase in
intrapreneurship activities by the same model.
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The presented model has a precisely defined way to
measure the existence of all variables: four types of
intrapreneurship activities (research, implementation, acceptance, and exploration) and four types of
innovations (product innovations, process innovations, marketing innovations and organizational innovations). Using the measuring methodology it is
possible to determine at what level all the observed
variables are found in each production enterprise.
Then, based on the intensity of the modeled prognosis, it is possible to forecast the average increase
of any kind of innovation if intensification increases
intrapreneurship activities.
Considering that the survey was done on a sample
of 100 different enterprises in terms of size and type
of production activity, the model has application in
all production enterprises that belong to the category of medium and large enterprises.
The results of the research, both theoretical and
empirical, are intended for enterprises engaged in
production and will primarily be used by large and
medium-sized enterprises, but also with state institutions, branch associations, and other researchers
who are researching this or similar problem. The
results of the research pointed to the importance
of intrapreneurship in enterprises in the function of
creating innovations.
The research gave rise to a model of the impact of
intrapreneurship activities on innovations in the
enterprise. Bearing in mind that all enterprises are
covered by this research, it is possible on the basis
of this model to define the limits of the application
on this model. This model is not applicable to enterprises whose primary and predominant activity
is not production, nor enterprises that are classified
as small enterprises. Namely, this research includes
enterprises whose activity is related to production
and which generate more than 50% of the income
from basic production activity. All enterprises that
have been the subject of this research are classified
as large or medium-sized enterprises. Therefore, in
applying this model, this should be put as a limitation.
Research, as one of the results, can provide guidance for future research in this field. Namely, the
lessons from this research and guidelines for future
research can be stated as follows:
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•

To strive to recognize comparable measures
of quantitative character and ways of measuring them for all variables that has the effect of innovating. In this way, it would be
even more accurate to measure the impact
of individual intrapreneurship activities in
the enterprise.

•

To conduct research on the impact of intrapreneurship activities on innovations
within an industry, for example in the IT
sector or the automotive industry, etc., and
then compare the results of the research
with those conducted in other industries,
or to make parallel comparisons in different
industries.

•

To research the impact of intrapreneurship
activities on innovations in enterprises belonging to specific regions or markets and
then compare the obtained results.

•

To research the impact of intrapreneurship
activities on innovations in enterprises that
have a long-term success and growth in relation to enterprises whose business is in
stagnation.

•

To conduct research on this subject in
highly developed countries and developing
countries and compare the research results
in order to identify the reasons for the success of the highly developed countries and
to make recommendations for the developing countries.

In addition to these several specific guidelines, one
general guideline for all future researchers is to
freely engage in research on this topic and seek to
contribute to the business and science community
in order to identify ways to innovate in enterprises
and thereby enhance their competitive advantage.
We believe that this is especially significant for researchers from Bosnia and Herzegovina, because it
is necessary to find ways for developing innovation
in our enterprises in B&H and the environment,
and thus strengthen the competitive position of our
enterprises, which would enable their growth and
the growth in the Bosnia and Herzegovina economy
as a whole.
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Razvoj inovacija pod utjecajem
intrapoduzetničkih aktivnosti
u proizvodnim poduzećima
sažetak
Intrapoduzetničke aktivnosti i njihov utjecaj na razvoj inovacija predmet su istraživanja prezentiranog u
ovome radu. Cilj istraživanja je da se na temelju teorijskih i empirijskih rezultata istraži i oblikuje model
povezanosti intrapoduzetničkih aktivnosti i inovacija. Istraživanje je provedeno anketiranjem 300 ispitanika u proizvodnim poduzećima iz Bosne i Hercegovine. Na temelju teorijskih spoznaja o poduzetništvu i
intrapoduzetničkim aktivnostima i odnosa između intrapoduzetničkih aktivnosti i inovacija, kao i rezultata
istraživanja, zaključeno je da implementacija intrapoduzetničkih aktivnosti pozitivno utječe na razvoj inovacija u poduzeću.
Ključne riječi: poduzetništvo, intrapoduzetništvo, intrapoduzetničke aktivnosti, inovacije
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PROFILING NASCENT
ENTREPRENEURS IN CROATIA NEURAL NETWORK APPROACH
Abstract
A significant body of research has been conducted to identify the most important characteristics of nascent
entrepreneurs. The aim of this paper is to create a model for recognizing nascent entrepreneurs in Croatia,
using the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) data for 2014. In this research, the artificial neural
networks were used as a machine learning method which enabled the recognition of nascent entrepreneurs,
as well as the selection of most important variables and profiling. The suggested model includes variables
that describe examinees’ attitudes, skills and demographic characteristics, while the binary output variable
identifies a nascent entrepreneur. In addition to testing the accuracy of the suggested model, the contribution of this paper lies in the profiling of nascent entrepreneurs in Croatia. This model could be a valuable tool
for the government and entrepreneurship support institutions in creating policies and programmes based
on recognizing the most important features of nascent entrepreneurs in order to improve entrepreneurial
ecosystems.
Keywords: Nascent entrepreneurs, GEM, neural network, modelling

1. Introduction
An extensive number of studies point to the positive impact of entrepreneurship on economic
growth (Birch1, 1979; Carree, Thurik, 2003; Neumark et al., 2008; Haltiwanger et al., 2010). Hence, it
is important to identify common characteristics of
new entrepreneurs in order to create and improve
a fostering entrepreneurial ecosystem. Creating

a new venture and becoming an entrepreneur is a
process. According to Wagner (2006), the process
begins when one or more persons start to commit
their time and resources to founding a business.
People who put an effort into creating a new business are called nascent entrepreneurs. The Global
Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM Global Report
2016/2017:21)2 defines nascent entrepreneurs as
“those who have committed resources to starting
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a business, but have not paid salaries or wages for
more than three months”. According to this definition, the nascent entrepreneur is observed as a
construct variable of two questions: 1) Are you,
alone or with others, currently trying to start a new
business, including any self-employment or selling any goods or services to others, and 2) Has the
new business paid any salaries, wages, or payment
in kind, including your own, for more than three
months (GEM Dataset 2014)3.
Numerous studies have been conducted to identify
the most important individual characteristics of
nascent entrepreneurs such as age, gender, region
and education (Reynolds, 1997; Delmar, Davidsson,
2000; van Stel et al., 2003; Arenius, Minniti, 2005;
Wagner, 2006; Nagy et al., 2010). Besides those individual attributes, researchers also looked at individual perceptions of nascent entrepreneurs such as
perceived opportunities, capabilities, fear of failure
and also their perception of social values related to
entrepreneurship (Arenius, Minniti, 2005; Kolvereid, Isaken, 2006; Hindle, Klyver, 2007; Wagner,
2006; Bosma et al., 2012; Wyrwich et al., 2016). This
research mostly used standard statistical methods
for developing profiles of entrepreneurs, including
the profile of nascent entrepreneurs. However, in
order to advance the accuracy of developing profiles of entrepreneurs, a more advanced and more
robust methodology would be welcome.
In recent years, machine learning methods have become interesting when dealing with large amounts
of data. In this research, artificial neural networks
were used as a machine learning method, which
made it possible to recognize nascent entrepreneurs and identify their most important characteristics, thus enabling their profiling.
The aim of this paper is to create a model for recognizing nascent entrepreneurs that will assist in
profiling nascent entrepreneurs in Croatia using
the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) data
for 2014, in order to test a new methodological approach in entrepreneurship research. It is expected
that this model can help policy makers in creating
new or reshaping existing policies concerning new
venture creation. Policy changes can significantly
contribute to the improvement of entrepreneurial
ecosystem in Croatia, which is necessary to change
the consistently low scores received for many of its
components in some of the most relevant international reports.
336

2. Review of previous research
Entrepreneurship and entrepreneurs have been an
interesting research topic in recent decades. Many
researchers explore the characteristics of people
that are trying to set up a new business (nascent
entrepreneurs). As Reynolds (1997) stated, the concept of entrepreneurial behavior clearly implies attempts to start new ventures and does not require
that every attempt is successful. Lueckgen et al.
(2004), Acs et al. (2005)4 , Wagner (2006) and many
others agree on the definition that nascent entrepreneurs are people who are (alone or with others)
actively engaged in creating a new venture and who
expect to be the owner(s) or part owner(s) of such
a venture.
Both economic and non-economic factors can influence the rate of nascent entrepreneurs (van Stel
et al., 2003). Therefore, nascent entrepreneurs differ in many aspects, but what are their common
characteristics? Many studies have looked into the
demographic factors of nascent entrepreneurs such
as age, gender and education level. Reynolds (1997)
states that the presence of nascent entrepreneurs
in the age group between 25 and 34 years is more
than three times higher than in the remaining age
groups. He also notices that the relationship between the decision to start a business and age has
a bell shape (Reynolds, 1997). Similarly, van Stel
et al. (2003) point out that prevalence rates of nascent entrepreneurship are highest in the age group
between 25 and 34, though there is a tendency towards startups at even younger age. The probability
of becoming an entrepreneur initially rises with age
(up to 30 or 35), to descend gradually and continually later (Reynolds, 1997, cited in Alcalde et al.,
2002).
Nagy et al. (2010) conducted a research using GEM
Adult Population Survey database for 2007 and
2008 to reflect upon the differences between four
eastern European countries (Croatia, Hungary, Romania and Serbia). Analyzing the entrepreneurial
profile, they stated that the early-stage entrepreneur
in 2007 and 2008 is a male, aged between 25 and 34
years in all countries, except for Serbia, where the
most frequent age category is 35-44 years. Delmar
and Davidsson (2000) say that women participation is negatively associated with nascent entrepreneurship because men are more likely to have the
intention to start a firm than women. There were
differences in reasons for career choice by gender.
Males (entrepreneurs and non-entrepreneurs) rated financial success and innovation higher than females (entrepreneurs and non-entrepreneurs) as a
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reason for choosing an entrepreneur career (Carter
et al., 2003). The gender divide is particularly wide
in southern Europe while in the US the gap is much
smaller (Davidsson, 2006). On the contrary, Capelleras et al. (2013) found that gender does not seem
to have any significant impact on the likelihood of
becoming a nascent entrepreneur. Interestingly,
the gender effect is stronger and more significant
as long as the model does not include variables for
human, social, and financial capital. If women have
some managerial or small firm experience, or if
their parents were self-employed, they do not have
a significantly lower likelihood of being a nascent
entrepreneur (Mueller, 2006).
Research results related to nascent entrepreneur’s
level of education vary. A study conducted on a
Swedish sample showed that nascent entrepreneurs attained on average a higher educational level
than those in a control sample (Delmar, Davidsson,
2000). However, an OECD5 study based on data
from fourteen countries showed that higher education level tends to correlate with a smaller proportion of self-employment (Uhlaner et al., 2002).
Capelleras et al. (2013) showed that adults and
higher educated people are less likely to become
nascent entrepreneurs and individuals who are
currently employed are more likely to start a new
business. Using a German sample, Mueller (2006)
found that work and previous self-employment experience are more relevant than formal education
for the prospect of being a nascent entrepreneur. In
a research done by Nagy et al. (2010) it was shown
that the educational level of early-stage entrepreneurs is significantly higher in Romania and Hungary than in Croatia and Serbia. Bosma et al. (2012)
suggested that many entrepreneurs believe that
their decision to start a new business and the development of that business have been influenced by
others, often entrepreneurs, regardless if they are
famous entrepreneurs, former colleagues or family
members. Intentions for new business creation are
stronger when the degree of self-efficacy grows due
to the presence of entrepreneurial role models and
when the influences come from several close relatives (Fayolle et al., 2006, cited in Muofhe, Du Toit,
2011).
Other studies focus on individual perceptions of
nascent entrepreneurs such as perceived opportunities, capabilities, knowledge, and risk attitudes,
primarily fear of failure. Wyrwich et al. (2016) indicate that individual perception of entrepreneurship is an important determinant for subsequent
entrepreneurial activity. Jackson and Rodkey (1994)
argue that attitude towards entrepreneurship is an

important aspect which predicts potential entrepreneur in future (cited in Pihie, Akmaliah, 2009).
When reflecting upon the differences between four
eastern European countries (Croatia, Hungary,
Romania and Serbia), Nagy et al. (2010) state that
entrepreneurship, as a career of choice, is viewed
positively in each country. Unlike demographic and
economic characteristics, perceptual variables and
their impact on entrepreneurship (such as perception of opportunities, own capabilities, intentions
and fear of failure) have received less attention
from economists (Arenius, Minniti, 2005). An increasing number of scholars agree that opportunity
perception is the most distinctive and fundamental
characteristic of entrepreneurial behavior (Kirzner,
1973, 1979; Shane, 2000, 2003; Baron et al., 2006).
Wagner (2006) states that the share of nascent entrepreneurs in the total population is more than
three times higher for those who perceive a good
opportunity for business compared to those who do
not. Arenius and Minniti (2005) view fear of failure
as the perceived risk of experiencing failure and its
consequences when engaging in entrepreneurship.
Stuetzer et al. (2014) found that individuals who express fear of failure have low probability of having
start-up intentions.
Hindle and Klyver (2007) explored the influence of
mass media on national entrepreneurial participation rates using GEM data for 37 countries for period of 4 years (2000 to 2003). They found that stories
about successful entrepreneurs, presented in mass
media, were not significantly associated with the
rate of nascent (opportunity searching) or the rate
of actual (business activities commenced no more
than 3 months before) start-up activity. Still, there
was a significant positive association between the
volume of entrepreneurship media stories and a nation’s volume of people running a new business.
In all the reviewed and presented research papers
standard statistical methods were used in order to
determine characteristics of nascent entrepreneurs,
such as univariate analysis, ANOVA, correlation,
logistic regression models, and automatic interaction detection analysis.

3. Methodology and data
This paper presents the results of using a neural
network approach in testing whether demographic
characteristics, individual traits, capabilities and
perception of the cultural and social values related
to entrepreneurship are important in recognizing
the nascent entrepreneurial behavior.
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Figure 1 presents a multilayer perceptron neural
network (MLP) architecture of the neural network
model presented in this paper. The input layer represents the predictor variable in the network, where
each neuron corresponds to each predictor variable
(Finlay, 2014). The second layer is a hidden layer
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where each neuron j receives the weighted sum of
all xi values as the input (Zekić Sušac et al., 2010).
This calculation is repeated for each hidden7 neuron
j. The output y in the hidden layer in neuron j is
computed by (Masters, 1995):
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 n

y (jh ) = f  ∑ w ji xi , j = 1,2,..., m
 i =1


(1)

where f represents the activation function. An activation function can be logistic, tangent hyperbolic,
exponential, linear, step, or other type. Different
activation functions were used in the process of
developing the model. The output layer presented
in Figure 1 consists of two neurons where neuron
valued as 1 represents Nascent entrepreneurs, and
neuron valued 0 represents all other respondents.
The process of finding weight values that cause the
minimum network error is called the learning process. An error indicates the need to change network
parameters in order to improve performance. The
error is used to adjust the weights of the input vector according to a learning rule (Zekić Sušac et al.,
2010). A learning rule is a procedure for modifying
the weights and biases of a network (Hagan, 1996).
One of most frequently used learning rules is the
Delta rule (Masters, 1995).
Multilayer perceptron (MLP) network can use
various algorithms to minimize the error, such as
Gradient descent (backpropagation), Conjugate
gradient descent, Quasi-Newton, Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno and others, depending on the
user’s preference.

3.2 Used data
The data used in creating the model is from the
Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) survey,
the most extensive study of entrepreneurship in the
world. GEM began in 1999 as a project of Babson
College (USA) and the London Business School
(UK) with the intent to determine why some countries are more entrepreneurial than others. The
GEM survey is based on collecting primary data
through an Adult Population Survey of at least
2,000 randomly selected adults (18–64 years of age)
in each economy. In addition, national teams collect
expert opinions about components of the entrepreneurship ecosystem through a National Expert Survey (NES).
The GEM APS dataset from 2014 survey, which
was used in this paper, contains 1,989 respondents
from Croatia aged between 18 and 64. The input
space consists of 11 input variables describing demographic data (e.g. age, gender and region), individual perceptions (e.g. perceived opportunity,
perceived own capability in terms of knowledge
and skills) and perception of social values related to
entrepreneurship (e.g. perception of how media is
contributing to forming supportive social values to
entrepreneurship). The output variable (nascent) is
expressed in two categories. Category 1 represents
nascent entrepreneur as a person who has committed resources to starting a business, but has not
paid salaries or wages for more than three months.
Category 0 represents all other respondents (persons that are currently not active in trying to start a
new business as well as the ones who already have
an established business6). All variables and their descriptions are presented in Table 1.

After developing a neural network model, it is necessary to conduct network performance evaluation
which depends on the type of problems: classification or regression. The quality of a classification
model can be assessed through discrimination and
calibration. Discrimination measures how well the
two classes in the data set are separated, while calibration determines how accurate the model probability estimate f (x; α) is to the true probability P(y/x)
(Dreiseitl, Ohno-Machado, 2002). In this paper, we
are dealing with the classification type of problems
and calibration has been used as a measure for
how
accurate
the model probability
estimate
f (x; α) is to the is
trueevaluprobability P(y/x) (Dreiseitl,
model
evaluation.
Network
performance
Ohno-Machado,
2002). In this paper,
we and
are dealing
the classification
ated by the classification
rate
it is with
measured
ac- type of problems
and
calibration
has
been
used
as
a
measure
for
model
evaluation.
Network performance is
cording to:
evaluated by the classification rate and it is measured according to:

Total classification rate 

number of correctly classified cases
(2)
(2)
total number of cases in sample

3.2 Used data
The data used in creating the model is from the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM)
survey, the most extensive study of entrepreneurship in the world. GEM began in 1999 as a
project of Babson College (USA) and the London Business School (UK) with the intent to
determine why some countries are more entrepreneurial than others. The GEM survey is

XXXII,
BR. 2/2019.
based on collecting primary data through anGod.
Adult
Population
Surveystr.
of335-346
at least 2,000
randomly selected adults (18–64 years of age) in each economy. In addition, national teams
collect expert opinions about components of the entrepreneurship ecosystem through a
National Expert Survey (NES).
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Table 1 Variables included in the neural network model7

Input variables

Variable
code
Age

Age:
What is your current age (in years)?

Gender

Gender:
What is your gender?

hrregion

Region:
Survey vendor to provide the region in which the respondent lives

hrreduc

Education:
What is the highest level of education you have completed?

knowent

Personally knowing someone who started a business in the past two years:
Do you know someone personally who started a business in the past two years?

opport
suskill
fearfail
nbgoodc
nbstatus
nbmedia

Outpour
variable

Description of variable – GEM question

nascent

Perceived opportunity for starting a business in the area in which the respondent lives in the
period of next six months:
In the next six months, will there be good opportunity for starting a business in the area where you live?
Perceived knowledge, skills and experience required to start a new business:
Do you have the knowledge, skill, and experience required to start a new business?
Would fear of failure prevent the respondent from starting a business:
Would fear of failure prevent you from starting a business?
Perception of starting a new business as a desirable career choice in the respondent’s country:
In my country, most people consider starting a new business a desirable career choice.
Perception of people who are successful at starting a new business as the ones with a high level of
status and respect:
In my country, those successful at starting a new business have a high level of status and respect.
Perception of media coverage of successful entrepreneurship stories:
In my country, you will often see stories in the public media and/or internet about successful new
businesses.
Category 1 - nascent entrepreneur:
Construct of bstart (Are you, alone or with others, currently trying to start a new business,
including any self-employment or selling any goods or services to others?) and suwage (Has the
new business paid any salaries, wages, or payment in kind, including your own, for more than
three months?)
Category 0 - represents all other respondents

Source: GEM Database (2014)

Neural networks have three phases of work: a training phase for network learning, a testing phase for
parameter optimization and a validation phase for

model evaluation. Therefore, the total sample of
1,989 respondents was divided into three subsamples (Table 2).

Table 2 Sampling procedure
Subsample
Train
Test
Validation
Total

Output category

0
All others

63
21
1,800
1,884

Source: Authors
340

Total no. of cases

1
Nascent
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21
21
105

126
42
1,821
1,989
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Table 2 shows class unbalance from the used data
set. Due to a large number of cases in category 0
(All others) and the significantly smaller number
of cases in category 1 (Nascent), equal distribution
of cases has been kept in subsamples for training
and testing. The rest of the cases have been put in
the validation sample and used for final testing and
evaluation of the model accuracy. In the pre-processing phase, min-max normalization of data was
conducted.

4. Results
To find the optimal neural network model, different neural network parameters i.e. architectures,
activation functions, and training algorithm were
used. 30 neural network architectures were tested

by changing the number of hidden units from 1 to
40 and the activation function in the hidden layer
(logistic or tangent-hyperbolic function).
In this research, the output variable is represented as a category (0 and 1) and therefore for error
function cross entropy was used. However, different training algorithms (Gradient descent and
Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS)) were
used. In this paper, a higher classification rate (hit
rate) was achieved with the Broyden-FletcherGoldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) algorithm.
For evaluation of the model accuracy, the total classification rate (hit rate) was used. Regarding the
large number of conducted NN models, only two
most accurate neural network architectures are
presented in Table 3.

Table 3 Summary of best results on the validation sample
Neural
network model
architecture

Activation
Training
function in the
algorithm
hidden layer

Error
function

Total classification
rate on the
validation sample

Classification rate
of category 0
(all others)

Classification
rate of category 1
(nascent)

MLP 31-11-2

BFGS

Logistic

Cross
entropy

80.10

80.16

75.00

MLP 31-5-2

BFGS

Tangh

Cross
entropy

73.12

73.15

70.00

Source: Authors

The comparison of accuracy of the best ANN
models (see Table 3) was conducted using a statistical test of difference in proportion. The test
produced p-value of 0.003 (N=1,804). The obtained p-value shows that a neural network with
a logistic activation function is significantly more
accurate than a neural network with tangent activation function.
The neural network model with logistic activation
function was selected for further analysis. The architecture of the neural network MLP 31-11-2 consisting of 31 input neurons, 11 hidden neurons and
2 output neurons has produced the best result. The
total classification rate of the best model obtained
on the validation sample was 80.10%, meaning that
the model can predict if someone can be classified as a nascent entrepreneur with 80.10% of accuracy. In addition, the classification rates for each
category were calculated. The classification rate for
category 0 (all others) was 80.16% and for category
1 (nascent) 75%.

The model accuracy and its stability is highly dependent on the size of the sample and sampling
procedure. In order to determine the stability of
the model, a k-fold cross-validation procedure was
conducted. This procedure splits the total sample
randomly into k mutually exclusive subsets of approximately equal size (Kohavi, 1995). The stability
of this model was tested with a 10-fold cross-validation procedure. The same procedure was repeated
10 times, in each step a different subsample was
used for training and for testing. The results were
produced on 10 different samples. The results of the
random sampling procedure are given in Table 4. It
shows that the accuracy and stability of the neural
network model depends on the sample structure.
The average of 10 neural network results on the
validation subsamples was used as the measure of
the model’s expected accuracy on new data. The
observed average accuracy across all samples was
93.96%. This percentage indicates a high level of
network stability.
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In the next step, the sensitivity analysis was conducted. Testing of the impact of each
Table 4 Results of the best neural network model in random sampling

particular input
variable on the output variable of the model was conducted through sensitivity
Validation
subsample

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Average

94.16

92.39

95.69

94.92

92.89

93.91

95.18

95.18

93.15

92.13

93.96

analysis. An important trait of this method is that the sensitivities are computed one layer at a
Total
classification rate

time, starting from the output layer and proceeding backwards toward the input layer
Source: Authors

(Hashem, 1992). In this paper, the sensitivity analysis was performed on each of 10 validation
In the next step, the sensitivity analysis was con-

output layer and proceeding backwards toward the

input variable on the output variable of the model

tivity analysis was performed on each of 10 validation subsamples. The average value of sensitivity coefficient of each input variable is shown in Figure 2.

subsamples.
The
average
sensitivity
of each
input
variable
shown in
ducted.
Testing
of the value
impact of
of each
particular coefficient
input layer (Hashem,
1992).
In this
paper, the is
sensi-

Figure 2.was conducted through sensitivity analysis. An im-

portant trait of this method is that the sensitivities
are computed one layer at a time, starting from the

Figure 2 Figure
Sensitivity
coefficients
inputvariables
variables
inneural
the neural
model
2 Sensitivity
coefficientsof
of input
in the
networknetwork
model
1.004
1.003
1.002
1.001
1
0.999
0.998
0.997
0.996

Source: Authors
Source: Authors

The higher sensitivity coefficient means that a certain input variable has a higher impact on the output variable. Sensitivity analysis revealed that perceived opportunity, knowing someone who started
a business, as well as skills and experience required
to start a new business had the biggest influence
on the decision to start a business. Demographic
variables, the perception of status and respect of
entrepreneurs and the perception of media coverage of successful new businesses have less impact
on output variable.
342

After creation and analysis of the model for recognizing nascent entrepreneurs, the procedure of
profiling nascent entrepreneurs was conducted.
In order to identify a common profile of nascent
entrepreneurs in Croatia, the values of more frequent input variables were extracted. The obtained
results show that nascent entrepreneurs in Croatia
are mostly men between 28 and 37 years, from the
Zagreb region followed by Northern Croatia, with
4-year vocational education. In terms of the perceptive attitudes, they believe that they have the
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necessary skills and knowledge for starting a business and they do not have fear of possible failure.
They do not have an entrepreneur as a role model
and they believe that most people in their country
consider that starting a new business is a desirable
career choice. However, they do not believe there
will be a good opportunity for starting a business
in next six months in the region in which they live.
This is surprising and contrasting to previous findings in the literature (e.g. Wagner, 2006). Furthermore, nascent entrepreneurs in Croatia believe
that the media do not often report on successful
new businesses, whereas successful entrepreneurs
do have a high level of status and respect. The extraction of important characteristics on our dataset
are in line with the previous findings in literature
except the perception of opportunities, which is
in contrast to previous findings of Wagner (2006).
It can be found that subjective perceptions about
one’s own skills, likelihood of failure, existence of
opportunities, and knowledge of other entrepreneurs, are all highly correlated with the decision to
start a new business.

5. Discussion and conclusion
In this paper, a neural network model for recognizing nascent entrepreneurs was created using the
Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) 2014
data for Croatia. The created model includes variables that describe respondents’ perceptive attitudes, skills and demographic characteristics. Several neural network architectures were tested by
changing the activation function and the number
of hidden neurons. The most successful model was
selected on the basis of the total classification rate,
and the k-fold cross-validation procedure showed
that the average accuracy of the model across ten
subsamples was 93.96%. The obtained results show
that the neural network method can be used for
recognizing nascent entrepreneurs. Our model allowed for the profiling of nascent entrepreneurs in
Croatia, which was presented in the result section
of the paper.

Further research should move towards improving the presented model and expand the profile of
nascent entrepreneurs. It would be advisable to increase the number of cases that represent nascent
entrepreneurs or to use a different approach for
handling unbalanced dataset (oversampling, synthetic sampling etc.) as well as to include additional
variables in the model.
Previous research has shown that profiling of nascent entrepreneurs was mostly conducted by standard statistical methods like univariate analysis,
ANOVA, correlation and logistic regression models (Arenius, Minniti, 2005; Wagner, 2006; Nagy et
al., 2010; Stuetzer et al., 2014). However, for further
research it is recommended to compare the model
presented here with other machine learning methods (e.g. decision trees).
The expected contribution of this paper is in testing
a new methodological approach and adding robustness to the methodology of entrepreneurship research. Another expected contribution is in empirical evidence on nascent entrepreneurs in Croatia.
Using new methods of analysis on the existing data
can cast a new light and give new perspectives for
researchers and practitioners in the field of entrepreneurship. This could also be useful for entrepreneurship support institutions to assist them in
recognizing the most important features of nascent
entrepreneurs to create measures that could help
improve entrepreneurial ecosystems. The model
presented in this paper can assist policy makers
when designing policies addressed to nascent entrepreneurs. Additionally, it could be used in shaping
customized policies, rather than one-size-fits-all
policy. Customized policies, in the long run, could
contribute to a better distribution of governmental
support focusing more on those groups of nascent
entrepreneurs who really need it. Apart from the
financial aspect, this model could be the base for
developing new government programs oriented towards entrepreneurship such as vouchers for using
the services of research institutes or industrial designers to create better-designed products.
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Profiliranje poduzetnika početnika
u Hrvatskoj korištenjem neuronskih mreža
Sažetak
Brojna istraživanja provedena su kako bi se identificirale najvažnije karakteristike poduzetnika početnika.
Cilj ovog rada je kreiranje klasifikacijskog modela koristeći podatke svjetskog istraživanja Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) za 2014. godinu. U radu su korištene neuronske mreže, metoda strojnog učenja koja omogućava prepoznavanje poduzetnika početnika i njihovih karakteristika. U model su uključene
ulazne varijable koje opisuju stavove ispitanika, njihove vještine i demografske karakteristike, dok binarna
izlazna varijabla identificira poduzetnika početnika. Osim točnosti ispitivanja klasifikacijskog modela, doprinos ovog rada je u profiliranju poduzetnika početnika u Hrvatskoj. Predloženi model može biti vrijedan
alat za institucije državne uprave i poduzetničke potporne institucije kao pomoć u oblikovanju politika
i programa temeljenih na prepoznavanju najvažnijih značajki poduzetnika početnika, čime se doprinosi
poboljšanju poduzetničkog ekosustava.
Ključne riječi: poduzetnici početnici, GEM, poduzetnički ekosustav, neuronske mreže, modeliranje
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CAPITALIZED SAVINGS
AS A FACTOR OF SOCIAL SECURITY
INSURANCE IN PENSION SYSTEMS
OF EUROPEAN COUNTRIES
5 od 6

Abstract
Pension insurance is very important for the social security of every individual or insured person in this
system. Pension systems are part of the social policy system, which represents organized activity of the
state and other social factors and affects the sustainable development of society. Social policy deals with the
causes, forms and consequences of redistribution of the national income, with the aim of overcoming social
risks, helping poor and excluded people, and improving the social welfare. The pension system is a crucial
part of social policy. It is a set of legal norms, financial and institutional arrangements regulating insurance
against the risks of old age and disability. Since the pension system protects against the most significant social risks that can happen to everyone (e.g. old age, disability, etc.), its stability is of great importance to the
population of any country. The aim of this paper is to analyze the main characteristics of pension systems
in certain European countries and to identify the key parameters that play a role in further development of
these systems. In doing so, the authors have investigated the compatibility of these systems with the European social model using a comparative analysis and have determined the impact of capitalized savings as an
important factor in the social security of pension scheme members.
Keywords: Pension system, social policy, European social model, capitalized savings, compliance

1. Introduction
Funding the pension insurance system is one of the
fundamental factors determining the standard of
living of each pensioner and their financial and social security. Therefore, the level of rights that can
be achieved within this system depends directly
on the possibilities of its funding, i.e. its sources of
funds. Maintaining the stability of the pension in-

surance system is one of the fundamental problems
today, both for the Republic of Croatia and for most
European Union countries and the world.
Worldwide, pension systems consist of several
sub-schemes defined in terms of the categories of
insured persons, the way of financing, the distribution of pensions and other characteristics. Therefore, pension systems may be public or private and
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are obligatory or voluntary. The basic division of
pension systems is into the public pension system
of intergenerational solidarity funded from employee contributions, which is often referred to
as PAYG (pay as you go), and capitalized pension
schemes funded from the contributions of insured
persons capitalized in pension funds. Since each
model of pension insurance has its advantages and
disadvantages, the most commonly used financing
models are nowadays those where instead of one
there is a system of multiple pension pillars. That
is why the aim of this paper is to analyze the main
features of pension systems in certain European
countries (Croatia, Sweden, Switzerland, Greece
and Ireland) and to establish their compliance with
the European social model. In accordance with the
hypothesis that capitalized savings represent an
important factor in the social security of insured
persons, the paper analyzes the parameters important for the sustainability of the pension insurance
composition. These parameters are assigned with
rankings for each country observed, with the help
of which concrete proposals for further development of these systems are provided. In addition, in
accordance with the second hypothesis that there
is significant success of pension systems in those
countries that apply the Directives in accordance
with the European social model, we investigate and
compare the characteristics of these systems in accordance with the applicable Directives.

Formal schemes of retirement insurance emerged
in the early 19th century, and are related to the
development of the industrial society and the new
social organization. Everyday development of large
cities and employment in the industry has weakened the traditional family structure, making the
population dependent on work in cities and also
causing many problems to the workers at the time.
In activities such as mining and railway jobs with
dangerous working conditions, workers founded
the so-called mutual organizations, or mutual assistance organizations, thus partially safeguarding
the risks they were exposed to.

2. Historical development and types of
pension systems

Based on the above, it is possible to conclude that
this historic period within the framework of pension insurance was marked by sporadic occurrences
and inequality, whereas the bulk consisted of certain
forms of insurance, especially those informal ones
within the family. These initial forms of so called
old-age insurance is characterized by partial and
unsystematic organization, frequent changes caused
by the development of society, and in particular the
development of certain activities in which it was necessary to ensure the risk of work injury, age, illness,
disability or death. Unfortunately, in such forms of
unconstitutional organization, social security did not
have its full effect. In further social organization in
the late 19th and early 20th centuries, the first public pension systems emerged in Western countries,
marking the beginning of their modernization. One
of these systems is the Bismarckian social security system based on the principles of multiple laws
adopted in Germany during the reign of Chancellor Otto von Bismarck. “The first law on obligatory
sickness insurance was adopted in 1883. This law
introduced obligatory health insurance for industrial

Throughout history, old age, disability and death
risks were secured through two basic arrangements.
The first (informal) type of old-age insurance could
be realized within the family, while the other (formal) type of insurance could be realized within the
organization in which the person was employed or
somehow belonged to it (enterprise, production
branch, professional association). “Families in the
traditional society represented the so-called “production and consumption units”, but also “mutual
aid communities” that looked after old people, sick
and disabled” (Puljiz, 2005). This type of solidarity
has been maintained for generations, and is still
dominant today in underdeveloped countries. According to the World Bank data, in these countries,
about 70% of the elderly people in the family are
treated within their families (World Bank)1. In these
countries (e.g. Liberia, Guinea, Nepal, etc.) there is
no systematic organization of pension insurance,
only savings within the traditional family structure.
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Later, in companies that performed well and
achieved good business results, and at the same
time were striving for stable workforce, first pension insurance funds for old age, illness, disability
or death were created. “In the beginning, the pension insurance was solely controlled by the employer. When the pension was introduced, the employer’s objective was twofold. On the one hand, they
sought to improve social security and productivity,
and on the other hand, they wanted to link workers to the enterprise or the state service, to gain
control, to strengthen their loyalty and to separate
them from the influence of the unions” (Puljiz,
2005). Despite the above-mentioned attempts to
improve the social security of workers, most employees remained outside of such social security
and/or pension schemes and were exposed to risks
of industrial labour without any “safety net”.
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workers. Two thirds of the health funds were paid by
the workers, and the rest by the employers. The second law was passed in 1884, referring to the Work
Accidents Act, within which employers were obliged
to provide insurance for their workers in the event
of an accident at work and to pay contributions to
the common treasury from which compensation was
paid to workers for incapacity, injury at work, etc.”
(Puljiz, 2005).
The third law in the framework of the Bismarckian
social security system was the Law on Obligatory
Pension and Disability Insurance adopted in 1889,
which was also the first law on obligatory pension
and disability insurance in the world. Pursuant to
this law, half of the contributions were paid by the
employees, and half by the employers. This Act, together with the previously adopted Health Care and
Accident Insurance Act, became part of the German Social Security Code of 1911, which made the
basis of the Bismarckian social security model and
enabled it to spread across Europe and the world.
Key events in further development of retirement
systems were the First and Second World War and
the Great Economic Crisis in the late twenties and
early thirties. Since wars are always accompanied
by a high inflation rate that leads to financial instability and breakdown, in such a situation, only
the state is able to provide the basic conditions of
existence and social security. Therefore, the United
States (US) pension system is also the result of the
Great Depression. In the United States, the pub-

lic pension insurance system was introduced after 1935 when the Act on Unemployment and the
Pension Insurance Act for Workers and Employees
in Industry and Trade were passed. In addition to
the United States, the United Kingdom introduced
changes to the pension system during the Second
World War. The British Parliament adopted a new
social security system based on the principles of
William Beveridge in 1942 in a document titled
“Social Insurance and Allied Services”. Beverage’s
social security model was based on four principles:
1) universality - the social security system encompasses the whole population,
2) simplicity and uniqueness - one contribution covers all the risks,
3) uniformity - social benefits are the same for
all, regardless of the social status and earnings of the beneficiaries,
4) centralization of the system - creation of a
single public service (Puljiz, 2005).
The principles of the British social security system
were applied in many European countries, and this
model, like the Bismarckian social security model,
quickly spread to the world. Further development
and changes in retirement systems during the two
wars occurred in many countries in which the state
during and after the war was taking strong measures within the social policy. For easier understanding, below is the overview of the introduction of
retirement insurance in some countries (Table 1).

Table 1 The year of introduction of pension and disability insurance in certain Western countries
Country
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Denmark
France
Italy
Canada
Netherlands
Norway
New Zealand
Germany
USA
Sweden
Switzerland
Great Britain

Degree of introduction of the pension system and disability insurance
Basically

Restrictedly operational

Completely operational

1908
1906
1924
1891
1910
1919
1927
1936
1936
1898
1889
1935
1913
1946
1908

1908
1927
1924
1922
1946
1919
1927
1936
1936
1898
1889
1935
1913
1946
1908

190
1927
1924
1922
1946
1945
1927
1936
1936
1898
1889
1935
1913
1946
1925

Source: Pusić (1996), authors
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The process of introducing the pension and disability insurance system is different for each country,
as the criteria of gaining economic strength in different countries developed differently and according to it, differently contributed to the adoption of
the first social insurance programs. In each country,
they started from certain insurance programs that
were introduced in principle and were later fully
realized, as the country’s economic and financial
capacity increased. The consequences and experiences of the two world wars and the great economic
crisis, the dominance of state interventionism and
rapid economic growth led to the development of
comprehensive and financially generous public
pension systems in Europe, America and other developed parts of the world. Chronologically speaking, pension systems evolved gradually through
history, but some methods of paying contributions
(e.g. a uniform division of payments to employers
and employees based on the Bismarckian social
security model) are still present in today’s pension
systems in some European countries. This further
demonstrates the importance of these systems
within society’s social policy through the whole history of their development.

2.1 Definitions and types of pension systems
“Pension is a public institute, thanks to which citizens can have income when they are no longer able
to earn a living. Through the pension insurance system an individual delays part of his/her spending,
which is realized during active age, for the future
when (s)he will be old and helpless” (Puljiz, 2005).
In this way, through allocation of income and consumption, the individual saves for the future.
“The pension insurance system consists of several
subsystems defined in terms of insured persons, the
way of financing, the management of pension funds
and the distribution of pensions. Pension insurance
models are most often defined on the basis of five
criteria: 1) employee insurance vs. universal pensions, 2) public governance vs. private management,
3) obligatory participation vs. voluntary participation; 4) defined benefits vs. defined contributions 5)
current distribution vs. capitalization” (Matić, Vretenar Cobović, 2017). As to the above criteria, nowadays, the most commonly used classification of pension system is according to the most commonly used
method of financing and the distribution of pension
funds. The first method of collecting and distributing pensions is the current distribution based on the
350

intergenerational solidarity, and the second method
is capitalized pension funds.
For a pension system based on intergenerational
solidarity, the English abbreviation PAYG (pay as
you go) is used. The basic principles of the PAYG
system are as follows:
1) contributions paid in by the employed population are used to finance the pensions of
current pensioners,
2) the state is relieved of the obligation to pay
out to retirees the funds they paid in as contributions during their working life; rather,
pensions are paid out from the income of
future generations of employed persons,
3) assuming a normal growth of the economy
and maintaining the demographic balance,
every new generation of retirees can get a
higher retirement rate compared to the
paid contributions during their working life
(Puljiz, 2008).
The biggest disadvantage of this system is that it
is most likely endangered by lower birth rates and
population aging. In such a generational imbalance,
these systems are unsustainable because they are
more suitable for societies with full employment.
Another way of collecting and distributing pensions
are capitalized pension funds. The basic principles
of capitalized pension funds are as follows:
1) insured persons pay in contributions for
their future pensions,
2) the contributions collected in the funds are
invested in the capital market for profit,
3) insured persons receive a retirement pension when they cease to work, and the realized profit on the funds invested is calculated into their pension,
4) the profits of the paid contributions are kept
in a special account for each insured person
and are converted into a retirement pension
when they stop working,
5) insured persons bear the risk of investment
decisions of pension funds,
6) state-level funds are managed by special organizations on the principles of profitability
and security of deposits,
7) the individual pension depends on the accrued amount of contributions, the profit
realized and the life expectancy at the time
of retirement (Puljiz, 2008).
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pension funds, and lead them into a crisis. Another
factor in the pension system crisis is undoubtedly
the process of globalization. “Contributions paid by
employers increase the cost of labour force, reduce
profit and thus employers’ efforts to reduce them”
(Puljiz, 2008). Therefore, the most commonly used
approach is capitalization of pensions, where the
pension burden is transferred to insured persons.
Since public pension systems generally face serious challenges, many countries have been reforming them with the aim of reducing public spending
on pensions and developing other forms of pension
schemes, mostly capitalization of pensions.

3. The structure of pension systems in certain
European countries
A key advocate of pension reforms in the framework of pension capitalization was the World Bank,
which offered a new model of multi-pillar pension
system to the European countries. This model implied a gradual reduction of traditional pensions
and the obligatory capitalization within the second
pillar, which is formed by a portion of the contribution of the insured, while the third pension pillar
represents voluntary pension savings. Consequently, the European Union is trying to build a European
pension model that should serve as a compass for
pension reforms of other countries, especially those
that are striving to become its new members. Based
on the above, the European social model is based
on the 1989 Community Charter of Fundamental
Social Rights of Workers and the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union from 2007,
which became part of the Lisbon Treaty. These
documents establish the obligations of EU member
states, and the European social model has four subforms: Nordic, Anglo-Saxon, Corporate Western
European and South European. The common features of these forms are as follows:
1) on the first level, public and obligatory pension insurance, which ensures and achieves
solidarity within national frameworks and
which guarantees a certain level of benefits
in accordance with internationally accepted
standards,
2) on the second level, supplementary pension
insurance, as a rule related to professional
associations,
3) on the third level, voluntary and individual
insurance, left to the choice of each individual (Rismondo, 2010).
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Based on this model, within the first pillar of pension insurance in the European Union, state pensions are funded from current revenues based
on contributions from salaries of employees and
additionally from the state budget. On the other
hand, the second and third pillars are based on
the investments of the collected funds and their
capitalization. However, the prevalence of certain
pillars of pension insurance is not the same in all
countries.

3.1 Harmonization of pension systems in selected European countries
The first pillar of pension insurance in the European Union is based on obligatory state insurance, in
which the funding is based on the payment of obligatory contributions from the payroll of employees.
Pensions to current pensioners are paid from these
funds (the so-called PAYG system). Pension payments are guaranteed by the state, and the management of these funds is entrusted to a body governed
by public law (the pension authority of a particular
country). The regulation of this pillar was established
by the Directive 79/7/EEC. The subject matter of this
Directive is the development of public social security
systems, including public pension insurance. In the
part related to pension insurance, this equality is ensured by the principle of non-discrimination based
on sex, in particular: 1) the scope of the schemes and
the conditions of access thereto; 2) the obligation to
contribute and the calculation of contributions; 3)
the calculation of benefits; 4) provisions on the possibility to determine different age limits for men and
women within their pension rights (Directive 79/7/
EEC, Council of the European Communities, 1978).3
In accordance with the above mentioned, in Europe
it is possible to distinguish four broad groups of pension systems of the first pillar:
1) Scandinavian countries (Sweden, Finland,
Denmark and Norway) where there are generally relatively low pensions for all residents,
but there is a strict link between the contributions paid and the amount of pensions
that are financed from taxes, which guarantee existential security for all citizens,
2) Continental Europe (Germany, France,
Austria, Belgium, the Netherlands, Switzerland and Luxembourg) where state pension
systems are significant in terms of high contributions and high income levels,
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3) South European countries (Italy, Greece,
Spain and Portugal) have systems similar to
those in continental Europe. The retirement
age, which was often low, is increasing, and
the criteria for obtaining retirement rights
are more demanding,
4) Anglo-Saxon countries (Great Britain and
Ireland) are characterized by equal, low
general pensions, which are by no means

sufficient for all retirees. Therefore, in these
countries, pensioners who are not covered
by the second pillar are in a particularly vulnerable position (Bijelić, 2005).
Since the ratio of the number of insured persons
and pension beneficiaries in the first pillar is an
important parameter for its sustainability, Table 2
shows this ratio in some European countries.

Table 2 Number of insured persons and pension beneficiaries
Country

Insured
persons

Pension
beneficiaries

Ratio

Rank

Croatia

1,507,243

1,239,963

1.22

5

Sweden

5,441,062

2,887,637

1.88

3

Switzerland

5,296,995

2,639,879

2.01

2

Greece

5,331,101

2,777,148

1.92

4

2,564,902

1,079,885

2.38

1

Ireland

Source: Pensions Europe (2018) , “Pension Funds Statistics and Trends 2018”, authors
4

The data in Table 2 show that all the observed
countries have a disadvantageous ratio of the number of insured persons and pension beneficiaries.
The most favorable ratio can be seen in Ireland
(2.38 employees per one pensioner). The reasons
for this is increased unemployment in some countries (Croatia, Greece), while in other countries the
reasons are mostly demographic factors (increasing numbers of older people versus working-age
population). In accordance with this trend, pension

insurance in the first pillar is unsustainable in almost all countries, which makes it necessary to use
capitalized savings as a social security factor. In addition, according to the basic characteristics of the
European social model, it is also necessary to stimulate the capitalization of pensions. According to
the data in Table 3, it is possible to notice different
trends in the distribution of pension revenues as
one of the important parameters of the success of
the pension system in certain European countries.

Table 3 Revenues from pension contributions in certain European countries (in %)
Country

First pension
pillar

Rank

Second pension
pillar

Rank

Third pension
pillar

Rank

Croatia

79%

2

13%

4

8%

3

Sweden

51%

3

33%

3

16%

2

Switzerland

18%

5

53%

1

29%

1

Greece

81%

1

13%

4

6%

4

Ireland

24%

4

47%

2

29%

1

Source: Insurance Europe (2018)5, “European Insurance - Key Facts”, authors

The largest income in the first pillar of pension
insurance, according to their rank, is in Greece,
followed by Croatia and Sweden. These countries
achieve less income within the second and third pil-

lars of pension insurance, which indicates that their
beneficiaries depend heavily on intergenerational
solidarity, which is certainly a problem of sustainability of the entire system. In addition, substantial
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investments in the second and third pillar of pension insurance can be observed in Switzerland and
Ireland, while investment in the first pillar in these
countries is considerably smaller. This distribution
of income depends on the very structure of the
pension insurance of a country, on its reforms, on
demographic trends and on the historical tradition
of a particular area of Europe. Based on the data in
the table it is possible to notice how vastly different
these countries are in the distribution of revenues
within a particular pillar, which significantly influences further development of the European social
model and its basic characteristics that promote
capitalization of pensions.

3.2 The importance of capitalized savings as a
factor of social security of the insured
The second-pillar pension systems in the European Union are institutions whose primary goal is
to address the problems that arise in the systems
of government pensions (the first pillar) caused by
demographic and economic fluctuations. Such systems can be established as voluntary or obligatory
depending on the organizational form and degree of
coverage of employees in a particular Union member
state. The second pillar is governed by the Directive
86/378/EEC; it applies to all forms of supplementary
(occupational) pension insurance, including capitalized pension insurance. It regulates: 1) the principle
of gender equality; 2) the implementation of occupational retirement schemes and conditions of access
to them; 3) fixing the retirement age; 4) the compulsory or optional nature of participation in an occupational scheme; 5) the obligation to contribute and
the calculation of contributions; 6) the conditions for
the reimbursement of contributions at the exit from
the scheme (Directive 86/378/EEC, Council of the
European Communities, 1986).6 The main features
of the second pillar of pension insurance in the European Union under the Directive are mainly related

to the existence of employment relations or pursuing
a certain occupation (so-called employees’ or vocational insurance or occupational insurance). “Access
to these pension systems is provided to employees
in certain companies, industries or sectors and is
based on agreements between social partners or on
compliance with standards applicable in a particular field of activity” (Bijelić, 2005). The second pillar
pension systems are managed by private institutions,
and unlike the first pillar, the state does not guarantee their payments. Contributions are proportionate
to a person’s income and paid in equal amounts by
employers and employees. Financing of these systems is mainly carried out within pension funds, so
that the current revenue coming from contributions
is invested to pay off the future, but not the current
commitments to retirees. Within the framework of
the second pillar of pension insurance, it is possible
to operate a system with defined contributions and
a system with predetermined benefits. In a system
with defined contributions, benefits depend solely
on the profitability of the total capital investment. By
contrast, pension systems with predetermined benefits show traces of solidarity, because the employer
guarantees an employee to receive a certain amount
of pension depending on their salary at the time of
retirement.
Based on the main features of the second pillar of
pension insurance in the Union, the following parameters are analyzed as factors of the system’s performance (characteristics of the second pillar, the
amount of pensions, pension fund assets and the investment of the pension funds’ portfolios) in some
European countries. In addition, we compared the
performance of pension systems in the countries
that apply the Directives in accordance with the European social model with the countries that do not
consistently do so. Table 4 shows the characteristics
of the second pillar of pension insurance in some
European countries.

Table 4 Characteristics of the second pillar of pension insurance
Country

Obligatory pension funds

Croatia

X

Sweden

Voluntary pension funds

Individual capitalized
savings
X

X

Greece

X

X

Ireland

X

X

Switzerland

X

X

Source: Pensions Europe (2018), “Pension Funds Statistics and Trends 2018”, authors
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In the observed European countries there are different characteristics in the second pillar of pension insurance based on additional (professional/
occupational) insurance. However, in most of
them, the schemes are managed by pension funds
and are mainly voluntary, which indicates that
capitalized savings in these countries are a substantial part of social security for the beneficiaries.
The differences are mainly due to the ratio of insured persons in the total number of employees
in private sectors. However, in Croatia there are
significant deviations in the characteristics of the

second pillar compared to other observed countries. The pension system of Croatia has three pillars; the second pillar is compulsory and contributions paid into personal accounts are capitalized.
In contrast, elsewhere in Europe the second pillar
is mostly voluntary and based on occupational insurance and certain professional elements. Such
inconsistency certainly affects the importance of
capitalized savings as a factor of social security
of insured persons in Croatia compared to other
countries. Table 5 shows the average pension in
some European countries.

Table 5 Average pension in the observed European countries (in €)
Country

2015

2016

2017

in €

in %

Rank

in €

in %

Rank

in €

in %

Rank

Croatia

315

4.73

5

318

4.76

5

324

4.81

5

Sweden

1,951

29.32

2

1,971

29.48

2

1,964

29.18

2

Switzerland

2,866

43.07

1

2,849

42.62

1

2,861

42.51

1

Greece

459

6.90

4

478

7.15

4

498

7.40

4

Ireland

1,063

15.98

3

1,069

15.99

3

1,083

16.09

3

Total

6,654

100

-

6,685

100

-

6,730

100

-

Source: Pensions Europe (2018), “Pension Funds Statistics and Trends 2018”, authors

As can be seen in Table 5, pensioners in Switzerland
and Sweden have the highest pension based on the
assigned rank, followed by pensioners in Ireland.
Accordingly, it is possible to conclude that those
countries that apply the Directives in accordance
with the European social model, in relation to those
countries that do not do so consistently, have higher pensions and a more efficient pension system.
In Switzerland, Sweden and Ireland, in relation to
Croatia and Greece, there is more emphasis on capitalization of pensions and their distribution of rev-

enues within the three pillars of pension insurance
complies with the European social model. Based
on this their average pension is higher than in the
other observed countries. Of course, the economic
situation in these countries plays a significant role
(higher employment, higher gross domestic product, etc.), but the application of the Directive in line
with the European social model also makes it possible to achieve sustainability of the pension system.
Based on the above mentioned, Table 6 shows assets of pension funds from the observed countries.

Table 6 Assets of pension funds in the period from 2015 to 2017 (in billions of €)
2015

Country

In billions
of €

in %

Croatia

10

Sweden

2016
Rank

In billions
of €

in %

1.80

5

11

37

6.67

2

Switzerland

468

84.32

Greece

19

3.42

Ireland

21

3.78

Total

555

100

2017
Rank

In billions
of €

in %

Rank

2.20

5

12

1.42

5

37

7.39

2

37

4.37

2

1

407

81.24

1

749

88.43

1

4

19

3.79

4

21

2.48

4

3

27

5.39

3

28

3.31

3

-

501

100

-

847

100

-

Source: Pensions Europe (2018), “Pension Funds Statistics and Trends 2018”, authors
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The total assets of the second pillar of pension
funds according to the assigned rank are highest in
Switzerland within the observed period. This is followed by Sweden and Ireland, which again indicates
that in these countries capitalized savings represent
importance significant part of social security for insured persons. The smallest assets of pension funds
are recorded in Croatia and Greece, since the pen-

sion systems of these countries are predominantly
based on intergenerational solidarity. The observed
European countries have different forms of investment in the capital market, depending also on the
fund’s assets, but the level of these investments is
certainly in line with the regulations and limitations
that are in force in each country (Table 7).

Table 7 Investment of second pillar pension funds’ portfolio (in %)
2015 (% / Rank)
Country

Croatia

In shares
of EU

22

In shares
outside
the EU

4

-

-

2016 (% / Rank)

In
government
bonds of the
EU

78

1

In shares
of EU

25

In shares
outside
the EU

4

-

-

2017 (% / Rank)

In
In
In shares
government
shares of outside
bonds of the
EU
the EU
EU

75

1

23

3

-

-

In
government
bonds of the
EU

77

1

Sweden

71

2

15

1

14

4

73

3

15

1

12

4

73

2

15

1

12

4

Switzerland

70

3

11

2

19

3

74

2

12

3

14

3

73

2

13

3

14

3

Greece

18

5

15

1

67

2

20

5

13

2

67

2

21

4

14

2

65

2

Ireland

79

1

10

3

11

5

80

1

10

4

10

5

82

1

9

4

9

5

Source: Pensions Europe (2018), “Pension Funds Statistics and Trends 2018”, authors

There are certain differences in the investments of
the second pillar pension funds’ portfolio in the
observed European countries. Ireland, Sweden and
Switzerland are investing mostly in Union stocks,
and therefore expect higher returns from such
investments, while Croatia and Greece are more
inclined to invest in government bonds. In accordance with this data, it is possible to notice that the
importance of capitalized savings is not the same in
all the observed countries, and neither is the success of their pension systems.
The characteristics of the third pillar of pension
insurance in accordance with the European social
model are similar to those in the second pillar. The
difference is that the membership in the third pillar
is not related to the status of employment or affiliation to a particular occupation, but to an individual
conclusion of a contract with a provider of such financial products, mostly life insurance companies.
“Contributions or payments (insurance premiums)
of an individual are accumulated and invested, so
that the funds collected, including all the interest
on the invested capital, are later used to pay out
retirement benefits to the insured. The advantages
of life insurance are independence from the place
of employment and the increasing opportunities of
356

citizens of the European Union to choose insurers
from any member state” (Bijelić, 2005). Life insurance has a long tradition in the market economies,
and joining a third pillar scheme is particularly
significant in the old age as it allows the elderly to
achieve greater social and economic security, thus
confirming the extraordinary importance of capitalized savings within this system.

4. Conclusion
Maintaining the stability of the pension system is
one of the fundamental issues, both for Croatia
and for other European countries, and harmonization between countries in accordance with the
European social model is of particular importance.
The conducted analysis has highlighted certain
differences in the pension insurance systems of
the observed European countries. In addition to
the unequal distribution of revenue from pension
contributions within the three pillars of insurance,
there are discrepancies in the characteristics of the
second pillar of pension insurance, in average pensions, pension funds’ assets and their portfolios.
The biggest deviations from the European social
model can be observed in Croatia and Greece. For
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example, in Croatia, the second pillar is compulsory
and contributions paid into personal accounts of
the insured are capitalized, which is different from
other European countries where the second pillar
is mostly voluntary and based on occupational insurance and certain professional elements. In addition, the importance of capitalized savings as a
significant contributing factor to the social security
of the insured is lower in Croatia and Greece than
in the other observed countries (Sweden, Switzerland and Ireland). The analysis also confirms the
hypothesis that pension systems in those countries

that apply the Directives in accordance with the European social model are more successful compared
to those countries that do not. Therefore, Croatia
and Greece will have to undertake a series of procedures related to the alignment of their pension
systems with the European social model in order to
promote their harmonization and sustainability. In
addition, stimulating capitalized savings will be of
particular importance in these countries, since social security of the insured and the sustainability of
the entire pension system will increasingly depend
on it.
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Kapitalizirana štednja kao čimbenik socijalne sigurnosti
osiguranika u mirovinskim sustavima europskih zemalja
Sažetak
Mirovinsko osiguranje vrlo je važno za socijalnu sigurnost svakog pojedinca, odnosno osiguranika ovoga
sustava. Mirovinski sustavi dio su sustava u okviru socijalne politike društva, koja predstavlja organiziranu
djelatnost države i drugih društvenih čimbenika te utječe na održivi razvoj društva. Socijalna politika se
bavi uzrocima, oblicima i posljedicama redistribucije nacionalnog dohotka, a cilj joj je prevladavanje socijalnih rizika, pomoć siromašnima i isključenim pojedincima te unapređivanje socijalne dobrobiti stanovništva. Sukladno definiciji socijalne politike, mirovinski sustav izuzetno je važan njezin dio, a predstavlja
skup pravnih normi, financijskih i institucionalnih aranžmana kojima se regulira osiguranje od rizika starosti i invalidnosti. Budući se mirovinskim sustavom osiguravaju najznačajniji socijalni rizici koji se mogu
dogoditi svima (npr. rizik starosti, invalidnosti i sl.) važnost njegove stabilnost od velikog je značaja za
stanovništvo pojedine zemlje. Cilj ovoga rada je analiza glavnih značajki mirovinskih sustava u pojedinim
europskim zemljama te utvrđivanje ključnih parametara koji određuju daljnji razvoj ovih sustava. Pri tome,
autori komparativnom analizom istražuju usklađenost ovih sustava s europskim socijalnim modelom te
utvrđuju utjecaj kapitalizirane štednje kao važnog čimbenika socijalne sigurnosti osiguranika.
Ključne riječi: mirovinski sustav, socijalna politika, europski socijalni model, kapitalizirana štednja, usklađenost
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THE EFFICIENCY OF HEALTHCARE
SYSTEM EXPENDITURES:
EVIDENCE FROM CROATIA
5 od 6

Abstract
Offering an efficient healthcare system is one of the main focuses of economic development for every country in the world, including Croatia, in order to achieve a better quality of life and healthcare protection.
As a result, there is also a higher standard of living for the citizens. The healthcare system in Croatia has
undergone a number of reforms. For each of the implemented reforms, the objective was to optimize the
healthcare system in line with the government’s budget to achieve sustainability in the long run. Therefore,
the healthcare financing system and sustainability play an important role. The objective of this paper is to
evaluate and analyze the efficiency of average healthcare expenditures in twenty Croatian counties by applying the data envelopment analysis approach. The analysis was conducted for the 2010-2017 period. To
assess the performance of the counties, we used three inputs and three outputs. The results revealed significant differences in the efficiency of healthcare expenditures among the Croatian counties. Therefore, the results of scale efficiency showed that, among the twenty Croatian counties, only six counties (Brod-Posavina,
Koprivnica-Križevci, Lika-Senj, Međimurje, Vukovar-Srijem and Zagreb) operate at the maximum score.
Keywords: Healthcare system expenditures, efficiency, data envelopment analysis, Croatia

1. Introduction
European countries, including Croatia, have restricted the amount of funds available to the healthcare system due to budget restrictions. Therefore,
the lack of private funding leads to a question of
the financial sustainability and efficiency of the national healthcare systems, the quality of healthcare
services and health protection. By achieving all the
aforementioned goals, the landscape of healthcare
management in Europe, and thus Croatia, will be
improved.

In theory, there are three models to finance a
healthcare system: the Beveridge model, the Bismarck model and the market or national health
insurance model. In the first model, healthcare is
ensured and financed by the government through
tax payments. The second model uses an insurance
system financed jointly by employers and employees through payroll deduction and the third model
places an emphasis on private-sector providers and
is financed by a government-run insurance program
that every citizen pays into. In light of its character-
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istics regarding financing, the Croatian healthcare
system can be categorized partly as the Bismarck
model and partly as the Beveridge model. Within
the Beveridge model, there is a social security contribution which differs among countries. According
to the Act on Contributions1, the rate for compulsory health insurance is 16.5 percent, except for
special contributions for using the healthcare insurance abroad, where the rate is 10 percent. The
central organisation for financing and providing
healthcare services is the Croatian Health Insurance Fund. This organisation is involved in the
work of the State Treasury, which means that the
funds for healthcare services performed are reimbursed out of the budget to hospitals and other
healthcare providers. The main activities that are
financed out of the budget are primary healthcare
services for general or family medicine, infant and
preschool child care services, women’s health care
service, health visitors service, home care service,
dental and oral health service, emergency medical
service, and school health service. In the budget
structure, most of the expenditures are for healthcare protection, which includes primary healthcare
protection, urgent medical assistance and medical transport, medical implantation and others (76
percent), followed by expenditures for maternity
benefits (12 percent) and other expenditures (2 percent) for 2012 (Kovač, 2013: 557). Croatia is not the
only country that has a problem with providing an
efficient allocation of resources for its healthcare
system. The share of healthcare expenditures as a
percentage of the gross domestic product (GDP) for
the period 2010-2016 on average for the 28 Member States of the European Union2 is presented in
Figure 1 (see Appendix). Based on the observed results, the countries whose healthcare expenditures
constituted the highest share of the GDP are France
(11.39 percent), Germany (10.94 percent) and Sweden (10.61 percent), while the countries with the
lowest results are Romania (4.93 percent), Latvia
(5.71 percent) and Estonia (6.19 percent). The results for Croatia reveal that 7.05 percent of the GDP
is spent on healthcare expenditures.
Based on all the observed facts and problems in
this paper, we evaluated and analyzed the efficiency
of the healthcare expenditures of twenty Croatian
counties by using the Data Envelopment Analysis
(DEA) mathematical model. The counties covered by our analysis are Zagreb, Krapina-Zagorje,
Sisak-Moslavina, Karlovac, Varaždin, KoprivnicaKriževci, Bjelovar-Bilogora, Primorje-Gorski Kotar,
362

Lika-Senj, Virovitica-Podravina, Požega-Slavonija,
Brod-Posavina, Zadar, Osijek-Baranja, ŠibenikKnin, Vukovar-Srijem, Split-Dalmatia, Istria,
Dubrovnik-Neretva and Međimurje. The City of
Zagreb was excluded because of its dual status of
a city and a county, and because of its unique status with regard to other territorial self-governing
units within the Republic of Croatia. The analysis
was conducted for the period 2010-2017. Therefore, our main objective was to identify the most
efficient counties, taking into consideration three
input variables (healthcare expenditures, the number of doctors and the number of hospital beds) and
three output variables (the vital index, the number
of examinations and the number of patients per
bed) in each county. Finally, the paper contributes
to research evidence with respect to the differing
efficiency rates among Croatian counties concerning average healthcare expenditures in the period
2010-2017.
The structure of the paper is organized as follows.
After the introduction, Section 2 provides a brief
literature review on healthcare system efficiency in
the world and the European Union. Section 3 briefly describes the methodology and data that was
used, while Section 4 presents the empirical results.
The last section provides concluding remarks and
recommendations for further research.

2. Literature Review
While researching the existing literature, it became
evident that there are quite a number of various
studies that measure the efficiency of government
expenditures on healthcare by applying different
methodologies. However, some of the studies evaluated and compared healthcare system expenditures
at the country level or among different countries.
In addition, different approaches, like parametric or
non-parametric analytical techniques, for instance
the stochastic frontier analysis model and DEA,
were applied.
Asandului et al. (2014) evaluated the efficiency of
healthcare systems in Europe by applying a nonparametric method – DEA. By observing 30 European states in 2010, they found that there are
more inefficient countries despite the number of
both developed and developing countries on the efficiency frontier. Lo Storto and Goncharuk (2017)
conducted a benchmarking study of healthcare
systems in 32 European countries in the period
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2011-2014 by using two-dimensional models – efficiency and effectiveness within the DEA model.
The results of the research showed that a group of
countries like the Ukraine, Bulgaria, Switzerland,
Lithuania and Romania have the lowest performing
healthcare systems and thus healthcare reforms are
inevitable. Moreover, the aims of these reforms are
to reduce resource intensity and increase the quality of medical services. According to Medeiros and
Schwierz (2015), there is widespread inefficiency in
the healthcare systems among the European Union
countries. They used three models with the following combinations of inputs (expenditure on healthcare, physical inputs and environmental variables)
and outputs (life expectancy, healthy life expectancy and amenable mortality rate). Their results
showed that the Czech Republic, Lithuania and
Slovakia had the lowest efficiency scores. Mitrović
et al. (2016) also conducted similar research to
evaluate the efficiency of the healthcare system of
Serbia in comparison with European countries by
applying DEA. They used three outputs representing mortality rates and three inputs representing
healthcare expenditures and healthcare human resources. The results showed that the healthcare system of Serbia ranks 15th out of the 21 analyzed systems. Using a sample of 24 OECD countries, Bhat
(2005) examined the influence of specific financial
and institutional arrangements on national healthcare system efficiency by using the DEA model. The
author found that healthcare systems which are
public-contract and public-integrated are more efficient than those based on public-reimbursement.
Later on, De Cos and Moral-Benito (2014) examined which determinants are the most important
for healthcare efficiency across 29 OECD countries
by performing the DEA and stochastic frontier
analysis from 1997 to 2009. Hsu (2013) evaluated
the efficiency of health spending in 46 countries in
Europe and Central Asia for the period 2005-2007.
In addition, the productivity is also evaluated over
time for 46 countries in Europe and Central Asia.
To evaluate efficiency, DEA was applied, while for
productivity, the Malmquist productivity index
was utilized. In a later stage of research, the Tobit
model examined the relationship between technical efficiency and country-specific characteristics.
The results showed that countries in both Europe
and Central Asia need to improve their technical
efficiency with regard to healthcare expenditures.
In addition, the average level of overall technical
efficiency is 98.8 percent, while the productivity

growth decreased on average by 7.7 percent per
year over the period 2005-2007. Using a Chinese
sample, Han and Miao (2010) analyzed local health
expenditure efficiency employing the two-stage
framework of the DEA-Tobit model based on panel
data for 31 provinces from 1997 to 2007.
Rivera (2010) found that an increase in public
healthcare expenditures would automatically lead
to an improvement in the self-estimated health
status. A study of Payne et al. (2007) showed that
increased life expectancy represents a pressure
factor for health expenditures, if morbidity is not
decreased or kept constant. Joumard et al. (2010)
found that institutional characteristics, such as the
allocation of resources between in and out-patient
care and the payment schemes, have a significant
impact on efficiency.

3. Methodology and Data
To evaluate the relative or technical efficiency of
comparable entities based on empirical data on
their inputs and outputs, we applied the nonparametric DEA mathematical model. This is a
non-parametric method based on mathematical, more accurate linear programming. Farnell
laid down the foundations for the DEA model in
1957, which was later developed by Charnes et
al. (1978). This method identifies the most efficient units in a given set, without assuming any
type of functional relationship between inputs and
outputs. Data on selected inputs and outputs are
included for all analyzed decision-makers (DMs)
in a linear program representing the selected DEA
model. By doing so, it evaluates the efficiency of
a single decision-maker within a set of comparable decision-makers, i.e. those that convert multiple inputs into multiple outputs identical to
those of the observed decision-maker. Since the
efficiency of a decision-maker is measured in relation to other decision-makers, it is about relative
efficiency, the value of which lies between 0 and
1, and deviations of 1 are attributed to a surplus
of input or a lack of output. DEA determines the
empirical boundary of efficiency (the boundary of
production options) by reducing the input from
below and the output from the top. Given that it
is determined by the best existing decision-makers, the efficiency limit is an achievable goal to be
sought by inefficient decision-makers. Unlike typical statistical approaches which are based on aver-
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age values, DEA is based on extreme perceptions
by comparing each decision-maker with only the
best ones. Fundamental models of data envelopment analysis that are also commonly used are the
Charnes-Cooper-Rhodes (CRS) model (abbreviated as CCR) and the Banker-Charnes-Cooper
(BCC) model (abbreviated as VRS). The choice of
model does not depend completely on theoretical
settings but also on the context and purpose of the
analysis, as well as on the long-term or short-term
consideration (Rowena et al., 2006: 103). Generally, for a basic data envelopment analysis (CCR and
BCC models), there are some general rules and
assumptions. It is not necessary to capture inputs
and outputs on the same unit of measurement. The
method works equally well using different units of
measurement and this is one of its greatest advantages. Moreover, other advantages are that this is a
dynamic analytical decision-making tool that indicates possibilities for improving relative efficiency.
It uses the benchmarking approach to measure
decision-making unit efficiency relative to others in their group and can assist in identifying the
best-practice or the most efficient decision-making unit as well as the inefficient decision-making
units within the group.
Therefore, the efficiency curves created units that
are relatively efficient compared to other observed
units, by maximizing their output variables with
specified input variables. In addition, there is a test
for each unit regarding whether it is able to cover its
inputs from the “bottom” (with lower input values
to reach a given output), without excluding the remaining input values. The model also analyzes output variables from the “top” (whether it is able to
reach larger output values with the given input values). Units that are included in data processing are
considered relatively inefficient compared to other
units that were excluded. The excluded units form
an efficiency curve or marginal production function. The efficiency curve (frontier) is composed
of units that utilize resources in the best possible
way in order to achieve outputs. This curve also
represents the goal the inefficient units are seeking to achieve. Inefficient units may achieve their
efficiency by representing their inputs and outputs
values on the curve. Figure 2 presents the efficiency
frontier, input-oriented model.
364

Figure 2 Efficient unit

Source: Zhu, J. (2002)

The general relationship that we will test in terms of
public expenditure of healthcare system efficiency
can be expressed by the following function of each
commune i:
Yi = f(Xi), i = 1,2,3, …, n

(1)

where Yi is an output measure of public expenditure
of the healthcare system, and Xi is the level of public
expenditures of each county i.
According to Rowena et al. (2006), the choice of
the model (CCR or BCC) does not depend solely
on theoretical settings, but also on the context and
purpose of the analysis, as well as on the long-term
or short-term consideration. Overall, for the basic
data sharing analysis models (CCR and BCC models) there are certain general rules and assumptions.
They do not require the input and output values
to be the same measurement units of the method
to function equally using different measurement
units, and this is one of their greatest advantages.
When choosing a type of model, the characteristics
of the data and knowledge of the yield type characteristic of the analyzed process are decisive. Coelli
et al. (2005) found that results obtained by the CRS
and VRS models decompose technical efficiency
scores calculated under the constant returns-toscale assumption into pure technical efficiency and
efficiency that stems from scale efficiency.
For the purpose of conducting this research and exploring the efficiency of healthcare system expenditures, with special emphasis on Croatian counties
in the period 2010-2017, the CCR and BCC models
were employed in this paper, as was scale efficiency
(SE).
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3.1 The CCR Model
Charnes et al. (1978) were pioneers in defining the
efficiency formula. Later, this went through its first
revision in 1984. The CCR model implies constant
returns-to-scale. This means that output variables
increase proportionally with input variables (Cooper et al., 2006). This model assumes constant yields
with respect to the scope of the action, and due to
the modification of this assumption, other datalimiting models have emerged, including the BCC
model (Rowena et al., 2006).
This model is specified in the following way:
(2)

Subject to:
(3)

(4)
The above constraints specify that the ratio of output to input should not exceed 1 for each decisionmaking unit. Furthermore, the objective is to get
assigned weights by which the ratio is maximized
for a particular decision-making unit that is being
analyzed. Because of the setup of the actual constraints, the optimal value is 1.
3.2 The BCC Model
The BCC model was established by Banker, Charnes
and Cooper in 1984. This model assumes increasing returns-to-scale. Unlike the CCR model, which
is represented by a straight line, the BCC model is
represented by a convex efficiency frontier.
The model is specified in the following way:
(5)
Subject to:

In order to determine which counties operate at
maximum scale or not, scale efficiency has been
calculated. Scale efficiency is determined for each
county in every model as follows:
(7)
Where:
TECRS is the technical efficiency of a county under
constant returns to scale; and
TEVRS is the technical efficiency of a county under
variable returns to scale.
If the value of SE is equal to 1, then the county is
scale efficient, meaning that it operates at maximum scale.
Studies like Cooper et al. (2006) and Emrouznejad
and Podinovski (2004) provide serious comparative
analyses between the two models briefly explained
above. The BCC model assumes variable yields on
the scope of action, and the production boundary
that is trampled with a convex shell of decisionmakers with linear and concave characteristics.
In the case of rising or decreasing yields, in which
the proportional increase in input results in more
or less than a proportional increase in output, the
BCC model should be selected.
The most important step in the formulation of a
DEA model is the selection of input and output
variables, because it could significantly improve the
quality of results in subsequent steps. Before this
difficult step, the best way is to research literature
to find all the potential input and output variables
used in research papers and studies. Therefore, the
inputs include all the resources, while the outputs
include all relevant activities for analysis. Moreover,
the important element is also the ratio of the number of input and output variables and the number
of units to be analyzed. According to theoretical
suggestions, the number of units should be at least
three to five times greater than the total number of
input and output variables.
For each county, the underlying inputs and outputs are included in the analysis. All the variables,
as well their definitions and data sources, are presented in Table 1.

(6)
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Table 1 Definition of variables
Variable
Healthcare
expenditures

Number of doctors

Number of hospital
beds

Role

Definition

Data sources

Input

Healthcare expenditures consist of
expenditures from the local budget plus
from the average expenditures per patient
from the Croatian Institute of Public Health
in HRK

Croatian Health
Service Yearbook3;
Ministry of Finance

Input

The number of persons who have a degree
in medicine at the university level and who
are licensed to practice; interns and resident
physicians; salaried and self-employed
physicians delivering services irrespective of
the place of service provision

Croatian Health
Service Yearbook

Input

The number of hospital beds which are
regularly maintained and staffed and
immediately available for the care of
admitted patients; both occupied and
unoccupied beds are included.

Croatian Health
Service Yearbook

Vital index

Output

The ratio between the number of liveborn children and the number of deceased
persons, i.e. the number of live-born children
in relation to 100 deceased persons

Croatian Health
Service Yearbook

Number of
examinations

Output

The number of preventive medical care
examinations provided to adults by the
General Medical Service

Croatian Health
Service Yearbook

Number of patients
per bed

Output

The number of patients who are formally
admitted to an institution for treatment and/
or care per bed

Croatian Health
Service Yearbook

Source: Prepared by the authors

Based on the described data, inputs and outputs
were processed as part of the data analysis, with
a view to using the DEA method to determine the
healthcare system expenditure efficiency, represented by counties, in the 2010-2017 period on the
average deviation level.

4. Results
The descriptive statistics for all the variables used in
the DEA analysis are presented in Table 2.

Table 2 Descriptive statistics on input/output data
Mean

St. Dev.

Min

Max

Healthcare expenditures per patient

103.82

39.39

35.95

222.05

Number of doctors

196.62

147.03

14.5

524.38

5.10

2.56

0.78

11.09

Number of hospital beds
Vital index
Number of examinations
Number of patients per bed

71.69

15.01

44.71

99.48

4056.84

2973.85

377.63

11092.88

30.57

9.78

8.72

48.40

Source: Authors’ calculation
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According to the data analysis based on the DEA
model and the average deviation level in the form of
an input-oriented model, the efficiency estimation

produced some interesting results. The results are
presented in Table 3.

Table 3 Efficient scores
Bjelovar-Bilogora
Brod-Posavina

CRS

VRS

SE

0.528

0.598

0.883

1

1

1

Dubrovnik-Neretva

0.857

1

0.857

Istria

0.696

0.719

0.967

Karlovac

0.662

0.785

0.843

Koprivnica-Križevci
Krapina-Zagorje

1

1

1

0.992

1

0.992

Lika-Senj

1

1

1

Međimurje

1

1

1

Osijek-Baranja

0.832

0.907

0.918

Požega-Slavonija

0.668

0.685

0.976

Primorje-Gorski Kotar

0.472

0.562

0.840

Šibenik-Knin

0.514

0.718

0.716

Sisak-Moslavina

0.295

0.322

0.916

Split-Dalmatia

0.691

0.774

0.893

Varaždin

0.403

0.433

0.931

Virovitica-Podravina

0.815

0.885

0.920

1

1

1

Zadar

Vukovar-Srijem

0.477

0.519

0.919

Zagreb

1

1

1

Source: Authors’ calculation
Note: SE denotes scale efficiency

Based on Table 3, we observed that, on average
in the 2010-2017 period, the following six counties operate at maximum scale (Brod-Posavina,
Koprivnica-Križevci, Lika-Senj, Međimurje, Vukovar-Srijem and Zagreb). By observing only, the
CRS or the CCR model, the same counties have
high values of scale efficiency. On the other hand,
the most inefficient counties are Sisak-Moslavina,
Varaždin and Primorje-Gorski Kotar. This means
that output variables (vital index, number of examinations and number of patients per bed) increase
proportionally with input variables. In the VRS
or the BCC model, the most efficient counties are
Brod-Posavina, Dubrovnik-Neretva, KoprivnicaKriževci, Krapina-Zagorje, Lika-Senj, Međimurje,

Vukovar-Srijem and Zagreb, while the most inefficient counties are Sisak-Moslavina, Varaždin and
Zadar. According to the empirical results, most of
the counties are inefficient. This can be explained
by the fact that, due to sickness, more and more
people need to have more detailed medical examinations within primary healthcare services,
indicating the need for more medical professionals
and longer stays in hospitals. Therefore, the central
government needs to ensure more funds to provide
higher wages for doctors and investments in hospitals, medical equipment and the digitalization of
systems. Similar research was conducted by Jafarov
and Gunnarrson (2008), where they analyzed the
efficiency of social spending and service delivery in
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Croatia by using DEA. They found that inefficiencies in healthcare spending relate to high pharmaceutical spending, long stays in hospitals and low
levels of both out-of-pocket spending and private
participation (p. 302). In addition, they suggested
measures to increase the efficiency of healthcare.
These measures include shifting resources to more
affordable outpatient care, increasing the role of the
private sector in the provision of healthcare services, rationalizing the hospital network and reducing
subsidization of pharmaceuticals (Jafarov and Gunnarrson, 2008: 314).

5. Conclusion
The basic objective of financing a healthcare system
is to primarily ensure resources for healthcare protection. By providing these resources, insured persons have the right to an individual approach when
using healthcare services. The Croatian healthcare
system financing scheme is partly like a Bismarck
model and partly like a Beveridge model, which is
in line with economic theory. Besides this, Croatia
has had numerous healthcare reforms with the aim
of reducing healthcare expenditures and increasing healthcare efficiency and healthcare outcomes.
Despite the aforementioned reforms, the Croatian
healthcare system constitutes a 7.05 percent share
of the GDP for healthcare expenditures for the period 2010-2016. To make most of the healthcare services publicly available, the counties invest a huge
effort and financial resources to achieve a more efficient healthcare management system. Moreover,
the important determinant of an efficient healthcare system is the allocation of revenues and expenditures.
The objective of this paper is to evaluate and analyze the efficiency of average healthcare expenditures in twenty Croatian counties by applying the
DEA approach for the period 2010-2017. Since
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most of the studies concentrate on the benchmarking of healthcare system expenditures among countries in the world, this paper makes a contribution
to the existing literature by analyzing the efficiency
of the healthcare system expenditures among Croatian counties.
The results of the empirical analysis showed the
prevailing inefficiencies among twenty Croatian
local government units, i.e. counties in using their
healthcare expenditures. Therefore, we concluded
that, among the twenty counties, the most efficient
in scale efficiency are only six counties (Brod-Posavina, Koprivnica-Križevci, Lika-Senj, Međimurje,
Vukovar-Srijem and Zagreb). By observing specific
input and output variables, this means that their
healthcare systems operate at the maximum score.
This can be explained by the fact that the expenditures for the healthcare system have been increasing every year due to new healthcare technologies,
among others, new medical equipment, clinical
procedures, new medicaments and others. Due to
limited budget resources, this cannot be financed,
nor can government grants be awarded. In order to
increase healthcare expenditure efficiency, our recommendation would be to organize better administrative healthcare organisations, to continue with
more detailed reforms regarding providing and
funding healthcare services and to ensure efficient
primary healthcare services. Since there is no single international recipe for efficient healthcare reform, every country, including Croatia, first needs
to boost economic and financial possibilities with
the aim of providing improved healthcare services.
The limitations of this research are that efficiency
is only measured in twenty Croatian counties and
only a few input and output variables are utilized.
For further research, the study should be expanded
to all hospitals (private and public) in Croatia and
it should offer a benchmark with respect to other
European Union Member States.
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APPENDIX
Figure 1 Average healthcare expenditure as percentage of gross domestic product in EU-28

Source: Eurostat, healthcare expenditure statistics, 2018
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Učinkovitost rashoda sustava
zdravstvene zaštite: Primjer Republike Hrvatske
Sažetak
Jedno od glavnih žarišta ekonomskog razvoja svake zemlje u svijetu, uključujući i Republiku Hrvatsku, je
učinkovit zdravstven sustav kojemu je svrha ostvarenje bolje kvalitete života i zdravstvene zaštite. Rezultat
toga je viši životni standard građana. Sustav zdravstvene zaštite u Republici Hrvatskoj prošao je kroz brojne
reforme. Prilikom provođenja svake reforme, cilj je bio optimizirati sustav zdravstvene zaštite u skladu s državnim proračunom kako bi se postigla njegova održivost u dugom roku. Stoga, financiranje zdravstvenog
sustava i održivost imaju važnu ulogu. Cilj je ovog rada ocijeniti i analizirati učinkovitost prosječnih rashoda za zdravstvenu zaštitu u 20 županija Republike Hrvatske primjenjujući analizu omeđivanja podataka.
Analiza je obuhvatila razdoblje od 2010. do 2017. godine. Za ocjenu učinkovitosti rashoda za zdravstvenu
zaštitu, korištene su tri ulazne (input) i tri izlazne (output) varijable. Rezultati empirijske analize prikazali
su značajnu razliku u učinkovitosti rashoda za zdravstvenu zaštitu među županijama. Rezultati ljestvice
učinkovitosti prikazali su da unutar 20 županija, samo 6 županija (Brodsko-posavska, Koprivničko-križevačka, Ličko-senjska, Međimurska, Vukovarsko-srijemska i Zagrebačka) ostvaruju svoj maksimum u svojim rashodima za zdravstvenu zaštitu.
Ključne riječi: rashodi sustav zdravstvene zaštite, učinkovitost, analiza omeđivanja podataka, Republika
Hrvatska
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INFLUENCE OF MERGERS
AND ACQUISITIONS ON THE
QUALITY OF SERVICE IN BUS
TRANSPORTATION: RESEARCH
AFTER COMPANY ACQUISITION
5 od 6

Abstract
Today’s environment in which the companies are doing business is dynamic and unpredictable. The companies are therefore forced to implement changes in business processes. Changes can be related to human
resources, new technological processes, openness to new markets and other factors. One of the big changes
are acquisitions or mergers of companies. Mergers and takeovers of companies have been present in the
business world for a long time, and their influence on the economy is significant. The most common motive
is increasing the competitive advantage, improving financial indicators, creating added value to service,
etc. This paper looks into the influence of mergers, i.e. acquisitions in bus transportation on the quality of
service provided. It is the first research related to the quality of service after the acquisition of the companies Autotrans d.o.o. and Autoprometno poduzeće d.d. by Arriva Hrvatska, which was carried out in 2018.
Acquisitions and mergers are an opportunity for organisations to position themselves on the market and
improve their performance, but also a huge challenge for the management. Such a process requires effort
and time to bring it to successful completion. That also includes continuous work on ensuring the quality
of provided services, i.e. the implementation and maintenance of tangible and intangible elements of the
service, which will in the end secure success on the market.
Keywords: Acquisition merger, quality of service, changes, market

1. Introduction
1.1 Definition of mergers and acquisitions
Mergers (consolidations) are business combinations
by which two or more companies connect in order
to create one completely new company. All companies that are merging cease to exist, and only the
new entity continues to operate (Novak, 2000: 48).

A merger can easily be shown as X + Y = Z.
An affiliation or acquisition is a form of acquiring
ownership and control in total or partially, of one
company over another. It can easily be shown as X
+ Y = X, where the company Y (acquired company)
loses its legal capacity, and the company X (acquirer) keeps its legal capacity. 1
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1.2 Types of mergers and acquisitions
In the process of merging, whole companies are
connecting and are creating a new, mutual company, and the previous independent companies
cease to exist. Mergers are most often done between former competitors on the market, i.e. companies in the same industry branch are merging
(Tipurić, Markulin, 2002: 16). From the perspective of business structures, there is a whole range
of different types of mergers. Here are a few types,
distinguished by the relationship between the two
companies that are merging:2

Figure 1 Types of mergers

1. Horizontal merger - Two companies that
are in direct competition and share the
same product lines and markets.
2. Vertical merger - A customer and company
or a supplier and company. Think of a cone
supplier merging with an ice cream maker.
3. Market-extension merger - Two companies that
sell the same products in different markets.
4. Product-extension merger - Two companies
selling different but related products in the
same market.
5. Conglomeration - Two companies that have
no common business areas.

Figure 1 Types of mergers

Source: Corporate Finance institute, “Types of Mergers”, available at:https://corporatefinanceinstitute.com/resources/
Source: Corporate Finance
institute,
knowledge/deals/types-of-mergers/(Accessed
on: January
31,“Types
2019) of Mergers”, available at:

https://corporatefinanceinstitute.com/resources/knowledge/deals/types-of-mergers/
(Accessed on: January 31, 2019)
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Figure 2 Needs for conducting due diligence analysis
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Merger

Acquisition

entering into a
strategic
alliance

choosing
business partner

Source: Made by authors

It is extremely important that
during
implemenSource:
Made
by authors
tation of acquisitions the companies follow these
rules (Sirower, 1997):
1. Thorough research of the market position
of the potential partner.

ment of the value of the target company
will ensure adequate return on investment
(ROI) – it is the most important step that
precedes mergers and acquisitions.
6. Integration planning – after the integration

emely important that during implementation of acquisitions
companies
these
process the
has really
been done,follow
it is necessary
2. Attempt to determine compatibility of com-

to make a detail plan of the new way of doing business for the merged companies.

irower, 1997):pany cultures as well as of their management.

3. Determining new organisation structure

1.4 Reasons of merging/acquiring companies
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ofmerging
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been

There are many motives for merging/acquiring

done.
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Attempt to determine
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asand
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4. Protection of key resources of the target
(Škuflić, Šokčević, 2016: 102):

company – it shall not be allowed that the
Determining new
organisation structure after the merging
or acquisition
has been
1. Increasing
revenues – increased
salesdone
due
resources based on which the company has
built its market position become unavailable after the merger or acquisition has
been done.

5. Assessment of the value of shares – the
organisation that initiates the merger or
acquisition must be certain that its assessGod. XXXII, BR. 2/2019. str. 373-387

to an expansion on the market, making the
monopoly power stronger and the possibil-5
ity of selling goods/services at an increased
price, open possibilities for developing new
products/services, making negotiation
power stronger.
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2. Cutting costs – achieving lower price of
necessary resources, access to distribution
channels, lower tax burdens, optimisation
of processes.
3. Increasing efficiency – enhanced technological solutions, more developed infrastructure, rationalisation of business
through the unification of mutual business
functions.
For the Republic of Croatia, as well as for the other
small countries, there is a rule that the basic precondition of economic growth is the biggest possible
degree of openness of the economy, i.e. internationalisation of business. For the previously mentioned
fact, it is especially important that Croatian businessmen are familiar with all the ways of acting on
the foreign markets in order to apply them as much
as possible in their own companies. Mergers and
acquisitions have been the most common form of
internationalisation of business in the last decade
(Lazibat et al., 2006: 65).
Some of the shortcomings of a merger are (Novak,
2000):
1. Reverse synergy that decreases the net value of the combined entity (e.g., adjustment
of the way of paying the employees, costs of
servicing of the debt caused by taking over,
lack of key persons in the company that has
been taken over).
2. The opposite financial effects because anticipated benefits have not been accomplished,
e.g. savings on the expenses.
3. Antimonopoly activities that prevent or
postpone the proposed merger.
4. Problems because of disagreement of minority shareholders.

2. Methodology and results of the research
A survey among the users of the services provided by the companies from Arriva Hrvatska d.o.o.
Group – Autotrans d.o.o., Autoprometno poduzeće
d.d. and Panturist d.d. – was done in the first half
of 2018. The survey was done using the pen-andpaper method, where the participants were given
forms with survey questions which they filled in
376

either while traveling in the bus, or while they were
waiting for the departure of the bus and such. The
participants were chosen by random selection, and
the sample of bus lines has been made in a way that
it reflects as much as possible the structure of the
lines and the number of passengers on them. By
doing that, we have ensured sample representativeness so we could extrapolate the received results
also to the entire population of users of these bus
operators.
The main goal of the survey was to determine the
level of satisfaction by all segments of service provided by Arriva Hrvatska Group, such as: kindness of personnel, punctuality and adhering to the
schedule, as well as tidiness and cleanliness of the
vehicle.
Open and closed type questions were used in the
instrument, and the respondents could also give
their comments, suggestions, remarks and such for
each question, which was later systematized in certain categories.
A total of 962 respondents participated in the research, but 37 respondents were excluded from
further analysis due to the inconsistency of their
answers and/or because of too many unanswered
questions, so the final total of respondents was 925.
The questionnaire also had a set of socio-demographical questions.

2.1 Empirical analysis
In this part, the structure of respondents according
to some socio-demographical characteristics and
according to the type and frequency of using bus
transportation services from Arriva Hrvatska d.o.o.
Group will be shown. Chart 1 shows the customers by working status: Employed and/or self-employed persons (44.6%) and high-school or university students (39.6%) are two of the most common
groups, followed by the retired people (almost 10%
of respondents, i.e. 9.6%) and unemployed persons
(6.2%). This structure of respondents reflects also
the real structure of customers within the Group,
i.e. from the analysis of all three companies it is
visible that about 85% of the customers using bus
services are high-school/university students and
employed people.
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Chart 1 Respondents by employment status

Chart 1 Respondents by employment status
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Source: Made by authors

Source: Made by authors
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Chart 2 Respondents by age

50 years of age, 21.1°% are up to 18 years old and there were 18.9 respondents aged 50 or over
in the sample.
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youngest respondents – up to 18 years of age, where there are 57.1% female respondents. As
God. XXXII, BR. 2/2019. str. 373-387

expected, the age of the respondents determines the ratios by work status and marital status.
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Chart 3 Respondents by sex
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Chart 5 Respondents by type of lines
Chart 5 Respondents by type of lines
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Table 1 shows the structure of respondents from
about 1/4 or 25.1% of respondents, and in the case
these three transportation companies related to the
of Autotrans 6.5%. The previous graph shows that
type of the line. It is visible that in all tree transin total, most of the respondents that were quesTable 1 shows the structure of respondents from these three transportation
companies related
portation companies the smallest number of retioned were using county lines, but in case of APP
to the type
of the line.
It isquestioned
visible thatasin passengers
all tree transportation
companies there
the smallest
number
spondents
were
on the
customers,
were more
passengers on interinternational line. In the case of Panturist, it was
county lines.

of respondents were questioned as passengers on the international line. In the case of Panturist,

it was about 1/4 or 25.1% of respondents,
and in the case of Autotrans 6.5%. The previous
God. XXXII, BR. 2/2019. str. 373-387
graph shows that in total, most of the respondents that were questioned were using county lines,
but in case of APP customers, there were more passengers on intercounty lines.
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Table 1 Respondents by type of line and transportation company in percentage (%)
County

Intercounty

International

Total number respondents

Panturist

48.5

26.4

25.1

227

APP

41.3

45.5

13.1

312

Autotrans

53.0

40.6

6.5

387

Source: Made by authors

By doing a more detailed analysis, i.e. by crossing
certain categories, it can be visible from Table 2
who the typical passengers are when considering
the type of the line. So, while the structure of passengers in county and intercounty transportation is
somewhat similar, it differs significantly from the
passengers in international transportation. Namely,
on international lines, significantly more often than
on the others, 65% employed and self-employed

travellers comprise the group of the questioned
persons on these lines. High-school and university
students make up most of the passengers on the
county lines, and almost the same amount is on the
intercounty lines, while on the international lines
they are represented by only 16.7%. On the other
hand, the international lines are used much more
by unemployed persons than the county and intercounty lines.

Table 2 Respondents by type of line and work status in percentage (%)
County

Intercounty

International

High-school or university student

45.3

40.1

16.7

Employed or self-employed

41.0

42.1

65.0

Unemployed

5.0

8.2

13.3

Retired

8.7

9.6

5.0

439

354

120

TOTAL NUMBER
Source: Made by authors

When looking at the working status of the passengers and the transportation company that was rated
in this questionnaire, there are big differences visible in Table 3 between the working status of customers of Autotrans and the other two companies.

Namely, while at APP and Panturist the most common passengers are high-school and university students, in the case of Autotrans the number is lower
(23.4% of the respondents), and the majority are
employed and self-employed persons.

Table 3 Respondents by type of line and work status in percentage (%)
Panturist

APP

Autotrans

High-school or university student

54.7

48.9

23.4

Employed or self-employed

34.1

36.7

56.9

Unemployed

4.0

6.2

7.5

Retired

7.2

8.2

12.2

100.0

100.0

100.0

223

305

385

Total (%)
TOTAL NUMBER (N)
Source: Made by authors

At the end of this part of the report the types of customers are shown according to their responses to
the question in the questionnaire which was: “How
frequently do you travel by the Panturist/APP/Au380

totran bus?”, i.e., a question to determine the type
of the passenger according to the answer to this
question. Based on this we can divide respondents
according to:
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-

Rare customers (those who responded “I am travelling for the first time”)

-

Occasional customers (those who responded “I have travelled more times”), and

-

Regular customers (“I travel regularly by Panturist/APP/Autotrans vehicles”)
UDK: 346.546.7:005.915 / Preliminary communication

From Chart 7 is it visible that most of the respondents are regular customers – 63.4% of the

-

Rare customers (those who responded “I

From Chart 7 is it visible that most of the respondents

participants in this
travel
by the Arriva Group buses.
are thecustomers
30.7%
areNext
regular
– 63.4% of the participants in
amquestionnaire
travelling for
theregularly
first time”),
who have used
the services ofcustomers
this operator(those
more times,
only a small number,
5.9%, whichtravel regularly by the Arriva Group
this questionnaire
- Occasional
whoand
respond-

“I have
travelled
was using theseed
buses
for the
first time.more times”), and
-

Regular customers (“I travel regularly by
Panturist/APP/Autotrans vehicles”).

buses. Next are the 30.7% who have used the services
of this operator more times, and only a small number,
5.9%, which was using these buses for the first time.

Chart 7 Frequency of using the services of Arriva Hrvatska d.o.o.

Chart 7 Frequency of using the services of Arriva Hrvatska d.o.o.

I regularly travel
by your buses
63%

I have traveled
more times by your
buses 31%
I am travelling by
your bus for the
first time 6%

Source: Made by authors

Source: Made by authors

that way a more acceptable scale for the respondents.
Research related to the frequency of travelling has
Therefore, the SERVQUAL measure instrument was
shown that over half of the respondents, more precreated with 22 questions in total that are related to
cisely 63.4%, are constant service consumers, i.e.
more precisely
63.4%,
are constant
serviceand
consumers,
i.e. theyusing
have gained
confidenceexpectations
and are
passenger
as well as 22 similar questhey have
gained
confidence
are regularly
regularly
using passenger
transportation
services of
of the
Arriva Hrvatska
d.o.o.
tions that
are related to the perception of passengers,
passenger
transportation
services
thecompany
company
i.e. to the real conditions. The theoretical model has
Arriva Hrvatska d.o.o.
been set up in a way that it measures 5 dimensions:
The goal is to attract all potential occasional pasResearch related to the frequency of travelling has shown that over half of the respondents,

sengers to gain their confidence and to increase
their frequency of using the services based on the
gained confidence in the company Arriva Hrvatska
d.o.o. This can be done by ensuring the quality of
the service that will be recognized by customers
and so that they will remain loyal repeat passengers.

3. Results and discussion - satisfaction with
Arriva Hrvatska d.o.o. Group services
In Table 4 are shown the total frequencies of all
answers with regard to expectations of customers
related to different dimensions of services that are
provided by bus transportation companies. As it
has been mentioned in the theoretical part of this
work, the questionnaire has been set up according
to the SERVQUAL measuring instrument, adjusted
to the needs of bus transportation. For grading, the
Likert scale was used from 1 to 5 instead from 1 to
7 as it is simpler and more understandable, and in

1) tangible elements (in literature this is also
14
called “material
conditions”) – the bus’s
appearance, driving personnel, bus equipment, bus cleanliness – (statements from
1-4 in the table),
2) regularity and reliability – punctuality of
timetables, correctness of giving information (statements 5-8 in the table),

3) relationship to the passengers – readiness to
help the passengers, giving information on
time related to the changes, help with the luggage, adjusting to the customers’ needs (9-12),
4) safety of the passengers - making the passengers feel safe, confidence in driving personnel (13-17),
5) adjusting to the customers - time, place and
accessibility of selling the tickets, real needs
of customers, etc. (statements 18-22).
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In Table 4 are shown the arithmetic values on the
instrument that measured the “Expectations” of
the customers considering these given dimensions.
The maximum value of each arithmetic mean could
amount to “5”, and minimum of course “1”.
Even one look at the table shows that the expectations of the passengers are generally high, i.e. the
arithmetic means of all the mentioned statements
are, measured in numbers, between 4 and 5, i.e. between “I agree” and “I completely agree”. Although,
with some of the statements the customers are more
likely to agree, as with “Passengers should feel safe
in the bus” (4.77), “Timetables should be regular and
in accordance with regulations” (4.74), “Timetables

should be completely accurate so the passengers
could come to the destination on time” (4.66), etc.
The lowest arithmetical means are shown for the
statements “Driving personnel should quickly adjust
to the different types of passengers” (4.02) and “Driving personnel should understand the real needs of
passengers” (4.20). These are followed by two statements with identical average values “Buses should
have all necessary inventory so the passengers’ travel
is as interesting and convenient as possible (WC, Internet, TV and such)” and “Driving personnel should
be ready to help the passengers at any time with any
type of problem they face” (both with 4.35).

Table 4 Statements in SERVQUAL set Expectations – ratios of answers in percentage (%)
1. The buses we are driving in should have a clearly displayed company logo and be visible
to passengers
2. The staff in the bus should be neat, clean and consistent with the company’s dress code.
3. Buses should have all necessary inventory so the passengers could have as interesting
and convenient travel as possible (WC, Internet, TV and such)
4. The cleanliness of the bus should be on a high level

Arithmetical mean
4.40
4.60
4.35
4.68

5. Timetables should be regular and in accordance with regulations.

4.74

6. Timetables should be completely accurate so the passengers could come to the
destination on time.

4.66

7. Driving personnel should always provide relevant information at sufficiently frequent
intervals so that passengers can be informed promptly.

4.54

8. Driving personnel should provide passengers with all information upon purchase of
tickets (price, timetables and other relevant information)

4.48

9. Driving personnel should be ready to help the passengers at any time with any type of
problem they face.

4.35

10. Bus companies should inform passengers on time of all changes and events related to
public bus transportation.

4.57

11. Driving personnel should assist passengers on a daily basis during loading and
unloading of baggage.

4.38

12. Driving personnel should quickly adjust to different type of passengers.

4.02

13. Bus drivers should drive in a way that provides safety to the passengers.
14. Passengers should be able to rely on the driving staff.
15. Staff should answer professionally to the posed questions.

4.66
4.67
4.41

16. All employees of bus companies should be at an equally high level of courtesy.

4.59

17. Passengers should feel safe in the bus.

4.77

18. Driving personnel should show understanding for the passengers’ needs.

4.44

19. Driving personnel should understand the real needs of passengers.

4.20

20. Ticket sales should be accessible.

4.63

21. Time of ticket sales should be adjusted to the passengers’ needs as much as possible.

4.48

22. There should exist the possibility of ticket purchase in the bus.

4.52

Source: Made by authors
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According to the ANOVA test from Table 5, the
highest passenger expectations exist on international lines, and that is in the part “Timetables
should be regular and in accordance with regu-

lations” (4.83). The lowest expectations on international lines are in the part “Driving personnel
should quickly adjust to different type of passengers” (4.08).

Table 5 Arithmetic means in SERVQUAL set Expectations for each single statement
County

Intercounty

International

1. The buses we are driving in should have a clearly displayed
company logo and be visible to passengers

4.24

4.54

4.59

2. The staff in the bus should be neat, clean and consistent with the
company’s dress code.

4.56

4.60

4.71

3. Buses should have all necessary inventory so the passengers’
travel is as interesting and convenient as possible (WC, Internet,
TV and such.)

4.17

4.48

4.58

4. The cleanliness of the bus should be at a high level

4.62

4.72

4.78

5. Timetables should be regular and in accordance with regulations.

4.72

4.74

4.83

6. Timetables should be completely accurate so the passengers
could come to the destination on time.

4.63

4.65

4.78

7. Driving personnel should always provide relevant information
at sufficiently frequent intervals so that the passengers can be
informed promptly.

4.49

4.56

4.71

8. Driving personnel should provide passengers with all
information upon purchase of tickets (price, timetables and other
relevant information)

4.43

4.50

4.63

9. Driving personnel should be ready to help the passengers at any
time with any type of problem they face.

4.31

4.37

4.46

10. Bus companies should inform passengers on time of all changes
and events related to public bus transportation.

4.53

4.59

4.65

11. Driving personnel should assist passengers on a daily basis in
loading and unloading of baggage.

4.32

4.41

4.51

12. Driving personnel should quickly adjust to different type of
passengers.

3.98

4.06

4.08

13. Bus drivers should drive in a way that provides safety to the
passengers.

4.62

4.69

4.72

14. Passengers should be able to rely on the driving staff.

4.62

4.72

4.72

15. Staff should answer professionally to the posed questions.

4.35

4.45

4.52

16. All employees of bus companies should be at an equally high
level of courtesy.

4.55

4.62

4.65

17. Passengers should feel safe in the bus.

4.76

4.79

4.79

18. Driving personnel should show understanding for the
passengers’ needs.

4.41

4.48

4.41

19. Driving personnel should understand the real needs of
passengers.

4.11

4.32

4.20

20. Ticket sales should be accessible.

4.53

4.73

4.69

21. Time of ticket sales should be adjusted to the passengers’ needs
as much as possible.

4.43

4.52

4.58

22. There should exist the possibility of ticket purchase in the bus.

4.53

4.55

4.43

Source: Made by authors
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Table 6 Arithmetic means in SERVQUAL set Perception ratios of answers in percentage (%)
Arithmetical mean
1. Panturist buses have clearly displayed logo

4.33

2. The staff in Panturist bus is always neat, clean and consistent with the company’s dress code.

4.44

3. Panturist buses have all necessary inventory so the passengers’ travel is as interesting
and convenient as possible (WC, Internet, TV and similar.)

3.43

4. The cleanliness of the Panturist buses is at a high level

4.02

5. Panturist timetables are regular and in accordance with regulations.

4.04

6. Timetables of Panturist buses are completely accurate so the passengers could come to
the destination on time.

4.06

7. Driving personnel in Panturist buses should always provide relevant information at
sufficiently frequent intervals so that passengers can be informed promptly.

4.25

8. Driving personnel in Panturist buses provides passengers with all information upon
purchase of tickets (price, timetables and other relevant information)

4.30

9. Driving personnel is ready to help the passengers at any time with any type of problem
they face.

4.29

10. Panturist informs passengers on time of all changes and events related to public bus
transportation.

3.93

11. Driving personnel in Panturist assists passengers on a daily basis in loading and
unloading of baggage.

4.46

12. Personnel in Panturist quickly adjusts to different type of passengers.

4.18

13. Bus drivers in Panturist buses drive in a way that provides safety to the passengers.

4.43

14. Passengers are always able to rely on the driving staff.

4.41

15. Staff in Panturist answers professionally to the posed questions.

4.28

16. All employees of Panturist are at an equally high level of courtesy.

4.14

17. Passengers feel safe in Panturist buses.

4.45

18. Driving personnel is showing understanding for the passengers’ needs.

4.46

19. Personnel in Panturist understands the real needs of passengers.

4.24

20. Ticket sales in Panturist buses is accessible.

4.40

21. Time of ticket sales is adjusted to the passengers’ needs.

4.29

22. There exists the possibility of ticket purchase in the bus.

4.51

Source: Made by authors

In Table 6 we see arithmetical values of particles
(statements) on the instrument that was measuring
“Perception” of service by the consumers considering given dimensions. So, in this case, passenger
satisfaction is measured in a way that the arithmetic
means are showing the degree of agreement with
the statements. The maximum values of each of the
mentioned arithmetic means might have amounted
to “5”, and minimum of course “1”.
Similar to the expectations, we see that the average values here range between 4 and 5, i.e. between
384

“I agree” and “I completely agree”, but unlike the
expectations, the arithmetic means here, for some
of the statements, are below the value of “4” which
expresses “I agree”.

4. Conclusion
Mergers and takeovers of the companies have been
present in the business world for a long time, and
their impact on the economy is significant. In a very
short period of time, globalization, erasing borders,
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and rapid technological developments have brought
about a favourable situation for the companies to
expand their business operations and compete also
outside the borders of their countries. On the one
hand, the processes of acquisition and merger are
an opportunity for organisations to position themselves on the market and improve their performance. On the other hand, they are a big challenge
for the management, because integration is often a
complex and laborious process that requires special
efforts on the part of management and of the Group
before they can call it a success.
Quality control has become an unavoidable part in
shaping the service, which helps the management
to measure the goals that have been set and detect
possible dangers that can ruin passenger trust.
There are, of course, tangible elements that are important for raising the level of quality of the service
that need to be in place. However, many operators
(transporters/carriers) do not pay much attention
to intangible elements such as kindness, nurturing
loyalty, friendly and polite behaviour. Just because

they are invisible, they are considered less important, which results in bad positioning on the market
and creates a favourable climate only for those operators (transporters/carriers) that are taking corrective actions and working each day on improving
the quality of service provided. The research results show that after the company acquisition the
passengers are more satisfied with the service provided, but they point out that work should be done
concerning the intangible elements of the service.
Service-oriented organisations, such as passenger
transportation, are part of a very sensitive branch,
where each passenger’s real needs should be approached individually and understood so we could
position ourselves successfully and create a competitive advantage. Given the fact that the research
was conducted one year after the acquisition of the
companies, there is a need to repeat the research so
we can compare the results before and after implementation of new business processes and the implementation of the elements that will bring about
an improvement in the quality of service.
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Utjecaj spajanja i akvizicija na
kvalitetu usluge u autobusnom prijevozu:
Istraživanje nakon akvizicije poduzeća
Sažetak
Današnje okruženje, u kojima posluju tvrtke, je dinamično i nepredvidivo. Tvrtke su stoga primorane uvoditi promjene u procesima poslovanja. Promjene mogu obuhvaćati ljudske resurse, nove tehnološke procese, otvorenost prema novim tržištima i sl. Jedna od velikih promjena su i akvizicije, ili spajanja poduzeća.
Spajanja i preuzimanja poduzeća dugo su prisutna u poslovnome svijetu, a njihov utjecaj na gospodarstvo
je dosta značajan. Najčešći motiv je jačanje konkurentske prednosti, poboljšanje financijskih pokazatelja,
dodana vrijednost usluge itd. U ovom radu istražen je utjecaj spajanja, odnosno akvizicije u autobusnom
prijevozu na kvalitetu pružene usluge. Radi se o prvom istraživanju pružanja kvalitete usluge nakon akvizicije tvrtki Autotrans d.o.o. i Autoprometno poduzeće d.o.o. od tvtke Arriva Hrvatske u 2018. godini.
Akvizicije i spajanja u organizaciji s jedne strane predstavljaju priliku za pozicioniranje na tržištu i značaj za
gospodarstvo, dok su s druge strane i veliki izazov menadžmentu pa su potrebni napori i uloženo vrijeme
kako bi se uspješno završio ovaj proces. To podrazumjeva i neprestani rad na osiguranju kvalitete pružene
usluge, odnosno implementaciji i održavanju opipljivih i neopipljivih elemenata usluge, što će u konačnici
donijeti i uspjeh na tržištu.
Ključne riječi: akvizicija, spajanje, kvaliteta usluge, promjene, tržište
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Abstract
Franchising in the Balkan area has been present since the late 1980s and early 1990s when the countries of
the so-called communist block started a transition to a market economy and opened their borders to new
companies, “new” ideas, foreign companies, and foreign capital. Franchising was introduced mainly by
foreign companies, which triggered activities of local entrepreneurs who started to use franchising as their
growth strategy. Although almost 30 years have passed since then, franchising in those countries is in different phases of development, ranging from very early to very developed phases of development.
The paper will examine the current status of franchising in several countries in the Balkan area (i.e., Slovenia, Croatia, Serbia, and Macedonia) and present current opportunities for and barriers to further development. In the first part of the paper, we will give a brief introduction to franchising and several theories
used for explaining franchising. In the second part, the current situation in relation to franchising in several
countries in the Balkan area will be presented based on the current number of franchising systems and the
existing legal framework. In the last part, similarities between the countries under study will be examined,
and based on the findings, a conclusion will be made together with proposals for further research.
Keywords: Franchising, the Balkan area, opportunities, barriers, national associations

1. Introduction
Franchising can be traced back to the Middle Ages
when lords and kings were giving rights (or privileges) to cities to organize a market day or to have fairs.
During the Middle Ages, franchising related to giving rights to someone to do something and the first
examples of franchising were mostly political rather
than business activities. In the late 19th and early
20th century franchising became a business activity (the first modern franchises were Singer Sewing
Machines, Coca-Cola, and General Motors) and by

the end of the 20th century franchising turned into a
business model which cannot be avoided and which
enables existing companies to grow and future entrepreneurs to start new ventures more easily.
In the late1980s and early 1990s franchising entered
the Balkan area although examples of franchising
systems in the former Yugoslavia were recorded
earlier. The main trigger was a switch to a market
economy and the issuance of entrance approval to
foreign companies and capital. Franchising revolution in the Balkan area started at that moment and
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it was led mainly by foreign franchisors (mostly
American) entering those countries, which also
encouraged local entrepreneurs to follow them
and start using franchising as a growth strategy.
Although all countries started almost at the same
time, franchising is in different phases due to different market situations in those countries.
Franchising in Eastern Europe and the Balkan
area has been researched previously in papers by:
(i) Zeidman and Aver (1990), who examined the
situation at the beginning of the 1990s in relation
to franchising; (ii) Sanghavi (1998), who examined franchising as a tool for SMEs development
in transitional economies; (iii) Welsh and Alon
(2001), who examined international franchising in emerging markets; (iv) Welsh et al. (2006),
who examined international retail franchising in
emerging markets; and (v) Alon (2006), who examined the market size for service franchising in
emerging markets. Later papers are related more
to franchising in one country and they do not look
at franchising in the whole region due to the development and the acceptance of franchising as a
business model in those countries.
The main goal of the paper is to present the current situation of franchising in several countries in
the Balkan area (i.e., Slovenia, Croatia, Serbia, and
Macedonia). All those countries started to use franchising after the change in political systems and a
switch to a market economy, but in those countries,
franchising is in different phases of development.
The first part of the paper will present the definition
and theoretical foundations of franchising. In the
next part, the current status of franchising will be
presented in each country under study, and finally,
a conclusion will be made together with proposals
for further research.

2. Definition and theoretical foundations of
franchising
As a business model, franchising is mostly used in
economically developed countries, and its use has
grown dramatically in the last two decades in both
the USA and Europe (Alon, McKee, 1999). Franchising can be suitable for two types of companies:
(i) those that want to grow their business as franchisors, and (ii) those that want to start a new ven390

ture as part of bigger systems as franchisees (Alon
et al., 2007). Franchising can be defined as a business relationship where one firm (the franchisor)
sells the right to market goods or services under
its brand name and using its business practices to
a second firm (the franchisee) (Combs et al., 2004:
907). A broader definition was given by Curan and
Stansworth (1998: 8), where franchising is a business form essentially consisting of an organization
(the franchisor) with market-tested business package centered on a product or service, entering into
a continuing contractual relationship with franchisees, typically self-financed and independently
owner-managed small firms, operating under the
franchisor’s trade name to produce and/or market
goods or services according to a format specified by
the franchisor.
In their research, Kidwell et al. (2007) concluded
that franchising is one of the key strategies for
international growth of the business, but it depends on the relationship between franchisees
and franchisor identity. Combs et al. (2004) stated
the following two distinctive characteristics of
a franchising business model when compared to
other organizational forms: (i) franchising is often
developed in industrial sectors, where service is a
significant part and there is a need to bring it to
the final consumer, and (ii) franchising contracts
determine and allocate responsibilities, profit
sharing and decision-making rights to the franchisor and franchisees.
Most franchising related research is connected to
resource scarcity and/or agency theory (Combs et
al., 2004). Other authors have used other theories
for research and an explanation of the franchising
business model, i.e., an integral view on resource
scarcity theory and agency theory (Castrogiovanni
et al., 2006), transaction cost analyses (Hopkinson,
Hogarth-Scott, 1999), plural organizational form
theory (Bradach, 1997; Diaz-Bernardo, 2012), institutional theory (Shane, Foo, 1999), tournament
theory (Gillis et al., 2011), property rights theory
(Mumdžiev, Windsperger, 2011), and strategic deviance theory (Kidwell, Nygaard, 2007). A broad
range of theories used for research show the importance of the franchising business model for the
economy.
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3. Research methodology
The main aim of this research was to explore the
current status of franchising in the Balkan area,
especially in the following four countries: Croatia,
Slovenia, Serbia and Macedonia. The main reason
for choosing these four countries is directly connected to the main limitation of this research –
lack of information and lack of academic research
in the countries under study. All statistical data
used in the research are based on unofficial data
received from different sources like the Chamber
of Commerce, the National Franchising Association (if any) and other associations. For each country examined, different academic databases were
searched in order to find existing scientific papers
on franchising. Papers on the economy and a legal
viewpoint on franchising were examined and then
used in this research. Available scientific papers
were analyzed to aggregate more information than
it would be possible from individual studies. This
information was used to create recommendations
presented in the paper.

(a contract with the Emona Hotel), Coca Cola (a
contract with Slovin), Pepsi Co (contracts with
Navip and Prilepska pivara), Levi’s (a contract
with Varteks), Hyatt, Delifrance and McDonald’s
(Erceg, 2018; Damoska Sekuloska, 2018; Pavlin,
2018; Vidanović, Milenković-Kerković, 2018). All
these examples had different contract names: (i) a
membership contract (Avis and Avtotehna); (ii) a
filling and distribution contract (Slovin and Coca
Cola); and (iii) a technical cooperation agreement
(Esplanade and Intercontinental hotels). One of
the rare contracts named a franchise contract was
concluded between Diners Club International and
Generalturist. Thus, it is important to state that
despite their different names, all these contracts
were franchise contracts.

Although there are other countries which can be
connected to the Balkan area (e.g. Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro, Bulgaria and Greece), this
research was limited only to the aforementioned
four countries.

Some of the rare domestic franchising experiments
included Montenegro Express (a franchise location
in Belgrade) and the INA oil company (three gas
stations as a franchise location). The last experiment was a project of the Croatian textile company
Nada Dimić, which was planned to start a nationwide franchise chain of sports clothing “Endi”, but
this project never started. The war in the former
Yugoslavia marked the end of the first phase of
franchising. The next phase started with a switch
to a market economy and the independence of the
countries under study.

4. Franchising in the Balkan area

4.1 Country file: Croatia

Sanghavi (1998) found that franchising is used as
a tool for the development of SMEs in some of the
newly industrialized and developing countries. This
process has shown reasonable success, but this was
not the case in the Balkan area, especially in the
countries under study, where franchising has been
rarely used for this purpose.

The second phase of franchising in Croatia started in the mid-1990s when McDonald’s entered
the Croatian market, which initiated interest
in franchising (Alon et al., 2010). This example
was followed by big Croatian companies like
Kraš, which set its franchise chain, and textile
companies (i.e. Sportina, Tekstilpromet, etc.),
which started buying franchises (i.e., Esprit, Yves
Rocher, etc.). They were followed by franchising systems (e.g., Subway, Fornetti) and with the
emergence of shopping malls in Croatia, new
companies opened their locations (i.e., Geox,
Calzedonia). Although food and fashion are leading industrial sectors among franchising systems
(Figure 1), there are other sectors with significant
representatives in franchising (i.e., real estate
agencies – Re/Max, and foreign language schools
– Helen Doron Early English).

Franchising across the countries under study
started in the late 1960s when Diners Club International awarded its franchise for the former
Yugoslavia to Diners Club Adriatic and soon after that, they were followed by American Express.
This marked the start of the first phase of franchising which lasted until the end of the 1980s. Other
franchising systems included mostly American
companies, such as Avis, Hertz, Intercontinental
(a contract with the Esplanade Hotel), Holiday Inn
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Figure 1 Croatian franchising systems – shares per sectors

Source:
Author’s
own
work
based
on on
various
sources
Source:
Author’s
own
work
based
various
sources
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Table 1 Previous research on franchising in Croatia
Alpeza et al., 2012
Authors
Ziolkowska and Erceg, 2016

The role of innovation
Topic in franchising

Barković
andand
Erceg,
Buljubašić
Borić,2008
2014

Theofconnection
SMEs and
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for the successful
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Alpeza
et 2011
al., 2015
Palić
et al.,
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Mahaček
Lihtar, 2013
Alon et and
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Erceg and Kukec, 2017

Micro-franchising in Croatia

Perić and Erceg, 2017

Social franchising in Croatia

Baresa et al., 2017

Franchising as a generator of development

Source: Author’s own work
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A growing number of studies on franchising point
to its increasing importance in Croatia and there is
an increase in the number of domestic franchising
systems or attempts to establish franchising systems.

4.2 Country file: Slovenia

Similarly to Croatia, Slovenia started its second
phase of franchising after it gained independence
in 1991. The first franchise was an American renta-car agency Hertz, which was followed by other inThere is no specific legal regulation of franchising
ternational (mostly American) franchising systems.
in Croatia, but this is not unusual since there are
In the last several years, franchising has become a
around 30 countries worldwide that regulate franstriking business model with well-known domestic
chising. Franchising was introduced for the first time
and international systems operating in Slovenia.
in the legal system in 2003 as part of the Trade Act.
However, as is the case with all the countries under
In the 2008 amendments to the Trade Act, franchisstudy, it is hard to talk about specific numbers since
there is no official evidence (or register) of franchising was omitted as the term. There is the Decree on
ing systems operating in Slovenia (Cipot, 2017).
Block Exemption of Vertical Agreements between
Entrepreneurs, which defines a franchising contract
The first sectors where franchising appeared were
as a vertical agreement between the franchisor and
credit cards, hotels, home appliances, footwear,
franchisees.fast
The absence
legal regulation
of frantextile-fashion,
(Pavlin, 2018).
Theyand
have sport,
been
sectors:
food, offashion,
automotive
shops and etc.
services,
fitness
chising in Croatia creates difficulties for franchise
gradually developed by domestic companies into
lawyers in Croatia when advising clients during the
retail chains and today franchising is present in the
children
services, etc. (Figure 2).
franchise contracting phase (Erceg, 2018).
following sectors: fast food, fashion, automotive
shops and services, fitness and sport, hotels, tourism, children services, etc. (Figure 2).
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Table 2 Previous research on franchising in Slovenia
Authors

Topic

Pavlin, 2013
Pavlin and Alon, 2006

Opportunities for franchising development
Conversion franchising

Pavlin, 2001
Cipot, 2017
Pavlin, 2018

Review of franchising in Slovenia

Source: Author’s own work

Slovenia does not have any specific franchising
regulation, but there are laws affecting franchising. Those laws are mostly harmonized with the EU
legislation. There has been a discussion in Slovenia
about why courts do not accept the European Code
of Ethics for Franchising as an important source in
their proceedings. The importance of the Code of
Ethics can be seen in the definition part (i.e., franchisor, franchisee, know-how, etc.). This issue can
be relevant when considering the EU regulation
on the exemption of franchise networks from antimonopoly law (Pavlin, 2018).

4.3 Country file: Serbia
The second wave of franchising in Serbia started when local companies (Pekabeta, C-Market,
Yumco) recognized the benefits of franchising and

started to establish national franchising systems in
the early 1990s (Vidanović, Milenković-Kerković,
2018). The growth of the franchising movement
in Serbia resulted in founding three national franchising associations in three cities (Niš, Novi Sad,
and Belgrade). They have contributed to a rise in
the number of franchising systems operating in
Serbia, both international (McDonald’s, Costa
Coffee, KFC, etc.) and national (Dve šmizle, Rakia
Bar, Battery Centar, etc.) (Stefanović, Stanković,
2014). Today, there are around 150 franchising systems operating in Serbia, out of which almost 30%
are of Serbian origin. Currently, there are around
2,200 franchising outlets with almost 23,000 people employed directly in franchising (Vidanović,
Milenković-Kerković, 2018). The leading sectors
in the franchising industry in Serbia are trade and
services (Figure 3).

Figure 3 Serbian franchising systems – shares per sector

Source: Adapted from Bogojević, I. (2013)

Source: Adapted from Bogojević, 20135
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The biggest domestic franchising systems are Adore
Chocolat (chocolate stores - 4 locations), Rakia Bar
(alcoholic drinks - 4 locations), Dve šmizle (fashion
stores - 6 locations), and Battery Centar (accumulators and batteries - 3 locations). Some of the Serbian franchising systems have expanded internationally, but mostly to neighboring countries – i.e., Dve
šmizle has locations in Montenegro, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Croatia, and Macedonia.

As was the case in Croatia, there is a recent increase in the number of studies on franchising in
Serbia. Franchising and its influence on the Serbian
economy have been researched from the economic
aspect, but there have also been more than several
studies (Spasić, 1996; Parivodić, 2004; MilenkovićKerković, 2007 and 2009) which deal with legal issues such as the franchise relationship, franchising
contract, etc. (Table 3).

Table 3 Previous research on franchising in Serbia
Authors

Topic

Stefanović and Stanković, 2014

Franchise development analyses

Kovačević and Injac, 2016
Jašarević and Ličina, 2013

Franchising as the potential for growth

Jašarević, 2014

Problems in relation to franchising development

Gajić et al., 2016

Franchising as a tool for developing tourism

Sokolov Mladenović and Cuzović, 2015

Franchising as a tool for internationalization

Trajković and Stanković, 2017

The importance of branding for franchising

Stefanović and Stanković, 2018

Education and franchising possibilities

Source: Author’s own work

Similarly to other ex-Yugoslav countries, there is no
franchising law in Serbia, so the Civil Obligations
Act provides for an applicable legal framework
and protection in the franchise relationship. Although there is no explicit requirement for a franchising disclosure document, the franchisor must
provide appropriate information (opportunity,
sales forecast, profit calculations, etc.) to potential
franchisees. The situation where there is no legal
regulation of franchising has a great impact on the
quality of franchising systems in Serbia.

4.4 Country file: Macedonia
McDonald’s was one of the first international franchising systems to enter the Macedonian market in
the first years of its independence. Today, there are
several well-known franchising systems in the Macedonian market, and they include Mango, Dominos, Helen Doron, Diners, Burger King, Ameri-

can Express, Coca Cola (Sotiroski, Filiposki, 2016;
Boškovska, 2017). Most of the master franchisees
for Macedonia come from Turkey and the Fashion
Group company is a franchisee for almost all fashion brand franchises. It is important to mention
that McDonalds’ is not present in Macedonia any
more. They entered the market in 1997, and at the
time in 2012 when they decided to leave the country, they had six locations.
Unfortunately, there is no official registry or database of franchising systems present in Macedonia
and there is no institution in charge of collecting data about franchising (Damoska Sekuloska,
2018). Currently, there are almost 70 franchising
systems operating in Macedonia in eight different
sectors at 130 locations (Boškovska, 2017) (Figure
4). Similar research (Sotiroski, Filiposki, 2016)
cited nine sectors in which franchising is present
in Macedonia.
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Figure
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systems
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Source: Adapted from Boškovska, V. (2017)

Source: Adapted from Boškovska, 2017
Almost all operating franchising systems present in
Macedonia are international brands. Based on the
list of franchises operating in Macedonia, there are
currently no domestic franchising systems. There is
a national franchising association founded in 2018
(for the second time) that organized the first franchise forum in 2018 in Skopje, but there is still not

much information about the work of this association and its influence on franchising in Macedonia.
Although there are few franchising systems in Macedonia, researchers started to study this business
system from legal aspects (Dabovik Anastasovska,
2011; Jovanik, Dameski, 2016); however, most studies focus on economic aspects (Table 4).

Table 4 Previous research on franchising in Macedonia
Authors

Topic

Sofijanova and Stoimilova, 2016

Franchising as support to business growth

Jordanovska and Polenakovikj, 2013

Franchising and SMEs

Boškovska et al., 2016

The franchisor-franchisee relationship

Sotiroski and Filiposki, 2016

The economic aspect of franchising

Damoska Sekuloska and Erceg, 2018

Franchising and smart contracts

Damoska Sekuloska, 2018

Franchising in Macedonia

Source: Author’s own work

It is important to notice that studies on franchising are relatively new in Macedonia, which can be
related to the number of franchising systems and
their novelty in the Macedonian economy.
There has been no legal regulation of franchising in
Macedonia. Thus, under Macedonian legislation,
franchising contracts and the franchise relationship are regulated by the Intellectual Property Act
and the Civil Obligations Act. It is also important
to state that the Commission for the Protection
of Competition of the Republic of Macedonia has
published an Information Leaflet on the Decree on
396

block exemptions granted to vertical agreements
governing the exclusive right of distribution, selective right of distribution, exclusive right of purchase
and franchising, which further explains the franchising business model.

5. Similarities and differences – how to grow
further
The four countries studied and presented above have
started at the same time with franchising; yet, there
is a significant difference between them. Some characteristics of those countries are shown in Table 5.
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Table 5 Franchising in the countries under study
Croatia

Slovenia

Serbia

Macedonia

Around 180

Around 160

Around 150

Around 70

Number of domestic franchising systems

25

95

30

NA

National franchising association

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes / Yes

Yes/ Yes

Yes/ Yes

No/No

Legal regulation

No

No

No

No

Financial products for franchisors & franchisees

No

No

No

No

Partially, but
mostly none

No

Number of franchising systems

Membership in the EFF/the WFC

Government support

No
Used to exist

No

Source: Author’s own work based on different sources

Almost all the countries have the same barriers regarding further growth of franchising. Slovenia is
in a slightly better position since franchising has
grown more rapidly in domestic chains compared
to international ones, as is the case in all other
countries. In all the countries, there is an issue of a
national franchising registry, and there is no understanding of courts as to what franchising is. None of
these countries has specific legal regulation of franchising, but all of them use the European Code of
Ethics for Franchising for potential legal problems
together with all potentially applicable laws.
There are no specific financial products for franchisees or franchisors offered by banks although
some banks (i.e., Societe Generale, Erste Bank) in
their countries of origin have such products or use
franchising by themselves (i.e., Unicredit in the
Czech Republic).
There is no government support since governments
do not understand what franchising can bring to
the national economies. The Croatian government
used to have a national incentive scheme dedicated to franchising, but due to the misuse of funds
by beneficiaries, this scheme has never been reintroduced. The Croatian Employment Service has
programs aimed at starting new ventures through
self-employment and these grants can be used for
paying the franchise fee, but the problem is that
this amount is too small (i.e., approx. EUR 5,000). In
Serbia, there was a similar program, also within the
framework of their National Employment Service.
National franchising associations are weak and
cannot lobby or influence any changes towards the

recognition of franchising as an important part
of the economy. An additional issue with national
associations is that sometimes even the biggest
franchisors are not their members and sometimes either there is more than one association
(Serbia) or they had to be founded several times
(Macedonia) or they are part of national chambers
of commerce (Slovenia and partially Croatia). In
Macedonia, for instance, there is lack of adequate
information sources, which hinders the promotion of attractiveness of franchising as a business
model (Sotiroski, 2016). An additional barrier is
also lack of legal framework for further affirmation
of franchising. In these four countries, franchising
is regulated partially by other laws, and in some of
them, there is legislation on Vertical Agreements
Block Exemption on the exclusive right of distribution, selective right of distribution, exclusive right
of purchase and franchising (Erceg, 2018). In most
countries, the European Code of Ethics plays an
important role in case there are legal disputes. In
almost all countries, there are no lawyers or only
a few who are specialized in franchise law, which
is also one of the barriers to further development
(Alon et al., 2007; Alpeza et al., 2015), but at the
same time, lawyers are making efforts to conceptualize a franchise contract as a designated contract in Serbia (Vidanović, Milenković-Kerković,
2018).
In order to further develop franchising and increase
its use in the countries under study, a model is proposed based on the research conducted by Erceg
(2012) that is aimed at increasing the number of
franchise users (Figure 5).
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Figure 5 Model for increasing the number of franchise users
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to potential franchisees. With this activity, national
Although the model presented above was initially
would improve the image of franchisproposed only for Croatia, based on research and
Although the model presented above associations
was initially
proposed only for Croatia, ba
ing. In addition, a certification program would inthe status of franchising in the countries under
the trust of potential franchisees in the franstudy, it could be applied in all of them. The model
research and the status of franchising increase
the countries
under study, it could be applied i
chising business model since they would enter into
includes all significant stakeholders (i.e., national
a proven system. This would also allow national asassociations, franchising centers, educational and
them. The model includes all significant
stakeholders (i.e., national associations, fran
sociations to have information about the number of
financial institutions), but the most important
franchising systems operating in the country with
stakeholder for further growth of franchising in
centers, educational and financial institutions),
but the most important stakeholder for
their potential influence on the national economy,
any country is a national franchising association.
is not the case at present.
The importance of a national association for the
growth of franchising in any country is awhich
national
franchising association. The importan
development of franchising was also recognized in
Banks should start offering specific financial prodthe research conducted by Kukec et al. (2017). Aluctsofintended
for franchisors
andrecognized
franchisees. in the r
national association for the development
franchising
was also
though in Slovenia, Croatia and Serbia national asThese products could give a boost to starting new
sociations operate in cooperation with the respecdomestic franchising
systems and
increase
the Serbia n
conducted by Kukec et al. (2017). Although
in Slovenia,
Croatia
and
tive Chambers of Commerce, it is still not enough.
number of franchisees. A similar conclusion was
Further activities of the associations should be foresearch by Štensova
(2004),
studied
associations operate in cooperation withfound
the inrespective
Chambers
ofwho
Commerce,
it is
cused on building a national franchising registry
franchise financing in the Slovak and the Czech
(franchisors, franchisees, lawyers, consultants).
Republic. A prerequisite
the involvement
of fienough. Further activities of the associations
should befor focused
on building
a n
The standard for franchise information disclosure
nancial institutions is the creation and education of
should be created and implemented so that every
franchiselawyers,
teams within
banks. A stronger
franchising registry (franchisors, franchisees,
consultants).
Thenational
standard for fr
potential franchisee would get all the necessary inassociation could lobby and influence banks to offer
formation about the franchising system (something
such
products.
information disclosure should be created
and
implemented so that every potential fra
like the Franchise Disclosure Document - FDD in
A national association could work with the governthe
USA). This
establish
a “certified”
franwould
get would
all the
necessary
information
thea legal
franchising
(something l
mentabout
to create
framework system
for franchising
chisor standard, which could provide more security

Franchise Disclosure Document - FDD in the USA). This would establish a “ce
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or try to conceptualize a franchising contract and
create different policies in support of starting a
franchise business. The lawyers should be educated
about franchising and ready to assist franchisors
and franchisees. This is needed since there are not
enough lawyers who have knowledge of and experience with the franchising business model.
The Government should tackle the issue of the entrepreneurship environment, which is currently not
favorable for franchising. With the right policies,
it can initiate interest in franchising and start the
process of self-employment through franchising.
This would have a positive impact on the entrepreneurship environment. Education about franchising should be improved since today many people
do not know what franchising is and this creates a
barrier to further development.
Activities presented in the model should result in a
higher number of companies involved in franchising as franchisees or franchisors. This would then
increase the influence of franchising on the national
economy of the countries under study (i.e., revenue,
the number of franchised locations, the number of
employees, etc.).

6. Conclusion
Franchising has been present in the Balkan area
since the mid-1960s when Diners Club International sold their franchise, and this was followed
by some American companies in the 1970s and the
1980s (Coca Cola, Hertz, Pepsi Co, etc.). The real
franchising era started when the countries switched
to a market economy and allowed the entry of foreign capital and companies.
Although all countries under study started with this
process at the same time, there is a difference in
franchising development between them (e.g. Slovenia has the highest share of the domestic franchising system in the total number). There is no specific

legislation on franchising in any of those countries,
with the exception of acts regulating Block Exemption, thus causing problems for lawyers and courts
when there is a legal dispute over a franchising contract and the franchise relationship. National associations in all the countries under study have very
little influence and sometimes they have only a few
companies as members, whereas in some countries,
they were founded several times.
The proposed model could increase the attractiveness of the franchising model, but it needs to involve all the important stakeholders to be successful. The most important role in the model belongs
to the national association that should initiate activities of other stakeholders (the government, banks,
lawyers, consultants) and simultaneously gain importance in the franchising community. With an increase in the importance of a national association,
franchising will become recognized and known to
both entrepreneurs and the general public. This will
attract entrepreneurs to start thinking about franchising as a tool for growth of their companies and
a way to start a new venture.
Further research should be initiated to:
•

Confirm the number of franchising chains
in the countries under study since the numbers used in this paper are unofficial and
based on assumptions of national associations;

•

Confirm the current influence of franchising on national economies (i.e., the number of employees, the number of locations,
turnover, etc.) and use this to present the
importance of franchising; and

•

Continue with the promotion of franchising as a business model in countries under
study through scientific studies and professional papers.
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Franšiza na Balkanu: Pregled
Sažetak
Franšiza na području Balkana prisutna je od kraja osamdesetih i početkom devedesetih godina dvadesetog
stoljeća kada su zemlje takozvanog komunističkog bloka prešle na tržišnu ekonomiju i otvorile svoje granice novim i stranim tvrtkama, „novim“ idejama i stranom kapitalu. Franšizu su uvele uglavnom inozemne
tvrtke, koje su time inicirale i aktivnosti domaćih poduzetnika koji su počeli koristiti franšizu kao strategiju
rasta. Iako je od tada prošlo gotovo 30 godina, franšiza je u zemljama na balkanskom području i dalje u
različitim fazama razvoja, od vrlo ranih do vrlo razvijenih faza razvoja.
U radu se ispituje trenutni status franšiznog poslovanja u nekoliko zemalja na Balkanu (u Sloveniji, Hrvatskoj, Srbiji i Makedoniji) i predstavljane su trenutne mogućnosti i prepreke daljnjeg razvoja. U prvom dijelu
rada dan je kratki uvod u franšizni poslovni model te je predstavljeno nekoliko teorija koje se koriste za
objašnjavanje franšize. U drugom dijelu, prezentirana je trenutna situacija franšiznog poslovanja u nekoliko
zemalja na Balkanu na temelju trenutnog broja franšiznih sustava i pravnog okvira. U trećem dijelu ispitana
je sličnost između zemalja koje su proučavane, a na temelju istog napravljani su zaključci istraživanja zajedno s prijedlozima za daljnja istraživanja.
Ključne riječi: franšiza, Balkan, mogućnosti, barijere, nacionalne asocijacije
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DOES FDI MODE OF ENTRY
HAVE AN IMPACT ON THE
HOST COUNTRY’S LABOR
PRODUCTIVITY?: AN ANALYSIS
OF THE EU COUNTRIES
5 od 6

Abstract
Economic growth results from the interplay of labor, capital and technology. In that respect, foreign direct
investment (FDI) plays an important role, as it brings not only funds, but also intangible assets (technology
and know-how) which contribute to the productivity growth of the recipient country. However, empirical findings on the impact of FDI on the host country’s productivity and economic growth are not quite
straightforward, as they sometimes indicate not only positive, but also modest, or even negative effects.
Hence, the aim of the paper is to investigate the impact of FDI on the host country’s productivity with reference to different FDI modes of entry, as well as the level of innovativeness of the FDI recipient countries.
Results of the panel data analysis with fixed effects on the sample of the EU countries cast a new light on the
expected effects of FDI, since mergers and acquisitions (M&A) prove to have a stronger impact on the local economy’s productivity with countries at a higher level of innovativeness, while greenfield investments
exert stronger positive effects in the case of technologically less advanced economies.
Keywords: FDI, greenfield investment, M&A, economic growth, innovativeness, EU

1. Introduction
In the neoclassical model, which does not differentiate between domestic and foreign capital, FDI
can only achieve a short-term effect on economic
growth (Brems, 1970; Sollow, 1957). On the other
hand, in endogenous growth models, technology
becomes the key element which, together with labor and capital, constitutes an integral part of the
growth equation. These models, unlike the neoclas-

sical ones, make it possible to consider FDI as more
productive, because of incorporated technological
advancement. In endogenous growth models (Lucas, 1993; Scott, 1991; Arrow, 1962;) positive externalities can be a substitute for the effects of diminishing returns on capital, thus contributing to
increasing productivity and economic growth. This
is done through improvement of the existing level of
skills and knowledge in the local economy, but also
through the introduction of new organizational and
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managerial practice (De Melo, 1997). Hence, capital
accumulation and knowledge spillovers make FDI a
desirable form of investment in terms of increasing
productivity and economic growth. Unlike neoclassical models, which foresaw reaching steady state
economies due to diminishing returns on capital,
endogenous growth theories focus on the reasons
behind different growth dynamics of different
countries.
One strand of literature of endogenous growth
models considers technological advancement, as
a rival good in a monopolistic market setting, the
main cause of economic growth resulting from
R&D activities and skill improvement as the necessary preconditions for innovation (Romer, 1994;
Aghion, Howitt, 1992; Grosman, Helpman, 1991).
These theories are complementary to FDI theories
on monopolistic power (Kindelberger, 1969) and
industrial organization (Hymer, 1969). Common
to both of them is the creation of new knowledge
through interaction of modern technologies (physical capital) and educated labor force (human capital) which result in a new ownership advantage
(innovation) of the investing company. These enable multinational corporations (MNCs) to achieve
leading market positions and monopoly profits
on the one hand, while contributing to the local
economy’s economic growth, on the other (Lall,
Narula, 2002). Since MNCs are not ready to share
their knowledge and technologies through typical
non-equity arrangements (e.g. franchising, licensing), they choose to internalize the benefits of the
possession of these intangible assets, either through
vertical or horizontal investment abroad (Hennart,
1982). However, competitive advantage arising
from the possession of new knowledge cannot be
fully protected, since new knowledge reaches other
economic subjects through spillover effects, thus
creating positive externalities in terms of economic
efficiency and labor productivity.
Common to all the above models is that investments (both domestic and foreign) constitute a
necessary precondition for economic development, with FDI being potentially more productive
because of intangible assets (knowledge) which
make stronger breakthroughs in labor productivity
and economic efficiency possible. Countries which
achieve a high level of accumulated knowledge and
considerable investment in research and development (R&D) and education – thus improving the
quality of their human capital – are able to achieve a
406

more dynamic and sustainable economic growth in
the long run1. Hence, the main link between theories explaining cross-border capital flows (FDI), on
one hand and endogenous growth theories, on the
other, is technology and its potentials for acquiring
a stable market position of the investor and securing a stable growth path for the recipient country.
Thus, countries with larger local capacities for innovation (Dunning, 1993, 1979), being a more desirable destination for FDI, can achieve a stronger
impact on productivity through ‘imports’ of technology incorporated in incoming FDI.
The slowdown of economic growth in the EU, which
occurred following the outbreak of the financial crisis (2008), has resulted in income stagnation and an
increase in the productivity gap both among the EU
member countries and towards the USA2. According to Lin (2016), this is mostly due to the slowdown
in total factor productivity growth. Therefore, longterm forecasts announce a stagnation of European
productivity which possibly increases the risk of
economic stagnation, especially in the euro area
(Gomez-Salvador et al., 2006). Since FDI can act
as a strong generator of economic growth, through
diffusion of modern technologies and their contribution to labor productivity, it could contribute to
the reduction of the productivity gap within the EU.
Therefore, research on the impact of inward FDI on
the local economy’s productivity is relevant also in
the contemporary European context.
Taking into account different motives of foreign investors (Derado, 2013), different time horizons and
investors’ expectations arising from different FDI
modes of entry, different location characteristics
(absorption capacity) of the FDI host economy, and
the previous empirical findings which do not unanimously confirm a positive impact of FDI on local
productivity, we hypothesize that different FDI
modes of entry exert different effects on the local
economy’s labor productivity. Hence, the purpose
of this research is to investigate the relationship
between different FDI modes of entry (M&A and
greenfield investment) and the host country’s labor
productivity. Practical implications of this research
are relevant for economic policy makers, especially
those involved in attracting FDI.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
The second part gives a critical overview of the
relevant empirical literature, while the third part
presents the analytical model on the impact of different FDI modes of entry on the local economy’s
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productivity. The fourth part gives the results of the
analysis and provides their critical interpretation.
The last part concludes.

2. An overview of the previous empirical
research
The majority of empirical studies which deal with
the growth impact of FDI come to the conclusion
on the positive effects3. However, certain studies
prove the existence of neutral, or even negative
effects on economic growth (Lyroudi et al., 2004;
Mencinger, 2003; Carkovic, Levine, 2002).
Blomstrom et al. (1992) found a significant impact
of FDI on economic growth. Furthermore, analysis
showed that a positive impact was mostly realized
in high income countries, while in less developed
countries that was not the case. They concluded
that FDI can be a source of a more dynamic economic growth, but the question remains as to the
level of development after which FDI starts giving a
more significant contribution to the host country’s
economic growth. Blomstrom and Wolff (1989)
analyzed spillover effects of domestic companies,
receivers of FDI, on the entire manufacturing sector
productivity. They found that, in the course of time,
the productivity gap was reduced and that there
was a positive relationship between the presence
of foreign capital in the company and the productivity growth of the entire sector. Implicitly, it has
been confirmed that MNCs with their cross-border
capital flows contribute to the geographical diffusion of technology, thus bridging the productivity
gap between countries at different levels of development. However, that paper makes no reference
to the channels and modes of technology spillovers.
Similarly, Caves (1999) assumed that the expected
positive effects on the local economy are the main
reason behind the countries’ efforts to attract FDI.
He specifically addressed skills, knowledge and
management-related spillover effects, which ultimately led to the increase in the local companies’
productivity and contributed to eliminating differences between local companies and investing companies from abroad (MNCs). In this respect, the
local development of the recipient country considerably determined its absorption capacity for new
technologies. However, this study, as many others,
did not examine the channels of transfer of these
positive externalities on the local economy, and,
what is more, it made no distinction between two

fundamentally different modes of entry – M&A and
greenfield investment. Regarding the above-mentioned positive effects, this differentiation seems to
be relevant in order to better understand the real
potentials of FDI on local productivity and growth.
In the analysis of FDI flows from developed to
less developed countries, Borensztein et al. (1998)
found that FDI acts as an important means of technology transfer with a much stronger impact on
the host country’s economic growth than domestic
investment. They also proved dependence of these
effects upon the host country’s quality of human
capital. Similar to other studies in the field, that
paper also failed to consider the ‘postponed effect’
of FDI on the local economy, implicitly assuming
that positive effects of FDI occurred in the same
year of investment. In doing so, investment in form
of M&A becomes profitable earlier, while greenfield investment (building new capacities, setting
up new business connections, market positioning,
etc.) needs more time to reach its maximum profitability. Additionally, some authors verified that, on
average, FDI reaches its full potentials in terms of
profitability in roughly three years (Altzinger, 2008;
Brada, Tomsik, 2003).
Among scarce literature on FDI, which differentiates between M&A and greenfield investment, Calderón et al. (2004) came to the conclusion that FDI
came in two big waves. In the first wave, M&A were
dominant, while greenfield investments followed.
Although the paper confirmed that the rate of economic growth had positively influenced inward FDI,
it however offered no explanation as to the fact that
dominant form of entry into developed countries
were M&A. Does that mean that less developed
countries, after attracting M&A in the first phase
(e.g. resulting from the privatization process), could
easily become a target destination for the greenfield
projects, and that after subsequently reaching a
higher level of development, M&A would begin to
dominate again?
A more thorough analysis was carried out by Neto
et al. (2008) who investigated separate effects of
both total FDI and its components (M&A and
greenfield investment) on economic growth on
a large sample of countries including developed
and less developed ones. They found out that FDI
has a positive and statistically significant effect on
economic growth across both country groups. The
same was proved for greenfield investment, but not
for M&A, since they did not exhibit any significant
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effects on growth with developed countries, while
with less developed ones they produced negative
effects. Yet, these results add to the dilemma as to
ultimate effects of FDI on the local economy.
Wang and Wong (2009) proved that greenfield investments have a positive impact on the host country’s GDP, while M&A influence economic growth
negatively. Yet, they concluded that M&A have a
positive impact on local economic growth if the human factor (average years of education) in the FDI
host country is high enough. Although this analysis
includes relatively long time series, the main point
of discussion might be a heterogeneous sample of
countries, as growth effects of different types of
FDI ultimately depend upon absorption capacities of individual countries. Therefore, formulation
of more homogeneous groups of countries would
offer more realistic conclusions. Harms and Meon
(2012) came to a similar conclusion as they found a
positive growth effect of greenfield investment and
no such evidence for M&A.
With less developed countries in focus, Hayali
(2014) showed that both types of FDI have a positive impact on economic growth, with greenfield
investment having a more pronounced influence.
He even proved the existence of the threshold level
of education which is necessary for M&A to start
producing positive effects4. Hence, years of education seem to be one of the key elements which
determine the host country’s absorption capacity.
Since FDI enables the transfer of considerable intangible assets in form of technology and knowhow, the level of education proves to be an important factor which determines the local economy’s
absorption capacity.
In general, empirical papers on the relation between FDI and economic growth and/or productivity come to interesting, yet sometimes mutually
contradictory results. These empirical studies show
certain weaknesses in the sense that they do not
differentiate between M&A and greenfield investment, do not take into account specific characteristics of individual countries (e.g. technological development which determines the local absorption
capacity), use relatively short time series, and do
not consider the dynamic aspect of the FDI impact
on the host country’s productivity.
408

3. An analytical model on the impact of FDI
on labor productivity
Increase in efficiency and productivity depends
upon many factors, such as education, R&D expenditures, business climate, etc. All these factors generally determine the innovation dynamics as an important characteristic of the FDI host economy. As
an indicator of innovativeness in the EU countries,
this paper uses the European Commission classification of innovativeness which splits all member
countries into four groups5:
1. innovation leaders – innovativeness index
higher than 20% of the EU average (Sweden,
Denmark, Germany, Finland);
2. strong innovators – innovativeness index
higher by 20% of the EU average (Luxemburg, the Netherlands, Belgium, the United
Kingdom, Ireland, Austria, France, Slovenia, Estonia, Cyprus);
3. moderate innovators – innovativeness index of 50-90% of the EU average (Italy, the
Czech Republic, Spain, Portugal, Greece,
Hungary, Slovakia, Malta, Croatia, Lithuania, Poland) and
4. modest innovators – innovativeness index
below 50% of the EU average (Romania,
Latvia, Bulgaria).
The forthcoming analysis includes 28 EU member
countries over the period of 1990-2014, thus making a sample of 515 observations in total6. The classification of countries into four groups according to
their index of innovativeness enables a broader and
more complex insight into ways in which foreign
capital (and the embodied technological advancement) influence local labor productivity. Moreover, the 1990s were very dynamic in terms of FDI,
mostly due to the opening up of the former Eastern
Bloc countries which became a target destination
for numerous foreign investment projects. In addition, some of today’s post-transition countries have
achieved a strong economic growth and a thorough restructuring of their economies thanks to
FDI which brought new technologies and allowed
productivity growth. Hence, the presence of posttransition countries in the sample should make it
possible to easily identify the hypothesized positive
impact of FDI on productivity, as well as differences arising from M&A and greenfield investment.
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Based on insights from previous empirical studies, analytical variables were defined (Table 1). The
dependent variable is labor productivity, approximated by the value of gross value added (GVA) per
capita, while the set of independent variables (in-

cluding target variables describing different forms
of foreign investment, and control variables) is
meant to approximate the impact of FDI, M&A and
greenfield investment on the local economy’s labor
productivity.

Table 1 Variables of the analytical model
Sign

Name

Indicator

Unit of value

Data source

YGVA

Labor Productivity

Gross Value Added per
Employee

USD

World Bank

L

Labor

Employment

Share in Labor Force (%)

World Bank

KD

Domestic Capital

Gross Fixed Capital Formation

Share in GDP (%)

UNCTAD

FDI

Foreign Direct Investment

Stock of Inward FDI

Share in GDP (%)

UNCTAD

FDIGR

Greenfield Investments

Cumulative Inflow of Inward
Greenfield Investment7

Share in GDP (%)

UNCTAD

FDIM&A

M&A

Cumulative Inflow of Inward
M&A

Share in GDP (%)

UNCTAD

T

Technology

Investment in R&D

Share of Public and Private
Investment in R&D in
GDP (%)

UNESCO

OP

Trade Openness

Trade Volume

Share of Exports and
Imports in GDP (%)

UNCTAD

H

Human Capital

Highly Educated Labor
Force

Share of Persons with Tertiary Education in Total
Labor Force (%)

World Bank

FDI*H

FDI and Human
Capital Composite
Variable

Stock of Inward FDI and
Highly Educated Labor
Force

UNCTAD,
World Bank

FDIGR*H

Greenfield Investment and Human
Capital Composite
Variable

Cumulative Inflow of Inward
Greenfield Investment and
Highly Educated Labor
Force

UNCTAD,
World Bank

FDIM&A*H

M&A and Human
Capital Composite
Variable

Cumulative Inflow of Inward
M&A and Highly Educated
Labor Force

UNCTAD,
World Bank

Source: UNCTAD, 20188; World Bank, 20189; UNESCO; 201810; Authors’ own calculation

Panel regression analysis (with fixed effects) includes ‘standard growth variables’ (labor, domestic
and foreign capital), control variables (technology, trade openness, human capital) and composite
variables which combine FDI and state of human
capital in the FDI host economy. Since certain time
is necessary from the initial investment to the realization of the expected effects on labor productivity
and economic growth (see: Altzinger, 2008; Brada
and Tomsik, 2003), this analysis uses all target vari-

ables (FDI, M&A and greenfield investment), and
composite variables (interaction with human capital of the FDI recipient country), with a three-year
time lag (t-3).
In order to prove the impact of FDI (both total and
by its modes of entry) on the host country’s productivity two analytical models are formulated. In
Model A, foreign capital is represented by total FDI,
while Model B differentiates between M&A and
greenfield investment and hence estimates their
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separate effects on local labor productivity, as follows:

ment, results become divergent, since M&A produce a strong positive and statistically significant
effect on the host country’s productivity, while
greenfield investment achieves negative effects.
When combined with human capital (FDIM&A*H,
FDIGR*H) these variables keep the same (positive)
sign, though of a lower intensity. This allows us to
say that in most advanced nations, in terms of technology development and innovation capacity, inward M&A contribute more to labor productivity.
As far as other control variables are concerned, domestic capital (KD) has a positive effect, while labor
(L) proves to have negative effects. Since this group
includes the most advanced European economies,
it is reasonable to assume that the greatest part of
domestic capital in these countries is designated
towards activities of higher value added which contribute more to labor productivity. The variable of
technology (R&D expenditure) shows a positive effect with total FDI and a negative effect with M&A
and greenfield investment; however, the estimated
coefficients lack statistical significance. Trade openness (OP) and human capital (H) have both positive
effects on productivity of innovation leaders.

(Model A):
YGVA = β0 + β1(L) + β2(KD) + β3(FDI) + β4(T) +
β5(OP) + β6(H) + β7(FDI*H) + ε

(1)

(Model B):
YBDV = β0 + β1(L) + β2(KD) + β3(FDIM&A) + β4(FDIGR)
+ β5(T) + β6(OP) + β7(H)
+ β8(FDIM&A*H) + β9(FDIGR*H) + ε.

(2)

4. Results of the analysis
Analysis of innovation leaders reveals a positive impact of FDI on local labor productivity, which, in
interaction with human capital (FDI*H), becomes
statistically significant (Table 2). When focusing
on separate effects of M&A and greenfield invest-

Table 2 Impact of FDI, M&A and greenfield investment on labor productivity (innovation leaders),
1990-2014
Innovation Leaders
Variables

Model A

p

Model B

p

L

-5,250.02

0.0052***

-2,592.80

0.3794

KD

2,008.89

0.0037***

2,250.69

0.1589

FDI(t-3)

210.19

0.4788

FDIM&A(t-3)

1,869.14

0.0015***

FDIGR(t-3)

-864.55

0.0109***

T

1,885.63

0.8351

-11,747.31

0.1667

OP

1,296.05

0.0001***

792.23

0.0067***

H

3,279.53

0.0055***

3,695.91

0.0001***

FDI(t-3)*H(t-3)

30.24

0.0001***

FDIM&A(t-3)*H(t-3)

99.21

0.0001***

FDIGR(t-3)*H(t-3)

-18.90

0.1186

Note: *, **, *** stand for the level of statistical significance of 10%, 5% and 1%, respectively.
Source: Authors’ own calculation
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necessary. This is implicitly confirmed with proven
strong statistical effect of labor (L) in the analyzed
model. Referring to individual countries within this
group, one can say that typical country characteristics (which add to an explanation of the above
results) are developed manufacturing and sophisticated services sector which demand a highly
qualified and skilled workforce. Unlike innovation
leaders, greenfield investment with strong innovators have a positive impact on labor productivity.
Other control variables such as domestic capital
(KD), technology (T) and trade openness (OP) have
a positive, but not consistent statistical significance
throughout the analysis.

With strong innovators (Table 3) FDI has a negative impact on productivity, which becomes statistically significant in combination with human capital
(FDI*H). Analysis of separate effects of M&A and
greenfield investment indicates their positive, yet
not statistically significant impact on productivity.
However, the impact of both variables remains positive and becomes statistically significant in combination with human capital. Accordingly, M&A and
human capital (FDIM&A*H) produce a significantly
stronger positive result than greenfield investment
and human capital. This leads us to the conclusion
that in order to obtain a positive impact of FDI on
labor productivity of countries with a strong innovation capacity, a highly qualified labor force is

Table 3 Impact of FDI, M&A and greenfield investment on labor productivity (strong innovators),
1990-2014
Strong Innovators
Variables

Model A

p

Model B

p

L

2,005.18

0.0035***

1,647.64

0.0245***

KD

387.59

0.0935*

272.82

0.2428

FDI(t-3)

-54.48

0.5006

FDIM&A(t-3)

196.71

0.4285

FDIGR(t-3)

120.04

0.3417

T

2,997.76

0.5732

1,803.86

0.7685

OP

55.67

0.6582

4,254.27

0.0001***

H

4,635.11

0.0001***

3,695.91

0.4260

FDI(t-3)*H(t-3)

12.91

0.0001***

FDIM&A(t-3)*H(t-3)

46.72

0.0001***

FDIGR(t-3)*H(t-3)

11.00

0.0408**

Note: *, **, *** stand for the level of statistical significance of 10%, 5% and 1%, respectively.
Source: Authors’ own calculation

In the group of moderate innovators (Table 4) the
impact of FDI, both total and by modes of entry,
single or in combination with human capital, generally achieves a positive and statistically significant
impact on labor productivity. Moreover, positive
long-term effects are mostly realized through a
lagged (t-3) interaction of FDI and human capital
as an approximation of the accumulated knowledge effect. Hereby, the impact of a composite
variable which includes M&A and human capital (FDIM&A*H) proves to be stronger than that of
greenfield investment and human capital together.

Despite a dominant perception that greenfield investment is more useful for the host economy, results of this investigation show that in reality M&A
have stronger (and statistically significant) impact
on labor productivity. These findings match those
of some other authors who dealt with similar questions (Ashraf et al., 2014; Bertrand, 2012).
The majority of countries in the group of moderate
innovators constitute the ‘new Europe’ which attracted a considerable amount of greenfield investment throughout the 1990s and afterwards. These
investments, being ‘slower’ in their effectuation on
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(moderate innovators) combines together both
developed (‘old’) member countries and ‘new’ EU
member states – so results need to be interpreted
with caution. Human capital (H) and technology
(T) have a positive and statistically significant impact on labor productivity, similar to labor (L) and
trade openness (OP), which is, however, not statistically significant. Domestic capital (KD) shows a
negative impact on productivity which potentially
points at the problematic investment structure.

local labor productivity, and with dominant economic structure of the then transition countries (labor-intensive, low skill and low value-added sectors
with second generation technology), have resulted
in lower contribution to local labor productivity11.
M&A activities largely resulted from privatization
of previously state-owned companies, after which
production modernization and restructuring followed, resulting in productivity growth. Despite the
relevant criterion of grouping countries together
(innovativeness), it should be noted that this group

Table 4 Impact of FDI, M&A and greenfield investment on labor productivity (moderate innovators),
1990-2014
Moderate Innovators
Variables

Model 2A

p

Model 2B

p

L

780.27

0.1107

813.19

0.1235

KD

-125.25

0.1827

-99.04

0.3135

FDI(t-3)

705.38

0.0001***

FDIM&A(t-3)

1,734.86

0.0001***

FDIGR(t-3)

228.14

0.3577

T

10,183.53

0.0097***

12,494.47

0.0041***

OP

72.95

0.4539

182.89

0.0774*

H

512.85

0.0119**

627.90

0.0128**

FDI(t-3)*H(t-3)

30.18

0.0001***

FDIM&A(t-3)*H(t-3)

104.52

0.0001***

FDIGR(t-3)*H(t-3)

-3.10

0.7265

Note: *, **, *** stand for the level of statistical significance of 10%, 5% and 1%, respectively.
Source: Authors’ own calculation

In case of modest innovators (Table 5) total FDI has
a positive, yet statistically not significant effect on
labor productivity; this effect remains positive and
becomes statistically significant only in the interaction of FDI with human capital (FDI*H). A similar
pattern can be observed with M&A and greenfield
investment, both of which realize their full impact
on labor productivity only in combination with human capital. With this country group, it is evident
that more time is needed from the initial investment
to the productivity growth. Unlike other country
groups, investment in R&D produces negative ef412

fects on productivity only with modest innovators,
while human capital (H) achieves positive influence
on productivity. This leads to the conclusion that
without sufficient improvements in education, absorption capacity of the new knowledge, available
either through FDI or domestic R&D, will remain
weak. Domestic capital (KD), technology (T) and
trade openness (OP) have a positive and statistically significant impact on productivity, while labor
(L) achieves a negative effect, yet without statistical
significance.
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Table 5 Impact of FDI, M&A and greenfield investment on labor productivity (modest innovators),
1990-2014
Modest innovators
Variables

Model 2A

p

Model 2B

p

L

-65.45

0.7616

-70.05

0.7559

KD

445.28

0.0107***

456.77

0.0107**

FDI(t-3)

69.20

0.1898

FDIM&A(t-3)

73.29

0.7417

FDIGR(t-3)

59.40

0.3685

T

-2,565.31

0.8099

-1,791.36

0.8878

OP

119.06

0.1055

123.88

0.0982*

H

2,353.39

0.0001***

2,388.36

0.0001***

FDI(t-3)*H(t-3)

9.31

0.0005***

FDIM&A(t-3)*H(t-3)

25.96

0.0342**

FDIGR(t-3)*H(t-3)

4.42

0.2764

Note: *, **, *** stand for the level of statistical significance of 10%, 5% and 1%, respectively.
Source: Authors’ own calculation

The above results show that, with all country groups
(all levels of innovativeness), the impact of inward
M&A with time lag (t-3) on local labor productivity
is stronger than that of greenfield investment. This
confirms the idea that certain time is necessary
from the initial investment until positive effects on
local labor productivity are realized. A possible explanation for that is that M&A result in immediate
business restructuring and rationalization, which,
combined with introduction of new technologies,
contribute to increasing business efficiency, and
through existing backward and forward linkages
enable efficient spillover effects onto the rest of the
domestic economy. Such an efficient expansion of
new knowledge and know-how is a specific feature
of M&A, rather than of greenfield investment. Furthermore, composite variables of interaction of total FDI and M&A, respectively, with local human
capital show positive and statistically significant effects on local productivity with all country groups,
while greenfield investment, combined with local
human capital, produces positive results only with
strong innovators. Hence, technology spillovers
and consequently productivity growth proved to be
much stronger with M&A.

5. Conclusion
This study represents a departure from the mainstream type of research focusing on FDI and its
macroeconomic impacts on productivity while
making no reference to the structure of incoming
foreign capital. Hence, this research belongs to relatively rare studies which take into account two different FDI modes of entry. Their expected different
impact on local labor productivity was initially the
main motivation for this research and, to the best
of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first research
which analyzes the above effects on homogeneous
groups of countries according to their level of innovativeness. The above also represents the main
contribution of this paper.
Results of this empirical investigation show the
positive effects of total FDI and M&A on the home
country’s labor productivity, while greenfield investments create a positive and statistically significant effect only with strong innovators. Even when
the estimated level of human capital (approximated
by the share of highly educated labor force) of each
individual country is taken into account (i.e. combined into composite variable with foreign capital),
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M&A again prove positive effects on labor productivity with all country groups. Meanwhile, interaction of greenfield investment and human capital is
stronger only with modest innovators – a country
group with weakest innovative capacities in the EU.
This indicates that in countries at higher level of innovativeness M&A contribute more to local labor
productivity, while greenfield investment proves to
have a relatively stronger effect with countries at
lower level of innovativeness. Additionally, greenfield investment needs more time for realization of
its positive effects on the local economy.
These findings have confirmed the initial hypothesis which assumed that the impact of FDI on local labor productivity strongly depends upon FDI
mode of entry, since M&A and greenfield investment are in their essence quite different from each
other (generated by different investor’s motives).
Hence, they cannot produce completely identical
effects on the local economy. While M&A are primarily concerned with the already existing business
entity with its market share and established backward and forward linkages, greenfield investment
means creating a new company with all the subsequent activities related to building market share,
creating business connections, etc. For that reason,
greenfield investments have weaker potential for
positive externalities, while M&A are more efficient
in creating technology spillovers in the recipient
economy.
Furthermore, this analysis shows that countries
which invest more in education have better human capital which makes them more successful in
hosting FDI that incorporates advanced technologies. Greenfield investment opens new jobs in re-

414

cipient countries and although they can act as an
important transmitter of new technologies, their
motives can stretch from taking advantage of low
labor costs and winning local market share, to extending a product’s life cycle by re-allocating production abroad. Hence, since greenfield investment
does not necessarily bring up to date technology it
can fail to produce a significantly positive impact
on local productivity, even in the long run. On the
other hand, M&A are motivated by high expectations on profit, which contributes to efficient transfer of technology locally and subsequent expansion
of positive spillover effects. These findings are fully
in line with endogenous growth theories according to which spillover effects, combined with local
R&D investment, can add to technological dynamism of the FDI host country, thus compensating
for decreasing returns on capital from the neoclassical models.
This research proved that investment in R&D and
education are the key elements for achieving a
stronger contribution of FDI to productivity growth
and consequently economic growth in the long run.
This increases the level of accumulated domestic
knowledge which not only makes absorption of
‘foreign’ technology more efficient, but also attracts
new technologically advanced FDIs. This is also a
message to economic policy makers. Investments
into R&D and constant improvements in the quality
of human capital are the necessary conditions for a
sustainable economic growth in the future. Countries that fail to do so could easily find themselves
in a vicious circle of attracting less technologically
advanced FDIs unable to create a significant contribution to labor productivity and economic growth.
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Endnotes
1

Regarding FDI spillover effects, Scott (1991) and Azariadis and Drazen (1990) assert that a threshold exists in the level of accumulated human capital which enables the realization of positive externalities of both FDI and domestic investment on economic growth.

2

In terms of nominal labor productivity per person employed, the gap among the EU countries increased with Romania and Ireland
achieving in 2016 app. 60% and 190% of the EU 28 average, respectively. Although country ranking has not considerably changed over
time (2005-2016), success of individual member countries in achieving higher productivity is increasingly driving them apart (Eurostat,
“European Statistical Office Database”, available at: https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/data/database (Accessed on: December 7, 2017)).

3

Hayali (2014), Leitao and Rasekhi (2013), Mehic et al. (2013), Arisoy (2012), Farkas (2012), Kornecki and Raghavan (2012), Krstevska
and Petrovska (2012), Agarwal and Khan (2011), Beugelsdijsk et al. (2008), Har et al. (2008), Hunya (2004), Hermes and Lensink (2003).

4

Hayali (2014) found that the threshold is 9.1 years of education (secondary education). Current analysis uses tertiary education as a
variable.

5

European Commission, “European Innovation Scoreboard”, available at: https://ec.europa.eu/growth/industry/innovation/facts-figures/scoreboards_en, (Accessed on: October 9, 2018)

6

The sample is slightly smaller than expected because of the lack of data (transition countries at the beginning of the 1990s), and
exclusion of some outliers due to their extremely high share of FDI/GDP (Malta and Luxemburg).

7

Data on inward FDI stock (as an accumulation of annual FDI inflows) is taken from the UNCTAD database (UNCTADstat, available
at: http://unctadstat.unctad.org/EN/ (Accessed on: September 6, 2018)). The same database contains annual data on cross-border
M&A, but not on greenfield investment. Following the practice of some other papers (e.g. Harms and Meon, 2012; Wang and Wong,
2009; Calderón et al., 2002), for the purpose of this research annual inflows of greenfield investment were calculated as a difference
between total annual inflows of FDI and inward M&A. After that, data on annual inward M&A and greenfield investments were
accumulated to obtain an approximation of their annual stock.

8

UNCTAD (2018), “World Investment Report 2017”, New York, Geneva: United Nations.

9

World Bank, available at: https://data.worldbank.org/ (Accessed on: November 16, 2018)

10 UNESCO, available at: http://data.uis.unesco.org (Accessed on: October 19, 2018)
11 The foreign investors’ main motivation in Eastern Europe during the 1990s was market seeking, i.e. better market positioning in
newly opened economies. Hence, throughout the 1990s and later, most of these countries hosted predominantly horizontal investment, while vertical investments were mostly driven by local cost advantage.

Dražen Derado
Darko Horvatin

Utječe li način ulaska inozemnih izravnih ulaganja
na produktivnost rada zemlje primateljice?:
Analiza zemalja članica EU-a
Sažetak
Ekonomski rast rezultat je međudjelovanja rada, kapitala i tehnologije. U tom smislu inozemna izravna
ulaganja (FDI) imaju značajnu ulogu jer ona osim svježeg kapitala sa sobom donose i vrijednu nematerijalnu imovinu (tehnologiju i znanje) koja zajedno doprinosi rastu produktivnosti rada zemlje primateljice
kapitala. Ipak, rezultati empirijskih analiza o utjecaju inozemnih izravnih ulaganja na produktivnost rada
nisu jednoznačni, jer ukazuju, ne samo na pozitivne, već ponekad i na vrlo skromne, pa čak i negativne
učinke. Stoga je cilj ovoga rada istražiti utjecaj inozemnih izravnih ulaganja na produktivnost rada zemlje
primateljice s obzirom na način ulaska inozemnih izravnih ulaganja, kao i stupanj inovativnosti zemalja
primateljica kapitala. Rezultati analize panel podataka na uzorku zemalja članica Europske unije dolaze
do novih spoznaja o očekivanim učincima inozemnih izravnih ulaganja, budući da preuzimanja i stjecanja
(M&A), ostvaruju snažniji učinak na lokalnu produktivnost rada kod zemalja na višoj razini inovativnosti,
dok greenfield ulaganja postižu snažniji pozitivni učinak u slučaju tehnološki manje naprednih ekonomija.
Ključne riječi: inozemna izravna ulaganja, greenfield ulaganja, preuzimanja i stjecanja, ekonomski rast,
inovativnost, EU
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Appendix
Appendix to Table 2
Variable
C
FDI(t-3)
KD
L
T
OP
H
R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)
Variable
C
KD
L
T
OP
FDI(t-3*H(t-3)
R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)
Variable
C
FDIM&A(t-3)
FDIGR(t-3)
KD
L
T
OP
H
R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)
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Coefficient
170820.3
210.1924
2008.892
-5250.018
1885.625
1296.055
3279.527
0.782754
0.743650
14154.01
1.00E+10
-653.1319
20.01707
0.000000
Coefficient
192736.1
1212.375
-4372.021
12211.76
1165.213
30.24408
0.791459
0.759375
13678.33
9.73E+09
-662.6242
24.66889
0.000000
Coefficient
76863.66
1869.140
-864.5504
2250.693
-2592.803
-11747.31
792.2157
3695.912
0.824363
0.788519
12855.77
8.10E+09
-646.7535
22.99851
0.000000

Std. Error
90862.56
294.5812
658.8700
1797.322
9013.815
256.0220
1129.364
Mean dependent var
S.D. dependent var
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion
Hannan-Quinn criter.
Durbin-Watson stat

t-Statistic
1.879985
0.713530
3.048995
-2.921023
0.209193
5.062281
2.903872

Prob.

Std. Error
88164.37
581.9188
1684.988
7479.175
236.0839
5.734644
Mean dependent var
S.D. dependent var
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion
Hannan-Quinn criter.
Durbin-Watson stat

t-Statistic
2.186100
2.083409
-2.594689
1.632769
4.935590
5.273924

Prob.

Std. Error
86646.96
556.4723
326.6521
571.0537
1812.307
8368.323
279.5797
814.0740
Mean dependent var
S.D. dependent var
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion
Hannan-Quinn criter.
Durbin-Watson stat

t-Statistic
0.887090
3.358909
-2.646701
3.941299
-1.430664
-1.403783
2.833596
4.540020

Prob.
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0.0659
0.4788
0.0037
0.0052
0.8351
0.0000
0.0055
117253.1
27955.19
22.10440
22.45345
22.24093
0.716093

0.0333
0.0421
0.0123
0.1086
0.0000
0.0000
116867.4
27884.52
22.02047
22.33191
22.14252
0.812006

0.3794
0.0015
0.0109
0.0003
0.1589
0.1667
0.0067
0.0000
117253.1
27955.19
21.92512
22.30908
22.07530
0.873939
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Variable
C
KD
L
T
OP
FDIM&A(t-3)*H(t-3)
FDIGR(t-3)*H(t-3)
R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

Coefficient
94752.30
1497.225
-1276.809
-5816.211
707.4695
99.20571
-18.89712
0.809320
0.775670
13207.07
8.90E+09
-659.8933
24.05149
0.000000

Std. Error
87090.65
585.3900
1745.205
8267.204
264.1144
18.94850
11.90497
Mean dependent var
S.D. dependent var
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion
Hannan-Quinn criter.
Durbin-Watson stat

t-Statistic
1.087973
2.557654
-0.731610
-0.703528
2.678648
5.235543
-1.587331

Prob.

t-Statistic

Prob.

0.2817
0.0136
0.4678
0.4849
0.0099
0.0000
0.1186
116867.4
27884.52
21.96371
22.30976
22.09933
0.707624

Appendix to Table 3
Variable
C

Coefficient

-157742.4

Std. Error

36037.07

-4.377228

0.0000

FDI(t-3)

-54.47616

80.63278

-0.675608

0.5006

387.5897

229.2750

1.690501

0.0935

KD
L

2005.183

672.3956

2.982148

0.0035

T

2997.764

5307.117

0.564857

0.5732

OP

55.67093

125.5120

0.443551

0.6582

H

4635.107

401.5455

11.54317

R-squared

0.927660

0.0000

Mean dependent var

97570.80

Adjusted R-squared

0.919149

S.D. dependent var

47061.64

S.E. of regression

13381.63

Akaike info criterion

21.94632

Sum squared resid

2.13E+10

Schwarz criterion

22.27070

Log likelihood

-1455.403

Hannan-Quinn criter.

22.07814

Durbin-Watson stat

0.658635

F-statistic

109.0005

Prob(F-statistic)

0.000000

Variable
C

Coefficient

-98641.00

Std. Error

46999.18

t-Statistic

-2.098781

Prob.

0.0379

345.4478

303.4467

1.138413

0.2572

L

1518.719

869.9338

1.745787

0.0833

T

16151.70

6927.472

2.331543

0.0214

OP

565.6617

159.9635

3.536193

0.0006

FDI(t-3*H(t-3)

12.91388

2.485377

5.195946

KD

R-squared

0.860494

0.0000

Mean dependent var

97057.15

Adjusted R-squared

0.845749

S.D. dependent var

46770.75

S.E. of regression

18369.09

Akaike info criterion

22.57131

Sum squared resid

4.15E+10

Schwarz criterion

22.86970

Log likelihood

-1532.135

Hannan-Quinn criter.

22.69257

Durbin-Watson stat

0.523143

F-statistic

58.36020

Prob(F-statistic)

0.000000
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Variable
C
FDIM&A(t-3)
FDIGR(t-3)
KD
L
T
OP
H
R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)
Variable
C
KD
L
T
OP
FDIM&A(t-3)*H(t-3)
FDIGR(t-3)*H(t-3)
R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

Coefficient
-133879.9
196.7050
120.0433
272.8160
1647.639
1803.855
104.7138
4254.265
0.925331
0.916298
13722.37
2.33E+10
-1523.906
102.4436
0.000000
Coefficient
-85305.41
157.4818
1684.997
23523.13
284.0580
46.72295
10.99547
0.888131
0.875895
16617.50
3.53E+10
-1584.689
72.58547
0.000000

Std. Error
39816.61
247.6258
125.7687
232.4401
723.7155
6113.996
131.1172
500.5740
Mean dependent var
S.D. dependent var
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion
Hannan-Quinn criter.
Durbin-Watson stat

t-Statistic
-3.362412
0.794364
0.954476
1.173704
2.276639
0.295037
0.798627
8.498774

Prob.

Std. Error
44604.64
270.8349
822.0129
6688.622
156.2041
6.801188
3.827227
Mean dependent var
S.D. dependent var
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion
Hannan-Quinn criter.
Durbin-Watson stat

t-Statistic
-1.912479
0.581468
2.049842
3.516887
1.818506
6.869822
2.872961

Prob.

Coefficient
-18423.15
705.3789
-125.2472
780.2711
10183.53
72.94648
512.8539
0.884170
0.873766
14505.84
3.51E+10
-2004.856
84.98471
0.000000

Std. Error
24226.36
103.7654
93.61212
486.6164
3891.371
97.17584
201.7912
Mean dependent var
S.D. dependent var
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion
Hannan-Quinn criter.
Durbin-Watson stat

t-Statistic
-0.760459
6.797823
-1.337938
1.603462
2.616952
0.750665
2.541508

Prob.

0.0010
0.4285
0.3417
0.2428
0.0245
0.7685
0.4260
0.0000
99783.87
47430.89
21.99865
22.33484
22.13527
0.650522

0.0580
0.5619
0.0424
0.0006
0.0713
0.0000
0.0048
99245.34
47170.64
22.37328
22.68406
22.49957
0.506731

Appendix to Table 4
Variable
C
FDI(t-3)
KD
L
T
OP
H
R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)
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0.0000
0.1827
0.1107
0.0097
0.4539
0.0119
59286.29
40827.74
22.08586
22.36647
22.19961
0.421859
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Variable
C

Coefficient

27829.79

Std. Error

23277.65

t-Statistic

1.195558

Prob.

0.2334

-132.1134

96.95647

-1.362605

0.1746

L

-18.88474

455.8786

-0.041425

0.9670

T

7645.310

3008.452

2.541277

0.0119

OP

164.1399

85.14120

1.927855

0.0554

FDI(t-3*H(t-3)

30.18460

3.909759

7.720323

KD

R-squared

0.872186

0.0000

Mean dependent var

58119.62
41360.98

Adjusted R-squared

0.862668

S.D. dependent var

S.E. of regression

15327.68

Akaike info criterion

22.18373

Sum squared resid

4.42E+10

Schwarz criterion

22.42855

Log likelihood

-2236.648

F-statistic

91.63498

Prob(F-statistic)

Variable
C

0.000000

Coefficient

-29384.07

Hannan-Quinn criter.

22.28277

Durbin-Watson stat

0.417278

Std. Error

26081.41

t-Statistic

-1.126629

Prob.

0.2616

FDIM&A(t-3)

1734.861

429.1248

4.042790

0.0001

228.1396

247.3670

0.922272

0.3577

KD

-99.04255

97.95515

-1.011101

0.3135

813.1898

525.2454

1.548209

0.1235

FDIGR(t-3)
L

T

12494.47

4286.998

2.914503

0.0041

OP

182.8879

102.8993

1.777349

0.0774

249.4600

2.517042

H
R-squared

627.9014
0.874636

Mean dependent var

0.0128
59996.69

Adjusted R-squared

0.862330

S.D. dependent var

40790.12

S.E. of regression

15134.70

Akaike info criterion

22.17705

Sum squared resid

3.73E+10

Schwarz criterion

22.47861

Log likelihood

-1978.935

Hannan-Quinn criter.

22.29932

Durbin-Watson stat

0.334337

F-statistic

71.07592

Prob(F-statistic)

0.000000

Variable
C

KD
L

Coefficient

-20081.97

Std. Error

24885.78

t-Statistic

-0.806966

Prob.

0.4207

-124.3610

99.14241

-1.254367

0.2113

767.7768

494.5305

1.552537

0.1223

T

7679.913

3177.663

2.416843

0.0166

OP

322.3817

85.69483

3.761973

0.0002

104.5211

18.96858

5.510224

0.0000

-3.099701

8.848451

-0.350310

FDIM&A(t-3)*H(t-3)
FDIGR(t-3)*H(t-3)

R-squared

0.868572

Mean dependent var

0.7265
59579.55

Adjusted R-squared

0.857681

S.D. dependent var

41095.84

S.E. of regression

15503.51

Akaike info criterion

22.21325
22.47991

Sum squared resid

4.35E+10

Schwarz criterion

Log likelihood

-2172.005

Hannan-Quinn criter.

22.32119

Durbin-Watson stat

0.381438

F-statistic

79.74555

Prob(F-statistic)

0.000000
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Appendix to Table 5
Variable
C

Coefficient

-41637.44

Std. Error

13591.43

t-Statistic

-3.063507

Prob.

0.0039

FDI(t-3)

69.20412

51.87729

1.333997

445.2801

166.3768

2.676336

0.0107

L

-65.45494

214.3225

-0.305404

0.7616

T

-2565.314

10593.83

-0.242152

0.8099

OP

119.0558

71.88161

1.656276

0.1055

339.0159

6.941836

KD

H
R-squared

2353.393
0.889109

Mean dependent var

0.1898

0.0000
20386.77

Adjusted R-squared

0.866931

S.D. dependent var

12731.56

S.E. of regression

4644.301

Akaike info criterion

19.88908

Sum squared resid

8.63E+08

Schwarz criterion

20.23655

Log likelihood

-478.2824

Hannan-Quinn criter.

20.02091

Durbin-Watson stat

1.320059

F-statistic

40.08933

Prob(F-statistic)

0.000000

Variable
C

KD
L

Coefficient

8067.205

Std. Error

18281.02

t-Statistic

0.441289

Prob.

0.6612

578.2126

225.0342

2.569444

0.0137

-759.0501

295.8187

-2.565930

0.0139

T

34026.40

12556.04

2.709963

0.0096

OP

192.8299

89.84697

2.146204

0.0375

2.477203

3.759364

FDI(t-3*H(t-3)

R-squared

9.312707
0.756757

0.0005

Mean dependent var

19900.02
12709.44

Adjusted R-squared

0.717160

S.D. dependent var

S.E. of regression

6759.224

Akaike info criterion

20.61830

Sum squared resid

1.96E+09

Schwarz criterion

20.92134

Log likelihood

-517.7667

F-statistic

19.11118

Prob(F-statistic)

Variable
C

0.000000

Coefficient

-42892.22

Hannan-Quinn criter.

20.73410

Durbin-Watson stat

0.631522

Std. Error

13739.06

t-Statistic

-3.121918

Prob.

0.0034

FDIM&A(t-3)

73.28564

220.7785

0.331942

0.7417

FDIGR(t-3)

59.40287

65.29465

0.909766

0.3685

KD

456.7737

170.3513

2.681363

0.0107

L

-70.04515

223.7848

-0.313002

0.7559

T

-1791.355

12617.01

-0.141979

0.8878

OP

123.8831

73.11346

1.694395

0.0982

366.5807

6.515234

H
R-squared

2388.359
0.887860

Mean dependent var

0.0000
20386.77

Adjusted R-squared

0.861981

S.D. dependent var

12731.56

S.E. of regression

4729.882

Akaike info criterion

19.94109

Sum squared resid

8.72E+08

Schwarz criterion

20.32718

Log likelihood

-478.5568

Hannan-Quinn criter.

20.08757

Durbin-Watson stat

1.284746

F-statistic

34.30883

Prob(F-statistic)

0.000000
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Variable
C

Coefficient

11220.19

Std. Error

18830.73

t-Statistic

0.595845

Prob.

0.5545

586.3123

228.1654

2.569681

0.0138

L

-922.7718

315.0661

-2.928819

0.0055

T

47222.58

13833.74

3.413581

0.0014

OP

173.8649

93.05425

1.868425

0.0687

FDIM&A(t-3)*H(t-3)

25.95823

11.85905

2.188895

0.0342

4.416919

4.005513

1.102710

KD

FDIGR(t-3)*H(t-3)

R-squared

0.757435

0.2764

Mean dependent var

19900.02
12709.44

Adjusted R-squared

0.711232

S.D. dependent var

S.E. of regression

6829.683

Akaike info criterion

20.65473

Sum squared resid

1.96E+09

Schwarz criterion

20.99564

Log likelihood

-517.6956

F-statistic

16.39370

Prob(F-statistic)

0.000000

Hannan-Quinn criter.

20.78500

Durbin-Watson stat

0.738811
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LABOR MARKET INTEGRATION
OF REFUGEES IN GERMANY:
EMPLOYERS’ EXPERIENCES
AND CONSEQUENCES1

Ovo je najrestriktivnija

5 od 6

Abstract
In the light of a recent surge of refugee migration to Germany, labor market integration as well as employers’ experiences and consequences are key determinants of immigration’s macroeconomic welfare impacts.
Our contribution aims at analyzing recent empirical evidence of employers’ expectations, obstacles, consequences and benefits as well as strategies to strengthen refugees’ labor market inclusion. To achieve these
goals, we first sketch potential negative and positive short- and long-run macroeconomic immigration effects on host countries like Germany and the decisive role of refugees’ labor market integration in this
respect. Then, employers’ expectations and obstacles of refugee employment are discussed. Furthermore,
employers’ overall experiences, their engagement in hiring refugees and the resulting employment status of
refugees in Germany are reconsidered. Based on secondary quantitative research and qualitative findings,
we argue that refugees’ labor market situation may change in the future, particularly as female refugees
frequently adopt considerably higher employment aspirations in Germany compared to their countries of
origin, in which they have often been restrained by diverse obstacles. We finally analyze and discuss major
ways to improve refugees’ labor market perspectives in general, and for female refugees specifically.
Keywords: Refugees, employers, labor market, female refugee employment, Germany

1. Introduction
Currently, there are some 1.5 million people with a
refugee background living in Germany. More than
one million of them immigrated to Germany since
2015 (Brücker et al., 2019: 50). Accepting the immigration of this unprecedentedly high number of
refugees has been justified by German Chancellor
1

 e thank Aurela Omaj for her formal revisions of our
W
paper before its submission.

Angela Merkel as a “humanitarian duty to help people fleeing war” (Witte and Birnbaum, 2015).1 The
argument follows ethical human rights concepts
based on Immanuel Kant’s ethics of duties (Sandel, 2010: 103-139), international human rights
agreements (Council of Europe, 2010/2017) and a
“politics of dignity” (Hemel, 2019).2 As such, the
underlying motivation of the German Chancellor’s
political decision was based on human rights and
not on economic utility maximizing cost-benefit
analyses. Nevertheless, economists have estimated
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the economic impacts of complying with this humanitarian duty on the German economy.
From an economic short-run perspective, refugee
immigration causes high fiscal costs in the first
years. The government may run a deficit due to
immigration-driven state expenditures for housing, language training, education, unemployment,
and many more. For instance, despite a potentially
positive demand effect, Bach et al. (2017: 40) have
estimated relatively high state expenditures and fiscal burdens for Germany until 2020 due to the 2015
refugee immigration.
Economic long-run models of immigration predict
a net income increase for Germany due to the immigration which, since 2015, is mainly driven by
low-skill immigrants from countries like Syria, Eritrea, Afghanistan, Somalia and Iraq as well as from
the Western Balkan (Brücker, 2015: 3). The immigration of foreign workers increases low-skill labor
supply, which can reduce low-skill wages in Germany. Hence, domestic low-skill workers in Germany may be migration losers. However, the owners of other domestic production factors (notably
capital owners) working in an in-migration country
like Germany are supposed to gain more than the
low-skill workers lose. Moreover, also taking into
account changes in an in-migration as well as in an
out-migration country, a net gain is predicted as the
output in the immigration country increases more
than the output in the refugees’ country of origin
decreases (Appleyard, Field, 2014: 248-258).
Empirically, the German Institute for Economic
Research (DIW) together with the German Institute of Employment Research (IAB) have estimated
potential effects of the cohort of 890,000 refugees
who entered Germany in the year 2015 (Bach et al.,
2017). They estimate the German GDP to increase
by some nine billion euros, i.e. 0.3% until 2030.
This primarily reflects the income increase (after
taxes and social contributions) attributable to the
refugees. However, also the income of the domestic
population is predicted to increase by ca. 1.2 billion
euros, an effect that is mainly driven by additional
business and asset income as well as multiplier effects of the demand expansion on goods markets
(Bach et al., 2017: 38). Excluding state expenditures
for refugees’ children (as these are supposed to be426

come long-run net benefits when today’s children
enter the German labor market after 2030), fiscal
deficits are estimated to turn into fiscal surpluses in
2026 (Bach et al., 2017: 38-39).
A major assumption of long-run models is that a
substantial fraction of all refugees will be able to enter and stay in the labor market. The faster and better the migrants are integrated into the labor market, the more beneficial the economic results are for
both, the domestic population and the refugees. In
the light of these insights, Bach et al. (2017) have
called their study “Refugee integration – a worthwhile investment”.
Corporate employers are the major gatekeepers
with respect to the decisive question, whether and
how well refugees can and will be integrated into
the German labor market. In the light of the central
role of German corporations as employers, this paper aims at analyzing recent empirical evidence of
employers’ expectations, obstacles, consequences
and benefits. A further aim is to discuss strategies
that foster refugees’ labor market integration.
To achieve these goals, we first consider asylum
seekers’ potentials and obstacles in the eyes of employers in Germany. Thereafter, we elaborate the
current state of employers’ engagement and experiences and consider further potentials and challenges, notably the employment of female refugees.
We finally discuss ways forward as well as recommendations from employers’ and general economic
perspectives.
Methodologically, we mainly build on recent quantitative surveys among employers but enrich the
analysis with insights of a qualitative exploration
among 76 refugees in Germany who have been
interviewed in the years between 2016 and 2018
(Schmidtke, Volkert, 2019).

2. Refugees’ job potentials and obstacles –
employers’ perspectives
Employers in Germany see high recruitment potentials of asylum seekers mainly related to positions
of unskilled auxiliary workers, apprentices and to
a certain extent also with respect to skilled workers
(Figure 1).
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Figure
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Figure
Recruitment potential
of asylum
seekers
in different
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Percentage of 3,000 surveyed companies who see their potential as:
Percentage
of 3,000 surveyed companies who see their potential as:

Source: Battisti, M. et al. (2015:23)

Source: Battisti et al., 2015: 23
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and patience are required to look after the refugees until they are ready to enter the labor
market. (Brücker et al., 2016: 10) In addition, the large number of changing contact persons in

assessing professional experience may be difficult.


The lack of knowledge of refugees about the German labor market and the
opportunities of accessing it represent further hurdles.
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2.1 Experiences regarding language skills
In the first year after the large immigration in 2015,
2.1
Experiences
regarding
language
skills
97 % of
1,163 companies
surveyed
by the
Ifo Institute cited a lack of refugees’ language skills as the
major barrier to integration (Bellmann, Falck, 2016:
60). Similarly, in an IAB job survey that interviewed
5
36 companies in Germany, one of the responding
managers reported that most refugees were not sufficiently prepared for the German labor market. “Basic knowledge of the German language is required. I
expected more of the employment of this clientele”
(Büschel et al., 2018: 15; authors’ translation).
Overall, most companies emphasized the importance of a common language. Experiences with existing language skills of the refugees, however, have
been sobering, particularly in the first years. Refugees may not fulfill employers’ expectations, while
companies also understand that language training
can only be effective in the long term. In general,
workplace expectations of the required language
skills depend on the following three dimensions:
customer contact, occupational safety and the complexity of the work (Büschel et al., 2018: 16). It is
clear that only refugees with highly advanced German language knowledge will be placed in positions
with customer contact.
Corresponding to these findings, Gürtzgen et al.
(2017: 4) find that 48.9% of the companies surveyed,
who did not want to employ refugees in 2016, stated
428

that the lack of language skills of the refugees was
crucial for this decision.
2.2 Experiences regarding formal qualifications
38% of the managers interviewed by Gürtzgen et
al. (2017: 4) stated that refugees mainly have inadequate qualifications and therefore cannot be
included into operational processes. Those who
are employed, often work as auxiliary workers, but
only a few as skilled workers (Flake et al., 2017: 7).
Before 2015, companies were prepared to employ
refugees as skilled workers only after 10 to 15 years.
A manager explains: “The professional knowledge
they [the refugees] bring with them is usually not
enough. [...]For the majority of them, to qualify to
a production assistant level, it already costs a lot of
effort. The qualification to become a skilled worker
takes years and costs a lot of money” (Büschel, et al.,
2018: 21; authors’ translation).
Another manager complains about the often deficient qualifications of the refugees: “75 percent
of Afghans are illiterate, 60 percent of Eritreans. I
received the best here in the company. They have
elementary school education” (Büschel et al., 2018:
20). With regard to employment, various companies continue to report missing or deficient credentials of the specified qualifications. “There were
quite a few [refugees] with certificates, which we
could not employ in the company. Internships help
us. [...] If you have a look at the nine people [that
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we employ], then these are all highly skilled peo3. Employers‘ engagement and experiences
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As Figure 3 shows, the employment of immigrants
mechanical engineering, English studies, commufrom war-torn and crisis countries in Germany
nication, mathematics, a career officer, a self-emhas continuously increased from December 2016
ployed person with his own shop etc. Nevertheless,
to December 2018 from 16% to 32%. The refugee
the reality looks very different. Degrees from these
unemployment rate decreased from 50% in 2016
countries and their activities are not comparable to
to 33% in the same period. This development was
German degrees” (Büschel et al., 2018: 20: authors’
also due to refugees’ improved language skills. In
translation). Without suitable qualifications, varia 2017 survey, 31% of respondents estimated their
ous companies see opportunities in the labor marGerman language skills to be “very good” or “good”
ket for refugees only in the area of auxiliary
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place in order to understand the significance of the
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and
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virtues in Germany” (Büschel, et al., 2018: 24).

war-torn and crisis countries* in %

Figure 3 Employment and unemployment rates 2016/18 of refugees immigrating from war-torn and
crisis countries* in %

*Afghanistan, Eritrea, Iraq, Iran, Nigeria, Pakistan, Somalia and Syria
Source: IAB (2018, 2017)5, Brücker, H., Hauptmann, A., Vallizadeh, E. (2019), own graph

*Afghanistan, Eritrea, Iraq, Iran, Nigeria, Pakistan, Somalia and Syria
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Percentage of companies, extrapolated; Based on the 23 % of n = 1,030 companies that do
Figure 4 Positive experiences with the employment of refugees
employ or have employed refugees in the past three years
Percentage of companies, extrapolated; Based on the 23 % of n = 1,030 companies that do employ or have
employed refugees in the past three years

Source: Retrieved from Flake, R. et al. (2017:10)
Source: Retrieved from Flake et al., 2017: 10
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Germany have been submitted by women (Fendel,
2019: 1). The BAMF Brief Analysis of 2016 confirms
that female refugees are affected by gender-related
disadvantages in terms of education and labor market experience, as well as structurally unfavorable
conditions for participation in German social life.
In particular, the very low employment rate could
lead to economic and social challenges in the medium and long term. Among male refugees, 75%
have already worked in their country of origin; in
Germany 92% of these men want to become gainfully employed. This increase may be partially due
to obligations such as transferring remittances to
families in the home country. However, it also re-

flects that refugees are very young, and many of
those who arrived in Germany as adolescents who
had never worked before, have become adults in the
meantime and are searching for a job.
Only one third of all women who have applied for
asylum in Germany had gained work experience
in their country of origin. Just 6% of female refugees have been employed at least once in Germany
compared to 30% of male refugees (Fendel, 2019:
1). As such, women’s willingness to work and potential opportunities for labor market integration
seem to be very restricted at first glance. However,
once they start living in Germany, 79% of the female
refugees want to work as Figure 5 shows.

Figure 5 Female/male asylum applicants’ labor market experiences and aspirations in %

Source: BAMF (2017), Worbs, S., Baraulina, T. (2017:9-11), own figure

I want to achieve something else in Germany. I
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Source: BAMF/Worbs, Baraulina, 2017: 9-11, owncan
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current discussions and recommendations how to further improve refugees’ labor market
integration are explained and discussed in the next section.
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Figure 6 provides a first overview.

Figure 6 Incentives for hiring refugees

Percentage
of companies.
All companies that have not employed refugees within the
Figure
6 Incentives
for hiring Base:
refugees

last three of
years
Percentage
companies. Base: All companies that have not employed refugees within the last three years

Source: Data by Flake, R. et al. (2017:15)
Source: Data by Flake et al., 2017: 15

Language training, improved information and support for employers, labor market liberalization are
among the major recommendations and will be discussed in the following text.
12

5.1 Language training
As has been shown above, refugees’ acquisition of
the domestic language is of major importance for
employers, but has also been strongly emphasized
by refugees in qualitative interviews (Schmidtke,
Volkert, 2019). Before 2015, German governments
had invested little in refugee integration. Integration courses were open only to recognized refugees.
With the implementation of the Asylum Procedures
Acceleration Act on 24 October 2015, such courses
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have become available to all asylum seekers regardless of their protection status. This has reduced the
time refugees have to remain idle waiting for their
permission to start language courses, thereby enabling more rapid labor market integration. Despite
this and other first improvements, Bach et al. (2017)
have shown that additional investment in language
training effectiveness would not only be beneficial
for refugees but would also increase the long-term
positive economic effect of refugee integration on
the income of the refugees and domestic population (Bach et al., 2017).
Therefore, the promotion of language skills should
become a priority for all institutions engaged in
integration processes. At the same time, particu-
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larly access to vocational-based language support
should be freely accessible for refugees soon after
the asylum application has been submitted (Söhn,
Marquardsen, 2017: 13).
A generally promising way is to combine employment with on-the-job language training. In a survey
conducted by the Ifo Institute, 500 managers from
the industrial, construction, trade and service sectors responded about ways to foster refugees’ labor
market access. In-service language training or other
qualification measures by external providers appear
to be the most popular assistance measures (87%)
(Garnitz, Wohlrabe, 2016: 64).
Lack of childcare has been a major obstacle for female refugee integration. In qualitative interviews
with refugees, women repeatedly mentioned that
they could not participate in language courses, particularly when their husbands attended language
courses at the same time and children could not
be left alone in asylum seeker homes (Schmidtke,
Volkert, 2019). In the meantime, language courses
can be combined with childcare. Findings show
how important this step is, as the share of women
who participate or have participated in language
and integration courses is 15 percentage points
lower for women with children than for women
without children (63% versus 78%). For male refugees the difference is only four percentage points
(83% versus 87%). For female refugees with children
aged six years and less, the difference is 22 percentage points (54% versus 78%) and just three percentage points for men (84% versus 87%) (Fendel, 2019:
3). An increasing number and scope of language
courses combined with childcare will be a major
step to foster women’s labor market integration, as
language is decisive for further education as well.

5.2 Investing in education and training of refugees
According to Bähr et al. (2017), refugees’ labor market integration usually only takes place after prior
education or training. However, advising younger
refugees is frequently a challenge for placement
experts, as refugees often need to be convinced to
start a multi-year vocational training. Many refugees are not familiar with the dual education system in Germany, as similar schemes do not exist in
their home countries. Furthermore, parents often
expect their children to either rapidly make money
to support the family financially or to go to university (Bähr et al., 2017).5 On the contrary, the path to
a vocational qualification is much longer and more

difficult for young refugees than for native young
people (Knuth, 2016: 13).
Professional and competent advice, as well as targeted information, training and university preparatory measures are key to make the most of the educational potential of refugees. (Brücker et al., 2016:
12) Employers rate short-term training measures
best, while longer-term measures appear to have
no positive effects. Researchers as well as employers confirm that assessments of job suitability and
short-term training, such as the provision of necessary knowledge and skills, have a significant positive effect on the employment of refugees, while job
application training seems to be less efficient (IAW,
2017: 68).6
A specific contribution could be to provide or
even to co-finance language courses or internships
for younger refugees (IZA, 2015: 3).7 Providers of
further education need higher efforts for the vocational training of refugees than in trainings of other
foreigners in Germany (Knuth, 2016: 25). Especially
opportunities to combine professional development with other offers, such as counseling for the
recognition of qualifications, job coaching, or the
promotion of German language skills, are classified
as particularly beneficial.

5.3 Flexible entry-level formats
For the willingness of companies to hire refugees
and to invest in their training and qualification,
planning security is of central importance. This
could be increased by recognizing the vocational
preparation year as the first part of the vocational
training of refugees. In order to motivate companies to invest in the training of refugees, the socalled 3 + 2 regulation has been established within
the framework of the Integration Act 2016. It states
that asylum seekers are granted toleration for the
entire duration of their education plus two more
years for employment in the profession (Flake et al.,
2017: 16).
However, in some regions of Germany this is neglected by the public administration. There, refugees are deported immediately at short notice, although they are employed or in apprenticeships.
These administrative practices cause uncertainty
and high transaction costs for employers as well as
economic welfare losses. Peter Saalfrank (2018)8,
chief executive of the Chamber of Commerce in
Bavaria, emphasizes the employers’ high burden to
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enforce the legal concept against the public administration. He complains that 450 more firms in his
region are on a waiting list to find refugees whose
dropout quote is lower than that of German apprentices. He further specifies:
“We fight specifically for each [of our refugees].”
[…]. “Residence permits are unnecessarily limited
to very short periods. Therefore, certainty for reliable plans is missing for firms and young people”
[employed refugees]. (Saalfrank 2018; translation
J. V.)9

Hence, integration-oriented public institutions for
refugees and Germans, complying with the 3+2
regulation of the German Integration Act 2016 are
a major precondition to achieve planning security
for employers, labor market integration for refugees and positive welfare effects for the German
population.
In order to enable refugees with low language skills,
starting from the German language A2 level, to
enter a profession, new and more flexible formats
must be created. Hereby, each company can develop and offer suitable formats such as internships or
shorter and simplified training models (Salzwedel,
2018: 286).
Liberalizing the labor market is also a sensible
measure. It is not only about canceling or shortening the ban on working for refugees with a limited residence and working permit, but also about
grasping the possibilities and competences in such
a way that it is possible to start working without the
proof of foreign certificates.
Employers are more flexible than the labor market
administration in this respect. They emphasize the
potential of a test employment in which refugees
can show their actual skills and expertise. As a manager explains in an interview (IAW, 2017)10:
[…] “when the underlying qualification fits”, […]
and someone has a vocational education in a
comparable form, I know that the vocational education is different here [in Germany]. […], “when
similar tasks have already been done, I think this
is no barrier, the rest we can achieve by our training. […] when he has welded, then he will also be
able to do that here.” (Company 39)

Moreover, almost three of four companies (74.8%)
would find wage subsidies useful, which could compensate for refugees’ lower productivity (Flake et
al., 2017: 14) in early stages of employment. Additionally, employers recommend tax relief for the
employment of refugees (41%) and easing of the
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minimum wage (39%) as a further step to take account of refugees’ lower productivity (Garnitz,
Wohlrabe, 2016: 64).
As women’s motivation for social and labor market
participation in Germany is much higher than in
their country of origin, companies should make use
of this potential, thereby avoiding traditional gender roles and promoting women’s potential (Worbs
et al., 2016: 311). Again, part-time employment and
childcare availability will be key for women to enter
the labor market.

5.4 High self-employment rate of workers from
non-EU countries
Refugees do not only have potential as workers, but
also as self-employed individuals, notably in the retail sector. Gainfully employed persons from nonEU countries have the highest self-employment
rate in the trade sector. Their rather poor chances
in the labor market induce their self-employment,
as with their business they can specifically serve
immigrants from their home country, so that language barriers are less relevant (Orhan, 2017: 43).
Therefore, flexible entry level formats are also about
creating new opportunities beyond education and
training and include the targeted promotion of
start-ups, by which refugees can become self-employed (Salzwedel, 2018: 287).

5.5 Advice and support of companies
Another important step is the concrete support
of those companies or employers who think about
hiring refugees without being sufficiently prepared
or who still have doubts about refugee employment. Information, consultations or exchange of
experience can be effective methods of support
(Salzwedel, 2018: 288). Companies that are already
employing refugees emphasize positive experiences
with integrating refugees and with support services
they have used. To better satisfy this need in the future, existing programs should be aimed even more
precisely at companies (Flake et al., 2017: 16). Eight
out of ten companies in the IW Personal Panel
survey would like to have access to a permanent
contact person who provides information they specifically need. Frequently, respondents also want an
external partner to assist in vocational preparation
(65.7%) or a partner to take on the pre-selection
and preparatory training (64.2%) (Flake et al., 2017:
14). In the survey of Garnitz and Wohlrabe (2016:
64), employers also indicate that particularly indus-
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trial and construction companies would be more
willing to hire refugees provided that they received
external support; 36% would appreciate a better
provision of information and advice.

5.6 High integration potential in sectors suffering
from low labor supply
Given the shortage of skilled workers, manual occupations are a major opportunity to gain quick access to the labor market and to find a job for the
long term. In the meantime, many companies have
recognized the potential of refugees in the craft
sector, and separate projects and networks have
emerged in order to create new possibilities for
refugees, particularly in the craft sector (Salzwedel,
2018: 292).
Nursing occupations, e.g. caring for elderly people
or children, also suffer from a shortage of skilled
workers and will be even more in need of motivated
and educated employees in the future. They offer
promising opportunities for refugees who would
like to work in the social sector or bring along
medical expertise. In addition, newcomers who are
prepared to get trained, e.g. make apprenticeships,
have good prospects for a secure job in this sector
(Salzwedel, 2018: 292).
Moreover, in recent years, the German labor market has attracted more and more skilled labor. As a
result of this gradual process, the number of jobs
for low-skilled workers has been substantially reduced, highlighting even more the problem of
structural unemployment in Germany (Vollmer,
2015: 13). Nevertheless, it would be an illusion to
assume that the current refugee influx could remedy the shortage of specialists and skilled workers
in Germany, since there is a mismatch of refugees’
skills and labor demand requirements for professionals. The IZA therefore recommends targeting
potential skilled workers among refugees. This requires systematic profiling immediately after their
arrival in order to identify those refugees as early as
possible whose labor market integration seems particularly promising due to their qualifications and
work experience (IZA, 2015: 3).11

5.7 Social contacts: a major way to foster
refugees’ labor market integration
A well-documented positive impact on the access
to employment is social networking. Although

those who use social contacts tend to have inferior
knowledge of the German language, their level of
education plays a minor role in this search strategy.
Hence, a lack of social networks has a detrimental
effect on the access to employment. However, refugees who find a job via personal networks on average score lower in economic terms than those who
have found their employment via an advertisement,
the public employment service or a direct application (Söhn, Marquardsen, 2017: 13). Hence, more
private contacts with Germans may help refugees
to use, practice and improve their language skills,
which also helps them finding a job.

6. Conclusions
In general, the vast majority of companies are willing to contribute to the integration of refugees into
the German labor market (Büschel et al., 2018: 31).
Already today, companies make a key contribution to the integration of refugees as about every
sixth company already has one or more refugees in
training, internships or regular employment (Flake
et al., 2017: 17). However, on the one side, companies generally emphasize positive experiences with
refugees, on the other side, they still report about
diverse challenges. To overcome these, a variety
of proposals is explored by German corporations,
some of which have been discussed in the former
section. In addition, it has been proposed to examine how existing programs can be tailored even
more to the needs of companies (Flake et al., 2017:
18).
Beyond all this, the domestic population can enhance the social and labor market integration of
refugees in Germany in a very simple way. In qualitative interviews, refugees repeatedly emphasized
their wish to have more social contacts with Germans, which would improve their social and labor
market integration (Schmidtke, Volkert, 2019).
Therefore, an unprejudiced open-mindedness together with mutual contacts are easy, promising
ways to promote refugees’ labor market integration
with social and economic benefits for both Germans and refugees.
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Integracija izbjeglica na tržište rada
u Republici Njemačkoj: Iskustva poslodavaca
i njihove posljedice
Sažetak
S obzirom na nedavni porast imigracije u Republiku Njemačku, osobito izbjeglica iz kriznih područja, integracija na tržište rada, iskustva poslodavaca i posljedice za njih, uvelike određuju makroekonomske učinke imigracije. U radu se analiziraju novija empirijska saznanja o očekivanjima poslodavaca, preprekama s
kojima se suočavaju, posljedicama i koristima, te o strategijama za intenzivnije uključivanje izbjeglica na
tržište rada. Prvo se iznose potencijalne negativne i pozitivne kratkoročne i dugoročne makroekonomske
posljedice imigracije na zemlje domaćine kao što je Republika Njemačka te odlučujuća uloga koju pritom
igra integracija izbjeglica na tržište rada. Nakon toga se analiziraju očekivanja poslodavaca kad je riječ o
zapošljavanju izbjeglica i prepreke s kojima se suočavaju. Nadalje, razmatraju se iskustva poslodavaca, njihov angažman u zapošljavanju izbjeglica i status izbjeglica na njemačkom tržištu rada koji iz toga proizlazi.
Na temelju sekundarnog kvantitativnog istraživanja i kvalitativnih nalaza zaključujemo da bi se situacija
na tržištu rada kada su u pitanju izbjeglice u budućnosti mogla promijeniti, osobito kad se uzme u obzir
da žene izbjeglice često imaju značajno veću težnju da se zaposle u Republici Njemačkoj, nego li je to bio
slučaj u njihovoj zemlji podrijetla, gdje im je to na različite načine bilo zapriječeno. Na kraju se raspravlja o
najvažnijim načinima kako poboljšati perspektive izbjeglica na tržištu rada, pogotovo žena.
Ključne riječi: izbjeglice, poslodavci, tržište rada, zapošljavanje žena izbjeglica, Republika Njemačka
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FAVOURABLE CULTURE
FOR CRISIS MANAGEMENT –
AN EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

Ovo je najrestriktivnija
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Abstract
A favourable culture for crisis management has been recognized as one of the most critical factors determining the success and effectiveness of crisis management within organizations. Accordingly, various authors emphasize that the culture of an organization directly affects organizational preparedness for crises.
The main aim of this article is to explore the mentioned construct further, as well as to examine whether
it influences a firm’s financial success by conducting an empirical study on a sample of medium and largesized firms that are doing business in Croatia. The research results show that there are no statistically
significant differences between the means of the culture for crisis management, considering the level of
the financial success of a firm. However, respondents in the study rated the importance of elements of a
favourable culture for crisis management highly, meaning that they perceive the elements as significant
for their businesses. Hence, this perception represents an additional validation of importance of the crisis
management concept.
Keywords: Organizational culture, crisis management, crisis preparedness, financial result

1. Introduction
Current business conditions, which are characterized by high levels of dynamics and complexity of
the business environment, lead to an increasingly
frequent development of business crises that can
threaten the firm’s existence (Hwang, Lichtenthal,
2000). It is of utmost importance to identify upcoming changes in the business environment, to monitor strengths and weaknesses within the firm as well
as to take all necessary measures to enable timely
preparation for the potential development of a business crisis. Crises may occur due to technological
changes, the emergence of new industries in the
“digital era”, the deprivation of traditional business
practices, the globalization that continuously leads
to intensified competition, greater awareness, negotiating power and demands of consumers as well as

an increasing emphasis on reputation and corporate
social responsibility.
Crisis management activities that focus on the prevention of business crises and strengthening of the
firm’s readiness to deal with crises are, therefore, of
great importance. One of the critical assumptions
for achieving a high level of crisis preparedness
within the firm is the existence of an organizational
culture that favours the concept of crisis management (Mitroff et al., 1989; Elsubbaugh et al., 2004;
Parnell et al., 2010).
Plenty of existing scientific research from the field of
crisis management has focused on studying the impact of organizational crisis culture on crisis preparedness and crisis management efficiency (Pearson,
Clair, 1998; King, 2002; Elsubbaugh et al., 2004; Parnell
et al., 2010; Mikušova, Horvathova, 2011). However,
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the question remains whether the favourable organizational culture for crisis management has an impact
on the financial performance of firms, especially considering that there have not been any similar scientific
studies attempting to prove their connection by using
quantitative or qualitative research methods.

management as “a set of factors designed to combat
crises and to lessen the actual damage inflicted by a
crisis”. According to the same author, crisis management implies a process divided into three phases:
1) pre-crisis phase, 2) crisis response phase, and 3)
post-crisis phase (Coombs, 2018).

This scientific paper has three primary objectives.
First, it aims to provide a clear theoretical overview
of the crisis management concept. Secondly, it aims
to examine and explain the importance of organizational culture for crisis preparedness. Thirdly, it
seeks to determine whether there is a correlation
between a favourable culture for crisis management
and the financial performance of firms, as measured
by the indicated criteria of net profit. The results
of the empirical research and analysis, which were
obtained through a survey questionnaire, represent
the final gathered sample of 123 medium and largesized firms operating in the Republic of Croatia.

The focus of the pre-crisis phase is on crisis prevention and preparation for its emergence (Coombs,
2018). The crisis response phase concerns specific
management response measures when the crisis has already emerged, while in the post-crisis
phase the firm focuses on how to prepare for the
next crisis well and learn from previous experience
(Coombs, 2018).

The scientific contribution should consist in expanding the existing crisis management knowledge
base. In addition, this paper could have an essential
applicative contribution to the business practice
since managers are sometimes sceptical about the
benefits of taking preventive measures for managing a business crisis, especially considering that
crisis management is often neglected in practice.
Managers generally understand the concept of
business crisis prevention, but they often think that
it is not essential for their firms since they seldom
see the possibility of a serious crisis developing early on (King, 2002; Pearson, Clair, 1998). Therefore,
this empirical research aims to assess whether firms
that are considered to be more successful, as measured by the indicated criteria of the firm’s net profit
or loss, have rated the level of a favourable crisis
management culture differently or higher. The level
of the favourable crisis management culture is considered an underlying assumption for the success
of all crisis management activities in practice and a
positive financial result.

2. Theoretical overview
2.1 Defining crisis management
Crisis management can be defined as “a systematic
attempt by organizational members with external stakeholders, to avert a crisis or to effectively
manage those that do occur” (Pearson, Clair, 1998).
Preble (1997) defines crisis management as a set of
activities focused on predicting or identifying potential business crises, improving crisis prevention
measures, or minimizing the consequences of the
crisis. Furthermore, Coombs (2015) defines crisis
440

Modern trends in crisis management mainly emphasize crisis prevention rather than managing
the crisis when it has already occurred (Jaques,
2010). The reason for that is the notion that most
industries in modern business are predominantly
characterized by rough conditions in which it is imperative to identify the areas of a potential business
crisis. Additionally, all necessary measures must be
taken to prevent a crisis since the time available for
taking adequate action is very limited.
According to authors Mitroff et al. (1987), the first
step in a proactive or anticipative crisis management
process is to detect early signs of crisis occurrence
through an early warning system. These systems are
responsible for scanning the firm’s external and internal environment and searching for an upcoming
crisis. According to the same authors, the second
step is the preparation for a business crisis through
implementation of various measures and procedures
such as security policies, maintenance procedures,
environmental impact audits, crisis audits, emergency planning, and employee training. Therefore, the
concept of crisis preparedness includes all activities
and processes that are developed in the organization
with the aim of preventing and recovering from business crises (Kovoor-Misra et al., 2000).
However, the basic premise for achieving the steps
mentioned above and generally establishing a high
level of crisis preparedness in the firm is developing a suitable organizational culture that promotes
the effectiveness of all crisis management tools and
measures for prevention and adequate management of business crises.

2.2 Organizational culture as a determinant of
effective crisis management
Organizational culture can be defined as a complex
system of values, beliefs, assumptions, and symbols
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that determine how a specific organization operates
(Barney, 1986). It is being manifested through dominant ideologies and established patterns of behaviour inside the firm (Schein, 1983). Therefore, by
defining who the relevant employees, buyers, suppliers, and competitors are, and how a firm treats
them, the organizational culture has an impact on a
firm (Louis, 1983). Kets de Vries and Miller (1984)
also state that the organizational culture can predict how a firm will operate in the future. This statement is also supported by Miles and Snow (1978)
who have shown that the choice of a firm’s strategic
approach is closely related to its organizational culture. They believe that an extensive system of beliefs
partially determines the strategy and future direction of the organizational change.
Many authors from the crisis management field
emphasize the importance of organizational culture in the context of strengthening the firm’s preparedness for a business crisis (Mitroff, 1988; Pearson, Clair, 1998; King, 2002; Elsubbaugh et al., 2004;
Parnell et al., 2010; Mikušova, Horvathova, 2011).
Thus, Mitroff (1988) points out that the organizational culture is one of the main factors determining how the firm will respond to a business crisis,
which crises will be defined in its “crisis portfolio”
and how to approach “early warning signals” of an
emerging business crisis. He states that reactive organizations are not only persistently ignoring early
warning signals, but also intentionally blocking
them. On the other hand, integrative organizations
are proactive. They rarely deny the existence of a
crisis and approach crisis management in a significantly balanced way (Mitroff, 1988). According to
Ray (1999), crisis management begins with organizational culture, while Carmeli and Schaubroeck
(2008) also emphasize that firms should develop a
culture of learning from mistakes that includes a
comparison of warning signals. King (2002) states
that the culture plays a vital role during the crisis,
and largely influences whether the firm will recover
and succeed in returning to its regular business
operations. Furthermore, Bowers et al. (2017) emphasize that a response to a crisis depends on the
type of organizational culture that is prevailing in
the organization.
Parnell et al. (2010) point out that the organizational culture that is focused towards preparedness
is one of the critical prerequisites for a high level
of organizational crisis preparedness and adequate
response to a crisis. The authors Mikušova and

Horvathova (2011) consider that the organizational
culture, along with strategy, structure, and characteristics of employees, are the key elements that
determine organizational preparedness for a crisis.
Many studies assessed the connection between crisis preparedness and management’s risk acceptance
(Kets de Vries, 1984; Kets de Vries, Miller, 1986;
Pauchant, Mitroff, 1992). A manager’s perception
significantly determines the cultural beliefs in the
organization about the necessity for crisis management (Pauchant, Mitroff, 1992). There will be far
fewer plans and procedures for crisis preparation
and prevention in firms in which managers believe
that their organizations are immune to business
crises (Pearson, Clair, 1998). In addition, if management or organizational culture do not support crisis
management activities, the existence of crisis management policies and procedures can sometimes
falsely imply the organization’s actual readiness to
face a business crisis (Hynes, Prasad, 1997). Christensen et al. (2016) consider that the organizational
culture constrains, enables actions, and affects the
prevention, preparedness, response, and recovery
of organizations from a crisis. Therefore, it can be
stated that the organizational culture can be beneficial, but also in some instances detrimental for
the crisis management process. In that sense, Ray
(1999) suggests that: “the presence of arrogance
or lack of common sense in organization’s culture
can lead to a crisis”. Managers who believe that
their organizations are perfect may find that they
are unprepared for a crisis, and this line of thinking
may influence (in)effectiveness of crisis management. Furthermore, some organizations perceive
crisis management as an unnecessary requirement,
which can be a result of fundamental beliefs and assumptions that have been carried down from generation to generation (King, 2002).
In contrast, Elsubbaugh et al. (2004) argue that a favourable culture for crisis management implies the
openness of an organization and the ability to exchange ideas, criticism, and advice to improve the
information flow, organizational learning, and crisis
preparedness. According to the same group of authors, organizational culture is also one of the most
critical factors that actively promote the learning
process in the area of crisis prevention and represents the first phase of efficient crisis management.
Considering the importance of the organizational
culture that enables the effectiveness of crisis management measures and instruments, the primary
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question is whether statistically significant differences exist between a favourable culture for crisis management and the financial performance of
firms. The fundamental assumption is that there is
a difference between the means in the culture for
crisis management, especially considering the level
of a firm’s business success, which is measured by
the reported criteria of the firm’s net profit or loss.

3. Methodology
The empirical research consists of three phases and
was conducted to ascertain if there are statistically
significant differences in the level of development of
a favourable culture for crisis management and the
achievement of positive financial results as measured by the indicator of net profit. The first phase implied secondary research of relevant literature from
the theory of organizational culture and crisis management in order to obtain adequate insight into the
current findings from the areas mentioned above.
The second phase of the research consisted of data
collection via a survey questionnaire. The sample
was obtained from medium and large-sized firms
operating in the Republic of Croatia. According to
the Accountancy Act1, the criteria for ranking firms
into specific categories are total assets, revenues,
and the average number of employees during the
business year. Medium-sized firms are those that
have met at least two of the following three criteria: total assets between HRK 30,000,000 and HRK
150,000,000, revenues between HRK 60,000,000
and HRK 300,000,000 and the average number of
50 to 250 employees during the business year. Firms
that have met at least two of the following three criteria: total assets over HRK 150,000,000, revenues
over HRK 300,000,000, and the average number
of employees over 250 are considered large firms.
Based on the data from the national business entities register of the Financial Agency (FINA), there
were 1,413 medium and 435 large firms in the Republic of Croatia in the year 2017, representing the
total sample for the research (N = 1,848).
In order to achieve a higher accuracy of the results
and to ensure the representativeness of the sample, a stratified sample was used to form a stratum
for medium-sized firms and a specific stratum for
large-sized firms based on a proportional fraction
of choice. The sample size was defined by the formula developed by Krejcie and Morgan (1970). Using the above formula, with a 95% confidence level,
a permissible error level of 5% and an expected return rate of 20%, a sample size of 1,590 firms (1,208
442

medium and 382 large sized firms) was obtained.
The firms were selected by a random selection
method based on Excel function “RandBetween”.
The questionnaire was sent by email to identify responsible persons in the firms, mainly executives and
crisis managers, who are considered to be the most
relevant and/or knowledgeable respondents. The research was conducted from 1 October to 31 December 2018, and after the initial request to fulfil the survey, two reminders were sent on two occasions. Out
of the total of 1,590 firms included in the sample, the
questionnaire was filled by 123, out of which 71 were
medium-sized firms, and 52 were large-sized firms,
representing a total return rate of 7.7%.
The research tool was a questionnaire which included a measurement scale for the favourable
culture of crisis management that was previously
developed and tested in the research of Elsubbaugh
et al. (2004). The measurement scale consisted of
three statements that respondents assessed by using a 7-point Likert scale. Number 7 indicated the
assertion of the statement as extremely important,
and number one indicated the assertion of the
statement as exceptionally irrelevant:
-

Remove the ideas that it cannot happen to
us, fatalism, and illusion of control.

-

Top management commitment to crisis
management.

-

Increased acceptance of the importance of
crisis management among employees.

We have conducted a Cronbach’s alpha internal consistency analysis of scores derived from the scale. The
Cronbach’s alpha coefficient for the analysed three
variables (questions) was 0.802, indicating that the
items have a relatively high level of internal consistency (reliability) for our scale with this specific sample.
Furthermore, respondents were asked whether or
not their firms achieved net profit in the year 2017.
The third phase of the research involved testing
the differences between two independent groups
of attained net profit and loss and the level of development of the construct of a favourable culture
for crisis management by using the Mann-Whitney
statistical test.

4. Empirical research results
The demographic data of surveyed employees and
the organizational characteristics are presented in
the following table.
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Table 1 Empirical survey statistics
Attribute

Values

Percentage %

Firm’s size

1=Medium

58%

Firm’s primary activity

2=Large

42%

1=Manufacturing and processing industry

42%

2=Construction

6%

Firm’s age

Respondent’s position

Respondent’s gender
Respondent’s education

3=Information technologies

2%

4=Retail and wholesale

23%

5=Financial business

8%

6=Transport and communications

4%

7=Tourism and hospitality

7%

8=Agriculture and cattle breeding

3%

9=Other

5%

1=< 5

4%

2=5-10

8%

3=11-20

19%

4=21-50

44%

5=>50

25%

1=Owner

11%

2=Management

61%

3=Controller or crisis manager

8%

4=PR manager

9%

5=Other

11%

1=Male

55%

2=Female

45%

1=Elementary school

0%

2=High school

8%

3=University degree

59%

4=MBA/Master’s degree

31%

5=PhD

2%

Source: Authors’ empirical research

Mean response values for questions and statements
regarding a favourable culture for crisis manage-

ment are presented in the table below.

Table 2 Mean response values for questions and statements regarding a favourable culture for crisis
management
Question/Statement

Mean level of agreement or
disagreement (scale 1-7)

Standard deviation

We believe that removing ideas that it cannot happen to us,
fatalism and illusion of control are extremely important/
unimportant.

5.61

1.35

We believe that the top management’s commitment to crisis
management is extremely important/unimportant.

5.79

1.12

We believe that the increased acceptance of the importance
of crisis management among employees is extremely important/unimportant.

5.67

1.20

Source: Authors’ empirical research
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The statement “we believe that removing ideas that it
cannot happen to us, fatalism and illusion of control
are extremely important/unimportant” was valued
highly by respondents, meaning that the respondents
considered the statement significant. The statement
“we believe that the top management’s commitment to
crisis management is extremely important/unimportant” was given an average value of 5.79 out of 7.00,
implying that the respondents are highly aware of the
importance of leader’s support for crisis management
effectiveness. The following statement, “we believe
that the increased acceptance of the importance of crisis management among employees is extremely important/unimportant” was given an average value of 5.67
out of 7.00. Such results indicate that respondents are
aware of the importance of employees’ awareness of
crisis management since the stated approach leads to
better environmental scanning, reporting, and overall
a better crisis preparedness culture.
One of the objectives of this paper was to empirically test whether firms that are considered to be

more successful, as measured by the indicated
criteria of the firm’s net profit or loss, have rated
the level of crisis management culture differently
or higher, as individually measured by the three
previously stated variables. The non-parametric
rank order the Mann-Whitney U Test for equality
of distributions, also known as the Wilcoxon independent samples test, was used to test the stated
hypothesis and to comprehend whether there are
statistically significant differences between the
two groups of financial levels of success (profit
and loss).
The Mann-Whitney Test was used to compare differences between the two independent groups in
testing the ordinal dependent variable. Further, the
analysis of mean ranks was conducted. Accordingly,
we have tested the following assumption: there is
a difference between the means in the culture for
crisis management considering the level of business
success of a firm, as measured by the reported criteria of the firm’s net profit or loss.

Table 3 Mann-Whitney U Test results
Has your firm achieved a
positive financial result
(net profit) in Y 2017

N

Mean Rank

Sum of Ranks

No

10

62.55

625.50

Yes

113

61.95

7,000.50

Total

123

No

10

48.55

485.50

Yes

113

63.19

7,140.50

Total

123

No

10

46.45

464.50

Yes

113

63.38

7,161.50

Total

123

1. We believe that removing ideas that it
cannot happen to us, fatalism and illusion of control are extremely important/
unimportant.

2. We believe that the top management’s
commitment to crisis management is extremely important/ unimportant.

3. We believe that the increased acceptance of the importance of crisis management among employees is extremely
important/unimportant.
Source: Authors’ empirical research

The results from Table 3 indicate that the respondents who have rated their firm’s financial result as
positive, in comparison to those who have rated it
as negative (as measured by the indicated criteria of
financial profit or loss) have assessed the analysed
crisis management culture variables somewhat simi444

larly. This can be viewed through arithmetic mean
rank of firms, e.g., for the testing variable “We believe
that removing ideas that it cannot happen to us, fatalism and illusion of control are extremely important/unimportant” it was 62.55 for firms with a net
loss, compared to 61.95 for firms with a net profit.
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Table 4 Mann-Whitney U Test Statistics

Mann-Whitney U

1. We believe that
removing ideas that it
cannot happen to us,
fatalism and illusion of
control are extremely
important/unimportant.

2. We believe that the
top management’s
commitment to
crisis management is
extremely important/
unimportant.

3. We believe that the
increased acceptance of
the importance of crisis
management among
employees is extremely
important/unimportant.

559.500

430.500

409.500

7,000.500

485.500

464.500

Z

-.053

-1.321

-1.500

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

.958

.186

.134

Wilcoxon W

Note: Grouping Variable: Has your firm achieved a positive financial result (net profit) in the year 2017?
Source: Authors’ empirical research

Mann-Whitney U Test statistics indicate that there
are no statistically significant differences in ranked
distributions between groups with respect to net
financial profit/loss regarding the variable “We believe that removing ideas that it cannot happen to
us, fatalism and illusion of control are extremely important/unimportant” (Mann-Whitney U=559.5,
p=0.958, sig≤0.05, 2-tailed). The same outcomes of
statistical testing are observed for variables “We believe that the top management’s commitment to crisis management is extremely important/unimportant” (Mann-Whitney U=430.5, p=0.186, sig≤0.05,
2-tailed) and “We believe that the increased acceptance of the importance of crisis management
among employees is extremely important/unimportant” (Mann-Whitney U=409.5, p=0.134, sig≤0.05,
2-tailed). Since the obtained analysed responses
were not statistically significant, it can be inferred
that both groups (net financial profit and loss) have
similarly rated the level of culture of the crisis management, as individually measured by the three previously stated variables.

5. Discussion
Organizational culture has been emphasized by
many researchers as one of the critical elements of
crisis preparedness and crisis management effectiveness in organizations (Mitroff et al., 1989; Pearson, Clair, 1998; King, 2002; Elsubbaugh et al., 2004;
Parnell et al., 2010; Mikušova, Horvathova, 2011).
However, despite the fact that the literature deals
with the mentioned constructs, the crisis management concept sometimes receives little or no attention from top managers in firms under normal
operating conditions. This is due to the belief that
their organizations are unlikely to be affected by a

crisis and due to the lack of awareness of risks inherent to business (Bowers et al., 2017). Crisis management is sometimes perceived as an unnecessary
requirement, and such faulty opinions may cost the
organization a substantial financial loss and threaten its future prospects (King, 2002).
As stated by Tej et al. (2014), crisis awareness is
pivotal for overall crisis preparedness. Hence,
there is a unique need for raising top managers’
awareness of the importance of influential crisis
management culture in their organizations. Therefore, this paper intends to highlight the importance of the favourable crisis management culture
by exploring its potential impact on financial success of firms and by drawing attention to output
i.e. profit, which is predominantly the top managers’ main focus.
Until now, there have been no similar studies that
have tried to prove the connection between a favourable culture for crisis management and the financial success of a firm by using quantitative or
qualitative research methods. Consequently, the
main objective of this paper is to determine whether a statistically significant difference in favourable
culture for crisis management exists between profitable and non-profitable firms. For this purpose,
an empirical study was conducted using the survey questionnaire on a sample of 123 medium and
large-sized firms operating in the Republic of Croatia. The results of the conducted Mann-Whitney U
statistical test showed that there are no statistically
significant differences between the presented constructs. These results indicate the need for conducting further studies in different settings to determine
whether a significant impact on financial performance exists.
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Nonetheless, respondents in the study rated the importance of elements of favourable crisis management culture highly, meaning that they believe that
the elements are significant factors in their businesses. This can also potentially imply raising top managers’ awareness of the importance of a favourable
culture for crisis management, which can contribute
to a greater crisis preparedness of the organizations.

6. Conclusion
One of the main limitations of the conducted research was the size of the sample, which could be
further expanded in future studies to make the
obtained results even more reliable. Furthermore,
future studies should be focused on investigating
whether there is a relation between a favourable
culture for crisis management and improvements
in other business performance measures that are
not only quantitative but also qualitative, as well
as on using some other research methods such as
PLS-SEM for testing indirect effects. It would also
be interesting to conduct similar research in additional countries to determine whether the obtained
results are partly related to the specifics of Croatian business practice, or can generally be applied
to other countries.
Additionally, it is important to emphasize that the
obtained results could be under direct impact of
current macroeconomic situation in which firms in
Croatia operate. Some studies show that the type
of economic cycle has an impact on the connection
between a specific construct and firm’s performance
(Lahteenmaki et al., 1998). The research presented
in this paper has been conducted in conditions of
stable economic environment where most firms
involved in research performed with profit, which
is a potential reason why the Mann-Whitney U
statistical test showed no statistically significant
differences between the presented constructs. We
assume that results could differ if the research was
conducted in more turbulent business conditions
such as a recession. This reasoning is based on the
assumption that in an economic boom, the firms
with poor management and poor organizational
culture may end up with good business result due to
positive trends in their environment, which means
it is more difficult to identify the real impact of crisis management culture on crisis preparedness and
consequently the financial performance. Furthermore, in times of recession firms generally initiate
rationalization measures and neglect everything
446

they find unimportant and costly, whereas managers sometimes consider crisis management as
an unessential activity (King, 2002). Therefore, an
economic downturn represents a more challenging
environment. In such conditions, testing of crisis
preparedness and ability of firms to manage their
business profitably could provide different results,
because in these times firms are significantly more
exposed to business risks, which can evolve into a
real business crisis.
To conclude, many variables might have a potential
impact on crisis preparedness and financial performance of firms, but the organizational culture
mainly determines if organizations will successfully
respond to a crisis (Mitroff, 1988; Sapriel, 2010).
As stated by Christensen et al. (2016), the organizational culture constrains, enables actions, and affects the prevention, preparedness, response, and
recovery of organizations from a crisis. A favourable culture for crisis management implies openness of organizations and possibility of exchanging
ideas, criticism and advice with the aim to improve
informational flow, organizational learning process
and crisis preparedness (Elsubbaugh et al., 2004).
All levels of an organization, from top management to employees, should be highly aware of the
importance of early detection of crisis signals and
crisis prevention and also supportive to crisis management activities; it is only then that an organization can reach a high level of crisis preparedness
which enables better management of a potential
crisis. Therefore, specific measures, instruments,
and procedures represent only the operationalization of the crisis management process, which has its
exact origin in the organizational culture. The main
contribution of this paper is that it highlights the
importance of crisis management culture by presenting the results of the conducted study, which
show that firms in Croatia evaluate a favourable
culture for crisis management as an essential factor of their businesses. These results represent an
additional validation of the awareness of the importance of the crisis management concept. The
other contribution of this paper is that it provides
a research framework and guidelines for potential
future studies which could be conducted in other,
more challenging macroeconomic contexts such as
a recession, and which could be more appropriate
for determining if there is a direct connection between a favourable culture for crisis management
and a firm’s financial result.
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Empirijsko istraživanje povoljne kulture za krizni
menadžment
Sažetak
Povoljna kultura za krizni menadžment prepoznata je kao jedan od najvažnijih čimbenika koji određuju
uspješnost i učinkovitost kriznog menadžmenta u mnogim organizacijama. Mnogi autori naglašavaju kako
organizacijska kultura izravno utječe na razinu organizacijske pripremljenosti za suočavanje s kriznom
situacijom. Glavni je cilj ovog članka dodatno istražiti spomenuti konstrukt te provedbom empirijskog
istraživanja na uzorku srednjih i velikih poduzeća koja posluju u Republici Hrvatskoj ispitati utječe li on
na financijski uspjeh poduzeća. Dobiveni rezultati pokazali su kako ne postoje statistički značajne razlike
između dobivenih srednjih vrijednosti konstrukta kulture za krizni menadžment uzimajući u obzir razinu
ostvarenog financijskog rezultata poduzeća. Međutim, ispitanici su u studiji ocijenili elemente povoljne
kulture za krizni menadžment kao izrazito važne što znači da ju percipiraju kao značajan čimbenik poslovanja. Navedeno predstavlja dodatnu validaciju važnosti koncepta kriznog menadžmenta.
Ključne riječi: organizacijska kultura, krizni menadžment, krizna pripremljenost, financijski rezultat
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Abstract
The concept and practice of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) relates to the entire range of the company’s activities which include internal and external relations with the environment. Positive and proactive
activities of the companies in CSR implementation became common practice in developed countries, mostly due to the benefits for all involved stakeholders. Implementation of CSR is very demanding because of its
complexity. It demands a combination of different elements on an internal and external level. Therefore, it
is important to see if there is a correlation between those elements with a focus on internal CSR elements.
The theoretical part gives a review of relevant sources with the aim to create a framework for understanding the correlation between different elements of CSR. Research was conducted in the period from the
beginning of February to mid-June 2018 in four companies from the food processing industry. Companies
were in the category of small, medium and large. The sample included fifty employees of four companies.
A highly structured questionnaire included four areas of study: the working environment, environment
protection, relations with local community and strategic guidelines. The collected data were statistically
processed with IBM SPSS 22 and IBM SPSS Amos 22 by using standard statistical methods. The research
question was is there a correlation between the four selected internal CSR elements.
Research results may be used for better CSR implementation on the internal level within the companies
because it confirmed a strong correlation between the four selected internal CSR elements. Therefore, the
implementation process within the companies must focus evenly on these four internal CSR elements in
order to gain a positive effect.
Keywords: Corporate Social Responsibility, working environment, environment protection, relations with
local community, strategic guidelines

1. Introduction
The aim of this study is to point out the correlation
between four internal elements of the CSR concept.
It is important because the implementation of CSR
is very demanding, and it may help companies in
this process. The European Commission defines

CSR as “the responsibility of enterprises for their
impacts on society”1. This definition demands from
companies to contribute to the growth and wellbeing of total society by CSR implementation (Moczadlo, 2015). CSR has a multidimensional nature
covering different areas that may be categorized
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as internal and external elements. On an internal
level, CSR includes the working environment, relations with local community, strategic guidelines
and environment protection (Matešić et al., 2015).
Implementation of these elements may contribute
to a better risk management, cost reduction, higher
quality human resource management and increasing innovation. According to Kurucz et al. (2016),
advantages of CSR implementation are reflected in
four areas: risk reduction, competitive advantage
creation that cannot be copied easily, positive reputation and public image and synergy in value creation in several areas.
CSR makes it possible to attract and retain highly
qualified employees through measures such as lifelong learning, balance between professional and
family life, equal salaries for men and women, nondiscrimination practice regarding employment of
minorities, older workers, long-term unemployed
persons, etc. Employees are an important element
here: with their knowledge, abilities and commitment they can, together with other stakeholders,
create a competitive advantage (Tamm et al., 2010).
Tamm et al. considers that human resource management and the internal dimension of CSR are directly
related and can be measured through indicators such
as “salary, career development opportunities, working hours, supervision, working conditions and relations with other employees” (Tamm et al., 2010).
Leko Šimić and Štimac (2011) explored which elements of the CSR concept related to human resource management matter the most to employees in the Republic of Croatia. They emphasized
regular salaries, working hours and paid additional
training and education as the most important elements. Dežmar Krainz (2015) conducted research
which showed that companies committed to CSR
implementation significantly enhance employee’s
wellbeing meaning well-balanced physical, psychical, emotional and social issues inside and outside
of workplace.
Leko Šimić and Čarapić (2009) conducted research
which showed that companies are more focused on
external activities of the CSR concept because they
are regarded as more visible and profitable. Vrdoljak Raguž and Hazdovac (2014) showed that CSR
implementation in companies in the Republic of
Croatia is mostly partial without being implemented in strategy. Porter and Kramer (2006) emphasized implementation on the strategic level which
contributes to a company’s competitive advantage.
450

Today many companies are implementing CSR but
mostly partially without its incorporation in strategy and the company’s culture.

2. Methodology
The research sample consists of fifty employees
from four different companies from the food processing industry. A poll survey was conducted from
February to mid-June 2018. The collected data were
processed with IBM SPSS 22 and IBM SPSS Amos
22 software using standard statistical methods.
The food processing industry is selected because it
is an important link between agricultural production, the chemical industry, logistics, retail and
HoReCa as distribution channels for final products.
This industry employs 4.2 million employees in
the European Union, which shows its importance
(Gaži-Pavelić, 2015). In year 2014, the food processing industry in the Republic of Croatia had a share
of 4.0% in the Gross Domestic Product (GDP)2.
Nevertheless, the food processing industry is facing numerous challenges which include a shortage
and an increase in raw materials prices on the one
hand, and due to a change in consumer behavior,
constant claims for final products price reduction
on the other. Therefore, companies must constantly
look for new ways to reduce production costs and
to retain the high quality of final products (GažiPavelić, 2015).
The questionnaire consisted of 24 questions divided
in four segments covering internal elements of CSR:
the working environment, environment protection,
relations with local community and strategic guidelines. It was developed according to the European
Commission awareness-raising questionnaireCSR3. The part related to the four internal CSR elements had closed questions with offered responses
ranging from “completely disagree” to “fully agree”.
All parts of the questionnaire were checked to see
reliability of selected measures. The structure of all
four parts related to internal elements of CSR in
the questionnaire was confirmed by confirmatory
factor analysis. In the process of estimation consistency of the assumed model with the collected data
the following correlation indicators were used: the
Chi-squared test, the CFI (Comparative Fit Index),
the TLI (Tucker-Lewis Index), the NFI (Normed-Fit
Index) and the RMSEA (Root Mean Square Error of
Approximation).
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Table 3 Respondents according to organizational
units they work in

3. Research results
3.1 Descriptive statistics

Number of
respondents

Percentage

Finances

1

2.0%

Human resources and
legal affairs

3

6.0%

Global development

4

8.0%

Human resources
management

2

4.0%

Marketing

11

22.0%

Maintenance
department

1

2.0%

Quality management
and sustainable
development

1

2.0%

Legal affairs

1

2.0%

Sales department

9

18.0%

Source: Author

Production
department

10

20.0%

Table 2 Respondents’ structure related to their
education

Accounting department

1

2.0%

Development,
investments and
control department

1

2.0%

Warehouse

2

4.0%

Management

1

2.0%

Quality management

2

4.0%

Total

50

100.0%

The first part of the questionnaire had information
related to sociodemographic characteristics such as
respondents’ gender, age, education and organizational unit they work in. It can be seen in Table 1
that the majority of respondents are female (76%)
and only 24% of respondents are male.
Table 1 Respondents’ gender structure
Respondents’
gender

Number of
respondents

Percentage

Male

12

24.0%

Female

38

76.0%

Total

50

100.0%

Education level
High school

Number of
respondents

Percentage

12

24.0%

Organizational unit

Bachelor’s
degree

4

8.0%

Master’s
degree

34

68.0%

Source: Author

Total

50

100.0%

The structure of employees related to organizational units they work in is scattered due to several reasons. Each company has a different organizational
structure which depends on the size of the company. Large companies have separate organizational
units for sales and marketing or human resources
and legal affairs. Small and medium companies
usually have one organizational unit covering two
similar jobs such as marketing and sales. However, such structure contributes to objectiveness of
gained results, by including perspectives from different parts of companies.

Source: Author

Table 2 shows the respondents’ structure related to
their education level. In total, 68% of respondents
have finished a master’s degree, 24% have a high
school education and 8% have a bachelor’s degree.
The respondents’ structure is related to their age as
shown by the largest percentage of employees (36%)
who are in the category of 31 to 40 years old. A total
of 32% of employees in this category are between 41
and 50 years old, 16% of employees in the category
of 51 to 60 years old, and 12% of employees are between the 20 and 30 years old. The lowest percentage of employees (4%) is 60 years old and over.
Table 3 shows the respondents’ structure according
to organizational units.

All parts of the questionnaire were checked to see
the reliability of selected measures. Table 4 shows
descriptive statistics for all four parts which are internal elements of CSR and Cronbach α. Reliability of all parts of the questionnaire (Cronbach α) is
completely at a satisfactory level.
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The structure of all four parts related to internal elements of CSR in the questionnaire was confirmed
by confirmatory factor analysis. In the process of
estimation consistency of the assumed model with
the collected data the following correlation indicators were used: the Chi-squared test, the CFI (Comparative Fit Index), the TLI (Tucker-Lewis Index),
the NFI (Normed-Fit Index) and the RMSEA (Root
Mean Square Error of Approximation). Although
the Chi-squared test is one of the oldest and basic
indicators used in the confirmatory factor analysis

(Brown, 2014:238), it is recommended to use also
other indicators (Bentler, 1990). In the vast number
of conducted studies, recommendations by Hu and
Bentler (1999) related to range are used for each indicator given. These authors stated that the values
≥ .95 for the CFI, TLI and NFI indicators and the
.06 upper limit for the RMSEA indicate an excellent
consistency of the assumed model with the data.
Table 4 shows descriptive statistics for each question in the part of the questionnaire related to the
working environment.

Table 4 Descriptive statistics for questions related to the working environment
M

SD

RO5 – The company encourages employees to develop new skills.

3.64

.851

RO6 – The company has measures to prevent any form of discrimination in the
workplace and in the process of recruitment.

3.52

1.092

RO7 – The company includes minimally three times per year employees’ representatives in the process of making decisions about all the important issues.

3.34

1.062

RO8 – The company has additional measures which are not obligatory by law
related to health prevention of employees.

3.28

1.310

RO9 – The company has regulated with internal acts additional payed days in
cases such as wedding, childbirth, etc.

4.44

.951

RO10 – The company regularly gives gift to employees’ children until certain age.

4.54

.908

Source: Author

A part of the questionnaire related to the working
environment contains six questions. Confirmatory
factor analysis confirmed the one-factor structure
of a part of the questionnaire related to the working
environment [χ² (ss = 6, N = 50) = 8.611, p = .197;

CFI = .97; TLI = .92; NFI = .91; RMSEA = .09], with
acceptable correlation indicators of the assumed
model with the collected data. All factor saturations
are statistically significant (p < .05) and their standardized values range between .50 and .92.

Table 5 Descriptive statistics for the working environment
Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

WE

5% Trimmed Mean
Median
Variance
Std. Deviation
Minimum
Maximum
Range
Interquartile Range
Skewness
Kurtosis

Lower Bound
Upper Bound

Source: Author
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Value

Std. Error

3.7933
3.5909
3.9958
3.8167
3.6667
.507
.71235
1.83
5.00
3.17
1.00
-.247
.169

.10074

.337
.662
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The part of the questionnaire related to environment
protection contains eleven questions which were
checked with confirmatory factor analysis [χ² (ss =
44, N = 50) = 277.47, p < .001; CFI = .52; TLI = .40;
NFI = .49; RMSEA = .33]. Five questions (ZO11_5,
ZO14_1, ZO14_2, ZO14_3 and ZO14_4) were not
included in analysis because indicators are pointing
to a rather poor consistency of the assumed model
with the collected data. These questions are related
to sustainable transportation and informing stakeholders (consumers, suppliers, local community etc.)

about the impact that the company’s product has on
the environment. The final version of this part of the
questionnaire contains six questions. Confirmatory
factor analyses confirmed the one-factor structure
of this final version regarding environment protection [χ² (ss = 9, N = 50) = 8.95 p = .44; CFI = 1.00;
TLI = 1.00; NFI = .96; RMSEA = .01] with acceptable
correlation indicators of the assumed model with the
collected data. All factor saturations are statistically
significant (p < .001) and their standardized values
range between .55 and .96.

Table 6 Descriptive statistics for questions related to environment protection
M

SD

ZO11_1 – The company constantly works on environment impact reduction by
reducing energy consumption.

3.96

.807

ZO11_2 – The company constantly works on environment impact reduction in
the segment of waste minimization and recycling.

4.18

.850

ZO11_3 – The company constantly works on environment impact reduction in
the segment of pollution prevention.

4.02

.892

ZO11_4 – The company constantly works on environment impact reduction in
the segment of nature protection.

4.08

.778

ZO12 – The company constantly works on ways to reduce the impact on the
environment due to cost reduction.

3.86

.756

ZO13 – When new products are being developed, the company takes care that
packaging may be recycled.

3.78

.887

Source: Author

Table 7 Descriptive statistics for environment protection
Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Std. Error
.09755

Lower Bound

3.7840

Upper Bound

4.1760

5% Trimmed Mean

4.0093

Median

4.0000

Variance
EP

Value
3.9800

.476

Std. Deviation

.68977

Minimum

1.83

Maximum

5.00

Range

3.17

Interquartile Range

1.00

Skewness

-.487

.337

Kurtosis

.526

.662

Source: Author

The third part of the questionnaire contains six ques-

tions related to relations with the local community.
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Table 8 Descriptive statistics for questions related to relations with the local community
M

SD

OLZ15 – Last year the company employed workers from the local community.

4.16

1.076

OLZ16 – Last year the company employed people who have difficulties in finding a
job, such as young people without work experience.

3.96

1.106

OLZ18 – The company encourages employees to participate in local community
activities.

3.30

1.216

OLZ19_1 – The company regularly gives financial support to local community
projects and activities through donations.

3.94

.978

OLZ19_2 – The company regularly gives financial support to local community
projects and activities through sponsorship.

4.02

.892

Source: Author

The above items were checked with confirmatory
factor analysis [χ² (ss = 8, N = 50) = 12.798 p = .119;
CFI = .96; TLI = .92; NFI = .90; RMSEA = .111].
Several indicators were rather weak. Therefore, the
question OLZ17 (The company buys raw material
from local suppliers) was excluded from this part of
the questionnaire because of low factor saturation.

As a result of this, the model was significantly improved [χ² (ss =4, N = 50) = 2.04, p = .73; CFI = 1.00;
TLI = 1.05; NFI = .98; RMSEA = .001]. Correlation
indicators show excellent composition of the assumed model with collected data. All factor saturations are statistically significant (p < .001) and their
standardized values range between .52 and .87.

Table 9 Descriptive statistics for relations with local community
Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

RLC

Value

Std. Error

3.8760

.11456

Lower Bound

3.6458

Upper Bound

4.1062

5% Trimmed Mean

3.9311

Median

3.9000

Variance

.656

Std. Deviation

.81003

Minimum

1.40

Maximum

5.00

Range

3.60

Interquartile Range

.80

Skewness

-.899

.337

Kurtosis

1.133

.662

Source: Author

The final part of the questionnaire contains six
questions related to strategic guidelines. The confirmatory factor analysis confirmed a one-factor
structure of this part of the questionnaire [χ² (ss = 7,
N = 50) = 14.55, p = .042; CFI = .96; TLI = .91; NFI =
454

.92; RMSEA = .09], with acceptable correlation indicators of the assumed model with collected data.
All factor saturations are statistically significant (p
< .05) and their standardized values range

between
.30 and .84.
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Table 10 Descriptive statistics for questions related to strategic guidelines
M

SD

SO20 – Mission and vision are clearly defined in the company.

4.38

.780

SO21 – The company has clearly defined the company’s values.

4.10

.886

SO22_1 – In communication with customers, business partners, suppliers and other
stakeholders, the company’s values are presented trough promotional material.

3.82

.941

SO22_2 - In communication with customers, business partners, suppliers and other
stakeholders, the company’s values are presented trough informal communication.

3.90

.863

SO23 – Your customers are familiar with the company’s values.

3.82

.825

SO24 – Employees are familiar with the company’s values.

4.00

.756

Source: Author

Table 11 Descriptive statistics for strategic guidelines

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

SG

Value

Std. Error

4.0033

.09337

Lower Bound

3.8157

Upper Bound

4.1910

5% Trimmed Mean

4.0352

Median

4.0000

Variance

.436

Std. Deviation

.66025

Minimum

2.17

Maximum

5.00

Range

2.83

Interquartile Range

.71

Skewness

-.436

.337

Kurtosis

.327

.662

Source: Author

3.2 The correlation between internal elements of
CSR
Correlations between all four variables or internal elements of CSR are mutually significant and

highly positively correlated. This is shown in Table 12.
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Table 12 Correlations between the internal elements of CSR
Working
environment

Environment
protection

Relations with
local community

Strategic
guidelines

1

.649**

.758**

.576**

.000

.000

.000

50

50

50

1

.487

.713**

Pearson Correlation

Working environment

Sig. (2-tailed)

Environment
protection

Relations with
local community

Strategic guidelines

N

50

Pearson Correlation

.649

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.000

.000

N

50

50

50

50

Pearson Correlation

.758**

.487**

1

.474**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.000

N

50

50

50

50

Pearson Correlation

.576**

.713**

.474**

1

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.000

.001

N

50

50

50

**

**

.001

50

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
Source: Author

Employees who evaluated positively the strategic
guidelines also evaluated positively their working
environment, environment protection and relations with the local community. Employees that
evaluated positively the working environment also
evaluated positively environment protection and
relations with the local community. Finally, employees that evaluated positively environment protection also evaluated positively relations with the
local community.

The correlation between elements of the internal
CSR model and respondents’ socio-demographic
data were analyzed and the results are presented in
Table 13. We may say that only the respondents’ age
is significantly positively correlated with the working environment and environment protection. Older employees evaluate more positively the working
environment and environment protection. Gender
and education level are not related to each other
and the four internal elements of CSR.

Table 13 Correlations between all variables included in research
Variable
1. Age

1
-

2. Gender
3. Education level
4. Working environment

2

3

4

7

.42

.31

.26

.21

-

.07

-.01

-.04

-.09

-.03

-

.16

-.08

.12

.03

-

.65

**

.76

.58**

-

.49**

.71**

-

.47**

6. Relations with local community
7. Strategic guidelines

*

**

-

Note p < .01; p < .05.
Source: Author
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6

-.01

5. Environment protection

**

5

.08

**

*
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4. Discussion
Previous research showed that companies are more
focused on external activities of the CSR concept
(Leko Šimić, Čarapić, 2009). Vrdoljak Raguž and
Hazdovac (2014) conducted research which showed
that CSR implementation in companies is mostly
partial without implementation in strategy. Tamm
et al. considers that human resource management
and internal dimension of CSR are directly related
and can be measured (Tamm et al., 2010). Porter
and Kramer (2006) emphasized implementation
on the strategic level. Luo and Bhattacharya (2006)
confirmed a positive correlation between CSR, consumer satisfaction and the company’s market value.
The research results confirmed that partial implementation of four internal elements is not recommended because of a strong positive correlation.
Therefore, this research confirms previous research
results and emphasizes implementation of all four
internal elements of the CSR concept.

5. Conclusion
CSR implementation is a demanding and complex
process. In this research, the focus was on internal
elements of the CSR concept. The four internal elements included the working environment, environment protection, relations with local community
and strategic guidelines. The sample consisted of
fifty employees from four different companies in
the food processing sector. The majority were female with a college education. The research sample was rather small because only fifty respondents
from four companies were involved in the research.
The main problem was to get permission from the
management to conduct a survey in their company.

Therefore, conducting the same research on a larger
sample should be considered in the future.
The questionnaire used in the research had closed
questions, which do not leave an opportunity for
additional explanations. Therefore, it is possible
that respondents gave answers on issues on which
they had insufficient information.
All companies were from the food processing industry, so the research results are relevant for this
specific industrial branch. A recommendation for
further research is to include qualitative methods
such as structured interviews with employees.
The research results showed that correlations between all four variables are mutually significant and
highly positively correlated. If we include sociodemographic characteristics, only respondents’ age is
significantly positively correlated with the working
environment and environment protection because
older employees evaluated these two elements
more positively.
Employees’ evaluation of strategic guidelines was
more positive than that of the working environment, and equally positive as the evaluation of environment protection and relations with the local
community. Their evaluation of the working environment was more negative than that of environment protection, while the working environment
and relations with the local community were evaluated equally.
The main purpose of this paper is to emphasize that
the stated benefits can be gained only by implementing all the elements. Therefore, it may be concluded that synergy in implementation and benefits
for the company may be gained only by a combination and focus on all four internal elements of the
CSR concept.
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Korelacija između internih elemenata
koncepta društveno odgovornog poslovanja
Sažetak
Pojam i praksa društveno odgovornog poslovanja (DOP) odnosi se na cjelokupni raspon djelovanja i na sve
odnose koje pri tom poslovni subjekt uspostavlja interno i eksterno sa širom i užom društvenom zajednicom. Pozitivno i proaktivno djelovanje poslovnih subjekata u implementaciji DOP-a je postalo ustaljena
praksa u razvijenom svijetu, prvenstveno zbog višestrukih koristi za sve dionike. Implementacija DOP-a
vrlo je zahtjevna zbog svoje složenosti. Ona zahtijeva kombinaciju različitih elemenata na internoj i eksternoj razini. Stoga je važno istražiti postoji li korelacija između tih elemenata i kako se to odražava na
implementaciju DOP-a.
Teorijski dio daje pregled relevantnih izvora s ciljem stvaranja okvira za razumijevanje povezanosti različitih elemenata DOP-a. Praktični dio temelji se na istraživanju koje je provedeno u razdoblju od početka
veljače do sredine lipnja 2018. godine u četiri poslovna subjekta iz prehrambene industrije u kategoriji
malih, srednjih i velikih poslovnih subjekata. Podaci su prikupljeni na uzorku od pedeset zaposlenika iz
četiri poslovna subjekta koji su dali odgovore na zatvorena pitanja iz četiri područja: radna okolina, zaštita
okoliša, odnosi s lokalnom zajednicom i strateške odrednice. Prikupljeni podaci su statistički obrađeni s
IBM SPSS 22 i IBM SPSS Amos 22 korištenjem standardnih statističkih metoda. Istraživačko pitanje glasi
postoji li korelacija između četiriju odabranih internih elementa koncepta DOP-a.
Rezultati istraživanja mogu biti korišteni za bolju implementaciju DOP-a na internoj razini u poslovnim
subjektima jer su potvrdili snažnu korelaciju između četiriju odabranih internih elementa DOP-a. Poslovni
subjekti se u procesu implementacije DOP-a na internoj razini moraju jednako fokusirati na ova četiri elementa kako bi ostvarili pozitivne učinke.
Ključne riječi: društveno odgovorno poslovanje, radna okolina, zaštita okoliša, odnosi s lokalnom zajednicom, strateške odrednice
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IMPORTANCE OF ETHICS IN THE
EDUCATION OF ACCOUNTANTS
5 od 6

Abstract
Confidence in the financial statements as well as in presented business results is of particular importance
when assessing the financial position and performance of an enterprise. One can assume that the level of
confidence in the presented results of operations will be even greater if the society in which the company
operates qualifies as unethical or one in which it is common not to comply with high ethical standards. The
question is whether ethics can be learned. There are different views on the above issue but what certainly
is true is the fact that it is not harmful if education on the importance of applying high ethical principles
in business is provided through the education system. Several research questions have been posed in this
paper. The first question is to what extent are prospective professionals in the field of economics being
educated on business ethics through their system of higher education? Therefore, educational programmes
of selected economics faculties were analysed. Furthermore, due to the important role of accountants in
financial reporting, as well as the fact that there is an increasing awareness of the requirements of ethical
conduct, the main objective of this paper is to examine how future accountants perceive ethics. The results
of the empirical research conducted using the survey method are encouraging as they indicate a relatively
high level of awareness of future professional accountants on the importance of applying the highest ethical
standards in business.
Keywords: Ethics, education, ethical principles, accountants, Croatia

1. Introduction
According to International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS), the objective of general purpose
financial statements is “to provide information about
the financial position, financial performance, and
cash flows of an entity that is useful to a wide range of
users in making economic decisions” (IASB, 2007)1.
However, after significant accounting scandals, there
was a loss of confidence in the quality of the financial statements and the issue of ethics is increasingly
emphasized. The current business and commercial

environment may place enormous pressure on accountants, which may result in decisions and judgements that compromise ethical standards (Helliar,
Bebbington, 2004)2. In order to ensure quality information of the financial position and performance
of the company, accountants should act in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles,
standards, and regulations but also with the code of
ethics for professional accountants.
Due to the important role of accountants in financial reporting, as well as the fact that there is an
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increasing awareness of the requirements of ethical
conduct, the main objective of this paper is to examine how accounting students perceive ethics. According to numerous researches “there seems to be
a positive correlation between academic dishonesty
in college and unethical behaviour in work environment” (Anitsal et al., 2009). Therefore, the paper
examines future professional accountants’ attitudes
about ethics in general as well as their attitudes
about ethics of certain situations. Since respondents are potential employees, their perception of
ethics can be useful information to employers as it
can provide them with knowledge of how they will
make ethical decisions when dealing with the same
or similar situations in the business world.

2. Theoretical framework
Business ethics “comprises organizational principles,
values, and norms that may originate from individuals, organizational statements, or from the legal
system that primarily guide individual and group
behaviour in business” (Ferrell et al., 2014). Professional ethics is the application of general ethical principles and rules to solve specific problems of certain
groups in society and one of the common ways of
implementing ethics in the accounting profession is
to establish ethical principles and rules of conduct in
the form of a code of professional ethics (Tušek et al.,
2014). According to The Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants (2016) “a professional accountant
in business is expected to encourage an ethics-based
culture in an employment organization that emphasizes the importance that senior management places
on ethical behaviour” (IFAC, 2016)3.
Ethics can be a particular problem with the financial
reporting given that accepted accounting principles
leave ample room for arriving at different results in the
short run and highly subjective estimates can substantially influence earnings (Gibson, 2013). To ensure reliable financial reporting, critical controls start with an
ethical tone at the top of the organization and include,
among others, a strong code of ethics (Centre for Audit Quality, 2010)4. Certified Fraud Examiners (CFEs),
by investigating occupational fraud cases, indicated
that implementation of a code of conduct improves
organizational control and can reduce organizational
exposure to fraud. In accordance with their investigation, a code of conduct appears to be effective at limiting the cost and duration of fraud schemes; victim
organizations that implemented this control experienced losses 50% smaller and schemes 33% shorter
than organizations that did not (Association of Certified Fraud Examiners, 2014)5.
464

In order to ensure quality financial statements, a
number of demands are placed in front of professional accountants. Since they are acting in the public interest, professional accountants should observe
and comply with the ethical requirements that were
established in the Code of Ethics for Professional
Accountants. Ramljak et al. (2016) investigated the
influence of awareness of the Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants on ethical behaviour of accountants and concluded that “accountants who are
well informed of the Code of Ethics for Professional
Accountants act rather ethically”. In addition to the
written rules of conduct, adequate education is certainly a significant factor contributing to the professional performance of tasks. Jackling et al. (2007)
point out that according to professional accounting
bodies’ perceptions, ethics should be part of the
accounting curriculum just like other technical accounting skills and they support ethics education at
the pre- and post-qualifying levels of education.
According to Lau et al. (2012), “recent research has
focused on ethics education as a factor that influences ethical behaviour. Conflicting results have
surfaced, with disagreements on whether classroom
instruction significantly affects ethical perceptions
and actual behaviour. If the business discipline has
become corrupt in practice, then it seems necessary
that ethics education be built into a required college
curriculum. The challenge, however, is to determine
whether the students would perceive this education
as beneficial and whether it would affect the behaviours of future business leaders.” A study conducted
by Lau et al. (2012) investigated college students’ perception of ethics. The authors found that “individuals
fresh out of college seem to have a stronger ethical
nature and awareness, thanks, in part, to their education”, and concluded that “college education and
students’ personal lives are shaping future business
leaders and encourage ethical decision making.”
Desplaces et al. (2007) conducted a study by using
theories of moral reasoning and moral competence
to investigate the relationship between university
codes of ethics and student perceptions of ethical
culture in three different educational institutions,
as well as the relationship of various situational
variables to moral reasoning and judgment competence among business students. According to this
research, ethical codes and student perceptions of
such codes affect their perceptions of the ethical
nature of the cultures within these institutions. The
results of the above-mentioned study also suggest
that faculty and student discussion of ethics in business courses is significantly and positively related to
moral competence among students. Shurden et al.
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(2010) conducted an analysis to find out whether
students’ perceptions of sensitive ethical dilemmas
have changed over three years of surveys and concluded that progression of responses indicated that
“ethics can be taught, and that instructors have an
impact on the ethical values that students carry with
them into the business world”. Maskulka and Erickson (2011) conducted a study of business students’
perception of ethical behaviour and their actual activities reflecting those perceptions. The conducted
analysis suggested a link between perceptions of unethical behaviour and a tendency to engage in those
behaviours and the authors concluded that students
are more hesitant to engage in behaviours they perceive as being the most unethical.
Contrary to the above-mentioned studies, based
on the results of the conducted research in which
authors examined whether undergraduate students’ perceptions regarding the acceptability of
cheating were influenced by the amount of ethics instruction the students had received and/or
by their personality, Bloodgood et al. (2010) concluded that simply taking a business ethics course
did not have a significant influence on students’
views regarding cheating. In accordance with the
results, the authors state that taking the ethics
course did influence the attitudes of some (but
only some) students. In the research conducted by
Lalević-Filipović and Drobnjak (2017), as the most
important goal of ethics education, the respondents point out that education in the field of ethics helps to develop ethical responsibility among
accountants. Žager et al. (2016) have analysed the
impact of written rules of ethical behaviour on the
quality of work of accountants and auditors. Their
results confirm that written rules of conduct can
contribute significantly to the creation of a favourable atmosphere where behaviour that is considered unacceptable is clearly defined.
In this regard, the question is whether it is too late
to learn about ethics within the programmes at
universities. Parks (1993) stated that “there is ample evidence that ethical consciousness and commitment can continue to undergo transformation
at least throughout formal education” and stated
that “moral development can continue into adulthood, and that particularly dramatic changes can
occur in young adulthood in the context of professional school education”. Bampton and Maclagan
(2005) “outline a variety of reasons as to what accounting ethics education can effectively achieve,
such as increasing students’ awareness, teaching
them that business indeed does not have to be
unethical automatically, relating accounting edu-

cation to morality and ethical issues, and helping
students get a better understanding of practicerelated matters” (Bampton and Maclagan, 2005
cited in Al-Htaybat and Alberti-Alhtaybatp, 2015).
In an empirical analysis of the positive impact of
ethics teaching on accounting students O’Leary
concluded how it appears that ethics education is
beneficial, and that the challenge is to find the optimal method(s) (O’Leary, 2009).
Literature review has shown that there is a good basis for investigating the importance of ethics in business. The key research question is whether students
of economics recognize the importance of applying
high ethical principles in the development of accounting profession. The most important research
results are divided into two phases. The role of higher
education in securing high ethical principles in business has been analysed by examining the representation of courses in the field of business ethics within
the education programmes of selected faculties of
economics operating within state universities of the
Republic of Croatia as well as selected faculties of
economics operating in the region. The second part
of the research relates to the analysis of the application of high ethical principles in business and it aims
to identify personal ethical attitudes of those who are
or will soon become part of the business world.

3. Representation of ethics in the curriculum
of higher education
Indisputably, it is important to apply ethical principles in life in general as well as in the business world.
Confidence in the financial statements or presented
business results is of particular importance when
assessing the efficiency and business performance
of an enterprise. We are witnessing various corruptive scandals that cause reasonable doubt about the
reality and objectivity of the financial statements.
One can assume that the level of confidence in the
presented results of operations will be even greater
if the society in which the company operates qualifies as unethical or one in which it is not common to
comply with high ethical standards.
One of the important questions that occurs is whether ethics can be taught, or whether the acquisition of
ethical principles is primarily in the domain of the
family. There are different attitudes on the mentioned
issue, but what is certain is the fact that it is not harmful if education on the importance of applying high
ethical principles in business is provided through the
education system. In order to find out the extent to
which prospective economists are educated on busi-
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ness ethics through their system of higher education,
the curricula of university and professional studies
of the faculties of economics, which operate within
state universities in Croatia, are analysed (Table 1).
According to the research results, six of the seven
state economic faculties have been analysed.6 In general, courses that teach business ethics are usually
elective courses and are conducted in undergraduate
or graduate university or professional studies. There
are several examples of good practice where the opportunity is provided to further improve the ethical
principles through postgraduate specialist and even
doctoral studies. At a higher level of study, special attention is paid to the importance of respecting professional ethics codes, and ethical issues are primarily related to corporate socially responsible business
operations. The conduct of the ethics courses is primarily in the domain of two departments, namely the
management and marketing department, although it
is evident that accounting department also performs
courses that are closely related to the application of
the code of ethics for accountants and auditors.
If the presented data are compared to the selected
faculties of economics in the region as well as to the
renowned faculties of the selected European countries, there are no significant differences (Table 2) in
the approach to education on business ethics. Differences are manifested in the status of the course, since
in the analysed regional and other European countries it is slightly more frequent that courses in ethics will be compulsory while the courses in ethics at
the faculties of economics in Croatia are usually performed as an elective course. Furthermore, it is evident that in countries in the region, ethics courses are
more widely seen from the aspect of applying ethics
in business while in other European countries ethics
courses are conducted within a graduate study and
are more specialized in the field of study, for example,
ethics in using information technology or leading an
ethical organization and the like.
In addition to ethics in the segment of teaching activities, there are a number of acts and regulations
that regulate the ethical behaviour of students such
as ethical codes or regulations on the disciplinary
responsibility of the student. In this way, the faculties define the rights but also the working duties of
students in order to preserve the reputation of both
institutions and universities as well as teachers of
particular constituents. Almost all faculties, including the faculties of economics analysed in the paper,
prescribe the application of general standards of
ethics. The code of ethics (Faculty of Economics &
Business in Zagreb, 2008)7 stipulates that students
are expected to act as responsible members of the
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faculty and university community by complying with
the laws and regulations, basic human rights, integrity and dignity of other persons, academic freedom, principles of equality and justice, as well as to
perform their obligations diligently and professionally. Furthermore, the disciplinary code for students
stipulates and defines in detail the violation of their
duties or violations of the non-fulfilment of the corresponding obligations, which are grouped into minor and major disciplinary offences (Faculty of Economics and Business in Zagreb, 20168 & Josip Juraj
Strossmayer University of Osijek, 20109). Behaviours
commonly classified as a minor disciplinary offence
are when students are creating excessive noise and
racket interfering with normal work of the students,
teachers and office employees of the Faculty, disruption of teaching, indecent behaviour towards teachers, students and employees at the university or faculty, giving or receiving unauthorized help during
the exam as well as use of unauthorized devices, unauthorized software installation without the knowledge of the authorized person, all behaviour having
adverse effect on the hygiene and cleanliness of the
faculty premises and environment and finally, any
other disciplinary offence that has not caused serious
consequences. On the other hand, major disciplinary
offences usually include: non-compliance with general acts and decisions of competent authorities, unauthorized use of another student’s transcript, forging teachers’ signatures in the students’ transcripts
as well as other different documents (certificates and
acknowledgments), severe disturbance of teaching or
exams including the use of technical aids and other
means of information and communication technology, plagiarism of any kind, public appearances that
severely damage the reputation of universities or
faculties, intentional damage to or defacement of the
faculty’s property as well as recurring minor disciplinary offences. In addition to the defined violations of
student obligations, the disciplinary code also prescribes disciplinary measures applied to those students who do not comply with the provisions of the
disciplinary code. Measures for violation of student
duties usually include prohibition to take exams for
a specified period, temporary or permanent disqualification from the faculty as well as public warning,
reprimand or warning before being excluded (Faculty of Economics and Business in Zagreb, 201610 &
Josip Juraj Strossmayer University of Osijek, 201011).
Based on the above, it can be said that higher education recognizes the importance of ethics and promotes ethical behaviour either through educational
programmes or through written rules in the form of
ethical and disciplinary codes for students.
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Table 1 Representation analysis of courses in the field of business ethics in higher education institutions of the Republic of Croatia
Course title

Faculty of Economics and Business, University of
Zagreb12

Faculty of Economics, Josip
Juraj Strossmayer
University of
Osijek13

ECTS
score

Course
status

Type of study

The major at which
course is performed

The year
of the
study

Analysis and Business
Planning, Finance,
Marketing, Management, Managerial
Informatics, Accounting and Auditing, Trade, Tourism

3rd, 4th and
5th year

Business ethics

6

elective

Integrated
undergraduate
and graduate university
study

Ethics and Social
Responsibility

4

elective

Specialist
postgraduate
study

Organization and
Management

1st year

Code of Professional Ethics for
Accountants and
Auditors

4

elective

Specialist
postgraduate
study

Financial reporting,
auditing and analysis

1st year

Ethics in business

5

elective

University
postgraduate doctoral study

Economics and Business Economics

2nd year

Business ethics

5

elective

Graduate university study

Entrepreneurship

2nd year

Business ethics

5

elective

Graduate university study

Marketing

1st year

1st year

Faculty of Economics, Business
and Tourism, University of Split14

Business ethics

6

compulsory

Professional
specialist
graduate study

Management
Project Management
Finance and Tax
Management
Accounting and
Auditing

Faculty of Economics and Tourism “Dr. Mijo
Mirković”, Juraj
Dobrila University of Pula15

Ethics in marketing

3

elective

Undergraduate university
study

Marketing
Management

3rd year

Faculty of Economics and Business, University of
Rijeka16

Ethics and Economics

3

compulsory

Undergraduate university
study

International
Business

1st year

1st year

4th year

Faculty of Tourism and Hospitality Management,
University of
Rijeka17

Business culture
and ethics

3

elective

Graduate university study

Marketing in Tourism
Tourism Management
Management in
Hospitality
Sustainable Tourism

Ethics and Social
Responsibility

1

compulsory

Undergraduate university
study

Business Economics
in Tourism and Hospitality

Source: Authors, based on research of official web sites of the faculties
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Table 2 Representation analysis of courses in the field of business ethics in higher education institutions of selected European countries

Faculty of Economics in Ljubljana, Slovenia18

Course title

ECTS
score

Course
status

Business ethics

7

elective

Faculty of Economics in Mostar,
Bosnia & Hercegovina20

London Business
School in London,
UK21
Vienna University
of Economics and
Business, Austria22

The major at which
course is performed

The year of
the study

-

1st and 2nd
year

2nd and 3rd
year

5

elective

Undergraduate university
study

European Integration, Macro Finance
Management, Financial
Management, Marketing and Management
in Tourism, Marketing
Management, Management and Organization,
Information Technology Management,
Business Analytics, Accounting and Auditing

5

elective

Undergraduate university
study

Accounting and
Auditing

3rd year

6

compulsory

Graduate
university
study

Accounting and
Auditing

1st year

Business ethics

5

compulsory

Undergraduate professional study

2nd year

Business ethics

4

compulsory

Undergraduate university
study

Accounting and Finance, Marketing,
Management, Business
Informatics
Marketing,
Management

4th year

Business ethics

5

elective

Graduate
university
study

1st year

compulsory
compulsory

Master’s
programme
Master’s
programme

Accounting and Finance, Marketing,
Management, Business
Informatics

-

Master’s
programme

Business ethics
School of Economics and Business in
Sarajevo, Bosnia &
Hercegovina19

Type of
study
Graduate
university
study

Professional
ethics of accountants and
auditors
Professional
ethics of accountants and
auditors

Leading Ethical
Organizations
Business Law
and Ethics
Ethical Computing

4

MBA Programme

-

Global master’s in
management

2nd year

Master’s in Information Systems

-

Source: Authors, based on research of official web sites of the faculties

4. Analysis of the most significant results of
empirical research on the application of
ethical principles in business and personal
ethical attitudes of future accountants
4.1 Research methodology
In order to identify the ethical attitudes and moral values of a specific population that already is or will soon
468

become part of the business world, an empirical research on a sample of students in the final year of their
graduate study at the Faculty of Economics, University
of Zagreb, major - Accounting and Auditing was conceived. The survey was conducted in April 2018 and
the survey method was a questionnaire, in which 80
responses were collected. Table 3 lists the most significant characteristics of the respondents.
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Table 3 The most significant characteristics of the respondents
Respondents’ characteristics
Gender
Type of student

Work experience

Frequency

Percentage

Male

9

11.25 %

Female

71

88.75 %

Full-time student

69

86.25 %

Part-time student

11

13.75 %

No

8

10.13 %

Yes, on accounting jobs

33

41.77 %

Yes, on various non-accounting jobs

38

48.10 %

Source: Authors, based on empirical research results

Women (89%) versus 11% of men dominate the research population. Such a relationship is not surprising given that women have dominated for decades in the accounting profession in the Republic of
Croatia. Out of 80 respondents, 86% have the status
of a full-time student, while the remaining 14% are
part-time students. A particularly important issue
is the question of the experience of the surveyed
respondents. The results point to the fact that a significant number of final year students find a job in
the profession. In fact, almost 90% of respondents
have work experience: 42% of them have experience
in accounting jobs while the remaining 48% work in
various non-accounting jobs and only 10% have no
work experience.

4.2 Research results and discussion
The following is an analysis of the importance of
accountants acting in accordance with the fun-

damental principles of professional ethics. Specifically, the Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants establishes the fundamental principles
of professional ethics for accountants and provides the conceptual framework that professional
accountants will apply in order to: (a) recognize
the threats to fundamental principles; (b) assess
the importance of identified threats and (c) apply protection where necessary to remove threats
or reduce them to an acceptable level (IESBA,
2015)23. Table 4 shows the descriptive statistics of
answers on the importance of accountants acting
in accordance with the fundamental principles of
professional ethics. The Code recognizes five fundamental principles of professional ethics. The
findings point to the conclusion that future accountants perceive all of the above principles to be
of the utmost importance since the most common
rating was five, and it corresponds to the view that
the principle is extremely important.

Table 4 Results of empirical research on the importance of acting in accordance with the fundamental
principles of professional ethics for accountants
Fundamental Principles of Professional Ethics

Minimum

Maximum

Mod

Average

Integrity

1

5

5

4.90

Objectivity

1

5

5

4.85

Professional Competence and Due Care

1

5

5

4.91

Confidentiality

1

5

5

4.94

Professional Behaviour

1

5

5

4.92

Source: Authors, based on empirical research results
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of educational programmes. On the other hand,
Several issues have been posed in empirical research; whether respondents acknowledge the
only 20% of respondents totally or mostly disagree
with the statement that ethics can be learned. Since
importance of respecting high ethical standards,
students consider that they are not sufficiently eduhow important is ethics to them and whether it is
cated about accounting ethics (over 66% of students
primarily in the domain of the educational proare neutral or disagree with the statement that they
gramme or the family domain. Respondents have
been asked to assess the degree of agreement with
are sufficiently educated about ethics in the field of
accounting), it can be concluded that there is room
the claim that they consider ethics to be extremely
and need for further education in this area.
important. It is indicative that 79% of respondents
state that they fully agree, while 17.5% of respondIn Figure 1 it is possible to see an exploratory analyents
generally agree with the statement “ethics is
of field
the of
attitudes
of the respondents depending
with the statement that they are sufficiently educated about ethics sis
in the
accounting),
extremely important to me”. Thus, there is no doubt
oninwhether
it can be concluded that there is room and need for further education
this area. or not they agree with the statement
that respondents recognize the significance and
that ethics can be taught and the ways of delivering
importance of acting in accordance with high ethicourses in business ethics. It is important to note
cal
standards.
need to
be eduIn Figure
1 it is Future
possible professionals
to see an exploratory
analysis
of the attitudes
of the respondents
that respondents
who fully or mainly agree with the
cated
about
the importance
applying
high
ethicalthat ethics
depending
on whether
or not theyofagree
with the
statement
can be that
taughtethics
and the
statement
can be taught to a greater exstandards in the business world, but the fact is that
tent
support
the
view
ways of delivering courses in business ethics. It is important to note that respondents whothat the same should be studupbringing and family values certainly contribute
ied within a separate course. On the other hand,
fully or mainly to
agree
the statement that
ethics canprinbe taught to a greater extent support
significantly
thewith
development
of ethical
those students who totally or mostly disagree with
the viewofthat
the same
should be
within
a separate
On the other hand, those
ciples
each
individual.
Instudied
support
of the
abovecourse.
the
statement that ethics can be taught consider
thesis
thetotally
fact that
the 64%
of respondents
comstudentsiswho
or mostly
disagree
with the statement
that ethics
be taught
consider
thatcan
ethics
issues
could be an integral part of some
pletely or mostly agreed with the statement that the
courses
(for example organization, financial
that ethics issues could be an integral part of some other courses other
(for example
organization,
acquisition of ethical principles should primarily be
accounting etc.) within the existing programme.
financial
accounting
existing
programme.
in
the domain
of etc.)
the within
familythe
and
not in
the domain
Figure 1 1
Exploratory
analysis
of the attitudes
the respondents
depending
on whether
or not
Figure
Exploratory
analysis
of theofattitudes
of the
respondents
depending
on whether or not they
they agree with the statement that ethics can be taught and the ways of delivering business
agree
with the statement that ethics can be taught and the ways of delivering business ethics courses
ethics courses

10

RESPONDENTS WHO TOTALLY OR MOSTLY DISAGREE
WITH THE STATEMENT THAT ETHICS CAN BE TAUGHT.

6
3

RESPONDENTS WHO ARE NEUTRAL

17
12

RESPONDENTS WHO TOTALLY OR MOSTLY AGREE WITH
THE STATEMENT THAT ETHICS CAN BE TAUGHT.

32
0

5

10

an integral part of some other course

15

20

25

30

35

independent course

Source: Authors, based on empirical research results

Source: Authors, based on empirical research results
In order to understand the way of thinking as well as the general ethical attitudes of future
In
order to understand the way of thinking as well
mentioned unethical actions especially regarding
accountants,
two interconnected
groupsofoffuture
questions
have been set
up. In the
first group ofof documents for personal
as
the general
ethical attitudes
accountbribery,
falsification
ants,
two
interconnected
groups
of
questions
have
gain,
etc.
In
second group of questions, certain
questions, the emphasis was on identifying their own attitudes to what extent theythe
considered
been
set
up.
In
the
first
group
of
questions,
the
situations
were
described
(adapted from Costa et
some unethical actions to be acceptable behaviour (Table 5). The results show
that
emphasis was on identifying their own attitudes to
al., 2016) and respondents were asked to indicate
respondents most frequently expressed relatively high level of disagreement with the
what extent they considered some unethical actions
whether or not they agree with the actions of an unaforementioned
unethical
actions especially
regarding
bribery, falsification
of documents
for 5). These results also conto
be acceptable
behaviour
(Table 5).
The results
ethical character
(Table
personalthat
gain,
etc. In the second
group of questions,
certain firm
situations
were described
show
respondents
most frequently
expressed
the satisfactory
level of ethics of future profesrelatively high level of disagreement with the aforesional accountants.
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Table 5 Attitudes of respondents about unethical actions
Please indicate to what extent the following statements
reflect your views:

1

2

3

4

5

Average
score

Driving in public transport without a purchased ticket is
acceptable behaviour

44%

19%

34%

0%

3%

2.01

Receiving bribes is acceptable behaviour

91%

7%

2%

0%

0%

1.09

Cheating on exams is acceptable behaviour

55%

18%

21%

5%

1%

1.8

Using sick leave even though we are not sick is acceptable
behaviour

61%

20%

15%

4%

0%

1.61

Using company property for private purposes is acceptable
behaviour

58%

30%

9%

2%

1%

1.6

Falsification of documents in order to exercise the rights
for which we have no real preconditions is acceptable behaviour

85%

10%

2,5%

2,5%

0%

1.23

Falsification of information in the CV in order to get a better job is acceptable behaviour

74%

12%

8%

6%

0%

1.46

Falsification of financial statements to reduce tax liability is
acceptable behaviour

85%

8%

3.5%

3.5%

0%

1.26

Please indicate to what extent you agree with the following statements:

1

2

3

4

5

Average
score

Granting a loan to a company that does not meet the conditions for obtaining a loan based solely on family connections/friendship

77%

16%

6%

0%

1%

1.34

Sending a request to the buyer to make an additional order
at the end of the year to achieve the sales manager bonus

43%

32%

19%

6%

0%

1.89

Sales of products that do not meet the security requirements to earn the sales manager bonus

85%

9%

5%

0%

1%

1.24

The ethical dilemma of whom to fire: Cancellation of the
work contract of a competent employee who was recently
hired as opposed to an older employee who already has a
substantial history of wrongdoing in the company but has
health problems

49%

22.5%

22.5%

6%

0%

1.86

Incomplete recording of revenue (e.g. fictitious revenue
creation or early records of revenue - revenue records for
products and services not delivered)

77%

16%

5%

1%

1%

1.35

Violation of ethical codes and regulations because of the
threat of dismissal

70%

15%

9%

4%

2%

1.54

Violation of the obligation to keep a business book committed for personal gain

82%

15%

1%

1%

1%

1.26

Source: Authors, based on empirical research results
Note: 1 – strongly disagree, 5 – strongly agree

One of the aims of the research was to determine
whether work experience affects the differences in
responses about ethical attitudes of respondents.
In order to test whether the work experience of respondents affects their ethical views, the respondents who argued that they completely disagree with
the stated statement (each claim was viewed sepa-

rately) were observed, which would mean that the
respondents had exceptionally high ethical standards. Respondents were divided into those who had
not yet had work experience and those who had
been working either in accounting or in another
profession until now. To test the statistical significance of differences between responses depending
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on work experience, the chi-square test of independence of two variables was performed. The following hypotheses were set:
Null hypothesis: The work experience of respondents
has no influence on their ethical views.

Alternative hypothesis: The work experience of respondents affects their ethical views.
The chi-square test with five degrees of freedom
was performed, with Significance of 5% (Table 6).

Table 6 Results of the chi-square test
Theoretical values
Do you have any previous work experience in:

Yes

No

Total

Granting a loan to a company that does not meet the conditions for obtaining a
loan based solely on family connections//friendship

53.54331

6.456693

60

Sending a request to the buyer to make an additional order at the end of the year
to achieve the sales manager bonus and the ethical dilemma of whom to fire:
Cancellation of a work contract of a competent employee who was recently hired
as opposed to an older employee who already has a substantial history of wrongdoing in the company but has health problems24

66.92913

8.070866

75

Sales of products that do not meet the security requirements to earn the sales
manager bonus

59.79003

7.209974

67

Incomplete recording of revenue (e.g. fictitious revenue creation or early records of revenue - revenue records for products and services not delivered)

53.54331

6.456693

60

Violation of ethical codes and regulations due to threats of being dismissed

49.08136

5.918635

55

Violation of the obligation to keep a business book committed for personal gain

57.11286

6.887139

64

340

41

381

Total
Results
Significance
Degrees of freedom
Critical value
Chi-square
p-Value

0.05
5
11.0705
4.917246697
0.959175

Source: Authors, based on empirical research results

The critical value of the test is 11.0705. Since the
value of the chi-square is lower than the critical
value of the test, i.e. the p-value is greater than 0.05,
the hypothesis that the work experience of the respondents does not affect their ethical positions
with the significance of 5% is accepted. Although
we started with the assumption that work experience should contribute to a higher level of ethicality,
the results outlined here are not unexpected since
in the analysed sample, almost 90% of respondents
have some work experience.
The last group of questions was focused on concrete
measures that would, in the respondents’ opinion,
472

prevent the unethical behaviour of the individual.
These measures are divided into two groups: the
first is at the level of the profession, laws or regulations, and the second comprises measures that are
primarily taken at the organization level in the work
environment. The results show that our respondents perceive the importance and role of written
rules for accountants as a standard of the highest
ethical and moral principles. At the same time, they
point to the valuable fact that the greatest incentive
for ethics in business should come from the work
environment by establishing effective internal controls and the ability to report unethical behaviour
without fear of dismissal or retaliation.
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Važnost etike u obrazovanju računovođa
Sažetak
Povjerenje u financijske izvještaje, odnosno prezentirane rezultate poslovanja, od osobite je važnosti pri
ocjeni sigurnosti i uspješnosti poslovanja nekog poduzeća. Za pretpostaviti je kako će razina nepovjerenja
u prezentirane rezultate poslovanja biti još i veća ako se društvo u kojem poduzeće posluje kvalificira kao
neetično ili ono u kojem je uobičajeno da se ne poštuju visoki etički standardi. Jedno od važnih pitanja koja
se nameću je i pitanje može li se etika naučiti? Postoje različiti stavovi o navedenoj problematici no ono
što sigurno vrijedi jest činjenica da nije naodmet i kroz sustav obrazovanja osigurati edukaciju o važnosti
primjene visokih etičkih načela u poslovanju. U radu je postavljeno nekoliko istraživačkih pitanja. Prvo pitanje je u kojoj mjeri se budući profesionalci iz područja ekonomije educiraju o poslovnoj etici kroz sustav
njihova visokoškolskog sustava obrazovanja? U tom smislu su analizirani obrazovni programi odabranih
ekonomskih fakulteta. Nadalje, zbog važne uloge računovođa u financijskom izvještavanju, kao i zbog činjenice kako postoji sve veća svijest o zahtjevima etičkog ponašanja, glavni cilj ovog rada je ispitati kako budući
računovođe percipiraju etiku. Rezultati provedenog empirijskog istraživanja primjenom metode anketnog
istraživanja ohrabruju budući da ukazuju na relativno visoku razinu osviještenosti budućih profesionalnih
računovođa o važnosti primjene najviših etičkih standarda u poslovanju.
Ključne riječi: etika, obrazovanje, etička načela, računovođe, Republika Hrvatska
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MAPPING BUSINESS START-UP
ECOSYSTEM IN KOSOVO
5 od 6

Abstract
The aim of this study is to critically review the existing initiatives of start-up support services for entrepreneurship growth in Kosovo. In the light of an increasing government and donor activities to support
start-ups in Kosovo, there is a need for evaluation of these policy interventions to guide future entrepreneurship policy. Building on the political economy of small firm intervention literature and using mapping
method the study identifies and critically evaluates the technical, financial and other support services to
start-ups. The study uses secondary resources to explore the initiatives and understand the entrepreneurship growth ecosystem. The findings suggest that although there is an increased trend of business support
services the entrepreneurship ecosystem has not gone beyond the traditional policy measures and in many
areas remains in its infancy phase of development. Challenges remain in the area of provision of alternative
forms of financing, incubation space and services and moreover, in the area of support for growth-oriented
startups. The study concludes by providing alternative and additional policy intervention tools.
Keywords: Entrepreneurship, start-ups, Kosovo, ecosystem, technical support, financing

1. Introduction
The overall objective of this mapping exercise is to
improve the efficiency of the government and donor
assistance to start-ups. More specifically, the purpose
of the assignment is to assess the current support
packages available to start-ups in Kosovo, at various
stages of business development, from the pre-incubation, incubation, seed to the expansion phase, as
well as barriers and obstacles to their growth. Another aim is to identify potential needs such as infrastructure, services, and access to finance. The assessment offers recommendations which would be
the basis for designing a specific policy intervention
tool with the aim of removing barriers and supporting the development of start-ups. The objectives of
this study are threefold. Firstly, to analyse technical

and financial support available to start-ups in Kosovo from the government, non-governmental and
international institutions/organizations. Secondly, to
assess and identify the barriers and potential needs
such as infrastructure, services, and access to finance
for the development of start-ups (Krasniqi, 2010;
2012; 2014, Peci, 2015; Williams, Krasniqi, 2018). Finally, the aim is to provide recommendations on the
parameters of the envisaged EU assistance to startups to overcome the obstacles they face in their development, both in efficiency and in quality.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews the literature in political economy of intervention to correct market failures in terms of small
firms. Section 3 presents the methodology used
in the study. Section 4 sets out the range of policies used to support start-ups by using a start-up
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mapping matrix. Section 5 sets out conclusions and
the overall start-up environment, as well as a set of
policy recommendations for future interventions to
support small firms.

2. Literature review: rationale for intervention
in supporting business start-up
The allocation theory posits that market failure refers
to the failure of price-market institutions in sustaining activities deemed desirable in the economy and
it is basically a situation in which resources are not
allocated to their highest valued use or maximum
welfare potential (Bator, 1958). Therefore, if markets
work efficiently under the equilibrium, in the competitive markets the allocation will be efficient and
no market failures will follow. However, with imperfect information, financial gaps, compliance costs,
resistance to change and uncertainty, very rarely
does such a situation occur which requires policy intervention (Krasniqi, 2010; Williams, Krasniqi, 2018;
Mustafa, Krasniqi, 2018). For example, when private
companies cannot or will not provide business support services because they cannot make a commercial return or profit, even where there is demand or
need for a service, such a situation is considered to
be a market failure (European Commission, 2012).1
The result of a market failure is that the needs of
certain start-ups or SMEs are either not met or
are only partially met. Under these circumstances,
European Commission (2012) suggests that the rationale for the public provision of support services
is that they will lead to employment and wealth creation that would not otherwise have occurred exactly because these services were not available. Two
primary criteria for the provision of public support
services, therefore, are that: (a) the service is not offered privately, even though there is a need, and; (b)
the provision of the service will enable the business
to develop, leading to the generation of new wealth
and/or employment.
The market failure associated with SMEs and especially regarding start-up finance is due to asymmetric information between a business and a lender
(Krasniqi, 2007; 2014). The business knows more
about its own characteristics and the proposition
for which it is seeking finance. This makes it difficult for the lender to price a loan accurately. To
overcome adverse selection problems, lenders typically use collateral as insurance against default on
the loan. Banks and other institutions usually use
collateral as a signal of the borrower’s commitment
to the venture and their own assessment of the risk.
Low risk borrowers are more likely to put their own
assets at risk. This leads to the situation where we
478

have potential good projects that can be profitable
and sustainable. As a consequence, business actors
cannot have adequate access to funding for their
ideas to be implemented in the start-up phase.
However, if left to the market, start-ups will not be
able to meet collateral requirements despite potentially viable projects. As a result, innovative and
promising projects will disappear if there are no
intervention programmes in place. There is a common opinion that policy intervention is justified
under these circumstances. A good intervention
in this case is to use policy mechanisms to alleviate
the risk to the private sector caused by asymmetric information. Several policy initiatives have been
designed throughout the world to make market
more efficient such as the Start-up Loan Guarantee
Scheme (SFLGS), a long-standing government intervention to alleviate this market failure, which is
being used to promote start-up development.
In terms of innovation, the Oxera (2005)2 report identifies four major market failures that may have a
significant impact on the innovation process. Accordingly, if left to the market, projects that, from a
private perspective, are unprofitable, but would generate large social benefits, may not be taken forward.
Firms rarely innovate alone as a result of bad coordination and lack of networking. However, problems
may exist that have an adverse impact on the ability
of companies to coordinate or at least interact, and
so deliver innovation. A wide range of problems may
arise, including difficulties in coordinating R&D and
inadequate access by smaller firms to the innovation
system. Finally, the European Commission (2012)
suggests that imperfect and asymmetric information
affects, in particular, financial markets. Due to a lack
of information, SMEs engaged in high-tech innovative projects, with good prospects, may find it difficult to obtain funding.
In the area of provision of training and skills development for start-ups, there is common agreement
that start-ups are unable to pay for services of professional training or consultancy providers. Even
more frequently, the SMEs and these social start-ups’
demand for non-financial services such as training
or consultancy may be low because they do not recognize that these services can raise their productivity and growth. In other words, because of a lack of
information or because of the risk, these benefits are
not supported (Hallberg, 2000: 7). As a result, small
firms and especially start-ups tend to use fewer external sources of advice than larger firms, which in
turn may limit the growth potential of start-ups.
There is evidence from both developing and developed countries that well designed training can lead
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to modest increases in business start-ups but little
robust evidence is available. Klinger & Schundeln
(2011) analysed the results of business training program that the NGO TechnoServe ran in Nicaragua
and El Salvador and found that support in the formulation of a business plan has led to a 4–9% higher
probability of business start-ups for trainees who did
not own a business before. Fukanuma, et al. (2006)
also find that firms which borrow from government
financial institutions, grow faster than firms which
borrow from private lenders, after the eighth year
since loans have been made. These findings together
suggest that government programs have contributed to the long run growth of small firms that private
lenders are reluctant to make loans to.
However, finding the correct practical policies to
address these theoretical market failures is not easy.
Many governments initially established their own
VC funds, but these have been largely abandoned
as political influences distort investment decisions
and government officials lack the ability to assess
and manage investment opportunities (Nightingale
et al., 2009). To conclude, there is a need for intervention, in different forms of support for start-ups.
This should be cautiously chosen in order to correct these market failures. For example, when designing an intervention, particular attention should
be paid not to introduce incentives that encourage
bad quality projects. Risk sharing by entrepreneurs
is the best solution to increase the risk involvement
and seriousness of entrepreneurs on grant scheme
support. The same applies for subsidizing consultancy and other forms of direct support.

3. Methodology
The research methodology for conducting the assessment involved a combination of literature review such as reviewing existing documents (reports,
articles, laws, strategic documents), best practices
in Kosovo and other similar contexts, meetings and
interviews with key stakeholders, and completing
several data collection instruments (matrix of intervention programmes/projects) which were designed solely for this purpose. More specifically, the
methodology for conducting this study included the
analysis of technical and financial support available
in Kosovo (including government, non-governmental and international organizations, business support providers) based on the desk review of primary and secondary information, reports, studies
and other available information about the current
state of the start-up environment, including barriers/obstacles and best practices in start-up support.
We also conducted stocktaking and analysis of the
business start-up environment, barriers and poten-

tial needs (infrastructure, services, and access to finance) by identifying gaps and future interventions.
Furthermore, we conducted interviews and consultations with the representatives of the relevant institutions to identify current and planned initiatives
of start-up support packages and measures. The
relevant institutions include both governmental,
donor–led initiatives/projects, NGOs, and private
initiatives such as: central and local government,
Ministry of Innovation and Entrepreneurship, Kosovo Investment and Enterprise Support Agency/
MTI, Kosovo Credit Guarantee Fund (KCGF) and
selected municipalities, business associations and
chambers of commerce as well as business support
providers, banks and MFIs. We also interviewed a
number of current and potential beneficiaries of
start-up projects implemented in Kosovo.

4. Mapping the financial and technical
assistance to start-ups
This mapping exercise includes mapping and verification of all the actors such as existing institutions/
supporters providing help to start-ups, both technical and financial. The first step in developing a
start-up ecosystem from the public or donor intervention perspective is to identify its private-public
stakeholders, its instruments and existing facilities.
For this purpose, we designed a start-up matrix
which contains all relevant information about the
key stakeholders and the range of services being offered for start-ups. Secondly, after mapping of existing technical and financial support in the matrix we
could explore if there is an overlapping of any initiatives/projects or instruments. We also looked into
possible lack of best practices or instruments that
have been used successfully in other countries that
could be used as models from which lessons can
be drawn how to address similar problems of the
start-up ecosystem within Kosovo. The first column
in Table 1 lists institutions/organisations/agencies/
donors, the second reports technical assistance services and the third column reports all financial instruments to support start-ups.
The matrix of start-up support shows that there is a
large number of available intervention programmes
and projects to support start-ups in Kosovo. Numerous government programmes and NGOs, donor agencies, projects and profit organisations are
actively involved in supporting start-ups in Kosovo.
In particular, Kosovo has benefited largely from international donor activity to support start-ups. The
entrepreneurship ecosystem in Kosovo offers many
initiatives for start-up support, but they are fragmented and the majority of them do not seem to
work together. As such, they cannot utilize potential
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complementarities between projects and even benefit from a more integrated system for start-up support. During the field interviews with stakeholders,
one could note that these instruments and projects
could learn from each other, but appear to be working separately. An emerging trend in terms of technical assistance is heavily skewed towards business
skills trainings for start-ups and various forms of
business consulting and mentoring. As for financial
support, there is frequent use of traditional forms
of start-up financing such as grants, while the more
modern types of financing such as crowdfunding is
non-existent or at best very limited. What follows
will explain these instruments.

4.1 Financial assistance
Entrepreneurial finance is rapidly evolving all over
the world. Entrepreneurs are combining traditional
debt and equity start-up finance (e.g., friends, family, angel investors, venture capitalists, and occasionally banks) with alternative ways of financing
(Bruton et al., 2015). Being still in its initial stage
of development, Kosovo has not fully exploited
the benefits of all traditional methods of start-up
finance. Finance start-up support has been limited
mainly to provision of grants, equipment and machinery, co-financing grants, whereas angel investors, equity financing and venture capitalist funds
are almost are non-existent (Krasniqi, 2010).
On the other hand, start-ups face difficulties in accessing finance for new innovative projects (Krasniqi, 2006; Krasniqi, Kutllovci, 2008; Hashi, Krasniqi,
2011; Lajqi, Krasniqi, 2017; Krasniqi, Peci, 2017).
Consequently, there is a necessity to find creative
solutions to fill this funding gap for start-ups and
SMEs, for which the access to traditional banking
system has been almost impossible. Therefore, it is
crucial to have concentrated efforts of all stakeholders, including, but not limited to, all government
institutions and agencies, business community, and
international donors to explore the possibilities in
implementing alternative financing instruments for
start-ups. Such alternative finance schemes proved
to be successful in other contexts and could become
more sustainable in the long run. Some of these examples such as crowdfunding platforms, angel investors, venture capitalists etc., might become effective instruments for start-up funding in Kosovo.
Our research shows that grants have been heavily
used mechanisms to address the finance gap for
start-ups. Usually, grant schemes take the form of
a matching grant scheme and a competitive grant
scheme combined with some sort of business plan
competitions. The programmes/projects are aimed
to attract talented people with impactful business
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ideas. Some of the grants involved co-financing
by local entrepreneurs to share the risk associated
with the projects, while others were directly used
for full coverage to provide equity-free seed capital.
Findings from field interviews with stakeholders suggest that any grant scheme should be based on some
type of co-investment in order to have some risk involvement by entrepreneurs. There is a concern by
stakeholders that using grants without co-financing
by entrepreneurs may distort incentives by increasing
the pool of low quality applicants and making screening process more complicated. The example of our
mapping exercise shows that in several programmes
presented in this report participants were exposed to
organized and open competition and then became
connected to trainers and mentors to facilitate startup creation and growth. Some of these projects (e.g.
UNDP, GIZ and others in Kosovo) have used start-up
programmes to support socially excluded groups and
diaspora returnees to enter a self-employment career
(Krasniqi, Williams, 2018; Williams, Krasniqi, 2018).
These are examples of connecting grant schemes with
support through skills training and mentoring. The
majority of stakeholders have agreed that combining
technical assistance with financial would boost the
success rate of start-ups.
Loans. Loans are the primary funding instrument
for SMEs, with the vast majority of the loan volume
coming from local banks. Shorter-term working
capital loans are the most popular, while investment loans are viewed as less in demand due to
uncertain political and economic conditions. Although lending activity, especially for SME loans,
was on the rise in recent years in Kosovo, especially
during 2015, the start-up finance from local banks
is not present (Central Bank of Kosovo, 2017)3. The
situation with female entrepreneurs is even worse.
Kosovo banks do not have gender-disaggregated
data; however, they estimate that women-led SMEs
represent only 0.5-5% of their loan portfolios.
Business Angels. Angel investors are typically equity investors in start-up companies in the early
stage. Angel investors are usually wealthy individuals that come together in investor networks seeking
to find entrepreneurial opportunities. Investments
by business angels can fill the gap between venture
capital and debt finance, especially for start-ups.
Until a few years ago, angel investors in Kosovo were
virtually non-existent. Although the angel investors’
network is growing in Kosovo, it is still in its infant stage.
Today there are only a few business angels’ networks
such as Kosovo Business Angel Network-KOSBAN,
MDA foundation, gjirafa.com and some individual angel investors. There is no clear evidence of the results
produced by the Kosovo Business Angels’ Network.
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Some initiatives of business angel networks struggled with their work and are no longer in operations (e.g. EYE initiative). Notwithstanding,
business angels can become a promising way of
financing of start-ups in Kosovo. The government
of Kosovo and the support of donors have an important role to play. For instance, the government
could help develop an internet platform to provide
information on angel investors in Kosovo or find
interested actors to invest in projects in the country. Furthermore, it could support open calls for
business ideas, pitching events, B2B which could
then more easily link to the business angel’s network in Kosovo and the region. Kosovo can learn
from the example of the UK’s government supporting BANs and national campaigns highlighting the role and importance of business angels.
In addition, various forms of fiscal and non-fiscal
incentives can be used to trigger investments in
start-ups as in the UK.
Fintech/crowdfunding. Crowdfunding draws inspiration from concepts like microfinance (Poetz
& Shreier, 2012; Morduch, 1999) but it represents
a unique category of fundraising, with different vehicles, processes, and goals (World Bank, 2013)4.
Crowdfunding is estimated to be a growing $5
billion global industry. It is the practice of funding a project or venture by raising small amounts
of money from a large number of individuals,
typically via the Internet, using an intermediary
known as a platform (Balkan Economic Forum,
2017)5. The crowdfunding emerged as a way of
allowing individual investors an opportunity to
pool relatively small amounts of money in order
to meet the funding requirements of new or expanding ventures. In Kosovo, there are very few of
them. We managed to find only Prishtina Hackerspace, a co-working open experimentation space
in Pristina, which is established exclusively for
technological, educational, cultural and scientific
purposes. The organization uses the crowdfunding platform. As of January 2017, they have had
231 backers who pledged $16,994 to help bring
this project to life. As such, there is an emerging need to use this alternative form of financing
and Kosovo could draw on successful examples of
other countries. Some preconditions for developing crowdfunding platforms already exist, such as
large Kosovan diaspora community and high ICT
potential in Kosovo.
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4.2 Technical assistance
The mapping analysis shows that a majority of organizations and donor-funded programs/projects
offer some type of technical assistance. Technical
assistance ranges from simple business plan training to mentoring, coaching, B2B events, networking, and matchmaking (Table 1).
One important issue emerging from the mapping
and the interviews with organizations and other
relevant stakeholders offering business support
services is that the support is in most cases donor
driven, posing a concern about the future sustainability of start-up support programs. There are
also some local initiatives based solely on government funding, but to a limited extent. For example,
the Ministry of Culture, Youth and Sports annually runs the entrepreneurship training program
throughout Kosovo. Municipality of Gjakova also
established a grant scheme for local start-ups and
SMEs. All Business Development Organizations
(both NGO and private companies) who deal with
start-ups have pointed out the challenge of working
with start-ups. As suggested by other examples in
the literature, on the supply side of business support services there is a tendency of gradually moving towards the well-established and well-performing start-ups that are able to pay market prices for
these services. The ongoing concern remains that
without donor or government funding, only a few
start-ups will be able to use the external advice and
business support services.
The numerous intervention programs have helped
in developing the market for Business Development
Services (BDS) in Kosovo. In particular, using the
cost–sharing scheme has produced results in educating clients to pay for services (Organization for
Economic and Community Development, 2017)6.
Under these schemes, firms and start-ups are more
willing to pay market prices for BDS. Some consulting services and training support are underdemanded because start-ups may fail to appreciate
their “true” benefits. Therefore, temporarily subsidized services may encourage firms to try them,
producing a “demonstration effect” that increases
demand (Hallberg, 2000). Supply side development
is also possible by temporarily subsidizing BDS
providers. This may encourage them to search for
better products and delivery mechanisms, resulting
in a lower cost of service provision, specifically designed for start-ups. However, the newcomer start-
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ups need ongoing support at their initial phase because of restricted access to, or high cost of finance.
Hence, these newcomers may have an impact on
utilization of consultancy, training and other business support services. As suggested in an interview
with a CEO of an organization dealing with start-up
support, the first step is often helping them better
understand their business needs. Providing adequate guidance in the beginning is likely to increase
their demand for consultancy services in the future.
Helping start-ups raise awareness of the benefits of
business development services and increase trust in
service providers is another issue for consideration
when designing support packages for start-ups.

5. Conclusion and policy proposals
There is still a limited number of BDS programmes/
projects funded by domestic funds. Most of them
are funded by donors. Some of the best practices
have been translated into annual projects funded
by the Government of Kosovo (e.g. Entrepreneurship Skills Training Program funded by the Ministry of Culture, Youth and Sports, Voucher Scheme/
KIESA). Our findings show that there is a need for
larger infusion of investment capital to modernize
outdated plants and equipment. Current financing
instruments are usually limited to less than 10,000
euros for start-up support. There is a need to move
the policy support of start-ups to next level by designing instruments to support early-stage growth
of start-ups.
In addition, there is a lack of understanding of the
benefits of borrowing among SMEs. There is a need
to design new instruments for post-start-up phase
of development. Donors should encourage alternative forms of financing. Currently the majority of
local start-ups and SMEs are unaware of crowdfunding. Consequently, the donor intervention
would promote these tools.
There is a need to promote the business angel culture by supporting the creation of business angel
networks, by helping to set up a national association of business angels and sponsoring roadshows
to popularize the idea among the start-ups as well
as existing businesses which are expected to act as
angel investors. The already existing community of
business angels, although very limited, could form
a base for future development.
On the basis of our investigation, we find it would
be highly desirable for the Government of Kosovo

to implement the following measures. To start with,
a Single Point of Contact/office or online portal
should be developed where start-ups can get advice
on public instruments and funds. Possibilities of involving private initiatives should also be explored.
Kosovo could draw from European Commission
(2017)7 best practice such as Start-up Europe.
This portal would integrate all activities of donors,
government, NGOs and other stakeholders. Startups would have a platform that offers easy access
of start-ups to relevant information. At the same
time, this platform would make any call for startup support programs more competitive and hence
contribute to more effective intervention programs.
There should be opportunities for networking and
capacity building for entrepreneurs, private sector investors, and the donor community through
events (annual forums, events for entrepreneurs
and start-ups), through business plan competitions
and start-up fairs, and through social networks. The
government should also support capacity-building
initiatives that are targeted to policy makers, incubation managers, and trainers.
Investment and growth criteria should be developed to incentivize start-ups to achieve long-term
growth and attain their full potential for employment and income generation, and thus contribute
to the economic development. These incentives are
rarely applied. It is important to recognize a need
for scaling incentives based on some growth or investment criteria. It is equally important to design
specific programs that could foster cooperation of
large firms with start-ups. Experiences of the CoCreation Lab Vienna (Vienna Business Agency,
2017)8 are useful examples how to design a program
to support linkages between large firms and startups for the benefit of both sides.
The role of the education system is to promote key
competencies in creativity and innovation. There
is no single body or council within the Ministry of
Education, Science and Technology or Ministry of
Trade and Industry that would be responsible for
reviewing curricula and teaching materials, establishing innovation labs in schools, providing entrepreneurial career advice, and monitoring education
performance in terms of entrepreneurial learning. There is no Entrepreneurial Learning Strategy
which is required by the Small Business Act, and
consequently, there is no action plan adopted. Promotion of entrepreneurship as a key competency in
primary, secondary and tertiary education is a criti-
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cal step to increase entrepreneurial culture among
youth, which in turn in the long run will increase
the potential supply of innovative business ideas.
A market-oriented education and entrepreneurship skills training to support and meet the needs
of a growing and increasingly more competitive
private sector is a precondition for SME development (Krasniqi, Mustafa, 2016). Further action may
include the introduction of entrepreneurship and
other specific subjects such as creativity and digital
skills into the curriculum in primary and secondary education. This will promote entrepreneurial
culture and potentially increase the pool of viable
business ideas in the long run. Makerspaces, creativity labs and similar hubs could be a good example of boosting creativity and promoting entrepreneurship culture nation-wide. The following should
be promoted: networks between e.g. co-working
spaces, fab-labs, start-up and IT hubs and other lab
formats; embedded IT innovations in traditional
sectors like e.g. agriculture; Innovation Think Labs
with lateral thinkers from different disciplines. Innovation should be fostered through support for IT
sector as the key enabling and supporting technology for all industrial sectors for start-ups. Efforts
should be made to strengthen creative thinking and
entrepreneurial mindset at universities. A recent
initiative in establishing the VentureUp incubator
at University of Prishtina is a promising initiative
that could be expanded to other higher educational
institutions.
In line with Hallberg’s proposal (2000), Kosovo
could learn from experiences of other countries,
which show that facilitating the provision of services by private providers and stimulating the demand
for them by small enterprise clients is an effective
way to raise the coverage, quality, and sustainability of services. The shift toward market provision of
BDS reflects a move toward a “systems approach”
analogous to the microfinance revolution. As with
MFIs, it would lead to an entrepreneurial culture
with an emphasis on being business-like and demand-led at the institutional level. It directs government and donor intervention toward facilitat-
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ing transactions between small enterprise “clients”
(as opposed to “beneficiaries”) and BDS providers
seeking to develop profitable market niches (Hagnauer, 1999). Supply-side interventions to promote
BDS market development can be used to extend
and replicate models of financially sustainable,
cost-effective services. Demand-side interventions,
such as matching grants and vouchers, may be justified on a temporary basis if markets are under-developed in Kosovo because start-ups are not aware
of the benefits of BDS, or perceive them as risk.
Nevertheless, the success of demand-side subsidies
should be judged by whether they develop rather
than distort markets.
In the area of finance, there is a need for alternative
financial instruments to support start-up creation
and growth. There is an emergent need to design
support programmes for start-ups operating in a
promising sector based on Kosovo’s competitive
advantage. Due to relatively low start-up capital required to scale their business and thanks to the universality of their services, start-ups in the IT sector,
for instance, are often seeking clients abroad from
a very early stage of their operations and find them
as their main source of growth. At the policy level,
therefore, it is suggested to provide tailored support
based on specific business needs of the company.
The ICT sector could be linked to modern forms of
financing based on online platforms such as crowdfunding.
The major limitation of this study is that it only
evaluates various start-up support packages in the
context of one country. Future studies need to take
into account cross-regional comparisons of these
initiatives to gain a better insight into the challenges and successes of the implementation of business
start-up support instruments. In addition, there is
a need for more systematic research using a largescale nationally representative survey. Regardless
of its limitations, if this study stimulates entrepreneurship scholars to conduct evaluations of startup support policy measures and instruments, our
objective will have been achieved.
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Poslovni eko-sustav za novoosnovana
poduzeća na Kosovu
Sažetak
Cilj je ovoga rada kritički razmotriti postojeće inicijative koje se odnose na usluge za potporu novoosnovanim poduzećima kojima se potiče razvoj poduzetništva na Kosovu. S obzirom na porast potpore nadležnih
tijela i donatora novoosnovanim poduzećima na Kosovu, bilo bi dobro ocijeniti te intervencije te na tim
ocjenama i iskustvima temeljiti buduću poduzetničku politiku. Oslanjajući se na ekonomsku literaturu o
intervencijama za mala poduzeća. U radu se koristi metoda mapiranja kako bi se identificirale i kritički ocijenile službe za tehničku, financijsku i drugu pomoć novoosnovanim poduzećima. Na temelju sekundarnih
izvora analiziraju se inicijative i razmatra eko-sustav za razvoj poduzetništva. Iako je zamjetan porast usluga za potporu poduzetništvu, eko-sustav za poduzetništvo nije se daleko odmakao od tradicionalnih mjera
politike te se u mnogim područjima tek počinje razvijati. Potrebni su znatno veći napori u području alternativnih izvora financiranja, inkubatorskih prostora i usluga, a osobito u pružanju potpore novoosnovanim
poduzećima usmjerenima na brzi rast. U zaključku se iznose alternativne i dodatne intervencijske mjere.
Ključne riječi: poduzetništvo, novoosnovana poduzeća, Kosovo, eko-sustav, tehnička potpora, financiranje
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COMPARISON OF PUBLIC
OPINION ON THE EURO IN
THE EU NEW MEMBER STATES1

Ovo je najrestriktivnija

5 od 6

Abstract
This paper gives a systematic presentation of public opinion on the euro: the expected consequences, the
advantages, and also the fears people have about introducing the single currency. The research also aims to
identify the economic variables that may influence citizens’ attitudes towards the euro. The econometric
analysis indicates that a higher level of development and higher earnings have a positive impact on public
support for the euro, while the unemployment rate and corruption have a negative effect. People think that
the euro will have a positive effect; the majority of citizens in the non-euro area are in favour of adopting the
euro (but as late as possible); the majority were afraid of losing control over the national economic policy;
people expect abuses and cheating on prices during the changeover, and increased inflation following the
adoption of the euro. The two countries most opposed to the euro are Poland and the Czech Republic due
to political issues. The two countries that have announced the start of the euro adoption process are Croatia
and Bulgaria.
Keywords: Euro-area, EU, new member states, the euro, public opinion

1. Introduction
The EU new member states1 adopted different positions in terms of the introduction of the euro,
i.e. there are some countries which have already
adopted the euro (Slovenia, Slovakia, Cyprus, Malta, Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania), and some which
have not (Poland, Hungary, the Czech Republic, Romania, Bulgaria and Croatia). The requirement to

adopt the euro is included in the Accession Treaty
that the EU signed with each (new) member state,
but there is no given timeframe within which the
euro must be introduced. Looking at the list of the
EU new member states, it is clear that so far the
smaller EU member states have introduced the
euro, while the bigger ones do not want to sacrifice
their monetary policy.

This paper is a result of scientific project The determinants and challenges of competitiveness supported by the
Faculty of Economics and Tourism “Dr. Mijo Mirković”,
Juraj Dobrila University of Pula. Any opinions, findings,
and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this
paper are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Faculty of Economics and Tourism
“Dr. Mijo Mirković” Pula.”

Even though the decision to participate in the Economic and Monetary Union (EMU) is essentially
political and depends on the fulfilment of the nominal convergence criteria set up in the Maastricht
Treaty, public attitudes towards the common currency should not be ignored. Indeed, public opinion
about the common currency in the euro area can
be a very useful indicator for people from non-euro
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area countries in the process of acceptance of and
familiarisation with the euro. Also, positive attitude towards the euro in euro-area members can
help to avoid the fear of the common currency in
the countries that consider the introduction of the
euro. Here we would like to compare public opinion
on the euro in countries that participate in the euro
area with that of the rest of the EU new member
states. In addition, we would like to find out if there
is any relationship between the level of support
for the euro and the level of development of a particular country. This is important because people’s
concerns arise from the economic characteristics of
their country and the current situation.
In this analysis, secondary data from the Eurobarometer will be used and statistically elaborated.
The research will include the period from 2004 to
2017, covering the year of the biggest EU enlargement, and the crisis and post-crisis years.
The novelty of this research lies in the fact that up
until now, public opinion on the introduction of the
euro has not been sufficiently analysed and is usually focused on support to the EU or on the attitudes
towards the euro in a particular country. Here we
will systematically present the results for the EU
new member states and in addition, we will employ
econometric analysis to assess the importance of
selected economic variables in terms of public support for the euro.
The paper is structured into four chapters: the introduction is followed by the literature review; the
third chapter presents the research containing the
data on public support for the euro, the econometric analysis of key economic variables relevant to
citizens’ attitudes towards the euro and their main
fears and expectations concerning the introduction
of the euro. The fourth chapter is the conclusion.

2. Literature review
Public opinion is the subject of many analyses, and
if we focus on the EU, most often such research is
oriented to the analysis of various issues to do with
Euroscepticism. This term covers many determinants such as political, institutional and economic
issues (McLaren, 2002; Taggart, Szczerbiak, 2001;
Hooghe, Mark, 2009). Public perception of the single currency may be related to the level of the country’s development, individual wellbeing, the financial crisis, national identity, as well as a number of
other factors. Low level of support for the euro, especially when viewed in terms of a country losing its
currency, seen as a symbol of national sovereignty,
488

and the fears and the negative aspects of euro introduction, can be considered as soft Euroscepticism
(Taggart, Szczerbiak, 2001).
For this research, papers that deal with the interconnection between support for the euro and (macro) economic development are of key importance.
Eichenberg and Dalton (1993) have used GDP, unemployment rates and inflation rates as these variables are considered as the essential elements of the
economy. They showed that the domestic economic
conditions have an impact on citizens’ attitudes towards the EU. Gabel and Whitten (1997) added that
citizens take their perception of both the national
and their personal economic conditions into consideration in creating theirs opinion about the EU.
Allam and Goerres (2011) focused their research
on the relation between individual wellbeing and
the level of support for the euro. They tested three
perspectives: economic, political and historicalideational with individual-level and contextual data.
They found that the success of economic transition,
historical legacies of grave war experiences, and a
personal identity not exclusively focused on the nation and satisfaction with democracy have a positive
influence on individual support for the euro. Interestingly, economic self-interest is not the most important positive determinant. Palankai (2017) discusses the process of euro introduction in Central
and Eastern European countries with the emphasis
on nominal and real convergence criteria. He argues
that the countries show diverging courses of action
and policies, public support is also unclear, and the
interests of transnational corporations (TNCs) and
political elites contradict each other. There are many
factors, cultural, legal, security and emotional ones
that will play a key role in the adoption of the euro,
but post-crisis recovery and a solution for migration
crises are also important. Goněc (2015) focused his
research on the different issues of eurscepticism/
eurorealism in the context of Czech and Slovak relationship. One of the analysed aspects deals with the
monetary issue – where he pointed out that three
Central European countries use the euro (Slovenia,
Slovakia and Austria) while the other three use their
own currencies (Hungary, the Czech Republic and
Poland). He also criticized the policy of devaluation and its consequences in the Czech Republic.
Ioanno, Jamet and Kleib (2015) emphasized that,
beside the domestic economic performance, also
circumstances (public debt; level of unemployment)
in other EU members influence the public support
for EU membership in a particular country.
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In the economic arena, we cannot ignore the impact
of the financial crisis on the support for the euro.
Kordić (2017) researched the correlation between
public support for the euro in EU new member
states (that have not yet introduced the euro) and
the GDP growth rate in the period 2011-2015. She
found different results, but in big countries, higher
GDP growth is correlated with an increase in Euroscepticism, which means these countries recognize
that monetary policy is an important instrument in
driving their economies. Serricchio, Tsakatika and
Quaglia (2013) researched the relations (influence)
between global financial crisis and Euroscepticism
and they found “that the economic crisis did not
substantially bring economic factors back in as an
important source of Euroscepticism, even though
the most pronounced increase in Euroscepticism
has taken place in the countries most affected by
the crisis”. Roth, Jonung and Nowak-Lehmann
(2016) researched public support for the euro in 12
euro area members from 1990 to 2014. They found
“that citizens’ support for the euro on average was
marginally reduced during the first six years of the
crisis, and that support has remained at high levels”.
Braun and Tausendpfund (2016) found the impact
of the Eurozone debt crisis to be more significant
than the global crisis; and that individual perception
of the crisis on EU support is stronger in euro area
countries and in more developed EU member states.
Economic factors during the crisis period play a
crucial role in the explanation of support for the
EU. Hobolt and Wratil (2015) also found that support for the euro has remained high within the euro
area during the crisis years. This support is driven
by utilitarian considerations, whereas identity concerns are of lesser importance. Čábelková, Mitsche
and Strielkowski (2015) warn that even though public support for the EU in the Czech Republic prior to
the EU accession was high, under new circumstances (the financial crisis, the euro area crisis, and the
possible “Grexit”) support for the EU and the euro
has been undermined. Genge (2014) (by examining the estimated class-conditional response probabilities), confirmed that society can be divided into
three groups – euro supporters, eurosceptics, and
euro neutral citizens.

3. Research
In this paper, we have covered the period from 2004
till 2017 because we want to show the development
of public opinion and the changes that took place
during the period of accession to the EU (2004 for
the majority of EU new member states), the pre-

crisis period (2007), and the post-crisis years. The
research includes the EU new member states that
became EU members in 2004, 2007 and 2013. This
was a very dynamic period because 7 out of 13 new
members introduced the euro over the last 12 years.
Because of this, the sample of countries that have
not introduced the euro was changing.
Public opinion in the EU is presented in the Standard Eurobarometer survey. In this paper, we are
interested in the Eurobarometer’s research on public opinion on the single currency. This kind of research covered all EU member states before they
had joined the euro area. After 1999, there are two
kinds of research: research about public attitudes
towards the euro that included EU member states
that had not introduced the euro, and research
about the euro and the functioning of the euro
area for the Economic and Monetary Union (EMU)
member states.
We will analyse the data from the Eurobarometer,
covering the following statements/questions: Having the euro is a good or a bad thing for your country
(%) – for euro area members; Introduction of the
euro would have positive or negative consequences for non-euro area members; You are afraid of abuses and cheating on prices during the changeover;
Adopting the euro will mean that (OUR COUNTRY)
will lose control over its economic policy; Introducing the euro will increase inflation or help maintain
price stability; When would you like the euro to become your currency?; Is your country ready to introduce the euro?
For better transparency and understanding, this
section will be divided into three parts. In the first
part, citizens’ attitudes towards the euro will be presented and discussed; in the second part, an econometric analysis of the impact of economic factors
on the level of euro support will be performed; and
the third part of the research will outline the main
advantages of the single currency, the fears and the
expected negative consequences of the introduction
of the euro.

3.1 People’s support for the euro in EU new
member states
Table 1 is focused on support for the single currency
and compares the expectations of introducing the
euro in the EU member states that do not have the
euro and public opinion on whether the euro is a
good or bad thing for the euro area members. The
data are mixed, but in the period before joining the
euro area, the majority of countries expected the in-
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troduction of the euro to have a positive impact. The
exceptions were just Latvia and Malta in 2004, while
in 2017 the majority of people thought that having
the euro is a good thing (except for Lithuania). In
non-euro area members, the majority of people are
in favour of introducing the euro, with the exception
of Poland and the Czech Republic where the majority are not in favour of the euro. For Poland, the
explanation may lie in the increasing popularity of
far-right political parties and problems with Brussels relating to the legal sphere. In addition, Poland

is the only EU member that did not face a decline
in GDP during the global financial crisis, so people
support the government’s economic policy and they
might be afraid that the euro will destroy or limit
economic growth prospects. The contested issues
between the EU and the Czech Republic include
the quota system for the relocation of refugees, suggested as a solution to the migrant crisis and widely
opposed by the Czech public and politicians. This
could be the reason for opposing the adoption of the
euro (as a part of deeper integration).

Table 1 Support for the common currency from 2004 to 2017
Countries

2004

2007

2010

2013

2017

Euro area members Euro area members
Introduction of the Introduction of the Introduction of the
- Having the euro
- Having the euro
euro would have
euro would have
euro would have
is a good or a bad
is a good or a bad
positive or negative positive or negative positive or negative
thing for your
thing for your
consequences
consequences
consequences
country (%)
country (%)
Positive

Negative

Positive

Negative

Positive

Negative

Good

Bad

Good

Bad

Estonia

44

40

40

45

47

42

58

20

69

12

Cyprus

49

39

…

…

…

43

45

48

34

Latvia

38

41

34

51

34

52

40

54

53

25

Lithuania

45

41

35

53

41

49

35

55

36

48

Malta

35

44

…

…

…

…

62

22

64

16

Slovenia

56

32

…

…

…

…

55

35

63

25

Slovakia

49

38

…

…

…

…

56

31

67

31

For

Against

For

Against

For

Against

For

Against

For

Against

Romania

…

…

67

18

56

34

67

28

64

30

Hungary

54

32

48

38

48

36

54

41

57

39

Croatia

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

52

43

Bulgaria

…

…

44

39

48

42

52

43

50

45

Poland

41

44

53

32

45

43

38

60

43

55

Czech
Republic

45

42

46

40

38

57

14

80

29

70

Non-Euro area members - for or against adopting the euro

Source: European Commission 2004, 2007, 2010a, 2010b, 2013a, 2013b, 2017a, 2017c2

As people’s fears about the euro can be connected
with the level of development, Figure 1 shows the
490

GDP per capita in EU new member states from the
pre-crisis period (2006) to 2017.
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Figure 1 GDP per capita in EU new member states 2006-2017 (EU28=100) in PPS
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tra-Eurozone trade), whereas the potential
increase of imports can have a negative impact on the uncompetitive domestic sector3.
The increased intra-Eurozone trade can also
be an opportunity for exporters to expand
their business, which could result in new
jobs. Regarding the level of development in
EU new member states, the expectation is
that the first influence will prevail.
4. Average earnings – people usually think
about negative consequences of the euro if
they have low wages. Therefore, if a country
has higher wages, we expect to see higher
support for the euro.4 We will apply the data
about net earnings from Eurostat.
5. Inflation is one of the most important economic variables and thus a key indicator of
a stable macroeconomic environment in a
particular country. If the prices are stable,
we expect that people will be in favour of
euro adoption.
6. Public debt - the level of government debt
is important especially for the euro area,
where sound public finances are regarded as
key for maintaining the stability of the monetary union. As the majority of Eurozone
members increased their public debt during
the financial crisis, and also some countries
faced problems in servicing theirs debts,
people in countries (EU new members) with
high public debt before the Eurozone membership are afraid that the indebtedness will
increase which can cause long-term consequences5. It can negatively influence citizens’ attitudes, i.e. support for the euro.

intra-EU trade will increase the support for
the euro (because the majority of payments
are in euro, and the introduction of the
common currency will reduce the conversion costs).
9. Dummy variable – crisis years, 2009 and
years with the negative GDP growth rates –
the value is 1, in other years the value is 0.6
Considering that the sample has a cross-sectional
dimension, represented by countries (i = 1,…..,N)
and a longitudinal dimension, represented by a time
series (t = 1,….,T periods), the panel data method
will be used (Hsiao, 2003). The sample comprises
unbalanced panel data, i.e. there are some time periods missing from some units in the population of
interest.
We used random effects (RE) and fixed effects (FE)
estimation methods, which allow us to deal with
the problem of unobserved heterogeneity. All the
models are tested using the Hausman test to decide
between RE and FE and standard errors that are robust to heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation. The
Hausman test accepts the null hypothesis that the
difference in coefficients is not systematic, thus favouring random effect.
The correlation matrix shows that, in general, multicollinearity is not a serious problem. Some variables
(GDP per capita, earnings) are logged to interpret
the coefficient as elasticities. All the models are corrected for autocorrelation and heteroscedasticity by
using cluster robust standard errors.
The relationship between support for the euro and
their determinants is as follows:

7. Corruption (Corruption perception index,
CPI, Transparency International) is important for all countries, but especially for Romania, Bulgaria and Croatia where the level
of corruption is high and it is an important
social and economic problem. The CPI measures the perceived levels of corruption in
the public sector on a scale from 0 to 100,
where 0 is highly corrupt and 100 is very
clean. The expected impact of the CPI on
support is negative (the more corruption,
the less support for the euro).

Euro support = α + β1*GDP per capitait + β2 *unemploymentit + β3 *corruptionit + β4 *earningsit +
β5*inflationit + β6*public debtit + β7*intra-EU tradeit
+ dummy +εit,,

8. Intra-regional trade – measured as a share
of intra-EU export in total export of EU new
member states; it is expected that higher

All the data are from the Eurostat database, except
CPI which is from Transparency International. The
analysis is done for the period from 2004 to 2017.
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i=1...N; t=1...T

(1)

where the dependent variable is support for the
euro (in %) and the independent variables are: GDP
per capita, earnings, GDP growth rate, unemployment rate, corruption perception index, inflation,
public debt, intra-EU trade (intra EU-export) and
the dummy variable.
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Table 2 The determinants of public support for the euro in EU new member states – random effect
method (positive attitudes – dependent variable)
Model 1
GDP p.c.

Model 2

Model 3

18.10203
(6.91218)***
0.4615271
(0.3029206)*

GDP growth rate

0.4639725
(0.2754467)**

GDP p.c. EU=100
Public debt

-0.1203841
(0.1067754)

-0.0602553
(0.1040961)

-0.08734
(0.1083728)

Inflation

-0.0709895
(0.4682911)

0.0977015
(0.4834763)

-0.0563526
(0.4560052)

Unemployment rate

-0.7138247
(0.4295089)**

-0.6207573
(0.5050181)*

-0.8674151
(0.4406397)**

Corruption perception
index

-0.7455496
(0.2484045)***

-0.4386402
(0.2500258)**

-0.6123518
(0.2940283)***

Earnings

6.960689
(6.91424)*

18.36724
(4.211994)***

14.76217
(5.529261)***

Intra-EU trade

0.1211721
(0.244056)

0.0857731
(0.230473)

0.0957206
(0.2198351)

Dummy crisis

3.952273
(3.146127)

7.898756
(5.046313)

3.240533
(3.10232)

R square

0.3911

0.3808

0.3751

Number of observations

129

129

129

Number of groups

13

13

13

Time fixed effects

Yes

Yes

Yes

Wald test (p-value)

40.11 (0.000)

80.07 (0.000)

25.97 (0.001)

All the models include a constant variable. Standard errors are in parenthesis. ***p statistically significant at 1%. **p
statistically significant at 5%. *p statistically significant at 10%.
Source: Author’s calculations

We performed three models with a combination of
independent variables discussed earlier. The independent variables are the same in all three models
with the exemption of GDP: in Model 1 we include
the log of GDP per capita in current prices, in
Model 2 we include the growth rate of GDP and in
Model 3 we include the index of GDP per capita in
relation to the EU average (GDP EU28=100).

The findings are: GDP per capita, GDP growth rates,
index of GDP per capita (EU28=100) and net earnings have a positive and significant impact on public support for the euro, while the unemployment
rate and level of corruption have a negative impact.
Among all these variables, only GDP per capita has
a very high (strong) influence, while GDP growth
rates and index of GDP have a significant, but weak
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influence. The dummy variable for the crisis period,
the level of public debt, the inflation and the share
of intra-EU export are not significant variables.
This can be explained with the fact that people usually don’t think about the level of public debt when
thinking about the euro, and on the other hand,
the prices are quite stable (there were low inflation
rates, even the prices decreased in some observed
years). Interestingly, the level of earnings (net) is
significant and has a positive impact on public support for the euro. It can be supported by the fact
that people with higher wages have less fear about
the possible negative consequences of the euro.

3.3 The expected benefits and fears of euro introduction
Usually people were afraid of an increase in prices
as a result of cheating in converting prices from
the national currency to the euro. In 2004, in all
EU new member states (currently euro area members) the vast majority of people (over 60%) were
afraid of that kind of cheating. Slovenia is the only
country where people were not so sceptical. In Latvia and Lithuania, countries that have adopted the
euro most recently, in 2013 over 70% of people were
afraid of this kind of cheating.

Table 3a Are you afraid of abuses and cheating on prices during the changeover? Euro area members
Countries

2004

2007

2010

2013

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Estonia

70

21

65

26

…

…

…

…

Cyprus

72

24

78

18

…

…

…

…

Latvia

68

24

68

27

72

23

81

18

Lithuania

67

26

77

20

77

21

75

21

Malta

72

23

76

20

…

…

…

…

Slovenia

34

64

…

…

…

…

…

…

Slovakia

64

24

72

23

…

…

…

…

Source: European Commission 2004, 2007, 2010b, 2013b, 2017c

Table 3b Are you afraid of abuses and cheating on prices during the changeover? Non-euro area
members
2004

2007

2010

2013

2017

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Romania

…

…

51

41

61

35

66

30

66

30

Hungary

49

46

75

21

74

20

66

31

67

30

Croatia

…

…

…

…

…

…

75*

23*

82

15

Bulgaria

…

…

82

14

74

22

77

20

81

17

Poland

83

14

74

21

82

14

78

21

74

24

Czech Republic

63

27

67

29

74

22

74

24

73

24

Source: European Commission 2004, 2007, 2010, 2013, 2017a

From the rest of the EU, Croatian citizens also expressed a high level of concern about cheating on
prices (82%), which is the highest percentage of
494

all other EU members where people are sceptical
about cheating.
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Table 4 Adopting the euro will mean that (OUR COUNTRY) will lose control over its economic policy
2004

Countries

2007

2010

2013

2017

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Estonia

43

38

37

44

…

…

…

…

…

…

Cyprus

41

46

38

51

…

…

…

…

…

…

Latvia

45

27

48

34

55

36

63

34

…

…

Lithuania

36

41

39

42

40

48

43

48

…

…

Malta

31

45

29

57

…

…

…

…

…

…

Slovenia

28

56

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

Slovakia

32

39

30

56

…

…

…

…

…

…

Non-euro area members
Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Romania

…

…

18

62

27

55

45

46

47

43

Hungary

23

67

28

61

28

61

28

61

36

58

Croatia

…

…

…

…

…

…

47*

48*

52

40

Bulgaria

…

…

33

40

30

50

43

48

51

40

Poland

36

48

28

58

36

49

44

51

42

52

Czech Republic

30

50

38

47

50

45

54

42

50

45

*Data refers to 2014.
Source: European Commission 2004, 2007, 2010a, 2010b, 2013a, 2013b, 2017a, 2017c

In 2004, the citizens of EU new member states had
different attitudes about the influence the euro
would have on losing control over national economic policy. The citizens of Estonia and Latvia
thought this would happen, while the citizens of
other countries were not afraid of this happening.
In 2017, people in Romania, Croatia, Bulgaria and
the Czech Republic thought that introducing the
euro implies losing control over national economic

policy. Here it is important to note that it is debatable how familiar people are with the economic
policies of their countries, whether they differentiate monetary from fiscal policy, and which policy(ies) they believe the country would lose. However,
to some extent, people are right - countries will lose
control over their monetary policies, and greater
pressure to promote competitiveness, investments
and growth will be placed on the fiscal policy.

Table 5 When would you like the euro to become your currency?
Countries

2004

2010

2013

2017

Non-euro area members
As soon as
possible

As late as
possible

As soon as
possible

As late as
possible

As soon as
possible

As late as
possible

As soon as
possible

As late as
possible

Romania

…

…

39

22

36

29

37

32

Hungary

32

21

30

29

19

36

22

35

Croatia

…

…

…

…

18

39

20

41

Bulgaria

…

…

19

23

14

34

17

35

Poland

17

45

12

47

10

54

14

52

Czech
Republic

16

42

13

47

5

65

9

67

Source: European Commission 2004, 2007, 2010a, 2010b, 2013a, 2013b, 2017a, 2017c
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introduced after a certain time. Some Eurobarometer surveys also indicate this, but

Countries that have not introduced the euro express Figure 2 shows that about 20% of people think
continuity
measuring
this
sub-group
so itcountry
was isnot
possible
to while
show
the77%
data in the
the
opinion thatinthe
euro should be
introduced
as their
ready
for the euro
about
late as possible. Citizens in Poland and the Czech think their country is not ready. In the last three
Figure in2 particular
shows that
about
people
readyin for
the euro w
Republic
are in
favour20%
of theof
later
years,think
there their
haven’tcountry
been big is
changes
public
adoption of the euro. The opposite is true only in opinion. It can be noted that Hungary has an in77% think
not ready.
Romania
where their
people country
would like is
to introduce
the In the last three years, there haven’t been big
creasing number of citizens who think that Huneuro as soon as possible. There is also a substantial
gary is ready for the euro (17% in 2015 and 22% in
number
people thatItarecan
not be
in favour
either Hungary has an increasing number of citizens
publicofopinion.
notedof that
of these options, who think the euro should be in- 2017), and the same goes for the Czech Republic
(from
to 19%
favour in
of the
euro) and
troduced
after a certain
time. Some
that Hungary
is ready
for Eurobarometer
the euro (17%
in 15%
2015
andin 22%
2017),
andCroathe same g
surveys also indicate this, but there is no continuity tia (from 20% to 23%). Nevertheless, the majority
people think
that their
countries
are not ready
in
measuring
this sub-group
so it15%
was not
Czech
Republic
(from
topossible
19% inof favour
of the
euro)
and Croatia
(from 20%
to adopt the euro.
to show the data in the table.

Nevertheless, the majority of people think that their countries are not ready to adopt

Figure 2 Is your country ready to introduce the euro? (Answer: Yes)

Figure 2 Is your country ready to introduce the euro? (Answer: Yes)
30

25
20

2015

15

2016
2017

10

5
0

Romania Hungary Croatia Bulgaria Poland Czech R.

Source: European Commission (2017a)

Total

Source: European Commission (2017a).

Regarding
the last
it is important
exNevertheless,
it is also how
necessary
compare
public governm
Regarding
thequestion,
last question,
it isto important
to explore
fartothe
national
plore how far the national governments take into
attitudes with the formal criteria for introducing the
consideration
public opinion
on theopinion
readiness for
euro.readiness
The European
Commission
andFor
the European
into consideration
public
on the
for
the euro.
example, in C
the euro. For example, in Croatia, the government
Central Bank biannually publish a Convergence Rehas adopted a new strategy that targets switching to
port that includes all non-euro area members and
the single currency within five to seven years (Govassesses whether the countries fulfil the Maastricht
ernment of the Republic of Croatia and CNB, 2018).
criteria (European Commission, 2018).7
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Table 6 Fulfilment of criteria for introducing the euro in 2018
Fiscal discipline in 2017
Countries

Legislation

Price
stability

Budget
Public

deficit
debt

ERM II
(2018)

Long-term
interest rates
March 2018

Reference value

Compatible with the
compliance duty under Article 131 TFEU

1.9%

below 3% of
GDP

below 60%
of GDP

+/-15%
toward the
euro

3.2%

Bulgaria

Not fully compatible

1.4%

0.9%

25.4%

No

1.4%

Czech Republic

Not fully compatible

2.2%

1.6%

35%

No

1.3%

Croatia

Fully compatible

1.3%

0.8%

78%

No

2.6%

Hungary

Not fully compatible

2.2%

-2%

73.6%

No

2.7%

Poland

Not fully compatible

1.4%

-2.3%

50.6%

No

3.3%

Romania

Not fully compatible

1.9%

-2.9%

35%

No

4.1%

ERM- Exchange rate mechanism
Source: European Commission (2018), “Convergence Report 2018. European Economy”, Institutional paper No. 078,
available at: https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/economy-finance/ip078_en.pdf (Accessed on: July 4, 2018) 8

From Table 6 we can see that none of the non-euro
area members fulfils all of the nominal convergence
criteria9. None participated in the Exchange Rate
Mechanism (ERM II) that the national currency
should participate in for at least two years before it
can qualify to adopt the euro. ERM II implies that
a central exchange rate between the euro and the
country’s currency is agreed. The currency is then
allowed to fluctuate by up to 15% above or below
this central rate. Countries apply different exchange
rate systems: from currency board in Bulgaria to
floating exchange rate (with central bank interventions) in the Czech Republic, Hungary, Croatia and
Poland. The criterion of price stability is fulfilled in
Bulgaria, Croatia and Poland. The fiscal discipline
(public finance) criterion is met in all countries. The
long-term interest rates criterion is fulfilled in Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Croatia, and Hungary.
Considering the fact that the Treaty does not specify a particular timeframe for joining the euro area,
it leaves it to Member States to develop their own
strategies for meeting the conditions for euro adoption. The global financial crisis and the crisis of the
euro area with the particular issues facing southern
EU member states (Greece, Spain, Portugal, etc.)
raises questions about the benefits and limitations
of common monetary policy in crisis years and also
it deepens the European core-and-periphery divide. In that period, the majority of non-euro area

members did not consider euro introduction; they
wanted to see the post-crisis recovery of the mentioned countries as well as the stability and success
of the Economic and Monetary Union. At present in
Croatia, the strategy for adopting the euro does not
include a fixed target date (between five and seven
years) (Government of the Republic of Croatia and
CNB, 201810). The other countries have adopted a
strategy for euro introduction but with no concrete
steps towards its realization, i.e. the Czech Republic
(Riedel, 2015). Even though some target dates have
been established, they are subject to many changes,
i.e. Romania first set the target for euro adoption
in 2013-2014, but it did not happen; Hungary initially planned to introduce the euro in 2008 or 2009,
while now no official target date has been set. Bulgaria sent a letter to the Eurogroup in July 2018 and
expressed its desire to participate in ERM II and
Croatia did the same in July 2019. Romania set 2024
as the target date for euro introduction. Poland is
the farthest from the introduction of the euro due
to the fact that the 2015 Polish parliamentary election was won by the eurosceptic Law and Justice
Party, which opposes the adoption of the euro.

4. Conclusion
The EU is facing a huge debate about its future model of functioning where participation in the euro
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area is one of the issues and represents a model for
deepening the integration. Although the establishment of the Economic and Monetary Union was a
great success in the EU integration process, it faced
various limitations and negative consequences during the crisis years in some EU member states. Even
though the process of entering the EMU is linked to
the fulfilment of the convergence criteria, and it is
a political decision, the attitudes of people towards
the euro, its consequences, positive aspects and
risks should not be neglected. Because of this, in
this paper we analysed public support for the euro
in EU new member states, for the seven countries
that have already joined the EMU, and for the other
non-euro area members. Their citizens’ opinions
are considered alongside with the fulfilment of the
convergence criteria and with the national target
dates for the introduction of the euro.
Despite the global financial crisis and the euro area
crisis, support for the euro is high in EMU members where the majority of citizens thought the
introduction of the euro is a good thing for their
countries. The only exception is Lithuania. In noneuro area members the majority of people are in favour of the introduction of the euro with only two
exceptions: Poland and the Czech Republic.
The main economic determinants that influence
public support for the euro in EU new member
states are GDP per capita, GDP growth rates, GDP
per capita (EU=100) and net earnings, which have
a positive impact, and unemployment rates and
corruption, which have a negative influence on
people’s attitudes, which is in accordance with our
expectations. From the chosen economic variables
it is obvious that only some of them are relevant
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for the explanation of public support for the euro,
which is the main limitation of this research. That
provides scope for broadening the research with
the inclusion of other variables that go beyond the
economic sphere.
People were afraid of abuses and cheating during the
changeover; this is common to both EMU members
and non-EMU members. The majority of people expect the introduction of the euro will cause price increases and they tend to think that their country will
lose control over its economic policy. Here it is interesting to connect the Eurobarometer results with the
results from econometric analysis – where the inflation rate is not significant for the level of support for
the euro, but when people are asked to indicate the
most important sources of fears regarding the euro,
they put “increase of prices” as the most important
one. It is interesting that even though non-euro area
countries are in favour of euro introduction, people
think this should happen as late as possible and over
70% of people think their country is not ready to introduce the euro.
The majority of non-euro area governments from
Central and Eastern Europe are in line with public
opinion and want to delay the introduction of the
euro for as long as possible. Bulgaria and Croatia
want to join the ERM II. Also, the Croatian government passed a euro adoption strategy with no target
date, however, it is putting a lot of effort into creating a positive climate for the adoption of the euro.
Government policy should take public opinion
into consideration, including the fears people have
about the euro, and present a clear explanation of
the benefits and costs of taking part in the monetary union.
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Usporedba javnog mnijenja o euru u novim
zemljama članicama Europske unije
Sažetak
Ovaj rad sustavno prikazuje stavove građana o euru, posljedicama uvođenja eura, pozitivnim gledištima, ali
i strahovima ljudi povezanih uz uvođenje eura. Istraživanje je usmjereno i utvrđivanju ekonomskih varijabli
potpore euru. Ekonometrijska analiza dokazuje da razina ekonomskog razvoja i visina plaća pozitivno utječu na potporu euru, dok stope nezaposlenosti i razina korupcije imaju negativan utjecaj. Građani iskazuju
pozitivan stav prema euru; većina ispitanika u zemljama izvan europodručja su za uvođenje eura (ali što je
kasnije moguće); većina se također boji gubitka kontrole nad nacionalnom ekonomskom politikom; očekuju nepravilnosti („varanje“) u izražavanju cijena u eurima i očekuju porast inflacije nakon uvođenja eura.
Zemlje koje su, po stavovima građana, najudaljenije od uvođenja eura su Poljska i Češka, dok su Republika
Hrvatska i Bugarska započele proces uvođenja eura.
Ključne riječi: europodručje, nove zemlje članice, euro, javno mnijenje
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Appendix
Descriptive statistics of variables
. pwcorr

|
var1
year suppor~o gdpeu100 gdppce~s gdpgro~e unempl~e
-------------+--------------------------------------------------------------var1 |
1.0000
year |
0.0000
1.0000
supporttoe~o |
0.3897
0.1093
1.0000
gdpeu100 |
0.1207
0.2429
0.1125
1.0000
gdppceurcu~s |
0.0616
0.3711
0.1795
0.9415
1.0000
gdpgrowthr~e |
0.1048 -0.1633
0.0238 -0.0833 -0.1128
1.0000
unemployme~e | -0.0754 -0.0247 -0.1779 -0.3427 -0.2766 -0.2446
1.0000
netannuals~r |
0.1761
0.3148
0.2154
0.8347
0.9094 -0.1072 -0.2721
corruption~x |
0.1332
0.2881
0.0807
0.6953
0.6897 -0.1098 -0.2643
dummycrisis | -0.0000 -0.1032
0.1230 -0.0118 -0.0365 -0.6256
0.0198
inflation |
0.0179 -0.5493
0.0449 -0.3541 -0.3556
0.1537 -0.1656
publicdebt | -0.0004
0.3422
0.0183
0.3884
0.4596 -0.2216
0.1912
loggdppc |
0.1110
0.4085
0.1615
0.9440
0.9608 -0.1579 -0.2390
logearning |
0.2499
0.3980
0.2093
0.8935
0.9326 -0.1917 -0.1840
_est_fe |
0.2650 -0.1995
0.0472 -0.0928 -0.2181 -0.0135
0.0662
_est_re |
0.2650 -0.1995
0.0472 -0.0928 -0.2181 -0.0135
0.0662
intraeutrade |
0.2774 -0.1230
0.0050 -0.0416 -0.1768
0.0637 -0.0442
euroisation | -0.5333 -0.0572
0.1904 -0.5013 -0.3721 -0.1382
0.4784
| netann~r corrup~x dummyc~s inflat~n public~t loggdppc logear~g
-------------+--------------------------------------------------------------netannuals~r |
1.0000
corruption~x |
0.5643
1.0000
dummycrisis | -0.0062 -0.0257
1.0000
inflation | -0.3465 -0.2733 -0.0468
1.0000
publicdebt |
0.4525
0.1732 -0.0527 -0.4085
1.0000
loggdppc |
0.8411
0.7255 -0.0282 -0.4047
0.4605
1.0000
logearning |
0.9380
0.6637
0.0106 -0.4266
0.4695
0.9469
1.0000
_est_fe |
0.1062 -0.0135
0.0369
0.0548 -0.2132 -0.1252
0.2332
_est_re |
0.1062 -0.0135
0.0369
0.0548 -0.2132 -0.1252
0.2332
intraeutrade | -0.2012 -0.1161
0.0117
0.0657 -0.2201 -0.1064 -0.0446
euroisation | -0.4714 -0.4869
0.0227
0.0535 -0.0481 -0.3406 -0.5373
| _est_fe _est_re intrae~e
euroisation
-------------+-----------------------------------_est_fe |
1.0000
_est_re |
1.0000
1.0000
intraeutrade |
0.2552
0.2552
1.0000
euroisation | -0.4892 -0.4892 -0.8950
1.0000

Hausman test
hausman fe re

---- Coefficients ---|
(b)
(B)
(b-B)
sqrt(diag(V_b-V_B))
|
fe
re
Difference
S.E.
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------dummycrisis |
4.033032
3.97201
.0610216
.
publicdebt |
-.140064
-.1221202
-.0179438
.0489692
loggdppc |
21.14679
17.24146
3.905328
2.704661
inflation |
-.1351523
-.098098
-.0370543
.0626036
unemployme~e |
-.8121217
-.7417433
-.0703784
.1301855
corruption~x |
-.8415045
-.7357852
-.1057193
.0807787
logearning |
6.700727
6.405271
.2954558
1.643711
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------b = consistent under Ho and Ha; obtained from xtreg
B = inconsistent under Ha, efficient under Ho; obtained from xtreg
Test: Ho: difference in coefficients not systematic
chi2(7) = (b-B)’[(V_b-V_B)^(-1)](b-B)
=
7.96
Prob>chi2 =
0.3365
(V_b-V_B is not positive definite)
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PRIKAZ KNJIGE
„NONLINEAR TIME SERIES ANALYSIS“
NASLOV: Nonlinear time series analysis
AUTORI: Ruey S. Tsay, Rong Chen
IZDAVAČ: John Wiley & Sons Inc., Hoboken.
GODINA IZDAVANJA: 2018
Broj stranica: 496
ISBN: 978-1119264057
Učenje i primjena ekonometrije u ekonomiji
započinje linearnim modelima, s obzirom na njihovu jednostavnost i interpretabilnost. Međutim,
već je dugi niz godina u primjeni ekonometrijskih
metoda i modela prepoznat značaj nelinearnosti u
vezama (ne samo ekonomskih) varijabli i njihovom
ponašanju. Iz tog razloga, sve je više literature koja
izučava nelinearne modele i metode za opisivanje
stvarnog ponašanja. Tako knjiga Nonlinear time
series analysis pripada u skupinu literature koja se
bavi uvodom u nelinearne modele. Sastoji se od
ukupno 8 poglavlja, s mnoštvom primjera provedenih u programskoj podršci R, pri čemu autori na
određenim mjestima u knjizi daju i popis naredbi
potrebnih da bi određeni primjer čitatelj sam proveo u R, jer su podaci korišteni u knjizi dostupni na
službenoj mrežnoj stranici knjige. Za tečno čitanje
knjige i praćenje materije u njoj, čitateljima se
preporučuje osnovno do solidno znanje iz ekonometrije koje uključuje univarijatne i multivarijatne
modele vremenskih serija.
Prvo poglavlje prikladnog je naziva: Zašto bismo
marili o nelinearnosti? U njemu autori daju motivaciju za izučavanjem ovakve materije. Kratko se
uvode osnovni pojmovi vezani uz vremenske serije (stacionarnost, korelogrami i slično) te se daju

primjeri tipičnih nelinearnih modela primjenjivih
u ekonomiji. Na kraju poglavlja obrađuju se testovi nelinearnosti vremenskih serija, poput neparametrijskih: Portmanteau testa ranga (engl. Rankbased Portmanteau test), McLeod–Li testa, Brock
et al. (1987) testa, ali i parametrijskih (RESET, F i
treshold testovi). Drugo poglavlje bavi se univarijatnim parametrijskim nelinearnim modelima pa
su ovdje uključeni TAR (engl. threshold autoregression), MSM (engl. Markov switching model), STAR
(engl. smooth transition autoregression) te modeli s
vremenski-promjenjivim parametrima (engl. time
varying coefficients models). Navode se svojstva pojedinih modela, metode procjene, prognoziranje
i za svaki model prikazuju se primjeri, posebno s
grafičkim prikazima, kako bi čitatelji lakše savladali
materiju.
Može se uočiti da su dane detaljne interpretacije u
primjerima, što mnogima može biti važno kako bi
lakše povezali teoriju s primjenama. S druge strane,
dovoljno je teorije predočeno da se može s razumijevanjem naučiti, primjerice iterativna metoda
procjene parametara u modelu promjene režima. U
ovome poglavlju je dosta pozornosti posvećeno metodi najveće vjerodostojnosti, s obzirom da se brojni modeli procjenjuju upravo pomoću ove metode.
Primjeri se protežu kroz veći broj stranica.
Drugo poglavlje predstavlja temelj koji je potrebno
savladati prije prelaska na ostatak knjige.
Neparametrijski univarijatni modeli razmatraju se u
trećem poglavlju, kako bi se povećala fleksibilnost
modeliranja. Ovdje se obrađuju izglađivanje kernela (engl. kernel smoothing) uz različite stupnjeve
izglađivanja; procjenjivanje splinova (engl. splines)
gdje se razmatraju različiti funkcionalni oblici za
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pojedini dio tih krivulja s obzirom na stvarne podatke. Potom se obrađuju krivulje izglađivanja (engl.
smoothing splines) kao i walvelet izglađivanje koje je
korisno za vremenske serije s velikim oscilacijama
tijekom vremena. Posljednji dio poglavlja bavi se nelinearnim aditivnim modelima. Može se uočiti da su
autori svjesni da određeni modeli nisu toliko popularizirani u primjenama, stoga se više pojašnjenja
posvećuje njima i opisu postupka kako ih procijeniti
i analizirati, pa tako i u ovome poglavlju.
Za one istraživače i čitatelje koji se bave podacima
visoke frekvencije, sastavljeno je četvrto poglavlje,
naziva Neuronske mreže, duboko učenje i metode
grananja (engl. neural networks, deep learnging and
tree-based methods). Poglavlje započinje neuronskim mrežama, opisom postavljanja osnovnih modela i metodama procjene. U empirijskom primjeru
uočava se da je potrebno imati znanja iz univarijatnih modela vremenskih serija (ARMA modeli i
slično), što je već spomenuto na početku. Duboko
učenje nastavlja se na neuronske mreže i koristi se
veoma recentna literatura na koju se zainteresirani
čitatelji mogu dalje uputiti. Kako se spomenute metode često koriste u svrhu prognoziranja, primjeri
su najviše usmjereni upravo na to. Isto vrijedi i za
metode grananja (gdje se obrađuju regresijski modeli grananja, kao i klasifikacijski modeli; engl. regression trees and classification trees). Većina primjera
je vezana uz dionice i vremenske serije prinosa,
zbog količine podataka koji su dostupni za ovakve
analize.
Zbog problema narušavanja nenormalnosti distribucije (slučajne) varijable, autori razmatraju u
petome poglavlju analizu vremenskih serija koje
nisu normalno distribuirane: GARMA, GLM,
GLARMA, M-GARMA (engl. generalized ARMA,
generalized linear models, gerneralized linear
ARMA, martingalized ARMA); te funkcionalne
vremenske serije (engl. functional time series).
Ovi modeli korisni su za financijske primjene, te
se povezuju u ostatku poglavlja s GARCH (engl.
generalized autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity) modelima kao tipičnima u financijskim
primjenama. Posljednjih nekoliko godina u primjenama su sve popularniji state space modeli, stoga
se obrađuju u šestome poglavlju, a dodatno i nelinearni state space modeli u sedmome. Ovakvi modeli
prikladni su u slučaju kada podaci u sebi sadrže tzv.
buku (engl. noisy data). Poglavlje na strukturiran
način predočava uvod u state space modele i logi506

ku razmišljanja kod ovakvog modeliranja. ARMA
model se predočava na ovaj način, kao i model s
vremenski promjenjivim parametrima te dinamički
faktorski model (engl. DFM – dynamic factors
model) i modeli s promjenom režima, jer su upravo
ovo sve češće primjenjivani modeli u empirijskim
istraživanjima. Naravno, obrađuje se i Kalmanov
filtar.
Dodatan značaj u ovome poglavlju nalazi se u
opsežnom popisu literature koja je nastala u posljednjih desetak godina, s obzirom na veliku primjenjivost ovog pristupa u modeliranju; kao i u primjerima
koji se protežu na više od 30 stranica. Nelinearni
state space modeli u sedmome poglavlju su nastavak
prethodnoga te se ne preporučuje preskakati šesto
poglavlje s obzirom da se oznake, modeli i koncepti
u sedmome nadograđuju na prethodnu materiju.
Tako se, primjerice, odmah započinje proširenim
Kalmanovim filtrom. I u ovome poglavlju teorija je
nešto opširnija, s obzirom na svjesnost autora da
se određeni pojmovi i modeli tek razvijaju pa nisu
široko još popularizirani u knjigama. Ovo se može
smatrati još jednom od dodatnih prednosti ove knjige u odnosu na postojeću literaturu.
Posljednje, osmo poglavlje bavi se Monte Carlo
simulacijama; točnije, sekvencijalnim Monte Carlo
simulacijama koje mogu pomoći da bi se određeni
prethodno obrađivani modeli procijenili s manjom
greškom kad se radi o slučajevima iterativnih metoda bez analitičkog rješenja za nepoznate parametre.
Najprije se obrađuju uvodne teme simulacija, te se
potom proširuju na neke od prethodno obrađivanih
modela (primjerice, iz poglavlja sedam nekoliko
modela). Ovdje se radi o vjerojatno najzahtjevnijem
poglavlju u smislu poznavanja prethodne materije
teorije vjerojatnosti, preporučuje se njegovo solidno
poznavanje kao i poznavanje integralnog računa,
uzorkovanja i izgradnje inferencije procjenitelja.
Ovo je ujedno i najopširnije poglavlje.
Naposljetku, ova knjiga preporučuje se onima
koji već imaju određenu razinu znanja iz vremenskih serija i primijenjene ekonometrije kako bi
nadogradili znanja o nelinearnim modelima. Za
očekivanje je da će ovi modeli postati sve popularniji u budućnosti, stoga čitateljima ova knjiga
može biti od iznimnoga značaja kao uvodno štivo
u spomenutu materiju. Također može biti korisna
studentima diplomskih i poslijediplomskih studija,
kao i svim istraživačima koji se bave primijenjenom
ekonometrijom u svojim analizama.
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INTERDISCIPLINARY
MANAGEMENT RESEARCH
CONFERENCE – IMR 2019
The IMR 2019:15th International Conference on
Interdisciplinary Management Research aims to
bring together academic scientists, research scholars, and practitioners to exchange and share their
research results and (business) experiences on all
aspects of Management and related fields. It is an
interdisciplinary platform for academic scholars,
practitioners, and educators to present and discuss the most recent trends and concerns, as well
as practical challenges encountered and solutions
adopted in the field of Management as well as in the
areas such as Economics, Financial Economics, Industrial Organization, Law & Economics, etc. The
IMR 2019 particularly welcomes the PhD students
in order to provide them an opportunity to present
and discuss their research as well as to get a reaction
on the work they are doing by fellow PhD students,
as well as academic scholars and practitioners. The
conference’s environment is friendly and relaxed
and offers a chance for PhD students to network
with academics and practitioners to develop their
professional relationships.
This year, the Jubilee 15th Conference was held,
which had special significance. The Faculty of Economics in Osijek awarded 36 excellent students by

traveling to the conference based on achieving academic success (average rating) and recommendations of student associations working at the Faculty
with the support of the Ministry of Regional Development and EU Funds of the Republic of Croatia.
As part of this conference, an additional program is
organized each year in the form of a scientific and
expert thematic discussion focusing on current topics in cooperation with the academic and business
community and public sector institutions. In 2019,
the focus was on the usability of EU funds and of
macroeconomic indicators that have improved significantly since Croatia’s accession to the European
Union.

1st day of the Conference
The Conference began on Thursday (16th May 2019)
at 5.00 PM with the presentation of two European
Union projects - INTERREG MED MITOMED+
and Intense - INTernational Entrepreneurship Skills
Europe. The first project was presented by Kristina
Brščić and PhD, Tina Šugar, PhD Student (Institute
of Agriculture and Tourism Poreč, INTERREG
MED MITOMED+, Models of Integrated Tourism
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in the MEDiterranean Plus), and the second project was presented by Aleksandar Erceg, PhD, Assistant Professor, Faculty of Economics in Osijek
(Intense – INTernational Entrepreneurship Skills
Europe, Intro to the project). On the same evening
of the first day of the conference, the participants
enjoyed the networking entitled Wine and Music,
where they could enjoy the Pinkert wine selection
and finger food by “Dobro”, as well as the music by
Dominik Heštera. Coffee breaks were filled with
Cocta products – a donation from Atlantic Grupa,
as well as Kanaan and Mentos products, in terms of
refreshment for the participants on each day of the
Conference.

2nd day of the Conference
The second day of the conference started at 10.00
AM with the opening ceremony of the Interdisciplinary Management Research XV. The program was
hosted by Frano Ridjan from Croatian Radio and
Television. The speakers were distinguished leaders of the doctoral study and conference, the Faculty of Economics, as well as essential statesmen:
Željko Turkalj, PhD, Full Professor, President of
Programme Committee and Head of Doctoral Programme „Management“, Boris Crnković, PhD, Full
Professor, Dean, Faculty of Economics in Osijek,
Josip Juraj Strossmayer University of Osijek, Academician Vlasta Piližota, F.C.A., Croatian Academy
of Sciences and Arts, Gabrijela Žalac, Ministry of
Regional Development and EU Funds (former Minister).
As an introduction to the panel discussion, two
lectures were held at NAVA hall: Zoran Jašić, PhD,
talked about Croatia and the EU: Building Institutions Introduction to the thematic discussion, and
Branko Baričević, PhD, as a keynote speaker, introduced the Commission representation office in
Croatia – Croatia and the EU 2019 – New Crossroad? Along with them, it was a pleasure to open
the conference with the presentation by Branko
Baričević, head of the European Commission Representative in Croatia, born in Osijek. After the
successful introduction of the first day of the conference, a complimentary word was rounded by
academician Vlasta Piližota. Baričević, welcoming
her, emphasized she was the first Croatian expert in
the bodies of the European Union!
After the welcome speeches and brief thematic
introductions, two panel discussions were held.
510

In the first panel discussion, senior representatives of the domestic public sector participated: Gabrijela Žalac (former Minister of Regional
Development and EU Funds), Luka Burilović,
PhD Candidate (President of Croatian Chamber of
Economy), Ljubo Jurčić, PhD (Croatian Society of
Economists), Vesna Škare Ožbolt (Ph. D.), Mladen Vedriš, PhD (Faculty of Law, University of Zagreb), Željko Lovrinčević, PhD (The Institute of
Economics Zagreb). The panel was moderated by
HRT’s Eliana Čandrlić Glibota. The coffee break
was attributed to Atlantic Grupa as a donor with
its Cedevita products. By opening the first panel
on Croatia’s membership in the EU, former Minister of Regional Development and European Union
Funds Gabrijela Žalac pointed out that from the
European Structural and Investment Funds for the
period 2014-2020, with Croatia available 10.7 billion, to date, worth € 7.2 billion, or 67 percent of
the funds allocated, have been contracted to date
and EUR 2.3 billion has been paid up to now, i.e.,
22 percent of the funds allocated. Former Minister
Gabrijela Žalac, as a participant of the first panel,
recalled that 80 percent of public investment in our
country comes from the European Union, but also
stressed that membership has led to higher GDP
and higher employment. It is commonly argued
whether Croatia is a «net» loser or winner, and Luka
Burilović, the president of the Croatian Chamber of
Commerce, has stated that a part of the youth will
decide to leave Croatia even if there is no Erasmus
exchange program.
In the second panel, high-level representatives of
the domestic public and private sectors participated
in the discussion: Jurica Pavičić, PhD (Dean, Faculty of Economics and Business, University of Zagreb), Alen Host, PhD (Dean, Faculty of Economics
and Business, University of Rijeka), Gordana Deranja (Croatian Employers Association/Tehnomont
d.d.), Dragan Kovačević, PhD (JANAF d.d.), Josip Budimir, MSc (Franck d.d.), Ivan Miloloža,
PhD (Vice Dean, Faculty of Dental Medicine and
Health Osijek/Munja d.d.), Krešimir Bubalo,
BSc Econ, (Pevec d.d.), Mato Škojo (Mlinar d.d.),
Jako Andabak (Sunce Koncern d.d.), and it was
moderated by Marina Šunjerga from Večernji list.
In the second panel, the main point was led by representatives of the real sector, including Mato Škojo
of Mlinar and Krešimir Bubalo - financial director
of Pevec. The fundamental question was whether
a part of the public sector employees could be re-
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qualified in the real sector. Bubalo, who has experience in both public administration and the real
sector, points out that it is almost equally “difficult
to find a real man, but it is difficult to dismiss him.”
From 3.00 PM, parallel sessions were held in different halls divided into the thematic areas that were
mentioned above. Also, our doctoral students were
able to expose their own doctoral dissertation topics (5.00 PM) as well as to conduct workshops with
mentors related to the dissertation itself (6.00 PM).

3rd day of the Conference
The third day of the conference (Saturday, 18th May
2019, Liburnia HALL) was scheduled/reserved for
presentation of Project INTENSE teaching materials (9.00 AM) as well as presenting the Competences during the INTENSE module (10.00 AM). Also,
PhD Workshop was held at 10.00 AM at LEUT B
HALL.
It is essential to emphasize the social part of the
conference, which includes different collaborations
every year: the first day of the Conference,
successful cooperation from last year›s conference
with Pinkert Winery and Žito Group (finger food)
was repeated. On the second day of the Conference,
all participants had the pleasure of attending dinner at the Remisens Admiral hotel, who hosted the
Conference.
The Conference has been supported by Ministry of
Science and Education of the Republic of Croatia,
Ministry of Regional Development and EU Funds of
the Republic of Croatia, Ministry of Economy, Entrepreneurship and Crafts, Ministry of Foreign and
European Affairs, as well as various donors: ADRIATIC Osiguranje d.d., Association PRO HOMINE
Vukovar, Atlantic Grupa, Barjak, Cedevita i Cockta,
Dobro (Žito Grupa), Drvo – trgovina d.o.o. Slatina,
Glas Slavonije, Housing department Osijek, KANAAN, Lider, Mentos, Pinkert Winery, Večernji
list.

The latest edition of the Conference Proceedings,
i.e., “Interdisciplinary Management Research XV”
(ISSN 1847-0408), encompasses 104 papers written by 257 authors from different countries. The
Proceedings sections and the articles were divided
into the fourteen thematic areas such as: General
Management, Operations Management, Finance
Management, Marketing Management, Strategy
Management, Human Resources Management, Information Technology Management - Geographic
Information System, Microeconomics, Macroeconomics and Monetary Economic, Public Economics, Urban, Rural and Regional Economics,
Accounting, Economic Development, Technological Change, and Growth, Health, Education and
Welfare and Law & Economics; and it has been divided into two parts (two books). Proceedings were
published by Josip Juraj Strossmayer University of
Osijek, Faculty of Economics in Osijek, Croatia,
Postgraduate doctoral Study Program in Management, Hochschule Pforzheim University, Germany,
Croatian Academy of Sciences and Arts; for the
Publishers: Thomas Cleff, PhD (Dean, Hochschule
Pforzheim University, Germany), Boris Crnković,
PhD (Dean, Josip Juraj Strossmayer University of
Osijek, Faculty of Economics in Osijek, Croatia),
with the following editors: Dražen Barković, PhD
(Faculty of Economics in Osijek), Boris Crnković,
PhD (Faculty of Economics in Osijek), Marijana
Zekić Sušac, PhD (Faculty of Economics in Osijek), Karl – Heinz Dernoscheg, PhD (International
Business School Styria, Austria), Norbert Pap, PhD
(University of Pecs, Hungary), Bodo Runzheimer,
PhD (Pforzheim University, Business School, Germany), and Dirk Wentzel, PhD (Hochschule Pforzheim University, Germany). IMR Conferences’
proceedings are listed in the following databases:
Web of Science, RePEc, EconPapers and Socionet,
ECONBIZ, Clarivate Analytics, National and university library in Zagreb, which makes the IMR
Conference even more important and exciting to a
large number of scientists, entrepreneurs, business
people, researchers, and visitors.
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Upute autorima
Opis časopisa

Vrste radova

Ekonomski vjesnik / Econviews - Review of
Contemporary Business, Entrepreneurship and
Economic Issues usmjeren je znanstvenicima i
praktičarima. Objavljuje radove koji doprinose teorijskim, metodološkim i empirijskim spoznajama
u kompleksnom području ekonomije. Radovi se
mogu temeljiti na kvantitativnim i na kvalitativnim
analizama, mogu predstavljati sinteze dosadašnjih
istraživanja i ukazivati na otvorena pitanja u posebnim područjima društveno-ekonomske prakse.
Prihvaćaju se radovi usmjereni na različite razine
istraživanja (od pojedinačnih slučajeva do manjih
ili velikih uzoraka) i različite kontekstualne okvire
(mala, srednja i velika poduzeća, industrijski sektori, lokalna, regionalna i nacionalna gospodarstva, međunarodna ekonomija, gospodarske grane,
zdravstvo i obrazovanje, rad i demografija, prirodni
potencijali i drugi društveno-ekonomski okviri).

Časopis objavljuje recenzirane radove (znanstvene
članke), izvješća o istraživanju, znanstvene rasprave
i prikaze. Povremeno se izdaju i tematski brojevi.
Radovi podliježu postupku dvostruke slijepe recenzije (eng. double blind review) koju provode domaći
i međunarodni recenzenti. U okviru postupka
stručnog recenziranja, radovi objavljeni u časopisu
svrstavaju se u jednu od sljedećih kategorija: izvorni
znanstveni radovi, prethodna priopćenja, pregledni
radovi i stručni radovi. Radovi moraju biti na engleskom jeziku. Stručni radovi, prikazi i slični prilozi mogu se objavljivati na hrvatskom jeziku.

Časopis je usmjeren na znanstvena područja
ekonomije, poslovne ekonomije i poduzetništva, a
zbog njihove neodvojive povezanosti s drugim disciplinama - informacijskim i tehničkim znanostima,
pravom, sociologijom, psihologijom i drugima, objavljuju se i radovi s multidisciplinarnim sadržajima.

Podnošenje radova
Podneseni radovi ne bi smjeli biti ranije objavljeni
niti predani na razmatranje za objavljivanje negdje
drugdje. Radovi se dostavljaju u elektroničkom obliku na elektroničku adresu: ekonomski.vjesnik@
efos.hr. Detaljne upute za autore mogu se pronaći
na http://www.efos.unios.hr/ekonomski-vjesnik/
upute-autorima/. Uz rad u odvojenoj datoteci
potrebno je dostaviti naslovnu stranicu i kratku biografiju (ne više od 100 riječi) za svakog (su)autora.

Autorska prava (Copyright)
Autori čiji se rad objavljuje u časopisu Ekonomski
vjesnik / Econviews - Review of Contemporary
Business, Entrepreneurship and Economic Issues
automatski prenose svoja autorska prava na časopis,
koji pridržava ta prava za sve radove koji su u njemu
objavljeni. Rukopisi se ne vraćaju.
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Upute autorima

Etička načela
Etička načela za časopis Ekonomski Vjesnik / Econviews - Review of Contemporary Business, Entrepreneurship and Economic Issues temelje se na smjernicama za najbolju praksu za urednike časopisa
Udruge za etiku objavljivanja (COPE - Committee
on Publication Ethics).

Opće smjernice za autore
Ne postoje strogi uvjeti, ali svi radovi moraju
sadržavati bitne elemente kao što su: sažetak,
ključne riječi, uvod, pregled dosadašnjih istraživanja
(teorijski okvir), metodologija, rezultati, rasprava,
zaključak. Takva se struktura preporučuje za znanstvene članke u kategoriji izvornih članaka, prethodnih priopćenja i preglednih radova.
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Radove je potrebno formatirati za ispis na papiru
veličine 210 x 297 mm. Treba koristiti fontove
Times New Roman ili Arial veličine 12 (osim ako
ovdje nije drugačije navedeno), a prored treba biti
1.5. Margine stranica (lijevu, desnu, gornju i donju)
treba postaviti na 25 mm. Tekst mora biti poravnat s
lijevom i desnom marginom (obostrano poravnato).
Rad bi trebao imati između 4500 i 6500 riječi.
Detaljne Upute za autore mogu se pronaći na
http://www.efos.unios.hr/ekonomski-vjesnik/
upute-autorima/. Radovi koji nisu napisani u skladu
s uputama neće se uzeti u obzir za objavljivanje.
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Guidelines for authors
Description of the journal

Types of papers

Ekonomski Vjesnik / Econviews – Review of Contemporary Entrepreneurship, Business, and Economic Issues is intended for researchers and practitioners, and devoted to the publication of papers
that contribute to the theoretical, methodological
and empirical insights in the complex field of economics. Articles can be based on quantitative as
well as qualitative analyses; they can be a synthesis of previous research and discuss open issues in
specific areas of social and economic practice. The
journal welcomes papers focused on different levels
of analysis (from individual cases to small or large
samples) and contexts (SMEs and large companies, industrial sectors, local, regional and national
economies, international economics, branches of
economy, healthcare and education, labour and
demographics, natural resources and other socioeconomic frameworks).

The journal publishes reviewed papers (scholarly
articles), research reports, scholarly debates and reviews. Individual issues can be dedicated to more
specific topics. Submissions will undergo a double
blind review. Within the peer review process, papers published in the journal are categorized in one
of the following categories: original scientific papers, preliminary communications, review papers
and professional papers. Papers must be in English.
Professional papers, presentations and other contributions can be published in Croatian.

The journal is focused on research in economics,
business economics and entrepreneurship, however, as these are closely intertwined with other disciplines – information and technical sciences, law,
sociology, psychology and other fields – multidisciplinary submissions are also welcome.

Submission
Submissions should not be published earlier or be
under consideration for publication elsewhere. The
papers should be submitted electronically to the email address: ekonomski.vjesnik@efos.hr.
In addition to the main manuscript, a separate file
should be sent containing the title page with a brief
biographical note for each author (details below).

Copyright
Contributing authors automatically waive their
copyright in favour of the journal. The journal reserves copyright of all papers published in it.

Ethical policy
The ethics statements for Ekonomski Vjesnik /
Econviews - Review of Contemporary Entrepreneurship, Business and Economic Issues are based
on the Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE)
Best Practice Guidelines for Journal Editors.
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Guidelines for authors

General guidelines for authors
There are no strict requirements but all manuscripts must contain the essential elements, for example: Title; Abstract; Keywords; Main part of the
paper: Introduction, Review of previous research
(Theoretical framework), Methodology, Results,
Discussion, Conclusion, References. Such article
structure is recommended for scholarly articles in
the category of original scientific papers, preliminary communications and review papers.
Papers must be formatted so as to allow printing
on paper size 210 X 297 mm. Times New Roman or
Arial font, size 12 (unless otherwise stated herein)
should be used, and line spacing should be 1.5.
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The margins (left, right, top and bottom) should be
25mm wide. The text should be aligned with both
the right and left margins (justified). The paper
should have between 4500 and 6500 words.
Detailed guidelines for authors can be found at
http://www.efos.unios.hr/ekonomski-vjesnik/guidelines-for-authors/. Papers that do not adhere to these
guidelines will not be considered for publication.
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